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ABSTRACT

After a review of much of what has been written
by sociologists and social anthropologists on the typological
classification of different forms of violence , feud is
provisionally defined, following Peters1 work on the Bedouin
of Cyrenaica, as a permanent relationship between social
groups the changing character of which is expressed in
terms of violence or the threatened exercize of violence*
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Peters1 original definition of feud is then expanded to
cover a much wider range of social interaction than he
initially suggested.

It is proposed that the word feud

be taken to describe almost any kind of persistent relationship between individuals or groups in which it may be said
tnat the principal motivation on both sides is fear of
aggression.

It is postulated that the prevalence in social

interaction of fear over all other motivations is charac
teristic of a specific type of social structure which arises
in response to a given set of historical and oecological
circumstances.

A general picture of the structure of such

a ’feuding1 society emerges from the discussion (in chapters
II and III) of what actually happens in the course of
individual feuds which, it is argued, despite frequent
statements in the literature to the contrary, cannot be
concluded and are in practice ’eternal*.

In the fourth

chapter, the postulate that the occurrence of feud is

3
invariably coincident with a particular constellation of
historical, oecological and structural factors is examined
in greater depth*

An attempt is made to construct a

universally valid model of feud which is found to be in
all points congruent with a minimal model of society.

It

is shown, with reference to feuding societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle hast, that feud operates to
create a form of social stratification - that is, to express
changing patterns of dominance and subordination between
individuals and groups - and that it may be regarded as a
social system -per,se which evolves as a surrogate for more
sophisticated political institutions where oecological
conditions inhibit their development.

-Finally, the dual

theme of feud as a relationship and a social system is
again central to the last chapter, where it is manipulated
in conjunction with a number of current ideas concerning
the nature of ritual action to account for the ferocity of
attitudes to women in many feuding societies and to provide
a tentative explanation of certain details of feuding
behaviour the significance of which would otherwise remain
obscure.
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INTHODUCTCRX NOTE

'j- /

A.few preliminary remarks are necessary for the
sake of clarity and in order to avoid tedious repetitions
in the text:
1)

c

This thesis is principally concerned with feud

as it is practised in the Mediterranean basin and the Middle
-,v>

East.
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I take the latter term to include two marginal
ic;..1

regions - Somaliland and the Swat valley in northwest
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I akistan - in which feuding activities are not dissimilar
to those to be observed elsewhere in the area under consideration.

Lhen making general assertions about feud in

the Mediterranean and the Middle East so defined, I shall
not always repeat my terms of reference, which should at
all times be regarded as implicit, unless I specifically
state that 1 am drawing upon

material from other areas

or formulating hypotheses which are universally valid.
2)

In the first four chapters I shall be ignoring

the rble of women and treating"feud as if it were an almost
exclusively ’all-male* pursuit, which, to a certain extent,
it i s . ! The rationale of this procedure will become apparent
in the last chapter.
3)

• ... .

Whenever it has been necessary to quote works
..

. * '%
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published in languages other than English, no effort has
been made to translate the passages in question.

For the

original (which often dates from the nineteenth century
or earlier) frequently communicates a unique savour of
feuding societies observed at first hand before the intro
duction of a certain measure of governmental control which
would be entirely lost in translation.

Where words and

proper names from Arabic or other languages not normally
written in the Roman alphabet occur outside quotations, I
have sought, wherever possible, to use the spelling given
in the first edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam. V.hen
the Encyclopaedia does not mention the particular word or
name, I have copied it as it stood in the system of trans
literation employed by the author quoted.

This method has

led to numerous inconsistencies, but at least has the merit
of making it relatively simple for arabists and others to
check words in their original context, so that they may
form their own opinions as to a correct transcription.
4)

I have drawn heavily in this thesis both for ideas

and ethnographic material upon the work carried out among
the Bedouin of Cyrenaica by Professor Emrys Peters (of
the Department of Social Anthropology and Sociology at the
University of Manchester), from whose theories most of my
own ultimately derive.

Whenever I have occasion to refer

to the Bedouin of Cyrenaica, I shall be speaking of the
camel herding nomads of the southern barr, or semi-desert,
among whom Peters made most of his observations on the

practice of feud.

I shall nowhere allude to the culturally

similar tent dwellers of the .jabal, or northern plateau,
where lusher pastures and a different terrain have been
. .

•

conducive to the development of other social conditions.
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CHiU TLk I;

* TIXCLGGY CL VIOLENCE

Any discussion of the feud in the Mediterranean and
the Middle Last must almost immediately encounter a major
obstacle, fox* although travellers, administrators and anthro
pologists have reported a mass of often very detailed material
describing sporadic outbreaks of violence of one sox*t or another,
they have in the main studiously avoided formulating an exact
definition of what they mean by the word feud.

A study of the

occurrence of the term in the literature on both the kiddle Last
and the more familial* pr*eserves of social anthropology, like
tropical Africa, yields a bewildering variety of interpretations
ranging from individual acts of lethal retaliation for homicide,
injury or insult, to repeated acts of full scale aggression
between large ethnic groups v;hose adult male population may
number several thousands strong.

Austin Kermett, an administrated

in the Egyptian desert, for instance, applies the wox'd 'feud1 to
an incident in which a Eedouin was killed by three men from
another tribe as the result of a quarrel:

the victim’s fellow

tribesmen capture the aggressors and impound as many animals as
they can abduct from the enemy tribe's pastures.

The small son

of the dead man, who witnessed his father's murder, is told to
decide which of the three captives delivered the death dealing
blow, whereupon the boy is given a loaded pistol with which he
shoots the guilty man as he stands bound hand and foot.

The

10

remaining two men are then allowed to return with the flocks of
their fellow tribesmen to their tents and peaceful relations
are resumed between the two groups (kennett 1925;56-9)•

'keud1

stands here for exact retaliation in kind*
On the other hand, von Hahn, the Austro-Hungarian
consul for eascern Greece, who travelled extensively in Albania
in the mia-nineteench century, could wrice of a case of 'Blutrachi
Cfeuaj zwischen zwei angesehen familien, welche CLber 80 Jahre
gedauert und an 50 mdnnern das Leben gekostet hatte* (von nahn
1867:541)*

The difference between this and the incident

reported by kennett is not merely one of dimensions and time*
In the first instance the biblical principle of an eye for an
eye was accepted by both sides and the affair was regarded as
closed forthwith, whereas in the second the px'inciple was either
deliberately flouted or was even never entertained as a serious
alternative to intensive reciprocal murder*

Although von Hahn

does not go into the causes and the historical background of
the ffeudf he records, it is clear that the underlying social
mechanism is totally dissimilar to chat operative in the Bedouin
example of talion.

Yet both authors state explicitly, albeit

in different -languages, that they are dealing with the same
phenomenon*

This illustration constitutes but a faint echo of

the inconsistencies of meaning that surround the word 'feud1
throughout the literature*
Those authors who have trohbled to define their
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terms may bo divided into two main categories.

Cn the one hand

stand the British social anthropologists, whose increasinly
sophisticated definitions of feud have suffered from a twofold
limitation:

firstly, they are elaborations of the original

model developed by HJvans-Pritchard with the specific purpose
of describing Nuer patterns of self help and inevitably show
strong signs of this influence; secondly, their own field of
application was hardly wider, restricted as it was to the
analysis of violence as a moans of social control among
acephalous tribes of tropical Africa.

In the other camp are

situated those authors who have attemped to create a sociological
typology of conflict.

Ihis division into two categories is

largely a reflection of the divergent interests of the two
groups of authors, the social anthropologists seeking in the
main for a typology that will accommodate conflicts on a fairlyreduced scale and the sociologists being concerned with the
smaller scale manifestations of conflict only in as far as they
could shed light on their principal problem, the nature of war
in western society.'*'

For these reasons, the anthropologists

tend to concentrate upon an exact definition of the feud,
whereas war is acknowledged as a vague residual cateogry over
and beyond feud with no clearly specified limits.

Ihe socio

logists, on the contrary, attempt to define warfare with
precision, but neglect feud,

fhe possibility of the existence

of intermediary categories is in general ignored by both camps.
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On one point, however, all are implicitly agreed:

the really

important criterion to distinguish between one form of
conflict and another is tho size and structure of the groups
involved.
I shall now examine some of the typologies of
conflict proposed hy both anthropologists and sociologists.
I shall discuss their validity and point out their blind
spots.

By reference to the work of Lewis, Nadel and haters,

I shall subsequently suggest some ways in which they might
be amended to accommodate a more refined analysis of violence
in tribal societies.

1) Home previous attempts
A deceptively lucid definitional statement of
intent is made by Middleton and Tait in their ’Introduction1
to Tribes without rulers:
’By feud we refer to fighting between people as
groups, usually undertaken as response to an
offence, tho groups being in such a relationship
that although they fight they both accept the
obligation to bring the fighting to a close by
peaceful settlement there being machinery to
achieve this conclusion.... If there is no such
obligation or machinery to settle the fighting we
refer to it as warfare. Feud is thus a condition
that flourishes typically within the same jural
community1 (1953:20).
For Middleton and Tait, therefore, the decisive criteria to
distinguish feud from warfare are the possibility of con
cluding hostilities through ’machinery', by which it seems

V
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they mean recourse to arbitration, and the ’moral1 (1953:9)
obligation to do so.
Although they do not express it in sc many words,
liddleton and Tait postulate a third criterion which is
implicit in the phrase ’Jural community’.

As this is one

of the concepts that they admittedly (1953:9) derive from
Evans -I rit chard's theoretical work on the Fuer, it is
reasonable to surmise that they have retained its original
meaning.

hvans-Iritchard’s use of the term applied to the

unit he called a ’tribe’, which he defines (among other
things) as the largest group within which compensation is
paid and accepted as a surrogate for self-help in cases of
homicide or injury (Evans-Tritchard 1940:121).
Eiddleton and Tait's division of the ?;kole field
of violence into only two sub-categories is quite deliberately
restrictive, for although they arc aware that 'Existing
accounts of political systems in Africa refer to various
types of overt expression of hostility between groups as
warfare, feud, blocd-vengeance, fighting or vendetta', they
prefer to regard them all as forms of ’self-help’.

But they

offer no reason for this disinclination to differentiate
between then other than that 'It is often difficult - and
often pointless - to distinguish them clearly' (1953:19)*
In these circumstances the reader is left wondering why they
made the attempt in the first place.

14
k similarly self-defeating exercize in definition
is to be found in a doctoral thesis entitled The -political
organization of an Arah tribe of the Hadhramaut (Hartley
1961).

The author provides a list of Hadraml conceptual

categories of conflict:

’Hostile relationship are set out

on a continuum of increasing intensity, from a simple quarrel
flchioam) , to filling (gatal) » "blood” (damm), the right of
talion, to revenge (naga), to war (harb).

One leads to the

next, especially once a killing has occurred* (1961:175).
This material seems to offer a wealth of possibilities for
the accurate delineation of feud and other types of physical
conflict.

Yet the author inexplicably refers back to

Middleton and Tait’s tripartite definition of the feud based
on arbitration, compensation and relative size, or structural
distance between the contestants.

Tike them, he is also

content to contrast feud with war, v/hich term he reserves
’for hostilities between groups of a certain order, generally
larger groups, the sub-clan, clan and tribe’ (1961:175).
Hostile relationships between groupings of an order inferior
to thac involved in warfare are placed indiscriminately under
the heading of feud*

The categories of gatal, damn and naga

would appear to have no further significance.

It would be

difficult to be less precise.
In 1941, Malinowski published, as a contribution
to a symposium on the sociological background to the European
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conflict, 1An anthropological analysis of war’, in which he
also distinguished all other forms of violence from warfare
by the stress he laid on the political aspects of the latter*
IIi-3 ’minimum definition of war' is ’an ai'ined -contest between

two independent political units by means cf organised
military force, in pursuit of a tribal or national policy’
(194-1:523)*

Thus, he rules out ’raids for head hunting, for

cannibal feasts, for victims of human sacrifice to tribal
gods... this type of fighting... is not cognate to warfare,
for it is devoid cf any political relevancy; nor can it be
considered as any systematic pursuit of intertribal policy*
(1941:538).
For Malinowski warfare is characterised by the
size of the units engaged and the extent to which the conflict
can be said to be the result of a consciously implemented
policy.

(Though he is unwilling to be specific, the tone of

the whole article is transparent and belies the title:
Malinowski is here mere concerned with a sociological analysis
of international wars in the mid-twentieth century than v/ith
a definition of the general phenomenon of war in anthropolo
gical terms.

If he does quickly sketch in the lines of an

overall typology of violence, this is more for the sake of
completeness and to provide points of reference to enhance
his main theme, than because he regards other categories of
conflict as important per so in this context.
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In what are , fr Malinowski the 'functionalist *,
terms with a curiously evcluticnistic ring to them, he lists
six items culminating in the definition of war as an instru
ment of conscious national policy refei’red to above.

Two of

these ’cultural phase[s] in the development of organised
fighting' are of interest here.

They are the lo est and

the most 'primitive1:
1)

private fighting, on the impulse of anger,
within a group 'countered and curbed by
customary lav;...'

2)

collective and organised fighting as 'a
juridical mechanismfbr the adjustment of
differences between constituent groups of
the same larger cultural unit* . . 1 (1941:54l)*

Both these items fall within the Middleton-Tait
tripartite definition of feud, for they apply to fighting
within the jural community, and in as far as one is 'countered
and curbed by customary law' and the other is a 'juridical
mechanism for**, adjustment1 they may be assumed to allow
for arbitration and, possibly, compensation, although, again,
Malinowski is not specific.

They are similar in that they

postulate the operation of an impersonal legal principle
that exists over and above the conflict

itself.

But if

both, as Middleton and Tait would have it, are regarded as
types of self-help, they nevertheless differ in the appli
cation of this principle:

in the case of 'private fighting'

it would seem that the penal element of customary law is
exercized coercively against the defaulting individual by
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the society at large, whereas in the second case it is the
inter-action of the fighting groups that itself constitutes
the 'juridical mechanism1.

The importance of this distinction

will become more apparent in the discussion of vengeance
killing later in the present chapter (cf. p. 53 )•
Malinowski cites one other category of violence
that often attains important proportions in western and non
western societies alike:
pillage...1 (1941:541).

'military expeditions of organized
Anthropologists are familiar with

this category under the generic ter . of raiding.

But

Malinowski collates it with modern inter nation state
wax’fax>e under the rubric of politically regulated violence,
because political organization and large scale military
operations for predominantly economic ends are, in his
opinion, coextensive.

Raiding at the 'lower levels cf

culture1 is for him 'a type of man hunting sport'; and he
explicitly denies that primitive and semi-primitive peoples
can ever undertake raids for economic motives.

It is for

this reason that he eliminates even the largest and most
planned of head hunting raids from his category of politically
significant forms of conflict, yet includes, as proximate to
warfare, the 'organized robbery* indulged in by the majority
of momadic pastoralists. how, one of the points that I
intend to make in the course of this thesis, and particularly
in the last chapter, is that the reverse of what Malinowski

18
says is nearer bo reality:

in as far as raiding can be

ascribed to purely economic motives, it may be said to
constitute an oecological necessity in conditions of scarcity
and is relatively free of political overtones, for in this
type of raiding the aggressors seek to empower themselves
of a material prize (e.g. flocks) which they carry off to
their home territory to enjoy; military defeat of the enemy
and political dominance by territorial occupation are
superfluous and unpracticable in the pastoral situation.
I shall show, on the contrary, that apparently gratuitous
violence, raiding or homicide for ’glory1 and trophies of
little material value, or to avenge insult and injury with
no goals of an econoric nature, are more akin to the sphere
of ’policy* to which Malinowski, in my view mistakenly,
imputes raiding.
However, at this Juncture it is sufficient to
register disagreement with Malinowski’s typology for two
reasons:

firstly, it displays a notable lack of precision

in all but the last two categories which deal with ’political*
phenomena.

By providing four categories to Middleton and

Tait’s one at the bottom of the scale, Malinowski attempts
to refine his concepts but ic prevented from going very far
by his vague phraseology and use of terms,

Secondly, the

distinction he makes between politically motivated hostilities
and other types of fighting, in which the political element

19
is absent, is superficial and misleading.

Tor whereas, on

the one hand, he makes the implicit assumption that primitive
society exists beyond tho pale of political action, he labels,
on the other hand, as ’political* certain patterns of
aggressive behaviour - like some forms of raiding - which
in reality have little or no political content.
Thereas Middleton and Tait, and Hartley.', after a
short skirmish with the difficulties of definition, surrender
to the forces of confusion and indifference, Malinowski has
endeavoured to bring order to the concept cf violence, but
fails.

Alvin Johnson, in his article on ’War* in the

Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences, states that ’The term war
is generally applied to armed conflict between population
groups conceived of as organic unities, such as races or
tribes, states or lesser geographic units, religious or
political parties, economic classes.

Armed conflict between

states that legally enc
^oy complete and unlimited sovereignty
is in modern thought treated as typically war’.

This con

centration on the integrity of the group proves, however,
somewhat abortive, since Johnson is forced tc admit that,
if this is regarded as the principal criterion, ’there are
numberless boarderline cases often treated essentially as
war’ (193?:331).
Johnson was writing in 1935•

Fifteen years later

the definitional controversy had made little headway and

20
.Joseph Schneider fell* bound bo concede in tho firs* lines
of a ’note1 in the American Sociological levlew that 1fhe
literature of primitive warfare is acknowledged as being in
an unsatisfactory state1 (1950:772)*

One of the causes of

this he ascribes to 'the tendency to classify under primitive
war all forms of group sanctioned violence whether the
fighting can be properly called war or not.

The fact that

blood vengeance is nearly everywhere an attribute of primitive
fighting has encouraged tho vie.7 that fighting within the
group cannot be distinguished from fighting between gx’oups...
no criteria are available by which crime and punishment may
be distinguished from war* (1S5C:772).

It is clear from

what follows that by blood vengeance Cchneider means any
form of publicly recognized and accepted physically violent
reaction in retaliation for a wrong inflicted in the absence
of more sophisticated penal institutions and a means to
enforce their*

For

clmeider there is only one way out of

the terminological impasse created by this ubiquity of
’retaliation or self-help* *in cultures where there exist
scant forms of public Justice1;

’whether one method of

redress is called punishment and another war depends upon
the social unit of classification employed as basic or
primary* (1950:774)•
This insistence upon the definition of the social
units involved provides the Leitmotiv of all the attempts
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at the construction cf a typology of violence quoted above*
Whatever the other criteria tahen into consideration a
dilemma is encountered when a hard and fast rule is sought
to distinguish the level at which feud becomes war and vice
versa*

Reliance on absolute numbers cf combatants implicated

on either side is obviously f5.r too arbitrary.

Malinowshi

circumvents the problem by referring to the criterion of
political independence as a necessary prerequisite for war.
But he proposes no means of establishing whether a given
group can be considered totally independent or not.

Nine

teenth century Cyrcnaican Bedouin tribes paid tribute to
the Sublime Forte and were nominally subjects of the Ottoman
Empire*

By absolute standards they were not politically

independent.

But this did net prevent the occurrence of

large scale hostilities or. an inter-tribal basis that
tribesmen themselves do not hesitate to qualify as war
(Feters 19^7:269).

Johnson, with certain misgivings, it is

true, postulates that war occurs between ’organic units’*
Fchneider refuses to commit himself by identifying any
particular type cf unit,

tiddleton and Tait, together with

Hartley, on the ether hand, emphatically opt for the ’jural
community’ beyond and outside which they regard any fighting
as warfare.

2) Accessibility to compromise and the ’finite’ feud
I have already mentioned that Middleton and Tait’s

22
definition of the jural community in derived fron EvansPritchard’s use of the tern in his book The Tucr*

The phrase

deccr.'bes the maximal group within which there exist both an
obligation to bring fighting to a close by peaceful settlement
and machinery to achieve such a conclusion; the group is
furthermore identical with that within which compensation or
blood money is paid and accepted for all torts and injuries
(except those occurring within the nuclear family and between
p

certain very close relatives }.

All definitions are to some

extent arbitrary, and, at first sight, the acceptance of
mediation and tho principle of compensation would appear as
good criteria as any by which to craw a necessarily arbitrary
line between feud and warfare. ITor was TJvans-I"ritchard the
first author to do so*

Tore than thirty years before the

publication of The Muer Gimme 1 had emphasised this aspect
of conflict:

’In sharp contrast to the termination of

conflict through victory is its end in compromise*

In a

classification of conflicts one of the most important charac
teristics is their intrinsic accessibility or inaccessibility
to sucn ending’ (1966:114*) r
Giromel unfortunately does not pursue this remark.
Although he discusses the nature cf compromise at length and
even goes so far as to call it ’eine der grbssten Erfindungen
der Eenschbeit’, he shows reticence in suggesting how
accessibility or inaccessibility to compromise could be
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used in practice -for tho classification of conflicts.

The

incompleteness of Siranelfs argument is especially vexatious
when viewed in the light of certain ethnographic facts.
nor lewis , in his excellent account of arid sonc pastoralists
in the Horn cf Africa , gives tho following' information:
•Hines all fomali recognise the payment of compensation for
injuries all disputes at every level cf segmentation can he
composed*.

In Himmel'c terns, since in this case all conflict

is accessible to compromise, no classification is possible
on this "basis.

Indeed, Lewis is quite unambiguous;

*It is

rot therefore useful to make a rigorous sociological
distinction between war and feud; and I use these terms
here in much the same sense speaking rather of war, however,
when hostilities are general and involve large groups*.
(1961:242).

And the terminological fancy of the anthropolo

gist is suntainedby that of the people he is studying, for
the Somali themselves fdo not make any rigorous distinction
between "war* between large groups structurally distant, and
"feud" between small closely related lineages* (1961*248)*
9h.ite contrary evidence can, however, bo produced
for other parts of the Piddle East.

Pr Eadhim, an Iraqi

Jurist, has, for example, studied a series of documents
recording the norms of tribal law in different parts of Iraq
that were drawn up by tribal councils in 1937 and have lain
untouched ever since in the archives of the Ministry of the
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Interior in Baghdad*

The documents specify the amount and

type (whether money, animals, women etc.) of compensation
to he raid to effect the conclusion of different categories
of conflict.

But no compensation is due in cases of damdoum,

that is an inter-tribal affray in which fighting is general
and casualties on both sides are numerous but not necessarily
equal in number and cavity (Kadhim 1957:81).

Kennett

alludes to the same practice among Sinai and Arabian tribes
who recognise what he calls a •state of war* during which no
compensation can be claimed for deaths caused by the enemy
(Kermett 1925*51).
Tf all Somali conflicts are, in the final analysis,
accessible to compromise, this is certainly not the impression
given by the built of ethnographic literature on the Mediter
ranean and the Middle Bast.

This disparity between Somali

practice and that of other tribal peonies in the area could
to a certain extent be ascribed to the marginal geographical
situation of Somaliland in relation to the rest of the Middle
Bast and its cultural prolongation westward into the
Mediterranean.

Nonetheless, the Somali are ardent and,

sporadically, fanatical Muslims

and have always remained

in close cultural and commercial contact with southern
Arabia whence their mat
ior clans trace descent.

Moreover,

tribal peoples in the interior of the African continent having
unlike the Somali, until recently suffered very little
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interference from without, follow, with no exception that
I am aware of, the same principle of ignoring the payment
of compensation in battle at a high level of segmentation,
as deccribod by ’Xadhim and Kenmett.

Lewis's information is,

then, either inexplicably atypical or wrong.
to say which.

It in impossible

\ pastoral democracy is so detailed in other

respects that the second solution would seem unlikely.
This enigma apart, however, the criterion of
accessibility to compromise and its concomitants, in mani
festations of violence among tribal peoples, of arbitration
and compensation; to distinguish between feud and warfare,
is not entirely satisfactory for one fiirther reason:

through

out the literature on the feud in the Mediterranean and the
Kiddle East it is affirmed that in all circumstances in
which compensation is a recognized vean^ of bringing about
a reconciliation between the offended party and the offenders,
retaliation in •ind is an acceptable and frequently recom
mended alternative.

XadMm, for instance, whilst conceding

that the majority of conflicts are brought to a reaceful
settlement, nonetheless insists that 'It must be borne in
mind that the prevailing custom among the tribes is "a soul
for a soul” or, sometimes, "souls for a soul”.
considers it his first duty to take revenge'.

The tribesman
But 'prominent

men on both sides' intervene 'to establish jxsace.

And the

tribesman tries to escape from being forced to accept

.
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•' .t 1-V ea& vaunt hi; price bp taking his
revenge and killing the offender or any ran of his tribe or
sub-tribe as the case may be* (1257:74-) •

Similarly, I eters

states that among the camel herding Bedouin of Cyrer.aica
compensation for a homicide should ideally be refused by
the victim’s close agnates, who should enact vengeance
(1951s302).

from Albania on the opposite shore of the

Ucciterranean it is reported that only fCn rare occasions
the aggressors might confess their guilt and the aggrieved
forgo their pourid of flesh for an indemnity in cash or hind1
(\irery 194-6 :8 ).

Hardy, who travelled within the last ten

years in the Syrian desert, found that the acceptance of
compensation in lieu of vengeance ’is still... regarded as
dishonourable’ (Hardy 1963:22), although the area is how
well policed and provided with modern courts.

Ono of the

most remarkable aspects of the whole vengeance complex is
the high degree of consistency, throughout the regions in
which it is practised, of beliefs relative to talion and
even the vocabulary used to describe; them, for sentiments
identical to those of the Syrian .Bedouin were voiced in
nineteenth century Albania:

’lei den Llirediten und Pulati

vrftre es sogar schinpflich, seine B.ache su verkaufon’
Goicevic 1881:71).
To resume my objections to the crifcei'ia to distin
guish between feud and war proposed by ifrans-iri tchard,
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Fimmel and others of like persuasion:

in the first place,

there is at least one veil attested case of compensation
being: payable at all levels within the same society in spite
of narked inner divisions between tribes, sub-tribes and
clans.
from

The different sections of this society do not refrain

indulging

other,

in unmitigated physical violence with each

f’ince the numerous casualties on either side can

always be accounted for by the payment of blood money, this
is not a universally valid tort of vtero war begins and feud
ends.

In the second place, talion is ir most cases expressly

preferred to the acceptance of compensation, which fact
implies that, although compromise may conclude even a
majority of conflicts, the ideology behind compensation is
in reality vengeance.

In illustration of this can be cited

the Cyrenaican Bedouin dictum, that a horse bought with blood
money will be used to ride when fbringing vengeance9 (Peters
1951:503).

In other words, compensation is not a substitute

but a palliative.
In order to give the coup de grSce to the criterion
of accessibility to compromise as indicative of a real
distinction between feud and warfare, it should be sufficient
to enlarge upon this last point.

Not only is the ultimate

exaction of vengeance the ideal behind the acceptance of
compensation, but there appears to exist enough evidence to
suggest moreover that this also constitutes actual practice.

v
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Ever since IJvans-Prit chard’s remark ii The kuer tc the
effect that ’corporate life is incompatible with a state
cf feuc’ (1940:156) a protracted controversy hex raged among
social anthropologists as to v/hether or not the feud can
ever be concluded other than ty extermination of one of the
parties.

ISvans-Pritchard’s words seem be have been taken

too literally at times and not enough attention has been paid
to an equally telling statement made two pages earlier in
the same book:

1ill kuer recognize that in spite of payments

and sacrifices a feud goes on fcr ever, for the dead man’s
kin never cease "tc have war in their hearts”1 (194-0:154).
I shall enter into the intricacies cf the debate that arose
from these two apparently contradictory positions in the
next chapter.

Ter the present moment I shall limit myself

tc shewing briefly from the ethnographic facts that neither
ceremonial reconciliation after the exaction of vengeance
nor peaceful settlement sanctioned by compensation can be
truly said to terminate a violent episode whether by talion
cr by compromise.

If this can be satisfactorily proven,

ncne oi the criteria for the classification of conflicts so
far cited can be said to be individually valid.
Peters, ?;ho is perhaps the most cogent champion of
the ’interminable’ feud, makes the assertion that payment of
compensation among the Bedouin of Cyrenaica can prevent the
wreaking of immediate vengeance, but in no way precludes
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further homicide when the agnates of the dead ?an, who have
allowed themselves to he "bought, finally 1awaYe* to vengeance*
I peace settled with diya (blocd money) is, in Peters* belief,
never more than temporary (Peters 1951*505)•
Peter Lienhaxdt, in a doctoral thesis intitled
rh aVstd om s of Pa s t e m 1rab ia , writes similarly that ir this
area blood money Moos not necessarily end a feud, but is
considered a worthwhile step towards a settlement* (1957:159)*
After a strong panegyric of the rationalism end
good sense of Albanian customary law dealing with homicide,
the celebrated Pritirb traveller M s s Mary Durham, who spent
many years of her life among tribal peoples in the Balkans,
deplores that,
•Bven the laws of Teh are not always obeyed in
flikaj Ca district of north Albania!• In a recent
case the feud had ceased for years. And when the
son of the man who had ended it grew to be fifteen
years old and was now head of the family, ho
declared that as the honour of the family had
been sold when he was an infant, he was not bound
by the oath Cto keep the peace!, so went forth
with his gun and shot a men cf the other house*
And the feud began again* (1909:199)* in a later
version of the same story Miss Durham adds, in a
more romantic vein, that the young man, 'according
to the ideas of the land, (was! sent out by his
mother on the deadly errand. 8he knows she may
lose her son... and be left lonely and destitute*
But the soul of her dead husband has cried to
her night after night # Blood-fjelt gives it no
peace. Blood alone can do that, and her son must
go out- to slay or be slain for his father*s sake1
(1928:164).
i‘he Reverend Henry D'anshawe Dozer, another
upstanding British observer of imperial times, reports a
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talc tcld M r by a T'r F i r M , secretary to the Prince of
VlvtiitZ in the Albanian mountains * the griclinees of vbioh

is by no m e m o atypical of the hundreds that mate the
nineteenth century literrture on the Balkans such enter
taining rending:
fFifty years agofcirca 1FB0] trrc non of this
country quarrelled and fought so desperately,
that both of ther died of the wounds they received*
Time rolled on, until it might have been thought
that the event had been forgotten. But It had
happened that as they lay wounded on the ground,
one of then had managed to deal the other a blow
over the head, which caused him to die first*
The recollection of this circumstance had been
preserved, and only the other day a descendant
of the cna who bad died first presented himself
before a descendant of the other and reminded him
of the f a c t , threaten?nr at thosa *e time to burn
his whole village unless he gave him one hundred
goats by way of satisfaction. 7he Prince heard
of the affair; and, sending for the man, persuaded
him tc delay his vengeance; but beyond this he
could not proceed, for the laws of blood are
superior to every other law* Thur the matter
stood at the time of our visit1 (,1869 sJlO)*
European historical texts reveal numerous examples
of old feuas that have been composed through arbitration and
compensation but then revived*

One such case is to be found

in Gregory of fours1s History of the Franks*

The original

feud and its composition are described in chapter 47 of the
Seventh Book.

In the Ninth Bo o k (chapter 19) one of the

principals in the earlier conflict, Sichar, and the son,
Chramnesind, one of the Sichar*s murdered enemies have
become bosom friends and are drinking together:
‘But Sichar, letting the wine go to his head,
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and silver to abound in thy house* But for this
cause, which sLabiiished thee not a little, thou
wert this day poor and destitute". Chramnesind
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Bichar with his dagger1 (Gregory of Tours 1927?387)*
with reference to this particular episode, the historian,
J.M. Wallace-Hadrill, has commented that the renewal of
dormant violence is a pattern familiar in the literature of
the period , and ,rI?o work through the seven volumes of the
Scrintores Rerum Merovingiinruyn is to be made aware that feuds
are like

volcanoes: A few are in eruption, others are

extinct

but most

are content to rumble now and again and leave us

pressing* (Wallace-Hadrill 1962:lh3).
For the last instance of how neither vengeance nor
compensation can truly conclude a feud, I return to the
field of social anthropology. Lewis relates the case of
two cons of brothers who were working in a field in
Somaliland:
*One took up a cudgel to kill a rodent but the
other accidentally <aught Lib axe. deflecting the
blow upon himself and received an injury from
which he subsequently died. Both men belonged
to the same t
jiffo5 - paying group and compensation
valuec at thirty-six camels was gathered by the
group and given to the children of the deceased...
ihus the matter appeared to be successfully
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composed and forgotten. But three years later...
this accidental death was being represented as
deliberate murder by the deceased’? brother, and.
tension was mounting between the immediate kin of
the two cousins’.
*rd lewis remarks:
dia-peyinr
o fte n

’... a? tvi? case illustrates although

solidarity incline? disputants to make peace and

forces then tc do so, it does not necessarily lead to

the complete dispersal of hostility and resentment’
(1961:745-246).
The preceding examples show that although there may
exist, in Tiddleton and Tgtt’s words, ’machinery1 to achieve
a peaceful settle^e^t in the majority of what, for the sake
of convenience, T shall for the moment call ’feuding'
societies, it is difficult to prove that the parties to a
hostile relationship can be either physicnllv or morally
’obliged’ to avail themselves of this machinery.
certain that such an obligation would

ITor is it

necessity also

entail compulsion to abide by the verdict.

Pecourno to

arbitration, payment and acceptance of compensation may
arrest a feud in certain circumstances, but will not ’conclude
it, a? Middleton and Tait maintain.

Indeed, there arc good

grounds for the belief, as I shall demonstrate presently in
my discussion of Peters’ work, that feuds are by definition
eternal.
One of the reasons for the persistence of attitudes
akin to those displayed by Middleton and Tait may lie in a
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fvnadamental «rai ^ of human thought.

file Mind, as dimmed lias

pointed out, imposes a ideologically oriented structure
upon perception, so shat order is conceived of as an evolution
out ox chaos and movement as a development out o^ x*est.

f...

because of olie way in which our conceptual categories happen
to function, v;e think of the undiff erentiated state as of
che first*

That is, oux^ need for explanation requires us

to derive variety from unity much more than vice vei'sa*.
(1166:108).

I would argue bixut fiddleton and fait1 3 postulate

that the provision of machinery for its conclusion muse enter
inuo a vaii^ definicicn of the feud is the involuntary con
sequence cf this type of thought pattern.

Their error arises

out of the sane kind of process that induced Talcott I arsons
tc lay an exaggerated emphasis upon 1those elements of social
structures that assure their maintenance* (Coser l>6f;21).
uitk a £unctionalist philosophy as his point of departure,
he could hardly do otherwise but view conflict as disruptive,
dissociating and dysfunctional, for functionalism is essen
tially the induction of a self-buttressing system of social
order out of a mass of chaotic and self-contradictory social
fact.: .

Cimilarl;, , ...ifdie ton and h i t seen -c :l

1:ylici1

assumption that a society and the internal peace they regard
as necessary for its continued existence are the end product
of an evolutive process tending towards the progressive
resolution and elimination of violence.

For them the word
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society implies a predominance of peace over conflict.

let,

as Simmel says, there is no reason A-hy cither should he
assumed to have priority ever the other.

Peace and conflict

together create an unending rythmic alternation through time#
fEobh in the succession and in the simultaneity of social

life, the tvvc are so interwoven that in every state of peace \
the conditions of future conflict, and in every conflict the
.conditions of future peace, are formed1 (1$C6;1C9)*

diddleton

and Tait perceive the necessity and means of achieving peace,
hut they neglect the fact that the social rigidity adiich is
a frecuent result of peace itself may, in certain conditions,
become intolerable and prove the source of renewed conflict.
If, instead of*exclusive concentration cn absolute
criteria (like machinery for arbitration, the acceptance of
compensation and accessibility to coraprc i.: c) which all stress
the supposedly chronologically finite nature of feud, pro
minence cculd be given tc the processusl aspect that cones
out sc forcefully in the examples given above, it might be
possible to formulate a typology of violence that would take
into account all three of the critical factors that I have
been careful to keep conceptually distinct in the discussion
so far:

1) the size and structure cf the units involved;

2) the possibility of achieving (temporary) reconciliation;
3) the continuation of serial killings or acts of outrage
long after the principals are dead.

'
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The Cyrenaican solution
Such, a definition of feud has been elaborated by

Peters in the context of the- material he gathered daring
fieldwork among the Bedouin of Cyrenaica.

Bis method of

proceeding was not to allow himself tc be shackled by a list
cf arbitrary criteria which could be applied in any given
instance to provide the cut and dried answer whether or not
the case in question was one of feud or, alternatively,
scmething else (such as vengean.ce, warf are or raiding) .
Instead, he took as M s point cf departure the observed fact
that the vast majority cf conflicts of any type outside the
nuclear family sooner or later invariably resulted in one
of two consequences:

either the two parties had recourse to

geographical separation and ceased to live within a range at
which the conflict could be daily pursued, or else one of
the two x-urties resorted to physical violence against the
other.

Vs the Bedouin all carry rifles, homicide was the

uost frequent outcome of the latter course cf action.

But

homicide itself was an inexorable prelude to fission for the
following reasons:

as all Cyrenaican Bedouin, think of them

selves as of *one w o m V , that is descended from a single
apical ancestress (Teters 1?6C:29), they are all related.
Since residence is also in the normal course of events
genealogically defined, save in exceptional circumstances,
a man will live and herd with his closest agnates.

The effect
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of this territorial distribution is that the resolution
of conflict through one of the parties moving away from the
other is strictly equivalent to genealogical segmentation,

6

-

since the two parties would have not lived in proximity in
the first place had they not been genealogically proximate.
However, vested interests ir possessing a share of the vatan
(1967:262) or heme territory (with watering joints, arable
and pasture land) of the section into which one is b o m are
such that segmentation, that is abandonment of their birth
right by one of the two parties, is not a course of action
upon which any Bedouin would enter lightly.

Thus the motives

for sc para ^ion have to be very strong indeed if segmentation
does in fact teke place.

The only motive of sufficient force

is homicide - whether threatened, supputed, actual or cf
generaticrs past is, as Peters shows, almost totally irrele
vant as long as it serves to promote the end in view* which
is the creation or confirmation cf genealogical distance
between the parties.
Observing, then, that all conflict was ultimately
expressed in terrs of homicide and that the Bedouin referred
to a variety of conceptually distinct types of homicide when
presenting the model they themselves hold of inter-group
relations, Peters came to the conclusion that homicide might
be visualized as a kind of cursor sliding up and down the
scale of genealogical history:^

at whatever date the cursor
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is stopped there can be read off a level of segmentation*
the names of persons involved, a well defined list of
stereotyped reactions to homicide and, at tiie levels at
wbiell they exist, the modalities of composition and coupcnsation or the type, rules and extent cf endemic inter-group
hostilities,

fliis im^go is not only valiu for a given

homicide at a given moment in the development of a given
genealogical framework, cut if the cursor is sliu down the
scale to a later date the information that can be read off
at that point indicates the effects that the same homicide
would continue to have at a later point in time*
hjy regarding homicide as an uistoi'icai fact that
becomes distorted by distance and ilis passage through time,
1 eters is able to obviate the rigidity imposes. bw tne
chronologically finite criteria shat others have usea to
construct a typology of violence,

lor, in his scheme, what

nay have initially been accepted as an accidental death can
quite well blosso.. after a generation or owo in the minus of
the victim’s kin into a deliberately gory atrocity seen as
the first step in an eternal feud.

Alternatively, if it is

thought by the kinsmen of both the victim and the offender
that the interests ol both sides will be best serveu by
mutual cooperation, the accidental nature of the death will
be emphasized and the incident passec over with the minimum
of commotion, though not forgotten,

fetors demonstrates that
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it is consequently rather inappropriate to speak of vengeance
killing, feud, raiding and warfare as separate categories
of violence (1967:275 et passin), since an unintentional
wound inflicted whilst harvesting by a brother in one gener
ation nay be retaliated for by a honicide between first
cousins, which is then composed and ’forgotten1, a generation
later; the same homicide may subsequently serve after forty
years as the pretext for fission and the initiation cf
sporadic but lasting hostilities between two groups cf
descendants of third cousins.
In the "iddleton-Iait conspectus, the honicide
between first coxisins is a ’feud', because it is accessible
to compromise and can be ’concluded' thanks to the peacema1 ing activities of arbitrators and the recognition of
compensation as a substitute value for the life taken.

The

same criteria applied at a subsequent point in time give
somewhat different results.

If in a later generation the

kinsmen of the deceased choose to repudiate the reconciliation
negotiated by their forbears and take ’revenge’ on the
pretext that the compensation received was insufficient and
the decision of those responsible for its acceptance degrading
the same honicide, seen as an ill-starred episode inaugurating
a chain of killings that has no ending except in the total
extermination of one of the groups, is liable to two contrary
interpretations according to the light in which it is examined
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either it mumt he regarded as conceptually unconnected with
the acts of violence that follow, or else it necessarily
. qualifies, in terns of the came typology, as an act of
•warfare1•

is the second suggestion is manifestly ludicrous,

it may’ he hoped, that the othor alternative corresponds with >
the facts.

Unfortunately, it does not, for the fedouin

speak of the original homicide as a •debt* and vengeance,
though it be 'brought* generations later and despite prior
acceptance of blood money by the victim's group, is commonly
said to constitute 'a redemption of the debt* (Peters
lfyl:iii).

The initial homicide and the serial killings that

follow are seen by the Bedouin as events logically connected.
Viewed in this light the kiddleton-Iait definition is quite
inept, since it ignores the dimension of time.
fho elements for this kind of analysis have always
existed in the literature.

The examples from Albania and

Somaliland quoted above are ample proof of this and also the
fact that the phenomenon does not occur only in Cyronaica.
But no one before Peters had taken the trouble to determine
the parameters of a model that would accommodate all the
different aspects of violence within a single analytical
framev7ork.

It is Peters' merit to have shaken himself free

from the criteria-bound definitions of feud that had, on
the one hand, so restricted certain of his colleagues and,
on the other, encouraged the type of definitional anarchy
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displayed by Lev/is in hie treatment cT the Somali material*
Peters’ analysis of the mechanisms of conflict, whilst
clearing the structural ground, nonetheless left him to face
the issue of nomenclature, that is, of attaching the labels
Q
vengeance, feud and warfare to categories of social facts.
This amounted to establishing a satisfactory shorthand usage
in order to avoid the necessity of cumbersome repetition.
The solution he adopted, for Cyrenaica at least, was to base
his nomenclature quite simply on an examination of the
categories employed by the Bedouio who themselves see the
o;
nine noble tribes as split at three major levels of segmen
tation.

Pach tribe has primary, secondary and tertiary

sections in numbers varying according to the birth-rate and
the carrying capacity of the land.

Relations of hostility

between groups arc conceived of as quite different in quality
to those within groups.

Thus the phrase ’to redeem the debt’

referred to above is typical of relations between secondary
sections but is not used between or within tertiary sections
o? the same secondary section.

A. homicide committed by a

member o* one tertiary section against a member of another
collateral section of the same order of segmentation is
described by the Vrabic word for vengeance, than. TToricide
within the tertiary section has no name, because ideally it
should never happen.

Consequently, no recognized means of

obtaining redress exists at this level, although 1X reprisal
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exacted in hot blood is always a possibility, tut this is
net referred to as thax, vengeance.

Dven if, at a later

date, the closest kinsmen of the victim should slay the
offender, the act would not he referred to as thar and any
connection with earlier homicides would he denied* (fetors

A ’state of feud1, on the other hand, is prelimin
arily defined by Peters as
fa set cf relationships between two tribal
[secondary] groups which are characterized by
hostility whenever two or more of their members
meet. I'hese hostilities are of a sort that
cannot be terminated; feud is not a matter of
a group indulging in hostilities here at one
moment and there the next, but a sequence of
hostilities which, as far as the contemporary
Bedouin are concerned at least, know nc beginning
and are insoluble1 (1967:262).
•It is a form of behaviour associated with a
specific structural order, and it Is as persistent
as the structural order itself; in this sense it
is eternal1 (196?:26P).

tlierecs vengeance killing between collateral tertiar;
sections can, after an appropriate lapse cf time, if the
deaths incurred are thought tc have cancelled each ether cut,
be brought to a temporary halt by attendance at a ritual meal
shared b 2/ the groups concerned and followed by communal
prayers, or, alterantively, if a life remains outstanding,
the promise to pay compensation, in the feud no quarter or
respite is over given or accepted (1967:265).
delations between collateral primary sections of
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the same tribe are rare, because they occupy geographically
distant territories.

If a homicide docs occur be tween two

such sections, ohlp a small scale raid is undertaken against
the offoiider’s carp by a group recruited from the victim’s
kinsmen, for although a logical conclusion of the tendency
tc structural limitation of violence in Cyrenaic’a would be
the possibility of warfare between primary sections, the
Bedouin recognise the destructive potential of such action
and restrict warfare to inter-tribal relations (Peters

1967:269).

.

/

■

In short, Peters’ terminology relies upon a single
criterion to differentiate vengeance killing, feud and war
fare:

the criterion of levels of segmentation.

As long as

homicide within the tertiarp section docs n o ’
: lead to fission
it is classified as an accident and has nc precise name.

If

homicide precipitates fission in the tertiary section or
occurs between tertiary sections, it is known as vengeance
killing.

Homicide between tertiary sections that results in

the creation of two separate secondary sections cr homicide
between secondary sections qualifies as feud,

hostilities

between tribes can only be warfare.
By concentrating on the structural aspects of
homicide as reflected in inter-group relationships, Peters
has managed tc incorporate into his typology of violence the
three factors that 1 enumerated x>rior to discussing his
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contribution, that is
1)

the size and structure of the units involved;

2)

the possibility cf achieving (temporary)
reconciliation;

5)

continued resort to violence after the principal
are dead. .

Peters is the only author to have succeeded in formulating
a definition o* the *cud and ancillary tyoec of conflict
which synthesizes all the variables alluded to by others.
But, although (or precisely because) it is based on Bedouin
concepts, this is only a model, and, as ho confirms in the
second half of his 1?67 article on ’Pone structural aspects
of the feud...1, ’there is a far greater range of possible
consequences to a homicide than those summarized’ in the
paradigm of violence he initially presents,

none of those

T shall examine in the next chapter.

4) Violence and nolitical structure
Peters’ perception of the feud as ’a set of rela
tionships’ (1967:752) and its importance as an outward sign
of imminent fission among the Bedouin will also provide the
germ of much of what J have to say in later chapters on the
ritual nature of conflict regarded as a qualification for
leadership in unstratified societies,

But his ascription of

the terms vengeance killing, feud and warfare to certain
categories of physical violence in Cyrenaica is so narrowly
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dependent on conditions prevalent in that society that it
is not possible to claim a wider validity for his typology •
In fact, the only tangible resuit that can be said to have
emerged from this whole inquiry into what other authors have
written on the nomenclature of violence is a considerable
measure of doubt as to whether the construction of a univer
sally valid typology possessing

any.

degree of precision is

at all feasible.
Yet this conclusion compels retreat into vast and
unprofitable generalisations of the type dear to I.iddleton
and Tait, for whom all violence in acephalous societies may
be classified under the undifferentiated heading of 'selfhelp1. This sort of thinking is merely an evasion of the
definitional problem.

The difficulty, as I see iu, is somehow

to formulate a typology?' which will be simultaneously both
specific and flexible enough to allow, on the one hand, for
the degree of precision reached by j eters in hie treatment
of the Cyren&ieau material and, on the other, to cater also
for the analysis of types of self-help in societies that are
neither segmentary nor pastoral.
As definitions are necessarily arbitrary, their
usefulness is on the whole strictly limited to the argument
in the context of which they are elaborated.

Their validity

in other contexts is thus directly proportional to the range
of the argument to support which they were originally
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conceived.

The validity of the definitions that I a;, about

to propose is consequently a function of the cogency and
scope of my main line of argument:

if credence is given to

ny principal contentions as regards the nature cf feud in
general, my typology of violence may, with some .reservations,
he accepted as universally valid.
ment are set out below.

The tare tones of my argu

1 detailed discussion of the same

theme will follow in chapters IV and V. .

a) The argument
Like ..ebers, I regard feud as a relationshir between
the feuding parties.

But since ffeudf among the Cyrcnaican

Bedouin is confined to relations between groups at the same
level of segmentation, there is an implicit and possibly
unintentional emphasis in Jeters* analysis on the egalitarian
nature of relationships expressed in feud, for feud consti
tutes not only a relationship between equals, but also paradoxically - a means of affirming authority in the absence
of a power structure conceived to this end.

Feuding societies

are everywhere characterised by a fiercely egalitarian out
look.

let the object of feud is to acquire a position of

authority by worsting the adversary and commandlag his
submission.

The relationships created andnnintained through

feud are thus fundamentally ambiguous.

But the presence side

by side in the feud of elements as disparate as equality and
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hierarchy is not as contradictory as it might at first seem,
home insight into the logic behinu this situation may be
gained from an analysis or the structural implications or
the notion oi relationship itself.
few social theorists would contest tin. statement
that a relationship cannot be maintained unless some form
or communication, that rs transaction, takes place between
the two parties,

transaction implies interaction#

A

complete transaction comprises two stages, each (in the
etymological sense>Aa trans-action in itself;
proposes, the other reacts,

one party

for this reason a transaction

cannot be initiated simultaneously in both directions at once
without ohere resulting coniusion and a subsequent loss of
communication,

nach stage must be followed by a lapse of

time, however short, to allow the receiving party to assimil
ate tne information transmitted, so that this information can
be tanen into account to modify the reciprocal trans-action,
ihus, although the positions occupied by the two parties to
a relationship may appear, over a long period marked by a
series of interconnected complete transactions, to remain
relatively stable vis a vis each other, at any given moment
in time one of the two parties is always in possession of a
greater value than the other,

fhe word 'value1 stands here

as an abstraction for whatever objects or quantities change
hands in the course of a single trans-action.

In the present

4-7
context it is exactly synonymous with 1info m a t ion*.
The conclusion that i wish to draw fro**, this short
excursus is that, if it is accepted that fend constitutes a
relationshipf then a feud may also he regarded as a series
of transactions•

fho value transmitted by one party to the

ojher in the course of this series is negative;

death.

It

follows that the xart,, to the transaction *hich at any given
moment has managed to impart more of this value than it has
to date received is in a more advantageous position.
mure concrete torm^;

In

the party in a ieu^ whica has infricted

more deaths than it has received'is 'winning*.
fhe comparison between feuds and games mao' ^
further.

tahen

Competitive games have the following salient

characteristics;

one play is initiated form a situation in

which botii sides enjoy rough equality of status, shill,
equipment ana numbers, for if the pre-play situation is one
of inequality, one Ox the sides will refuse to compete for
fear of the result resembling a massacre rather than defeat;
competitors seek dominance, but not ext examination of the
advex'sary; a game ending in the defeat of one side frequently
leads to a 'l^eturn match1 to afford the loser a chance to
'equalize'; games are played according to a sot of rules.
If the wox'd 'feud1 is substituted in this list for
the word 'game', the sense is but little changed, and ail
the characteristics attributed to games could well apply to,
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lor instance, the Cyrenaican Xeua;

equality of stauus,

skill , equipment ana numbers is proviuea for by one segmentary
restriction or feuding oo relations between collateral
secondary sections, since hostilities between two groups oX
different oraers wouia invariably result in the defeat oi
tne one endowed with a smaller lighting potential; Xeuds
result in a series oi situations oX temporary dominance that
last until a Xresh killing (return match) again tips the
scales, lastly, the manner in wnich Xeuds are prosecuted, as
will be seen, is rigidly prescribed (rules), and there always
exists an inventory oX provocative 1fouls' that can be
appealed to ii it is desired to cnange the nature oi the
contest from that oX a game to that oi a more serious encoun
ter with less inhibiting rules.
IX xeuas resemble games so closely, it is reasonable
to assume that the objectives oX both are also analogous,
ihe primary reason Xor playing games is, by winning, to gain
honour^ and prestige which may be converted into social
aavantage in other Xields.

Once victory has been achieved,

the identity oX the adversary may be Xorgotten:

the victoi'y

as such is more often exploited than the defeat or a given
player,

similarly, the reason ior indulging in feuding

relations is not so much the desire to inflict a loss on a
given section, as to use this victory to enhance individual
and group prestige within the home community ana in the eyes
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of the world*

l£he prestige thus acquired is the foremost•

ingredient of leadership in a situation in which egalitarian
ideals and a lack of opportunities for economic different
iation prevail.
JFeuding relations may thus be seen as the raw
material which provides the foundations of internal political,
hierarchy and serves to engender external ties of temporary
st*--* •*j.-

, :|*

dominance.

j*

”. .

'
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It is this political factor that I propose to use i

as the ultimate criterion to distinguish, within the general
category of self-help, between feud and vengeance killing.

b) ifre yypolog/
Politics is essentially a matter of the manipulation
of the relationships between groups. for even if the manipu-v^?
lators are individuals, they can achieve nothing without the
support of numbers.

If feud.is a means to political ends,

the term feud must, then, necessarily refer to, among other
things, a means of recruiting personnel to carry on the feud:
it is an intrinsically collective phenomenon.
Vengeance killing, on the other hand, is, in the
opinion of the only anthropologist who has thought it
necessary to define the term, characterized by a total
absence of any reference to collective solidarity.

I submit,

therefore, that perhaps the simplest way to draw the line
between feud and vengeance killing is to examine the
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ei^nificauce of fciie collective factor in cases of physical
violence*
Ihe anthropologist alluded to in the preceding
paragraph is ire dr icl: Barth who in his book on oociaorflianiaation in southern kurdistan affirms that in the
Kurdish areas of northern Iraq, ’the blood feud is not found’
(1253s75)t though vengeance killing is.

In making this

statement Larbh had in mind the description of the blood
feud ’in ics most characteristic form’ as reported by ITad el
from the kuba hills of who Anglo-hgyptian Sudan (ITadel l$h?:
<4*
1>1). 1 shall use hadel’s account of the Huba blood feud as
a point of departure in the discussion that follows of the
distinctions that I myself draw between vengeance killing,
feud, raiding and warfare*
Ihe crucial traits of the blood feud as enumerated
by Hadel are:
1) collective responsibility of all members of a
group for the behaviour of one of its members;
2) collective duty of all members of the injured
group to avenge this injury;
3) retaliation governed by considerations of
equality, or, subsidiarily, by one of compen
sation by traditionally stipulated blooc uoney*
ihe reference to compensation I have already7 disposed
of as being beside the point (cf. pp. 27-32^’

Considerations

of approximate equality in the choice of the victim tc be
killed in retaliation may be said to constitute the principal

criterion to distinguish feud from warfare, which is collec
tive hut not selective:

if equality of sex, age and status

is not respected and a venerable old tnan of high status and
numerous progeny is killed for an unmarried adolescent with
no political standing, this may he regarded as extreme
provocation and warfare in the sense of damdouia (cf. p. 24- )
may ensue.

The ideal condition for warfare is that all

killing should he thought of as legitimate, though this is
rarely the case.
The first two characteristics enumerated by ITadel
corresTjond with Peters1 localised definition of the feud in
Cyronaica.

They furthermore provide a valid means of

recruiting personnel in what I argue is an essentially
political situation.

Together with the criterion of rough

equality in the selection of victims they constitute the
X^arameters of my own definition of feud.
warfare lies raiding.^

Between feud and

‘Raiding is intermediary between feud

and warfare in that, like feud, it is, in general, not a
haphazard manifestation of predatory greed but a relationship
with quite distinct traditionally earmarked social groups.
I/ike faud again, raiding is subject to an often very elaborate
body of rules conceived to limit the extent of material
damage and to reduce to a minimum the loss of life on both
sides.

As in warfare, however, little or no account is taken

of the ’score* in either camp, and the raiders will conse-
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qucntly attempt to carry off as nfuch material property as
they can safely seize without fear of encumbrance in case
of attack on the return journey.
ith feud, raiding and warfare thus circumscribed*
vengeance killing might appear as a residual category.

But

although the principal characteristics of vengeance killing
are, as Earth asserts, the almost total absence of any kind
of solidarity with either the killer or the victim and the
lack of recognized norms or rules, the category as it stands
includes two quite different types of homicide.

In the

first plaice, there is murder of an individual by another
individual to obtain redress for a wrong inflicted when
judicial machinery bo achieve the same ends is lacking.

The

murderer in this case is not supported by his kinsmen or
associates.

'Tor are the victim’s kinsmen under any socially

recognized obligation to retaliate.

The second type of

homicide which, by Barth's definition, may be included urd er
the general beading of vengeance killing is the murder, in a
feuding society, of an individual who is a member of the
same compensation-paying group as the killer.

Since compen

sation-paying groups are everywhere in the lediterr.onean and
the ‘iddle East defined as those who agree to 'pay and take
together' (Peters 1951:293) and also represent the minimal
unit for offensive and defensive action, the differential
support of one member by part of the group as against another
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o'ild automatically lead to fission.

Solidarity is fius

withdrawn by the collectivity, fro; the intra-group killer
and ho is usually exiled, and left to fend for himself in
a hostile environment.
fhe fundamental difference between bho two types

of vengeance killing is that, in the second, group solidarity i
provides an embryonic form of judicial machinery in normal
conditions, that is when legal action is confined to inter
group relations-*

Put in the first, no judicial machinery

exists at any level of the social structure.

The second

corresponds to some extent to Malinowskis category of
♦private fighting... countered and curbed by customary law’
(cf. p. 16)*

It occurs in societies that practise the feud

as I have, defined it, yet recognise a category of anti-social
behaviour within the solidary group which is sanctioned by
the withdrawal of solidarity and annulment of the birthright*
I shall refer to it as intra-group killing.

rlowever, in a

few cases, when the victim is from another group, but tho
crime is committed by an habitual offender (Peters 1951*282)
or is for other reasons (e.g. the killing of a mother's
brother la Cyronaica (Peters 19^?:272)) regarded
the sane penalty is incurred.

an enormity:,*

I shall v ail this anti-social

killing.
True vengeance killing, in my sense, is encountered
■

rarely in tribal societies and is the result of a particular
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pattern of Historical circumstances wnich are well irxusbi^ated
by its occurrence in southern ^urdlstan*

Vengeance killing,

as 1 have suggesteu, may be seen as whe action of an indiviV
uoal who heciu.es quite literally to 'take the law Into his
own hands1•

It tnus pi'esupposes that no legal machinery oi

axiy kina whatever exists to resolve conflicts*

inis was in

fact the situation in southern hurhistan wnen bartn aid nis
fieldworks

until the nlu-nine teen tn cent or^ * wnen the

vrgourousiy centralized anu powerful haban xashalla was
suppx'esseu by the ottoman government, the area hnu been
relatively ox'uerxy ana well, polices,

ihe inability oi the

Ottoman govexnment to replace what it had destroyed with a
substitute executive lor the aduirmstration ox justice had
as an axmcst immeuiute result the promotion ol total anarchy
ana inter-village warfare,

in conditicnc like tnis, it is
be
not dillIcult to understand how homicide came to/Une ultima
X’aoxp in any clash ox iutex'est©*

1 previously

anti—social'

form of behaviour became the only moans of satisfying certain
needs when more adequate institutions suddenly failed*
Vengeance killing is consequently not to be x'egaxhed
as a typical development in conditions of minimax government,
.

i

but as a reaction to the collapse ox’ disappearance ox previously extant institutions and coercive means to enfox'ce
adherence to cultural norms*

It may also continue in iox'ce

as a 'haoit1 contracted in times of anarchy in an ai*ea which
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has only recently once again submitted to the effective
control of a iaoaern central!tec government:

in his

1 9 5 7

thesis Kadhia records cozens cf cases of vengeance killing
in the non-tribal areas of rural Iraq, that came before the
Courts of Cessions over a period of only two or throe gears.
He ascribes this high frequency of vengeance killing in
peasant communities to •a long absence of law and justice1
(1957:185). •
2o recapitulate, my t;ypologu of vengeance killing,

feud, raiding and v/arfare shows pertain correlations between
these categories of physical violence.

Feud, raiding and

warfare sliure the factor of collective action, whereas
vengeance killing, together with intra-group and anti-social
killing, is restricted to individual initiative*

Feud and

raiding constitute hostile relatiorships with structurally
or geographically defined partners, in which the goals
pursued are oil the whole indirectly politicali11

Vengeance

killing and warfare, on the other hand, are characterised by
hostilities in which the end envisaged Is the achievement of
an immediate material advantage over the adversary.

lien

this is accomplished, the conflict ceases and the relationship
between the parties is at an end, whereas each episode of
violence in feud and raiding perpetuates the relationship
through time.
It may be objected that warfare, except when it is
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accompanied by genociue, is rarely as U n i t e as vengeance
killing ana U a o the alternation ox overt bostixities ana
uneasy peace at this level makes the rexauLonsnip between
oeUxgeranis in a wax* inuisiinguienable irom that between
one parties involvea in xeuu and x*aiaing.

rbere as a uiller-

encef uowever, xor 1revenue1 in warlare is rurexy carried out
by a group structurally xuenticai to die gruup originally
ueloatoaf whereas retaliation in xeud and raiding as always
ode allair ol tde kinsmen, or close associates oi those who
were worsted in tne iirst encounter•

ina outbreak ol warlare

tends to be an exceptional event occurring between two un
related partiesf ulterior manilestations oi nostiaioy having
but tenuous connections witn particular incidents in the
IP
past*
whereas ode essential orart ol boon leud and reading
isf on tde contraay, that tney constitute permanent relation
ships ana incorporate tde idea oi continuity.
r eud postuxates persistent rough espuexaty oetwoen
tne 1scores’ on botd slues.
warlare do not.

Vengeance killing* raiding and

raiding and warlare contain but little to

suggest that they act as a legitimate means ol obtaining
redress lor wrongs previously inilicted upon tde a^gres^or.
idey are precatory raider t.uan x'emediai.

dut vengeance

kilixng and leud may' be said in dillerent manners to appro
ximate to substitutes lor legal machinery where tdio does
not exist.

idey thus suppose a seminal development oi the
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notion of penalty*

to although the terms vengeance killing

and feud are usually associated with homicide., or at ;cnptcd
homicide, the incident (or series of incidents) which finally
provokes violence is not necessarily itself characterised by
physical aggression.

The homicidal aspects of vengeance

killing and feud constitute the ultimate penal sanction when
all other means of obtaining redress - mediation, compromise,
restitution of stolen property or public apology in cases of
iir.uIt - have 1J 1 ; or for .c c <.ther r o ' i . a r e unacceptable^
The homicidal stage of vengeance killing and feud cannot be
conceptually divorced from the succession, of illegitimate
act or torts which in most instances preceded recourse to
violence*

It is for this reasor that I shall use the terms

vengeance killing and feud to refer, in the context of
acephalous societies, to a wide range of inter-personal torts
and retaliatory act? the gravity of which does not call for
reprisals''of a violent nature following immediately upon the
initial outrage. but which are liable to result in murder if
-

'

*

V .

y

the conflict continues over a longer period of time.
TTonc of the categories discussed above cr the
criteria that define the: are absolute*

They can be, and

are frequently, combined to produce the no t complex situation*
in reality.

This nomenclature is a purely heuristic device

intended to serve as a kind of ethnographic shorthand in the
treatment of feud that follows.

/
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CIIAPTn I:

Footnotes

1. Due to the extent of his emotional engagement in the
issuesvof the Second World War, Malinowski stands in the
sociological camp.
2. Cf. pp. 52-55,
3 • Ux 'unusually strict adherence to the nor as of the
shari*a - which in principle forbids all armed conflict
ithxn the n?ima or Muslin community - were it proved,
might just account for the widespread acceptance of
compensation in Somaliland, if this were seen by the
tribesmen as a compromise with Muslim precepts enjoining
non-violence. Dub this seems improbable, as on other
points of Islamic law - such as the legal right of women
to inherit - the Somali are as irreverent us other Muslim
tribal peoples in the Middle East.
4. Lek Dukagjini, a fifteenth century older contemporary of
Shonderbeg, who is credited with the reform of the body
of Albanian customary law that until the foundation of
the second Depublic in 1915 constituted the only repository
of legal knowledge in the mountainous north of the country.
5* .iiffo a a type of compensation mainly paid by and accorded
close agnate^. The jif fo-payinr; group ±3 a situational
core of the more comprehensive dia-paying group, which
among the Somali constitutes the basic solidary unit
beyond the minimal lineage. Cf. Ill, 184 3 for examples
from other societies of analogous types of compensation
the effect of which is to accentuate the discreteness of
component lineages within the basic solidary unit.
G. I am aware of the distinction frequently made in anthro
pological kinship literature between segmentation and
fission which postulates the abandonment of any notion
of corporate identity hy the sections concerned as a
necessary condition for the latter, whereas the former
is considered to apply in cases where the *group merely
divides in certain contexts but retains its corporate
identity in others1 (Middleton and fait 1958:7-8).
Although both processes may occur in the Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern segmentary lineage societies that I
mention in this thesis, the distinction is of little
relevance to the discussion of feud in the area. For
segmentation and fission are both terms which describe
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C . contd.
the ramification of political relatione between groups
within a framework of reference provided exclusively
by the notion of kinship. Fince it is my object in the
next chapter to show that kinship is only one among a
number of pertinent factors acting as incentives to the
formation of alliances and the dissociation of groups,
a distinction between the words segmentation and fission
would serve no useful purpose in the present context.
I shal? therefore use the two terns indifferently.
7- The image is my own.
f. ITc omits nearly all mention of raiding, probably because
he considers that the Bedouin of Cyrenaica do not indulge
in.* it •
9* There exist also a number of client tribes and grafted on
sections, the members of which are regarded by ’noble*
tribesmen as second-class citizens.
If. Institutionalized raiding will be examinee in more detail
in the discussion of the relationship between violence,
cecology arid ideology in chapter IV.
11. £ore type? of raiding referred to in the discussion of
Malinowski’s typology of violence (cf. p.17 ) are, it
is true, to be seen as means to a primarily economic
end. I shall examine these in more detail in chapter IV.
12. I am aware that examples abound to contradict this general
rule: e.g. the Franco-Prussian conflict froa 1S/C to
1914. I hold that it is nonetheless generally valid.
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T T tB C O U R S E O fJ T O T O 1

It might be thought that the root logical sequel
to the discussion in the first chapter would bo, at this
juncture, to describe several feuds which actually occurred.
By examining the ways in which they resemble each other and
yet differ substantially it might bo possible to isolate a
certain number of common denominators which correspond to
the characteristics enumerated in ^y definitional nodol of
the fend*

hut there is an important objection to pursuing

this method:

if Peters is right and all feuds a^e eternal,

no unbiased observe^ has ever been able to follow - let alone
describe - the course of a single feud from beginning to end.
It may be argued that a series of billings occurring within
a fairly brief spell of time provides a good enough statis
tical run to serve as a reasonable 3awnlo of what havens
over longer periods.

Unfortunately, even such short statis

tical runs are inexistent, for feuds are normally very
intermittent and almost all reports of them come only from
such people as travelers, administrators or anthropologists
who have rarel^ been privileged
at a time in a feuding community.

to reside for several years
The very few references

to feud made by people who actually participated in them,
such as, for example, the history of the hostile relations
between bichar and the family of Chramnesind told by Gregory
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cf Tours, tf'c was Mira elf called upon to mediate between
the parties at one point, all without exception neglect to
provide an adecu; te detailed account of the political,
cecclcgical and genealogical circumstances that lad up to
the outbreak of hostilities.
fecaure of the temporal constraints upon the
majority of observers the historical information on feud
that has been recorded is of an extremely fragmentary nature.
Accessible account: of feud are consequently of roughly two
main types.

The first reflect; the interests cf a large

category of eclectically winced travellers whose main concern
was with the bisarre and the •primitive* and who were net
guided by ar; excessive respect for precision.

Thus, fpiridion

Gopcevic, who visited Albania at the beginning of the. last
quarter of the nineteenth century, write: of a gun fight
resulting in the deaths of twelve t en because a member cf
one of the parties had refused to hand over four catridges
that he had previously promised to a member of the other
(1881;?1;.

The literature on the falhans, an ar a in which

western ^Europeans travelled widely but did not normally
reside before the

1 9 2 0 * 0

when the intensity of feuding had

been considerably diminished through the exerci 20 of central
government control, yields latge numbers of similar accounts
of episodes of violence apparently sparked off by such
trivial matters as a small debt, the shooting of a quarrelsome
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dog - one cane is reported in which a fight between two
sheepdogs belonging to different lineages wan tlie i, mediate

cause of the death of eighteen men in §, single night (liasluck
1?5&:?8) - cr an apparently innocuous remark voluntarily
taken as a major insult.

Such accounts all stress those

aspects of the incident that seen the most irrational and
urn orranted when seen through western European upper-middle
class eyes.

The result is a series of sketches of ephemeral

outbursts cf violence which are on the whole dismissed as
the *quaint* customs of a lav/less society,
made to link one episode to another.
as isolated in time and space.

l.o effort is

Lach case is treated

For do these writers attempt

to explain the disproportion that sc marks what superficially
a n ears to constitute the relationship of cause tc effect*
The sec rid type of account of feud that is readily
available in the literature on the liediterrene an and the
I iddle hast is characterised by the episodes that I have
already quoted from Tozer arc Lewis:

the dimension cf time

enters .into the narrative; the effects of an initial homicide
are related over a period cf two or more generations,

hut

the elements for a complete analysis are never all present
in the same account at one and the same time.

In Tozer*s

story (cf. I, p* 30) of the t.vc men who fought until they
both died cf their wounds, there is no mention cf the
original causes, though the reader is informed of the effects
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of the struggle at a later date.

For does T ot;or explain

why the descendant of the man who died first decided to
press his claim at that particular point in tiro.

Terris

fives wore details or the relationship of the parties
involved and the circumstances in which the fatal blow was
administered.

But even he neglects tc mention why three

years later tension war beginning to mount between the two
groups of cousins, although, from the context, it seems
probable that the dispute concerned joint rights cf the two
protips to arable land.

Fcrecver, neither lewis rcr Tezer

was able to observe later developments.
The only feud that I am aware cf which has been
recorded with a high degree cf accuracy ever a relatively
long period of time hy a~ unbiased outsider conscious cf
the advantages offered by the diachronic approach is quite
atypical in that political pressures imposed from above
prevented recourse tc violence and the evolution of hostilities
along traditional linos.

The conflict referred to is

minutely analysed by Abner Cohen in his bock or /'rat Border
Villages in Israel (1965:71-90*

But the effective presence,

at little distance from the village in which the incident
occurred, of the Israeli administration and a highly
efficient modern police force so distorted the situation
that it is more interesting as an example of the survival
of feuding 1attitudes’ in a period of accelerated social
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change than it is illustrative of whet actually barrens in
the course of a feud*
Thus accounts that purport to describe actual
•feuds* either only narrate a single sanguimry episode in
a long chain of such events * orf alternatively! provide a
much abridged •history* of feud, ^vhich usually ignores
several variables without which all attempts to give a
sociological explanation of the pattern of hostilities in
a particular cans runt remain abortive.

It is for this

reason that Peters, who has dealt at length with the feud,
of which he had first-hand field experience, deliberately
writes of the feud in general and avoids going into the
details of individual fouls, because he found that it was
quite impossible to pin-point in tine an initial act that
could be taken as the four; at orirro of a subsequent series
of honicidos and other manifostations of hostility.

*It

ran most difficult*, ho writer, fto got the Bedouin to rjivo
accounts of homicides other than those which had occurred
over the past fifty yoa^n or so, but they invariably claimed
that the origin was earlier than thic., although they wero
wholly unaware of the identity of the earlier victims*
(196?:26a).

Fetoro discovered that it was simply not

feasible to treat feuds as unquestionable historical entities
having a course through time that could be exactly napped
out.

Information supplied by the Bedouin was inaccurate
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and, frequently, Intentionally n'leleading.

Different

versions of the same eventr were inconsistent,

Thic state

of affairs led I'im tc the conclusion that 1 hut is interesting
is not sc such why groups feud, cut uLich groups are involved
in feuds* (1951:354).
This concentration on the dilineaticn cf the
feuiing unit and the importance of its structure is funda
mental tc Deters’ conception of the feuc as a relationship,
for in Cyren&iea the size and structure cf the group dictate
he nature of its relations vis a vis ail ether groups.
p
pj.
tructural factors do not seem to impinge upon the quality
cf inter-group relations to the same extent in other Medi
terranean and "'iddle Eastern societies ae they appear to
anon? the Cyrenaican Bedouin.

Gut the structure of groups

is nonetheless everywhere ultimately, ab leuob partly,
dependent upon the set of rules employed for the recruitment
or members.

Dhus, if a straight forward ethnographic

description of observed reported acts of violence reveals
little of the propulsive mechanism behind feud, the course
of feud may still be reflected in an investigation of the
principles according to which individuals unite in mutual
defence and the lines along which coalitions are formed at
a higher level to parry aggression on a wider scale.
The remainder of this chapter will be divided into
four sections.

In the first I shall examine the manner in
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which different feuding societies recruit personnel to form
the minimal group which can entertain relations of hostility
with others.

Having defined the principles of basic soli

darity, I shall then show in what circumstances the group
as a whole may repudiate an individual member and refuse
its support.

In the second section, I shall take up the

same theme, that of recruitment, and demonstrate that at
the inter-group level the process of alliance in the face
of danger between small collateral units of similar structure
but unequal strength does not always invariably follow the
lines that have been traced out for it by the classical
theory of balanced segmentary opposition, which has tm
occasion been too literally applied.

By reference to the

work of Gellner, Lewis and Peters and a few brief remarks
culled from the writings of non-anthropologists I shall
endeavour to place the model of segmentary opposition in
a mere realistic persi)ective and prove that the societies
which use ib as a conceptual framework to give form and
meaning to the heterogeneity of their social relations are
capable of more subtlety and flexibility than has generally
been supposed.

As a result of this discussion of segmentary

opposition it will come as no surprise to find that in the
study of feud ib is mainly those writers who have sought to
apply the model of mechanical solidarity to the feuding
situation who have also reached the sometimes uneasy conclusiac
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that feud can be terminated#

Those, on the other nand, who

have taken the bull by the horns and attempted to solve the
contradictions between Line sociological model and the
observed facts (which others frequently tend to j^ass over
as perplexing but minor anomalies), are also in the main
those who regard feud as interminable*

The third section

will be devoted to the debate that ensued between these two
'schools1 of thought and the secondary issues - such as the
impox*tance of affinity as a mechanism inhibiting the apread
of feud - that arose from it*

ine section will be concluded

by a snort survey of the ways in which feud can outlive the
principals and continue down the generations*

On the assump

tion that the foregoing discussion will nave convinced the
reader that it is in fact wrong to see the feud as a finite
series of hostile acts v/nich can be said to have both a
beginning and an end, 1 shall demonstrate in the fourth
section how the concept of debt is deliberately fostered as
a language in which to express the relationships inherent
in feud*

1)

Solidarity within the vengeance group
'Suseipere tarn inimiciatias seu patris sue pi'opinqui
quam amicitias nocesse est' (Tacitus: Germania,
XXI)*
'You kick one of them and the rest of them limp*
an Ulster village saying, reported by Leyton
966:536)•
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The Le&iterrane&n and fiddle Has tern peoples that
I shall he dealing with in this chapter are all tribal - in
the sense that they are ail societies in which each individual
generally conceptualises his relationship with every other
person who claims the same ethnic identity as ultimately
based on the assumption that they share the same blood or
are descended from the same apical ancestor.'

as

feuding

communities they ina,/ be roughly classified according tc
whether the basic residential unit is the village or the
herding unit, for the different types of cooperation elicited
by an agricultural or a pastoral economy are mirrored to
some extent in the principles employed to define the lmLnimal
group which can stand as a viable self-sufficient entity over
and against others of the same order.
To illustrate this contention I shall examine the
manner of recruiting feuding personnel at the lowest level
in six different societies.

Three are societies in which

there exists a clearly delineated village community.

These

are the mountaineers of northern Albania* the iabyles and
the Berbers of the Central High Atlas.

I am aware that large

sections of these societies do also rely heavily upon short
range transhumant pastoralism.

They are* however, predom

inantly cultivators; and 1 shall concentrate on that part
of their social organization that has evolved in response
to the needs of a population of sedentary mixed farmers.
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I propose to compare the methods of recruitment operating
in these societies in which the local residential unit is
the village with those employed by pastoral nomads in the
Lyrian desert, in Somaliland and on the desert fringes of
southern Cyx'enaica.
The principles that I shall enumerate in each case
are identical with those that regulate cooperation in the
economic field, for in these societies the intensity of the
obligation felt to engage in offensive and defensive action
on behalf of another is commensurate with the necessity in
Abich the individual finds himself, if he is to survive, to
avail himself of the labour, thae and good will of those who
live near him or are his distant partners in econoiaic enter
prise*

The principle of active and passive solidarity in

the feud is a function of economic cooperation.
I shall demonstrate the validity of this prox>osition
in full for only one of the three sedentary societies I have
selected, for there e:d.sts on the social organization of
Albanian mountain villages an abundance of accurate infor
mation conveniently concentrated in the works of two or
three authors.

Kabylia and the Central High Atlas have been

less well served by the ethnographer, and what information
there is tends to be very dispersed and often lacks precision*
For the sake of brevity and as the basic principles of
solidarity at the lowest level of organization are the same
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in ail three societies, I shall ignore minor variations and
limit myself to emphasizing those features of the ITorth
African situations that hear close comparison with the
.ii.1Daiaiaii ujioex iu->-•
fhe smallest group to engage as a corporate entity
in feuding relations comprisesr

I said earlier, those

persons who are prepared to pay and receive compensation as
a body, even if compensation is in fact rarely offered or
accepted.

Among the Albanian mountaineers of the UalSsi e

iiadiio region village communities were composed of a number
of what fortes has called expanded families (194-9:69-70) •
Cohen has applied this term to the vigourously patrilineal
family organization of Israeli Arab villages which resembles
that described in the literature on Albania (cf. Durham 1908
and 1928; Ilaluck 1994:

passim). Cohen lists the following

trails as characteristic of the ejQ>aiided family created by
the division of a Joint family after the death of its

head:

*... the land, animals, housing units, an^ other forms of
property are also divided,

fhe plots of land and the dwellings

continue to be adjacent and much cooperation between the
households goes on.

In some cases the land is too small to

divide immediately and so it is left undivided and continues
to be held Jointly by members of the original Joint family'
(1965:55)*

In Albania, the process of increasing individ

uation that drove apart the elementary families formed through
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the successive patrilocal marriages of sons began even
before the death of idle fa viler f for as each son married it
was the custom for the hvjad of tlie household to build on
to tne core of the old homestead a new bedroom to house die
couple.

Centripetal forces, however, also operated to

counteract this tendency to division.

There were two strong

incentives to maintain the expanded family and avoid
separation as long as possible,

firstly, the larger the

male labour force an economically independent unit could
command the more it could diversify production.

IX several

brothers, theix' sons and, in some cases, agnatic first
cousins as well continued to live under the same roof and
cooperate as a vllasni or 1brotherhood* (Hasluck I9ph), the
group as a whole could exploit more oecological niches than
if each elementary family had hived off on its own.

bubsis-

tence agriculture could be supplemented by logging, muioteering and transhumanb pastoralism, whereas a man living alone
with nis wife and children disposed of barely enough time
and energy to fulfil their minimal food requirements.
The second pov^erful incentive that acted to prevent
the expanded family from breaking apart at the earliest
opportunity was the consideration of mutual defence.

An

elementary family working its diminutive plot of land alone
was not only economically at a disadvantage, but, in the
total absence of organized government sustained by coercive
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force, wac also bereft of political support and a body of
riflemen to make it effective.

As in all acephalous

societies, the best mean: at a man1s disposal of ensuring
the safety of his property, his own life and the lives of
his wife and chi1dron was the support of those men with whom
he cooperated in the daily routine of subsistence.

The

individual needed the group as the group needed the individual.
The greater their in tierdepend once the greater thdb? potential
gain.
The recognition of the right of all male siblings
to inherit equally the estates of the father together with
the fact that the homestead itself was indivisible made the
option for cooperation with a distant collateral or an
cxtra-descent group stranger, whom there was no reason to
trust, an unlikely choice, although in rare cases of total
sibling incompatibility this may have occurred.
The

institution of patrilineal inheritance

combined with the existence of limited amounts of arable
land and oecological and technological circumstances that
precluded the acquisition of wealth by the isolated individ
ual, thus militated in northern Albania for a high degree
of cooperation between brothers and, subsidiarily, other
close agnates.

As at least one of the reasons for this

cooperation was mutual defence, the expanded family and its
dependents could be regarded as the minimal group demonstrating
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active solidarity in retaliation for an injury inflicted
upon one cf its members,

Ihe corollary tc combination for

defence w&e readiness to shoulder collective responsibility
for the offensive acts of members of the group, since
refusal to support a member over and against outsiders was
tantamount to his repudiation by the collecti\rity.

As this

brought about his withdrawal and, consequently, an undesirable
droxj in the number of riflemen for defence, passive solidar
ity was total except in circumstances I shall summarize at
the end of this section.
The duty to avenge a murder fell-primarily to the
victim’s brothers who were also the dead man’s nearest
collaborators in the field of subsistence, the acquisition
of wealth and the exercize of power in the village community.
’If his father way not too old, and his sen too young, tc
bear arms, they shared the brother’s obligation’.
t

So too,

’in slightly less degree', did his father’s brother, his
father’s brother’s son and their sons and grandsons (Ilasluck
1$54*:£2C).

Ihe members of the vengeance group were all,

theoretically at least, liable to be killed in retaliation
for a homicide or an outrage committed by another member of
the group.

Vengeance tended on the whole, however, to be

restricted, as elsewhere in the Mediterranean and the Idiadle
bast, to the immediate male agnates of the principal.

In

some of the less remote districts of central and eastern
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Albania it was felt that a mother’s brother was within his
rights if he avenged a sister’s son despite the fact of
their belonging to two totally different lineages, though
a nan could net avenge his maternal uncle.

But in the

isolated north, where not only lineages but whole tribes
remained strictly exogaraous, a mother’s brother was thought
to be so far removed - both in sentiment and physical
i|

distance

- from his sister’s son, that he could with

impunity entertain the murderer in his house (Hasluck
1954:121-122).
As far as can bo judged from the copious but often
defective information available, it would seen that a pattern
of solidarity and vengeance closely resembling that of the
Albanian mountain areas is also to be found in ICabylia.

In

this region transhumant pastoralism is combined with inten
sive farming.

Residence is in large permanent villages the

population of which can range > in the sample given by
Bour&iou (1965:233), from

to 3000 inhabitants, although

further research would probably reveal the existence of
smaller residential units as well.

The same source states

that territorially distinct tribes are subdivided into
’clans’ or ariba.

This feature of the subdivision of tribes

into clans is apparently absent in Albania, where there seems
to be no group intermediate between the expanded family and
the tribe.

The Kabyle sriba is, according to another source,
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further divided in*o iwiiarouoau^i or 'associations ue iaiaille*
(iianoteau and netourneux 1555:10d-105)•
that land is 'inuivisiole* (1S65;£08)•

Lourdieu states
Cn wh^ basis of a

series of vague affinflations to the same effect made by
Hanoteau ana Leocurneux, it may be surmised that the rharouba
is a land-owning, economically self-sufficient and internally
self-governing patrilineal corporation comprising a number
of close collateral minimal lineages,

iianoteau and

Letourneux mention cunt, in many village* fighting within
tne knarouba cannot be sanctxoned by the rest of the
community (1695;105)*

rhey also give several examples

(e.g. 1695:66-67) of ’vendettas* which come to a temporary
halt wnen an anal a or truce is aeclared betweenthe knar oaba Ls3
ccncerneu.

nut they are adamant when insisting that ’La

dia Lblood money] n'est pas kabyle* ana attribute its
acceptance in a few villages to the penetration of Arab
influences frcm other i*egicns.

Lourdieu confirms that

vengeance must ultimately always be exacted if tne honour
of the ollenaed group is not to suffer (1965:kld) and
supports (1965:LC£) the surprising information supplied by
hanoteau and Letourneux that it is normal practice for the
kharouba to demonstrate active solidarity by paying hired
assassins to bring vengeance for them (1895:&1, 66-67)*
ho sfeigma is attached bo the name of the kharouba acting
in this manner, for its members remain responsible for the
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LilAo one Albunxan expanded xamrly , she haoylc
kharouba is simulbaaeously both the minimal land-owning,
px'odactive unit and the vengeance group.

low defence of

economic interests vital to all its members coincides with
biie duo/ to protect its honour, which is as mucr* an indivis
ible possession of the group as its arable and pasture land
(Bourdieu 1935:203).
The Barber villagers of tho Central high Atlas
are similarly organised on roughly" segmentary xines into
tribest clans and lineages*

Lineages again constitute the

land-ov/ning groups in which cooperation between members is
essential for economic survival*

The lineage is also co^x-

stonsive .with those persons who declare themselves willing
to 'pay and tare together*, although* for once, this does not
represent the major criterion of solidarity.

Professor

Gellner, who investigated the social organisation of the
sedentary Berbers in this region, has drawn attention to
the institution of compurgation which he regards as the
ultimate test of group solidarity.

Tiose who are called

upon to act as co-jurors to support the claims of their
lineage in a dispute with another lineage are in fact
identical with those persons whose duty it is to exact
vengeance in the event of a homicide or outrage being
perpetrated against an agnate (Gellner 1961:lh3)*

Gellner
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reports that compurgation as an instrument for the temporary
resolution of conflict is usually resorted to before vengeance*
A man is thus more frequently prevailed upon by his lineage
fellows to swear to the innocence of his party in the event
of an accusation being levelled against it than he is to
exact vengeance.

His readiness to use his oath in judicial

support of his group, whether or not he wittingly perjures
himself, constitutes the primary criterion of 1 ineare
membership.

Refusal to give the oath of solidarity is

tantamount to the repudiation of lineage membership and the
renunciation of rights to land and irrigation water.
'This concludes the account of principles governing
the recruitment of personnel in the vengeance group in
Mediterranean societies practising mixed agriculture.
Whatever the precise range of kinship involved, the group
in each case comprises a number of agnates who act as a
corporate productive unit and combine to defend their common
heritage against aggression from outside the group.

In

Fabylia and among the Berbers of the Central High Atlas
the vengeance group would appear to be comparatively large
and combines families who, in all probability, do not live
under the same roof.

Both these societies recognize

segmentary subdivisions between the basic domestic unit
and the tribe, whereas in Albania there seem to be none.
In all three cases the vengeance group regards itself
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primer5.ly nr a constituent part of the village residential
unit to which its firrt loyalties po in defence against
aggressors from outride the village, whoever they map h e .
yhere now follows an examination of the structure
of the vengeance group in pastoral societies in this area
and the Middle Past.
"he classic description of the vengeance group
among the Arab Bedouin of 8vria and north Arabia has been
given by the Pnglish nineteenth century traveller *To£m
Tewii Burckhardt.

Bhe Arabs, he writes,

•claim the blood not onl^r from the actual homicide,
but from all his Cagnatic malej relations; and
it^is these claims that constitute the right of
thar» or *blood revenge*•
This rests with the Khomse, or fifth genera
tion..., those only having alright to avenge a
slain parent, whose fourth lineal Hagnatic
maleJ ascendant is, at the same time, the
fourth lineal ascendant of the person slain*
(Burckhardt 1830:85).
He goes on to say that the same is true in reverse of thiose
who are expected to pay compensation for a nomicide committed
by one of their number and even provides two diagrams to
snow in anthropological terms precisely who is and who is
not involved in the khomse.
G.W. Murray, who spent many years in Egypt, Sinai
and Syria in British service at the beginning of the present
century, identifies the five generations referred to in the
word khonse somewhat differently to Burckhardt•

For Murray,

the khomse does not comprise all the living agnatic male
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descendants of a great-gr©at--rrandfather, but includes 1) the
grandfather, 2) all his sons (i.e. the killer's or victim's
father and paternal uncles), 3) all the male children of the
grandfather1s eldest son

and the brothers of the killer or

victim himself (if his father is not the eldest son),

4

) all

the male children of the grandfather's eldest grandson and
the killer's or victim's own sons, and 5) the killer's or
victim's own male grandchildren (Murray 1955:205).
Whatever the basic principles employed to define
the extent of the khomse« the evidence from a large number of
sources dealing with the Arab world and those societies
strongly influenced by the popular, as opposed to the dogmatic,
aspects of Islamic culture suggests that the vengeance group
is in practice much more flexible than might at first be
thought.

later in the same book, Burckhardt, for instance,

modifies his initial position quoted above and asserts that
compensation is only occasionally paid by 'all the individuals
comprised within the Khomse'•

The levying of contributions

from all members of the group 'is not a general rule; and
the dammawy [murderer] in many tribes must make up the sum
himself, with his brothers and father only' (Burckhardt
1831:316).

The same inconsistency between principles and

practice afforded Gellner the opportunity to earn himself a
reputation for wit among the Berbers:

the Berber equivalent

to the khomse is the Ait Ashra1a or 'people of ten', that is,
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the murderer's ten nearest agnates who accompany him into
temporary exile whilst a truce and compensation are being
arranged by mediators.

When 3-ellner ashed what would happen

to an eleventh near agnate who stayed behind in the village*
it was assumed that he was making an hilarious ^joke, for no
near agnate of a Berber murderer* whether elder brother or
one of thirty first cousins, would be so foolhardy as to
imagine that he was safe from an avenging bullet merely
because ten other agnates had left the scene of the crime*
Such allusions to the potential flexibility of systems which,
at the ideological level, appear perfectly rigid and predicate
clean cut distinctions, portend a wide discrepancy between
the stated norm and the observable facts*
Unfortunately, Burckhardt, Murray and authors
like rusil (who has written what is perhaps the most complete
book on Bedouin life that has yet been published) all fail
to perceive the importance of the functional interrelationships
between the vengeance group and the minimal unit of economic
cooperation in a pastoral environment.

Peters, on the other

hand, was well aware of the importance of oecological
constraints in determining certain aspects of social structure*
He also found that, although the Bedouin see their social
relations in terms of an elegantly balanced model cf segmentaiy
opposition in which all but agnatic links are totally
7

irrelevant,

the vengeance group is in reality not entirely
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composed of nsnr ^ghate.^,

To +t -cod the origins of this

disparity to primarily ©ecological causes.

The Bedouin

1amara dam or vengeance group referred to in the last
chapter (cf. p.

5 2

) is coextensive with the tertiary section

and the dry season camp.

1eters says that the Bedouin regard

the tertiary section as 'the corporate group par excellence,
in which "one word does for all".

Corporate identity is

conceptualized as "one bond’ cr "one body"*.

Solidarity is

total v/ithin this unit; the killing of a member by an
outsider elicits the comment 'we all lose blood 1 (1$67:263)*
Yet the dry season canp is itself composed of a cluster of
smaller camps in wnich the concentration of agnatically
related males exceeds 80°/o of all the males present (1 9 6 7 :2 6 2 )
but does not approach

1 0 0

°/o as might be expected on the basis

of the Syrian and Arabian'material. The significance of this
is that, if* as I have suggested, recruitment to the vengeance
group in Cyrenaica is in the first place governed by contrac
tual agreement and only subsidiarily by the principle of
agnation, then it is evident that the Bedouin unite for
other reasons than ’blood 1 or loyalty to their kinsmen.
Peters makes it quite plain that Bedouin talk of
'•
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blood and bones is little more than a thin veil to mask the
oecclcgical truth*

Bedouin naturally tend to stay with the

group into which they are born.

But if, because of an

epidemic or other natural disaster, the adult manpower of

,

«.
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the tertiary section falls to below fifty, the group ceases
bo he an oecologically viable herding unit, can no longer
defend itself adequately if attacked and cannot muster enough
camels to pay compensation if one of its number kill a
member of another tertiary section.

The only solution in

this situation is expressed in the (Somali) proverb 'If you
cannot be a mountain, attach yourself tc one1. Put into
practice, this usually means that a tertiary section, that
has grown too small to remain viable on its own, will make
overtures, in the first instance, to a collateral tertiary
section and fuse with it.

This affects the agnatic structure

of the resultant amalgam but little, since the two groups are
by definition agnatically related.

But it can occur that a

tertiary section, which has shrunk to unviable proportions
and can no longer defend itself, is forced to leave its
watan (homeland) by an expanding collateral section of the
same order of segmentation.

If this hapjens, or if scarcity

of land or water begins to* make itself felt within a large
tertiary section and a segment declares its v/illingness to
go elsewhere in search of better conditions, it is not
unusual for the splinter group to seek refuge with maternal
kin in another locality (Peters 1960:43)*

The forgeing of

extra-group marriage alliances at a distance is also made
necessary by the fact that it may not be dcmographically
possible to find a bride within the tertiary section.
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Territorially and genern.og? rr>i v- adjacent collaterals cannot
be considered as possible marital allies, because they are
the tertiary section's worst enemies for the control of
exiguous local resources (1987:278).

The grafting of affinal

groups onto matrilaterally linked tertiary sections accounts
for a large proportion of the PC0/o cf non-agnatic males
within the Cyrenaican veungeance group.

Affinally and

matrilaterally related sections living at a distance in
areas enjoying somewhat different oecological conditions
provide, moreover, in times of crisis temporary access to
pasture and water,

links through women can thus spell the

difference between starvation and survival in periods of
prolonged local drought.

Other reasons for the presence of

non-agnates can be sought in the practice by poor men of
uxorilocal marriage (1 9 6 7 :2 7 3 ) and the readiness of most
Fedouin to 'welcome, as members of their camps, practically
anyone who wishes to join, even, in the case of one group,
an Italian' (I960:42), providing that sufficient resources
are at hand.

Not only does the vengeance group include a

number of non-agnates, but 'liven when a blood money payment
has bo be made the mother's brother is expected to come
forward' (1967:273), although vengeance would not be brought
against him for an act committed by his sister's son.

Peters

lays great stress upon the importance of affinal and matrilateral ties in general and even cites the case of a man who
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visited his wife’s kinsmen t..:> ~rv them to contribute to
compensation owed by his own diy a-paying group (1951:300).
Cn the other hand, non-agnates actually residing with the
tertiary section of a murderer are not normally killed as
substitutes for the killer and Ids agnates.

The minimal

lineage of the killer himself has most to fear, if the
victim’s kin bring vengeance.

The responsibility for

exacting vengeance is als-o usually theirs (1

9 5 1

:2 9 9 )•

From the data recorded by Peters it might be
legitimate, then, to distinguish two separate solidary groups
among the Bedouin of southern Cyrenaica:

the larger compen

sation-paying group which comprises the whole tertiary
section, defined as those who live and herd together, whether
agnates or not, end frequently also includes the mother’s
brother together, on occasion, with other matrilateral and
affinal kinsmen.

Phis group represents those who are involved

in close daily cooperation and thoir economic correspondants
outside the residential unit.

The other solidary group is

the minimal lineage within the tertiary section which is
directly concerned with vengeance as such and becomes the
situational core of the tertiary section when one of its
members commits a homicide outside the camp.

The tertiary

section, as a residential unit, \mites to fight in mutual
defence, whereas the minimal lineage only prosecutes indivi
dual acts of vengeance.
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A similarly dual principle of solidarity was alluded
to in chapter I in the incident reported from Somaliland by
Lewis (cf. p. 31 ) . The pastoral Somali not only i*ecignize
the existence of a situational core within the larger *dia8
*
paying group* but distinguish it by reference to the name
of a particular type of compensation, .jiffo» due to the
immediate kin of the victim who ’are usually male agnates
descended from a common ancestor of the third or fourth
ascending generation* (Lowis

1 9 6 1

:1 7 3 )*

^he jjlffo-paying

group normally lives and herds together, but has no 'homelandI
although, as a lineage forming part of a clan, it may have
rights in certain wells in the less favoured regions

(1961

Unlike the Cyrenaican Bedouin among whom marriage with the
father's brother's daughter is preferred, primary lineages
of the same clan among the Goniali look upon lineage endogamy
with distaste.

But this by
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means precludes hostilities

between affinally linked primary lineages.

Stock-theft and

feud are indeed endemic between them (1961:6).

Affines

residing with a sheep and goat herding nomadic hamlet in
which khe majority of adult males and children of both sexes .
are agnatically related are regarded with suspicion and are
not allowed access to the more vulnerable camel camps guarded
by inexperienced youths *far from the main fighting potential
of their lincage-group* (1

9 6 1

:8 p).

Despite the recognition by the Somali of two types
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cf compensation and a sibunt *t a! core within the larger
dia-paying group, the latter cannot hear true comparison
with the homonymous Cyrenaican unit.

The Conali dia~paying

group is a scattered confederation cf lineages and segments
numbering anything from a few hundred to a few thousand male
members (1961:6).

It rarely forgathers as a corporate body

except when engaging in major hostilities with another group
of the same order.

Nor. does it represent a unit of economic

cooperation like the Cyrenaican tertiary section together
with its matrilateral links.

The .jiffo-paying group , on the

other hand* does rougktly correspond with the Cyrenaican
minimal lineage which wreaks and bears the brunt of vengeance
when conflict arises between two genealogically proximate
groups.

According to Lewis, homicide between dia-paying

groups calls for little discrimination in the choice of a
victim for revenge and is reminiscent of the type of relations
between Cyrenaican secondary sections that .Peters calls
'feud*.

The wider the structural distance between the groups

the more the opposed groups view each other as undifferen
tiated wholes and the less the identity of the actual victim
counts (Lewis 1961:251).
.•„

Although this seems to be generally
*■

#

j

"i

..4

true of most feuding societies, this statement calls for a
proviso and a corollary.
The proviso is that, whatever the rules relative
to passive solidarity, the taking of vengeance always tends

everywhere to ho the affair of the close agnates of the
victim rather than of the group as a whole.

This is parti

cularly the case in societies in which the wider resibntial
unit is the sedentary village within which the minimal
cooperative group in the economic field comprises only those
agnates who held a patrilineally inherited share in communally
exploited resources.

In nomadic societies the ethnography

is less insistent upon the identity of the avenger, which
is rarely mentioned when the homicide occurs outside the
vengeance group itself.

This may he due to the difficulties

attendant upon identification in a shifting population.

I

would, however, surmise that the avenger i^ always a close
relative of the victim for whom he is taking vengeance.

I

have quoted Jeters to the effect that feuding relations
between collateral secondary sections in Cyrenaica ’are
characterized by hostility whenever two or more of their
members meet’ (19^7: ?£>?).

But I doubt whether these shows

of hostility result in an actual killing if one of the persons
present is not a close relative or associate of a former
victim.

This contention cannot be proved.

Yet the literature

from other parts of the world rarely gives examples of killings
that were not the act of a man genealogically very near to
the person being avenged.
Monteil, for example, tells the story from southern
Persia of a Qashqai tribesman whose brother was killed by a
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peasant in another rogi. n.

’> r .o': a peasant in no v;a7

related to the first by way of vengeance.

VJhon asked why

he had done bills, he replied simply , ’Well, they were both
peasants’ (Monteil 1966:120).

Here, in an admittedly strange

and perhaps even pathological case, active solidarity is,
as right be expected, restricted and passive solidarity is
(involuntarily) total,

ike iashqai distinguish, moreover,

between active (moshat) and passive (sianfl) solidarity,
honteil does not pursue tiis further.

But it might be

reasonable to suppose that, if the ^ashqai do make a distinc
tion, this distinction serves some purpose.

I propose that

this purpose is to identify a different range of kin who are
held responsible in each case.
Evidence to support this conclusion is not limited
to ethnographic materials frorr, che Mediterranean and the
Middle d&st.

It is interesting to note that Wallace-Ha&rill•s

work cn the Merovingian feud reveals a similar double standard
of responsibility. Ke found that ’The Frankish kin was
probably less involved as a fighting force than as a com
promising one* (1 9 & 2 - 1 2 6 ) and reinforces his argument with
quotations from Saint Gregory’s History of the Franks which,
he maintains, ’points to the difficulty of enlisting the feud
service of more than the closest kin or a very restricted
ad hoc force* (1962:147)
The corollary to the statement that passive
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solidarity increases in direct proportion- to the structural
range separating two hostile groups, is that the reverse 13
also true:

the smaller the structural distance between the

groups the narrower the range of persons who will be regarded
as fair gaiue, when a killing cr outrage is avenged, and the
more a feud will resemble a ‘vengeance killing' in the sense
that I defined this term in the first chapter (cf. pp. 52-55 )•
It will be recalled that a 'vengeance killing' which occurs
in a feuding society is classified as intra-group or anti
social killing.

It is obvious that if the range of passive

solidarity extended to the killer diminishes with the
structural distance between him and the victim , there will
colic

a moment when the killer has overstepped the threshold

of minimum sibling solidarity and finds hinself alone with
an intra-group (lineage) or anti-social killing on his hands*
The progressive withdrawal of solidarity from the killer is
a function of the damage he has inflictod upon the structure
of the group:

if a Cyrenaican Bedouin kills a momber of a

collateral tertiary section, his own tertiary section will
assist him in paying compensation, whilst others will remain
neutral.

If he kills a member of a collateral minimal lineage

within the tertiary section, his own lineage will reluctantly
side with him and contribute to the diya* though other
minimal lineages within the group will tend tc give moral
support to the victim's lineage, since this murder has
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cf the in-group as a whole.

If diya is not accepted, the murderer himnelf - net cue of
his agnates - will be killed in revenge.

If he kills a

member of his own minimal lineage or a matrilatera! relative
of the importance of a mother’s brother, ho hass as the
Albanians say in the same ccntoxt, ’killed himself * (ITasluck
%

‘

1954:210), that is caused the naxlmun possible damage tc his
own group, for in both cases ha eliminates a person of the
utmost importance to. the survival of the group.

An anti

social killer belonging to a tertiary section who, by gratui
tously killing a very prominent and influential

n in another

section, compromises his own group’s good relations with the
victim’s group, is treated in the same manner as the intra
group killdr:
exiled.

passive solidarity is withdrawn and he is

In particularly grave circumstances, a recommendation

may even be circulated to surrounding camps to warn them not
to succour this monster of depravity (Peters 1951 •256-257)*
Ihe pattern in village communities is basically
very similar.

A man who kills a close agnate within the

economically productive unit is usually expelled from his
lineage and the locality and forced to take service as a
bondsman elsewhere in order to survive.

In some cases, if

a man kills his only near agnate and remains, by virtue of
patrilineal inheritance, in sole possession of the dead man’s
property, the village may step in as a body and do Justice in
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lieu of tT'o ranrAn lineage which v is ceased to exist.

i!rs

Has luck1s book on Albanian customary lav cites nunorous
instances where the village destroy

the anti-social or

intra-group killer’s property and sends M m into exile.
Eabyle tribal villages appear.'to act on .ucli the same lines
thrcjgh the djemaa or village council (cf• Hanofcean and
letourneux 1893:

passinV.

But it seems from Gellner’s

material that the Berbers are atypical in this respect, for
an intra-group killer ife said to bo able to atone for his
crir e by the payment of compensation to the remaining monbers
of the lineage (19^1:160).

It is, bo say the least, difficult

to imagine how this is possible if property is held in common
b,y all members of the lineage.

This objection would be

dissipated if it could be proved either that property is
individually inherited or that Gellner’s statement was based
on a slight misunderstanding are that compensation in such
circumstances was due to the village as a whole rather than
exclusively to the kin. of the victim*
At the beginning of this section I said that I
intended to show how the different types of communal interests
elicited by an agricultural and a pastoral economy were
reflected in the principles used to recruit feuding personnel.
The predominantly agricultural preoccupations of the inhabi
tants cf the Albanian, Kabyle and Berber village and the
vital necessity cf access to arable land which they can
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Obtain only through inheritance in the male line tend to
make the agnatic extended cr, a~ a later stage in its
development, expanded family the basic unit for cooperation
and defence.

Nomadic pastoralisis, on the other hand, -

despite the somewhat arbitrary folk model provided by the
khomse - would seer, to possess a generally more fluid pattern
cf residence and cooperation.

Iffinal and other accretions

modify the ideally agnatic structure of the herding unit,
Affinal kinsmen, for instance, frequently reside in Somali
nomadic haralets away from their own primary lineages.

This

was the case in 31.6°/o of a sample of 57 hamlet populations
taken by Lewis (1561:67)•

It is to be regretted, however,

that Lewis does not seem to have given any information in
his book as to whether the presence of affines in the diapaying group affects the course of feud, and if not, why not.
As in fomaliland, Cyrenaican Bedouin camps also comprise a
number of non-agnates.

Moreover, great store is sot by the

mother's brother as a potential source of assistance.

In

the next section I shall discuss Jeters1 detailed account
of the manner in which the creation and maintenance of affinal
ties inhibit the development of foud in conditions that might
jeopardize the survival of the group, but nonetheless allow,
the vengeance group sufficient political autonomy for it to
carry on feuding relations with others to which it is not
allied through marriage.

I shall attempt to relate Peters'
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conclusions

the material supplied by Lewis and Gellner

in order to establish whether the same inhibitivc principles
obtain among the' Somali and the Berbers.

2) TJnsegmentary opposition
Although the Bedouin claim that relations between
collateral secondary sections imply, by the very nature of
things, a 'state of feud', they hasten to add that they never
feud with cognatic relatives.

Bedouin hold that it is a

meritorious act to kill a man from a feuding secondary section
'but there is no merit whatsoever in it if the tertiary
section of that secondary section ha;pens to contain affines
or maternal relatives.
275).

This is a sinful act* (Peters 196?:

Moreover, notwithstanding an explicit preference for

marriage

with the father's brother's daughter, as many

Bedouin marry outside the agnatic group as look for their
wives within it (1267:274).

This being the case, the number

of Bedouin finding themselves in the relationship of mother's
brother or wife's brother to a man in a collateral tertiary
or secondary section must be almost as great as the number
of men whose affinal ties lie within the minimal lineage and
the dry season camp.
This alone v/ould considerably reduce the range of
groups with which it would be feasible to entertain hostile
relations.

However, as Feters points out, if all collateral
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secondary section-., wld cb are b y

onealo ;ical definition

territorially adjacent , were, a? bhe Bedouin maintain,
constantly at lead with one another, there would be no
possibility cf movement even for pasturing purposes.

As

the camels and other livestock would thus die and all life
would coasr, the Pedouin obviously do not indulge in the
hostilities that their own folk model implies.
Again, according to their own model of balanced
segmentary opposition which, as already stated, corresponds
very precisely to that recorded by Cvans-Iritchard to explain
the overall structure of ITtier society, each step in segmen
tation should be marked by a process of bifurcation.

But as

human fertility and the carrying capacity of various bi'acts
cf land are by no means equal throughout the country,
secondary sections are not endowed with equal populations*
It is therefore inconceivable that ail secondary sections
should possess the same number of tertiary sections of the
same strength*
**
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tertiary sections, but this would necessarily imply wide
variations in the number of adult males to each section*
The principle of bifurcation into segments of identical
structural constitution is thus rarely, if ever, applicable*
But there must exist some means of equalizing the chances of
segments to survive, for subjection of the weak to the strong
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or their expulsion from the lord would result in a hierarchical
social structure.

This is rot the case, and Bedouin society

is fundamentally egalitarian in all respects.

Tho strongly

upheld right of all Bedouin to equal access to land and water
and equal political status is guaranteed by the principle of
contractual alliance.
In the first chapter I was careful to describe the
compensation-paying group as those non who agree to pay and
take together.

As agreements of this nature are restricted

in Cyrenaica to the vengeance or compensation-paying group
which is synonymous with tho tertiary section, it is to be
expected that tertiary sections should be of roughly similar
sice and their defensive force kept up by the accretion of
outsiders such as sisters' sons and impoverished daughters'
husbands willing tc live uxorilocally cr tho grafting on to
maternal stock of whole tertiary sections that have been so
diminished that they have ceased to bo viable units on their
own.
Links through women and the presence of agnates in
other sections are not the only ways amoung the Cyrenaican
Bedouin in which feud is prevented from spreading up the
segmentary tree to destroy it root and branch.

Other

inhihitive mechanisms will be discussed in the next section
and chapters III and IV.
at this Jincture.

One of these is, however, relevant

If, as suggested above, the system of basic
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compensotion-*'uyirg alliances in Cyronaica is purely contrac
tual in ori in and is, largely a function cf.oecological and
military viability, then it is difficult to imagihe on what
principle groups will unite to fight at levels above the
tertiary section.
The very fact that this issue should pi'esent itself
as a problem for solution is the reeult of centuries of
European imperial effort. Along history of experience in
9

the pacification of 'savages' and the 'clearing up ' of
regions hostile to colonial rule, particularly in tho Islamic
world, has impressed the imago cf the warlike tribe firmly
upon the Puropoan mind,

it is widely assumed that feuding

ir a kind cf miner warfare which automatically blossoms into
full-scale belligerence between numerically vast tribal
groups as soon as the prize at stake attains proportions
that warrant the death and suffering to be incurred.

It is

not generally realized that, although feud may be observed
to be endemic at a low structural level, this does not
necessarily imply, in bhe first place, that the groups
involved can conceive of rany valid reason for the spread of
fighting or, in the second, that there exists a mechanism
by which the escalation of hostilities nay be achieved.

As

I have already remarked in connection with Talinowski's
definition of raiding, it is by no means certain that tribes
engaged in nomadic pastoralism are motivated by a permanent
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tfobbeslan frenz^ to wor^i their neighbours and occupy their
lands.
In reality, as far as the apparently accurate
information supplied on this point by anthropologists goes,
neither tho Somali nor tho Cyrenaican Bedouin ever unite cf
their own initiative to fight each other in organised encoun
ters, at the tribal level.

Beters has, it in true, referred

to one such occasion on which there was inter-tribal fighting
in Cyrenaica (cf. p.
lacking.

21, but the precise circumstances are

Both peoples, however, proved themselves ferociously

effective warriors in guerilla warfare when it came to the
organization under charismatic leadership of resistance to
British and Italian penetration.

In both cases, a d,1ihad%

or religious war against the Infidel, was declared at the
instigation, in Somaliland, of the •Mad Mullah1 who from
1900 to 1900 led a successful insurrection against 'European
colonization, and, in Cyrenaica, by the successive heads of
the Oanusi

religious order who prevented the Italians from
X

u

f
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establishing themselves in tho interior.
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Frcdrik Barth

reports a similar phenomenon from the Swat valley in north
western Pakistan where, in spite of a constantly c'langinp
pattern of small-scale alliances between sedentary agricultural
households and permanent hostilities between villages and
factions, it was nevertheless possible for a nan of 'saintly*
renown to lead the whole population into massive armed
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resistance against t%e British (1965:122-123).
The frequency of this type of colonial 'war' and
its suscitation of v.i cloncc on a 'national1 scale have been
largely responsible for the widely accepted fallacy that the
principle of balanced opposition operates all the way up
from the bottom tc the top levels of tribal organization
in Islamic and African segmentary lineage societies.

In

Peters' view, one of the factors that make it quite impossible
for the principle to work in acephalous lineage societies is
that 'there is a lack of instituted authority, there are no
chiefs distributed throughout the land as heads cf segments
of the hierarchical orders... there is-no one bo command the
action' (1967:271)•

Personally, I would treat this assertion

with caution, for in my opinion, though

it may not be

'instituted', some form of leadership) does exist in all such
societies, as I shall try to demonstrate in chapters IV and
V.

Fowever, leaders do not, in normal circumstances, attempt

to extend their political authority beyond a fairly limited
range.

Their satisfaction is gained from presiding rather

than ruling over the destinies of their fellow tribesmen:
they are influential but cannot dictate war or peace, for if
they tried to impose their will against that of the majority,
their subjects world desert them.
Tithout effective leaders, then, and in the absence
of even numbers of numerically balanced segments the
Cyrenaican Bedouin are unable to follow the rules inherent
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in their own

odd.
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secondary section, the tv/o' :neg live* in a state pf sporadically
overt hostility,

hut this docs not moan that other tertiary

sections belonging to the secondary sections on either side
will unconditionally support their collaterals.

Ties of

affinity and other interests (cf. p. 82) will rate this

j

undesirable for individual tertiary sections; they therefore
prosecute their own feuding relationships alone or in !
.
" •
. I
collaboration with allies contracted in the context of a
particular enmity and refrain from any demonstration of
mechanical solidarity (Jeters 1967:277).

Lven when a homicide

does occur across tribal boundaries and a general affray is
the result, sections joined as allies in both tribes will
mobilize together, but will refuse tc fight if they h^ar of
the presence of affinal kinsmen in the opposite camp.
’Consequently1, Jeters suns up, 'the statement that homicide
results in a tribal war v^hen the offender and his victim are
members of two separate tribes is not merely incomplete, not
merely a simplification, it is wrong’ (1967:276).
The situation in Somaliland bears a close resemblance
to that of the Cyrenaican Bedouin.

Sonali pastoralistc are

organized into what Lewis terms clan-familiec, clans, cubclans, primary lineages and, finally, dia-phying groups
(1961:4).

Lost clan-families are so vast - one numbers over
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a million members - and scattered that they cannot overate
as 1corporate political units V*
that acts corporately.

The clan is the largest body

Its members are mainly concentrated

in a single area, although no precise tract of land is
recognized as its territory.

The Somali are quite aware

that lineages expand at different rates:

some grow tc

inordinate sizes and segment frequently; other.; enjoy only
a low level of fertility and come near to petering out.
Irolific lineages, whose very size has caused frequent .
segmentation, sport longer genealogies than there with only
a small number of living male representatives, because ’...
ancestors who are not structurally important tend to drop out
cf the genealogies as a lineage proliferates ever the gener
ations’ (Lewis 1961:147) • This is a process that Gellner
has aptly named ’structural amnesia’ when discussing the same
phenomenon among the Berbers (1961:374).

’There is thus a

demonstrable correlation between the numerical strength
a group and its genealogical span* (Lewis 1961:146).

of

The

Somali conceptualize tho disparity in genealogical depth
between lineages in terms of the branches, laan, of a tree,
which can be long, deer, or short, Saab.

They pride them-

selves on belonging to a laandeer, because this is a direct
#

reflection of the superior physical force and, consequently,
political power of their lineage.
Tho fact that the fighting potential of descent
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groups is re!'tod to th ir geneclerical ceptb, cancer several
•short1 branches to combine by contractual agreement to form
composite di a-trying groups .of a prcrim&tely equal strength
to these comprising a lesser number of lineages of the ’long*
branch type.

Agnation is counteracted by contract, or hear.

Cuch contractual agreements arc drawn up by a council
summoned for the purpose at which all adult males of the
lineages concerned have a right to speak.

Contracts are

frequently recorded in writing, and, in colonial tines, were
sometimes placed in the .safe-keeping of the Administration
(1961:177-176).

The dia-payirg group is the meet stable unit

in the Sonuli political structure (1961:6), hut it can.
disintegrate as easily as it was formed if, for example,
rivalry develops between the elders cf constituent segments.
As c political unit it acts as a body over and against out
siders even within the same clan.

But when not engaged in

hostilities its members are often widely distributed over
different areas (lewis 1961:66).

Its situational core, the

jiffo-paying group, on the other hand, is a localized herding
unit based on a single small lineage (1961:173)*

like the

Cyrenaican Bedouin, the Somali pastoralists will not knowingly
kill an affinal kinsman.

Extra-lineage ties through marriage

are valued and ’a man can expect hospitality as a kinsman
(not merely as a guest) from a lineage with which he is
either linked personally as an affine or through the affinal
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ties c.C another me:.her of M s linkage1. But this does not
prevent heavily inter-married linoages from indulging in
mutual aggression, though ’in battle, a man will always seek
!

. '

• j*

•

to spare his wife’s agnates, at least her close kin, and if
captured they M i l be accorded preferential treatment *
(1961:140).

Similar principles are operative in Cyrenaica

if affines are unwittingly involved in a wider conflict
(Peters 1967)*
Information of this kind casting doubt upon the
applicability of the model of mechanical solidarity in a
feuding situation is not tc be found only in the recent work
of social anthropologists.

Burckhardt, for example, states

that ’If an Arab in battle should meet with a personal friond
among bke enemy’s ranks, he turns his marq to a different
side, and cries out ’’Keep away!
me!” * (1830:174-175)•

let not thy blood be upon

It is interesting to speculate whether

a ’friend’, in Burckhardt’s sense, could include an affinal
kinsman, as lewis’ and Peters* material would suggest.
Instances of such *i.uisogmentary behaviour’, as
Gellner calls it (1961:42), are frequent in the literature
on feud.

In his thesis Gellner emphasizes similar features,

contradicting the classical model of mechanical solidarity,
in the political system of the Berber villages he studied.
He estimates that lQ°/o of the total population in any single
k
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community have changed their group affiliation, as defined
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by the status of cc-juror, at least once i:i their lifetime.
Nevertheless, the overall model of social organization that
results from an examination of the genealogies given by the
Berbers is one of strict segmentary opposition.

ISver so, it

is feasible for people in the same village to 'change their
segment, their co-jurors, without changing their habitat'
(1961:73)*

Since Berber villages are usually divided into

wards each controlled by a lineage, this remark bears witness
to a degree of flexibility and structural tolerance quite
remarkable for a society that would normally be described a3
segmentary, for it implies that whole families continue to
live and work in immediate daily contact with a group with
which they have repudiated all ties.
In this examination of the pertinence of the
segmentary lineage model to the study of feud among nomadic
;

.V '

*

pastor&lists in the Mediterranean and the Middle Bast, I have
shown that little evidence exists to support the theoretical
postulate that genealogically close collateral segments will
always unite to fight against structurally more distant ones.
Though not much precise information is available for sedentary
societies, it would seen that, unlike the nomads, not all
tribally organized cultivators in the area, for whom the
range of total solidarit?.^ in the feud is coextensive with
y" ''
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the land-owning descent group, are given to the practice of
contractual alliance.

The notion of vicinage frequently

i
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overrides that of contract.
In the throe tribally organized sedentary societies,
for each of which I drew a brief picture of the vengeance
group in the first section of the present chapter, the
extended or, at a later stage, e^anded family is the basic
unit of social organization.

Among the Berbers vhere may

be a certain amount of intra-village factionalism due to the
possibility of shifting one’s jural affiliations within the
village.

But Ge liner does not state whether co-jurors do

more than lend moral support in feud to minimal lineages
which are not closely related as agnates and are only recent
accretions to the group of co-jurors.

It seems unlikely that

a change of jural allegiance should be sufficient to rally
the armed force of a family’s new allies for the pursuit of
a feud in which it had been engaged before the change.

The:

Berbers, however, appear to be somewhat exceptional in their
division into units of a higher order than the extended
family within the village.

This could be imputed to the

fact that many lineages were until comparatively recently
still nomadic.

In the rest of the Mediterranean - and perhaps

the Middle Bast, although information is again poor here tribal societies in which the primary means of subsistence
is agriculture tend to have no unit of organisation between
the extended family and che village level.

Individual

families indulge in feuding relations in general outside
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the village bat within the same tribe.

The village itself

is organized in north Albania and Kabylia, for example, on
extremely democratic lines:

a village council, recruited

on the basis of an adult male from each house, endowed with
tiie power to levy fines and destroy the property of defaulters
is responsible for calling out the whole village for defensive
purposes in the event of attack.

The emphasis among sedentary

cultivators at a level above that of the minimal lineage is
on vicinage more than agnation, although the two are not
mutually exclusive, for it is clear that in a tribal society
the two frequently coincide, since villages may be composed
of entire tribal segments.

It is said in Albania, for instance^

that neighbours are under a moral obligation to seel: vengeance
if all male members of an adjacent household are exterminated
in the course of a feud (liasluck 195*0 • A similar trend
towards a minimization of agnatic solidarity in favour of
the wider interests of the community was observed by Lewis
in Lomali agricultural settlements (1961:2 3 5 f f .
Thus, to return finally to the conclusions of the
preceding section, although the actual externals of feud killing, compensation, vengeance and the ideology which
serves to express them - show a notable similarity from one
society to another in the Mediterranean and Middle hastera
area, there exists a marked difference between its structural
implications in a nomadic pastoral and in a sedentary
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agricultural context#

In both types of environment, two

hostile groups of close agnates constitute the irreducible
core in any feud#

Among sedentary cultivators recruitment

to the vengeance group tends, with a few minor exceptions,
to remain strictly agnatic,

ihe interest of agnates in

mutual defence coincides with their interest in common
proprietory rights in the exploitation of natural resources,
iastoralists, on the other hand, are forced by oecological
cir cum stances to admit a v/ider range of non-agnates to the
basic unit of economic production - the herding camp,

fheir

main concern is to guarantee themselves access to pasture
anu water.

They therefore engage in feud to protect their

common interbets as a group united on a contractual basis,
ihe ideal of agnation is subordinate to the dictates of
survival.

At a higher level, pastoralists agai^- give priority

to practical considerations and join, in political alliance
tnose who can offer them substantial assistance in times of
need,

ihe principle of agnation continues to provide the

general framework within which allies are sought, but it is
of little significance compared with the search for material
advantage. ^t a level above the vengeance group in sedentary
cultivating societies the interests of neighbours are vested
in the maintenance of the territorial integrity of the village
and its agricultural resources.

Contractual alliance is made

superfluous, because it is clearly to the advantage of all to
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show a common front in mutual defence against aggressors from
outside the residential unit.

3) Feud without end...
a) The debate
If 1unsegmentary ‘behaviour* is as common in what
have been called *segmentary lineage systems, (Fortes and
Urans-Fritchard 19;4-0:6) as the examples marshalled in the
preceding section would intimate, there must clearly be some
doubt as to whether the theory of segmentary opposition is
at all valid.

To resolve this dilemma, Peters has recourse,

as I have shown, to the now familiar dichotomy between the
folk image and the model constructed by the anthropologist
from the observed facts.

The discover,

of a very wide

discrepancy between the two made it possible for him to
accommodate both a diachronic treatment of the feud and the
segmentary lineage model within one and the same analytical
framework.

However, not all those who have done research on

the feud have proved themselves as agile as loters.

Whilst

the dimension of time has been largely ignored in this context,
much effort has been deployed to force the obdurate facts of
feud into awkward compliance with the abstractions of the
segmentary lineage model*

This has led to a muted controversy

and a good deal of intellectual hesitation.
The root of the problem lies in certain ambiguities
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inherent in the Huer materiel on feud and the theory cf
segmentary opposition as originally expounded by Professor
Fvans-Pritchard. Firstly, it is not always clear in EvansPritchard's bool: whether ho is writing of empirical realities
cr 7/he then he is indulging in purely theoretical con id orations
The tiro are often so subtley combined that it is difficult
to distinguish one from the.other, although on the last page
he docs honestly recognize these shortcomings and refers to
the boob as 'a short excursion into sociological theory*
which has caused him to 'perceive vaguely how further analysis
night be made' (19;4-0:266).

A.t least part of the controversy

as tc whether feud is interminable and whether it can be
tolerated Vithin a village community is duo to the too
literal interpretation, at both the theoretical and the
ethnographical level, of what Evans-Fritchard has to say in
The Fuer. The other part may, I think, be imputed to KvansFritchard *s firm resolve at the time of writing not to allow
himself to be sidetracked into a diachronic perspective when
his first intention was to give a synchronic analysis of
social structure divorced fro: history.

Thus, on the one

hand, it is not always realized that the structure of villages
in segmentary societies is not everywhere identical to that
described by Evans-Pritchard for Muerland and, on th: other,
not enough is made of the occasional references in The huer
to events that occur in an historical sequence implying
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evolution through timei

The remark to the effect that *a

feud goes on for ever* (1940;154) quoted earlier is cf this
kind.
Elizabeth Colson, who in 1951 read before the Royal
Anthropological Institute an important paper on tho feud
among the Tlateau T o n g a w a s still working within very
much the same framework of analysis as that employed by
Evans-Pritchard in The ~Tuer. having identified the Tonga
as a matrilinoal segmentary lineage society, she then
proceeded to examine the manner in which conflicts between
individuals involved (as the theory of segmentary opposition
predicates) groups of a higher .order of segmentation on either
side, so that if the two principals are members of different
clans, the conflict automatically brings about a hostile
confrontation between all members of both clans.

She was

seen forced to admit that such confrontations never tcol:
place in Plateau Ton a society and attributed this apparent
failure cf the theory cf segmentary opposition to the locally
mitigating factors of a weak clan organization, oecological
constraints forcing tribesmen to fare out their cattle for
pasture all ever the country, a high inciderce of nec-local
residence at considerable distance from the family cf origin
and the *cross-cutting ties’ of kinship, affinity and
complementary filiation.

ZPron this analysis she derived

the opinion that such conflicts of loyalties effectively
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inhibited the development of feud end that •remanent had
relations..", a~c only possible when the groups involved do
not have kinsmen living together in the same local groups,
and where they are not tied by the network of kinship and
affinal ties to the name matrilineal groups* (1962:119-120}.
Grluctean manifested generous enthusiasm for hr
Colsor>*s treatment of feud in a series of lecturer originally
delivered to wireless audiences which wore later published

under the general title of Custom and, conflict in Africa (1955) •
Availing himself of an identical method, he recnamined the
■fluer material and came to the conclusion that although an
isolated homicide occasionally marred the turbulent harmony
cf TTurr village life, the cross-cutting ties of kinship and

affinity made a protracted feud an almost impossible occurrenoe
in Borland.

G^luckman•s investigation of the information

reported by Ihrans-^ritchard stressed the fact that almost as
many Vuer reside outside their natal village3 as remain
there throught their lives.

As causer of this dispersion

he enumerated the following:
1) a widowed mother may leave her husband*3 village
taking her infant children to live with her
lover elsewhere;
?) a young man of poor parentage may go to live
with a wealthy mother*s brother;
5) a man may leave his natal village as the result
of a quarrel an'* take his wife and children to
live at a distance.
According to Gluckman, the scatter of cross-cutting ties

Ill
creates b; such spatial mobility would act to strangle a
lead before it could develop.

It is cruc that he mentions

the technical eventuality of feud with distant sections of
the same tribe, but the impression he gives is that only
Lunarucus communications could create conditions of sufficient
discreteness for such a feud to be at all possible an^ that
these conditions themselves would make the relations of
hostility so intermittent as to be almost negligent1g .
ho, although feud is inhibited at close range by
the •unsegmentary* ties resulting from affinity and residence
outside the nutal villager, Gluck^an nevertheless manages to
occupy a position from' which lie is not obliged to challenge
the general validity of the principle of segmentary opposition.
Although its operation at the lover levels of segmentation
ray net correspond entirely with the theory, it remains
potentially valid at a, level where large tribal sections are
involved.

But since these groups are rarely, if ever, in

direct contact due to their spatial distribution and movement

dictated by the annual pastoral cycle, little or no opportunity
cccure to test the postulate that adjacent local village
gre Ol ^ would unite to fight .as a large section against a
similar grouping at the same level of segmentation,

fhus

the sociological leitmotiv of Giuckman's previous work was,
once more, proved to his own satisfaction:
again victorious over conflict,

custom was yet

for both Gluckmau and Colson
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the contention that feuds are interminable had little sense,
because neither of them could seriously entertain the
possibility cf an armed conflict lasting long enough within
the jural community to qualify as a feud in the first place.
Shortly after the publication cf Gluckman’c essay
on ’Peace in the feud* Middleton and Tait wore working on
their ’Introduction’ to“ Tribes without rulers in vr Ich they
sought to refine and codify the concepts that had been
developed in connection with the theory of segmentary lineage
systems.

The curious contradiction latent in their assump

tion,*'* on the one hand, thrt feud boro within it an inherent
mechanism for its peaceful conclusion and their refusal, on
the other hand, to recognize any distinction between warfare,
feud and other fon s of violence, led then to avoid any
rystcratic diachronic treatment of the feud, far they had
run :*ntc a logical cnl-do-sac:

either feud v/as like warfare,

which cannot necessarily be terminated by the offer of
compensation and can continue indefinitely; cr else feud
was by definition endowed with machinery for the achievement
of its peaceful conclusion and.could consequently not
continue indefinitely.

Paced with a choice of inconsisten-

cies, they chose the latter.
This disguised hesitancy spelt a new stage in the
debate.

Prom Colson’s and Gluckman’s conviction that feud

was in fact almost inexistent among the Plateau Tonga and
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the fuer, Tiddlst.on and TajLt had progressed tc an attitude
of latent doubt.

The most recent contribution lias been made

by Stirling in hie bccl: on the social structure of a Tuakish
r~11a; • (1965X Whilst finding incontrovertible evidence tc
indicate that feuding relations between lineages did endure
V
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dov/n the generations, Stirling seems surprised that this
sboulf be so.

Observing that fouds do oppose, lineages for

considerable numbers of years, he is ever none perplexed by
the fact that *:To recognized machinery exists in tile village
for the settlement of such quarrels*, i.e. quarrels that
create a abate of htts, *or ’bad relations’9 bub do not reach
the stage of open violence.

Thirl parties on rare occasions

offer their services as mediators, but if a disput'd involves
violence or the honour of a woman, ’then in theory no
reconciliation is possible* (1965:248).

Stirling proposes

that, in these conditions, the hypothesis tixrt feuds cannot
subsist within the village community (cf. bVans-Trit chard
1940:159) ’could be saved by arguing that in fact seme
efficient means of settling village quarrels existed in the
past but has disappeared’ since the introduction cf a modern
police fcrcc and a national judiciary (190>5:255)*

Cohen's

raterial on Israeli Arab villages standing in a similar
relationship to the authority of a modern centralized state
suggests that this may be partially true:

prominent men

iron cutside the community who would previously have agreed
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to act db mediators no longer do so lor lear of their decisions
being floutea.

&ince, in one modern situation, bney can no

longer command One coercive force necessary to compel respect,
they r^xase to jeopardize wnao influence remains to ouea in
the uiminished status they now occupy by pronouncing juuget. '
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ments that will not be obeyed (Gohen 196;>:142)*
In support of has jxypotin*sis that xeuas couia in
the past oe concluded Stirling pornos to the custom of giving
a woman in marriage to the aggrieved party once the feud had
subsided,

he found evidence of tnis practice in the genea

logies ho collected from feuding lineages*

let in an earlier

article he states that 'marriage ties do not prevent the
development of feuding relationships' ^lS6c;60).

whilst

instinctively Stirling feels that there must have been
machinery for the conclusion of feuu, for 'If every serious
quarrel lasted lor ever no lineage would be on speaking terms
with any other'

252), he could find absolutely no

evidence of this and was energetically contradicted by the
villagers•
Stirling's difficulties derive, I oelieve, from two
sources,

in the first place, there is a subtle shift or

emphasis between juis l^GO article and his later book in
his attitude to nvans-iritchara's analysis of the nuer feud,
bhereas ne first quooea iiivans-lriochara as writing 'corporate
life is incompatible will a suate of feud1 (1^4-0; 1^6), in
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m s latex* Yoi'k)a.uii Ojl the same argument ho taaeo ux»«> to task
on the basis of anoshex* quotation from fhc suer:
bw tolerated within a village1 (1940:199)*
ment is perhaps universally valid*

'feud cannot

the first state

fhe secone was only

intennea by hvuns-i ritchard to apply to the i.uer village in
particular.

bow, one ethnographic facto that Stirling

presents in his article snow that corporate iiio outside
vue rineago is almost inexis tent in the furnish village and
that there are in reality no incentives to encourage cooper
ation between linkages,

ihe *argument in the article is thus

more cogent than that to be founa in the booh, for reading
coos i m e e u not occur* within the corporate lin^ag^ but is
tolerated within the village.

far** of Stirling's c o m union

is consequently due to his haste to equate m e feud in the
huer context with similar but now identical manifestations
of vioionce in rurkoy.

in point of fact, the huar settlement

and the furkish village have very little in common at oil
apart from their constitution on a lineage basis.
fhe seconu source of uncertainty in Stirling's
argument is that he does not seen at all suae of what ho
means when he usee the word feud*

lie says oi the iurkish

situation that; when 'compare! with many examples of fe uding
io is highly informal ana unsystematic. .In practice, not
ail agnates feel themselves committed; revenge is not
necessarily specific or immeuiuto; no system cf compensation
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or re concilia wio-u seems bo exist ane it is no t precisely
laic. aown wno is ana wko is not involves* (1 9 &i>;1 5 1 ) • Jbor
Stirling tiro iarkisk feud is little more tiian a vaguely
percsi/eu pattern or sporaaic violence between linkages.
He reruses to commit nimseif to a more precise definition
tnan tnis»

1

submit tkat nis perplexity derives xrom wire

race tnat ire is aware uuab tire feu^ constitutes an Historical
process, yet lie is au cue same time unwilling to anaxyse it
vn uixiii a pi oc ess oar ir&mooom.

lire villagers role nix or

reads oirat wore as xresli fifty year’s laser as tlie aaj on
wnrelr tire initial outrage was perpetrated (i$6 p;kdb>.

nut

Stirling was unable to reconcile this sort of information
with, tire suer model of feud in wkicn Hvans-lritekaru
deliberately stresses tiro syncaronic ana structural aspects
or feuu in general whilst omitting; nearly ail reference to
tire History of indiviuuai feuds.

Hot only uoes tire social

structure of *.uer vixxagos airfer consiueraoiy from tiiaw of
tne central anatolian villages studied by Stirling, but it
is possible xii

latter xOi‘ Miioiw imcagws wo aveia eucn

other for year’s by living in war*tS located at some distance
from one anotrier.

A feud can xie dormant for long periods

breaming out anev. only wHen it is so desxrod or if tiro
parties u^et by accident,

nvun wuui a feud Has been compounded

tne wrongs of ^ust* generations, wliich are not

1

normally1

spoken of, may, according to Stirling, fbe selectively
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remembered, that is, they would be remembered 5f they
reinforced existinc hostilities, and forgotten if they cut
across existing alliances' (1?55:252-25!0.

This sounds very

like the situation already described for Cyrenaic': in the
■
first chapter (cf. p. 3 7 ).
Stirling was thus on the brink of adopting an
attitude similar to that displayed by Fetcre in M r
on the feud.

t o !tings

He was, however* prevented from pushing* his

analysis as far as his own data Would have Per itted by his
apparent mistrust of diachronic materials.

Hia doubts are

nevertheless symptomatic of the uneasiness felt by a rnnbor
of British social anthropologists a: the historical approach
expounded, by Leach in Folitleal systems cf Highland yu^ma
began. to gain a wider audience.
*Tor ^ c f the writers discussed so far had overtly
questioned the theory of balanced seegicntary opposition:
Stirling1

attempt to apply in a peasant lineage society a

■o d d of feud developed to deal with conflicts in an exclu
sively tribal context ran into serious difficulties when he
neglected t^> ascertain in advance whether the model was
flexible enought to accommodate two widely divergent social
structures.

Tlisabctb Holscr had a moment of remorse when

her paper on th^ Tonga feud was published in 1962.

But

rath 3 r than cast doubt upon the validity of the structural
framework within which she- undertook her original study,
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she preferred to take refuge in terminology ana adaed this
footnote:

'A talk on the feua among the Bedawin by hr. B.

feters led me to reconsider

my

own matei'ial.

I then realized

that I had been using uhe term to cover isolatea acts of
vengeance ana ohat the ionga did not* and could not, have
the true feud1 (19t>2:102).

Ihis well-meant tribute to

feters distorts in reality what he has written on tne
terminology of violence, for it implies that Vengeance*
among tne longa exactly resembles the type oi nomlciue that
the Bedouin call thar - a term that leters, it will be
recalled (cf. p. 40 ) i has translated by the word vengeance,
fhis is certainly not the case, for tnar is structurally
defined with reference to Cyrenarcan Bedouin society alone.
Colson's misappropriation of the term to describe another
phenomenon in a quite different cultural setting may have
prompted a remark at the beginning of leters' 190/ article
where he states that, in his opinion, the Bedouin of Gjrenaica
constitute 'one of the few societies in which Lieudl occurs1
^1967:262).

I myself see no reason for accepting this

statement unconditionally as the Berber', Bomaii and Byrian

‘

Arab materials with minor variations ail corroborate ieters1
findings.

It does, nowever, stand as a useful warning to

those who might be tempted to apply reters' terminology
uncritically in societies whose structure ana oecological
environment are not sti'ictly comparable to those of ohe
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camel-herding bedouin of Cyrenaica.

d) 'Cross-cutting ties'
’Well should I love the da/ to see*
When Ruthvin’s heir and lovely Kate*
..ere joinou in wedlock's holy state*
And quenched in love this feudal hate*.
(.anonymous 1814:2;?)
If dr Colson were Jo rework her material in the
light of the new aata on segmentary lineage syseems that
Lewis and leters have published since I960* her view of the
ieud in fon^a society might be radically changed.

It is my

conjecture cnut siiv would uiscover a feuding me onanism
structurally very similar tc those describes, for ^omaiiiand
and Cyrenaica, for the stress recently laid upon choice ana
contract as factors of great importance in determining how
a particular segmentary system will function in a £iven set
of oecolofcicai und political conuitions has provided a framework for analysis embodying a degree of flexibility chat
allows for nuances of interpretation quite inconceivaole
aJthe time that Colson wrote her

paper.

iho crux of the whole peace-in-the-feud controversy
io* as leters has succinctly pointed out;* not tnat Colson's
’cross-cutting ties' should so bind the society in question
into a homogeneous whole in which no relations of hostility
can be tolerated* but that alliances should form in such a
manner that it should bd in the interests of certain sections
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only to remain on terns of a.dty and cooperation* 'leaving
others with sufficient discreteness to pursue feuding
relationships' (1

9 6 7

:2 6 2 ).

Ihese relationships can he

'eternal' hetween certain groups whilst inexistent between
others. Before the imposition of British colonial adminis
tration the Tonga, like the Bedouin* may thus have recognised
the necessity of maintaining peaceful relations with eei'tain
closely linked groups whilst there were less ccnstx'aints to
inhibit fighting with structurally and oecologically more
distant ones.

Cclson seens to think that the complexity of

affinal tics and the emotional intensity vested in comple
mentary filiation are both greater in matrilineal than in
patrilineal lineage societies and that* therefore, 'In a
society of this type it is impossible to have the develo£>ment
and the institutionalization of repeated acts of vengeance*
for each act cf vengeance, like each original incident*
mobilizes different groups whose interests are concerned in
the particular case and that alone' (1

9 6 2

:1 1 $).

Peters is opposed to this kind of approach and
emphatically denies that one type of linkage between groups
should take precedence over another.

In his vie//* it is

irrelevant to speak of agnation or matrilineal descent
•disturbed' or 'cut across* by affinal ties (1

2 6 7

:2 7 2 ).

In a social situation all ties must be considered and their
potential capacity to modify the situation evaluated.

In
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Cyrenaica,

J have already mentioned (cf. p.

9 3

)* to kill

the motherfs brothei' is a heinous cri;ie usually treated like
an intra-group killing on a par with fratricide.

Sut since

marriage with the father’s brother’s daughter is widely
practiced, it often happens that the mother’s brother is
also Ego’s father’s father’s brother’s son, that is to say
a close agnate and not a member of another lineage;

FaFoBrA
A &oBr&
FaFaBrSo

AFaFa
$ — ~
ko

A Fa

A
Ego
To kill an agnatic mother’s brother is regarded as oven more
iniquitous than the murder of an affinal mother’s brother
living in another camp.

The infection of an affinal quality

into an otherwise agnatic relationship intensifies the
existent tie and leads, in the case of homicide to differen
tiation between crimes committed within the tertiary group
(1967??74).

Peters cites this one example only, but similar

instances can be found in all societies to invalidate the
folk model and show that each relationship constitutes a
unique permutation of an unlimited number of rotential
linkages each having both its own individual significance
and a second accrued significance when operative as part of
a larger network of ties.
■V'
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Tier cf affinity cr cognation certainly help tc
narrow the field of these with whom a group will entc-rtain
relations of hostility.

But they will net prevent an outbreak

of violence if it is thought that armed force will achieve
the desired goal faster than diplomacy.

Lewis' statements

relative tc feuding between affinally linked lineages in
fomalilard provide an excellent example of this:

the Comali

do not trust affines, however they will endure them as long
as no direct cause for conflict presents itself.

But if

affinally linked groups enter into competition over access
to land or water, fighting will inevitably result.

Ci', as

leters has j ut it, 'Cognation, in short, acts as a check not
a preventative' (1 9 5 1 •5 6 6 ).
T ev;is and Peters are in fact not revealing anything
new.

The Homan episode that tells of the bloody struggle

between the Poratii and the Curiatii who were linked by
marriage is an ancient example cf the inadequacyvof affinal
tics alone to ensure the maintenance of reace between hostile
groups.

A. much quoted passage froifi the early history cf

social anthropology shows that 'the peacemaking cf wemen who
hold to one clan as sisters and tc another as wives' was not
always effective in producing a conflict of loyalties that
wculd of itself inhibit the spread of feuding relations:
'It [exogamy] cannot bo claimed as absolutely preventing
strife and bloodshed, indeed, it h s been remarked of some
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peonies*., that intermarrying clans uo nevertheless marry
ana light* (fylor lbSS;26b).
1

XX tais as in reality uhe case*

j may he surmised that other factors besides affinity must

he present in an acopuaious society if a sJaje of hobbesian
aaarcuy is now jo o stain.
Working on purely theoretical lin^s* ^oser (1965s78)
has observed that chc coexistence of a multiplicity of
conflicts within a society docs not necessarily lean to a
state of equilibrium in which the forces of violence and
self-interest balance each other out;

when two scones are

thrown into the same millpond the two sets of ripples can
either neutralize each other or else combine to maxe larger
waves.

Similarly, if social groups nave mutually reinforcing

interests* they will not fight and will coalesce to further
these interests in cemmon against those whose interests are
opposed to their own.

Ihus* if ties of affinity coincide

wijh links created to further* interests of, for instance*
an economic nature* it might be expected that the linos along
which political alliance is contracted in the society in
question would closely follow marriage patterns,

hut if

economic interests are I'estrictea to the local or agnatic
group* then the possibility of conflict with &ffinally linked
groups shoulu remain untrammellea.
Ihis hypothesis is born out by a comparison of the
patterns of alliance and marriage among the Gyrenaican
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Bedouin and Somali pastoralists.

The former, as already

desci1?hod, marry as frequently outside the tertiary section
as they do within it.

Marriagef however^ is not with close

collateral tertiary sections occupying an adjacent w-atan or
homeland, for it is precisely with these sections that latent
conflicts over proprietory rights to land and water are at
their ~ost intense.

Tuch conflicts persist hut rarely reach

the stage of open violence, for it is to the advantage of all
concerned to minimize strife*between local groups.

The

impossibility of local territorial expansion makes it*
expedient for the Bedouin to contract tios with distant
tertiary sections.

Those ties, sanctioned by intermarriage,

give access to a greater variety of oecological niches in
the event of a local drought or crop, failure. Affines thus
rarely fight among the Cyreraican Bedouin, as it is to their
mutual advantage to help each o t h r in periods of difficulty.
Unlike the Bedouin, the Bomali have little or no
notion of a 'homeland1. Movement of flocks and access to
grazing arras,are in general unrestricted, although where
water is scarce some proprietory rights arc retained over
wells.

In these circumstances of almost total freedom, no

interests of an economic order hind any group tc any other.
Alliances occur exclusively for mutual protection ag&inst
the predatory attack' of outsiders and are usually contracted
on predominantly agnatic lines, for, in the absence of any
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ether principle, it is clear that a man is liable to trust
most those among whoa lie vais born and brought up.
..heroas in Cyrenaicu the recognition of territorial
discreteness anc a ccn.:i.erable degree of oecological variation
fro:., one part of the country to another make a spread of ties
through women desix'akle, in fomaliland those variables are
apparently not oixcrative to the sane extent.

Cross-cutting

tics of affinity among the Bedouin restrict the number of
sections with which it is feasible to maintain feuding
relations and militate against the formation of large
coalitions bused on the single overriding principle of
agnation.

The fomali, on the other hand, have little reason

not to fight against affinally linked groups and do so when
involved in large-scale conflicts in which their interests aggression to obtain access to natural resources - are
.

t
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J *A

identical with those of their agnates.

*
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Ties through women

thus only inhibit conflict between groups when they coincide
with more material goals.
m
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c; The sins of tin fathers...
'This day’s black fate on more days doth depend;
This but begins the woe others must end'.
Borneo and Juliet. Ill, 1.
ihatever the precise reasons invoked - affinity,
cecology, economic advantage or political alliance to meet
a threat from without - the return of peace after an

T*
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outbreak of hostilities between groups ie referred to by
the majority of anthropolo^ists cited above (cf.
as the 'conclusion* of a feud.

5

a

)

But this is a very short

sighted view of the phenomenon.

The evidence supporting the

contortion that feud ie Tinterminable' - that is, survives
tho death of both principals and continues down the genera
tions until physical distance or extermination bring about
a permanent cessation of hostilities - is, as
the first chapter, overwhelming,

1

suggested in

for the sak« of brevity,

I shall give no further examples of actual feu.ds that have
endured in this manner.
Also in the first chapter, I gave a short rkuaio
cf Ietorsf analysis of tho manner in which the effects of
homicide were a function of the passage of tine, differential
human fertility and cecological pressure combined.

It will

have now become apparent from the ethnographic facts and the
arguments put forward in the second section cf the present
chapter that, if 'unsegmentary behaviour* provides the means
by wbich feuding societies maintain a measure of equilibrium
between the forces engaged or potentially engaged in feud,
feud is itself the outward manifestation of the •process of
segmentation that make's this behaviour possible.

Feud seen

as the history of the consequences of an initial act of
violence through time serves as a sliding scale to indicate
the quality of relationships.

Again, like a slide rule on
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willch. information can be read off by first either moving
tne cursor or else referring to the relative position of
figures on the panel at rest, feud can be activated with
tne express purpose of testing the stability of an existing
relationship or, alternatively, its presence or absence
between two groups can be alluded to by a speaker to charac
terize tneir relationship to one another;

the outbreak of

ieuu is engineered as a pretext for fission; its continued
existence between

gwo

groups of a specific order of segmen

tation constitutes a description of the type of interaction
to wnicn chey are pai'ty.

If a Oyrenaican Bedouin tertiary

section enters upon what leters has called a 'feuding
rerationship* with another collateral tertiary section, it
is clear to the Bedouin concerned that these hostilities are
the outward manifestation of fission and that the two sections
will nenceforth regaru each other as belonging to two
separate secondary sections.
krom tnis last comparison with the Cyrenaican
material it will be evident that 1 have been using the word
feud in the first half of the preceding paragraph in a sense
tnat leters himself would not allow.

He cautiously restricts

his own structural definition of the terms feud, vengeance
ana warfare to Gyrenaica.

however, if feud is 'interminable'

ana incra-group killing, vengeance killing and warfare are
also structurally defined and therefore part and parcel of
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the process of segmentation, tnere is some justification for
regarding each of them as an isolated series of events that
together constitute one general historical phenomenon which
I have nitherto loosely designated as feud,

i'he definitional

distinctions that I made at the end of the first chapter
provide useful categories for the rapid identification of
individual acts reported in tne literature.

But they do not,

taken together, communicate the idea of process which, with
ieters, I consider of paramount importance in segmentary
societies to the whole notion of hostilities viewed as -a
relationship developing ana expanding through time to involve
increasing numbers of individuals.
An elaboration of the correlation that exists in
the oyrenaican context between different types of hostile
relationships and the process of segmentation cannot be made
everywhere for the good reason that in a number of lineage
societies the oecological constraints are such that frequent
segmentation is out of the question.

It would appear, for

example, from the literature on northern Albania that every
square metre of arable land was tilled ana every litre of
available water used to irrigate the meagre crops.

In such

conditions it is indeed difficult to imagine where a refractory
lineage splinter could have taken up residence to establish
its territorial and political discreteness,

lineages did

trace their genealogies back to an apical ancestor who was
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^ui^ bo have founded the bribe*

Bub as far as eke rather

inadequate inioxTaution goes, the Albanian mountaineers did
not normally sc-em bo reco gnize the existence oi intermediate
levels of segmentation betwoen the local lanu-o^ning lineage
uoiu Giio bribe at large*

in some cases (cl. lurhaa

^assim) tiie tribe was divided into clans,

dug

1 9 0

S;

tribesmen

explainer this by reference bo ode admission oi outsiders
moo

m e uirDc uc a turne in uho u.m ^aso wnen one*re mtu been

no snortago ox lann•

ro account xox* bnis absence ox segmen

tary steps it nus^ be surmised therefore that che birth, race
in ury one local settlement remained fairly suable over vei'y
long periods oi time or else thau a considerable number of
adult mal^s were continually slougued off into the Turkish
army, v/ere milieu in feud or book up resiuenoc oubsiue the
tribal system in the wealthy towns ox Macedonia or the
Dalmatian coast.

It seems also that disease took a very

ina&y toll of life (Albania IS^-SiS)*
at all events, the oecological consux*ainbs unat
prevented segmentation ana spatial mobility also inhibited
hie development in northern Albania of a series of delicately
naanceu distinctions between different types oi violence chat
correspond with structoral distance as reflected in the
genealogies.

Ike distinctions tnat did occur- were instead

on the basis of territorial divisions.

There were thus four

types of killing of different negroes of gx'avity.

hie
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litei'uture does not mention whethex' they bore different
names,

lhe most serious was tne killing

01

a near agnate

living unuer the same roof. Next was the murder of a fellow
villager,

beyond this, killings within uhe tribe were

occasionally sanctioned whereas those in which une victim
was from another tribe were often applauded as acts of bravado,
ike main criterion for distinction between types oi homicide
was physical distance which, at the lineage and the tribal
levels, corresponded with real or fictitious structural
distance, the important factor remaining, however, at ail
levels tnat of residence.
ieud in Albania was ma ee d 'interminable' - tnat is,
sporadically renewed - as is clear from the passages fx^om
von Hahn anu iozer that I quoted in the first chapter (cf.
pp* 10 ana

3 0

)* ^

differs nonetheless from the Oyrenaican

version of the same phenomenon in that it remains, at the
lowest level of social organization, strictly associated with
the direct line of agnatic descent defined by the unit of
economic cooperation ox* vllazni. bince segmentation cannot,
13
in principle, occur, ^ feud will be carried on down the
generations by t;.ose men who succeed eacn otaier
housenold.
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the same

i‘he Albanian xeua could no- spread to include an

ever wider x'ange of individuals, but it could ana did
frequently survive its 'conclusion* sealed by the payment
of compensation to breaK. out anew decades laber when a cause
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oi friction arose between old enemieB.

as the heverena

iozei' remarks, xor instance, '... the juirdite Lmountaineer
from the luiraitg x'egron oi Albanian never really forgets
bloou has been shed' v>lo6 ^i;>G6 } •
In another seaentary village-based lint-age society
where access to arable land in short supply is gaineu only
through agnatic inheritancean identical situation is to
be louno;

leaning is Stirling's lurkish Villages conuinues

uown tne generations between enemy lineages but never spreads
to a wider range of kin, because oecological pressures make
segmentation impossible*

Although sufficient comparative

material is nou availaole, it is not unreasonable to hypo
thesize tnat this restriction of feualng to the same agnatic
core oi relatives Irom one generation to another constitutes
a general pattern in village societies oispraying the same
genealogical ana oecological characteristies as Albania and
Central Anatolia,

io c,udge, on the other hana, by the neaouin

ol oyrenaica ana the pastoral oomali, it would seem that the
opposite pattern is typical ol segmentary lineage societies
in whica there are few natural obstacles to the segmentation
oi proliiic sections ana their subsequent territorial
adjustment in relation to available resources,

lhe segmen

tation oi local groups leads in such conuitions, in theory,
to an extension oi uostilities in succeeding generations*
nut this is oil-set by tne uecreasing physical proximity of
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those who inherit a feud and the diminishing desire of
agnates further and further removed in time and space from
the principals to avenge a homicide which was originally no
affair of their own*

In such societies feud remains dormant

over hroad structural distances unless it is needed as a
pretext to re-engage in hostilities to win advantages of an
i),
oecological or political nature
If feud expresses the varying quality of relation
ships between groups over interminable periods of time, the
events of generations past must be remembered in order that
the history of outrage and homicide may serve as a mould in
which to cast the pattern of present relations*

Largely

preiiterate feuding societies have consequently created a
number of cruae devices which serve to record the events of
feud and to 'awaken1 successive generations to take vengeance
1 C
1£
ior their forbears. In S o m a l i l a n d s o u t h e r n Greece
17
IS
A l b a n i a , a n d Corsica^ it is customary practice for the
women to improvise funerary dirges the principal object of
which is to incite the dependants and close kin of the
victim to wash the stain of blood from their house by
spilling the blood of the killer or his near agnates.

These

dirges express ferociously blood-thirsty sentiments and are
frequently the work of women endowed with outstanding poetical
gifts.

They are remembered by the kin of the victim over

whose bier they were sung and are repeated by their womenfolk
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lor years alter uhe evenu to instill inoo the male neirs of
the deceased, v/ao may have been ini ants at the time oi the

billing, the necessity to bring vengeance when tney grow old
enough to bear arms.
Called voceru* uuceraou or baxxata in Corsica
(herimee 1840a:197), illana in southern Greece (Andfomedas 19)
and ^eoraar or ^aoax in uomaxilanu (Lewis 19hl:2M*o), these
improvisations are taken up by the people and occupy a
position oi impox'tance in the repertory of iocai folic poetry*
it Corsica they may even be song by the menfolm to urge their
companions to avenge tne aeath oi a kinsman*

^hen this

occurs it is sain that the singer has 'aato il rxmbecco1 or
‘levelled a reproach’ at the man intended to hear the song
(Lerimee l64Cb:a.o)*

busquet reports that the opprobi'ium

suffered by a ruan who aid not take vengeance alter such
powerful provocation was ao one perioa in corsican history
generally regaraeu as so unendurable that a Jury wouxa acquit
any man chargea witn murder, if it could be proved that he
had been the object oi a rxmbecco (Busquet
A l b a n i a n men also

1 9 2 0

:3 >9 )*

ostracized a fellow tribesman who had not

laved his honour in the blooa of the killer of his kinsman*
a man was

1

reminded’ of his duty to bring vengeance by a

glass ol rakia that was passed to him in public from benind
the back ox the giver.

If this tacit accusation of cowardice

was ignored and no killing resulted, the man who had not
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avenged his own kinsman was shunned by the society at large.
Again in Albania, the iuea oi vengeance was ke^t
alive in the regions oi AirdibS and hurbin by the building
oi a stone cairn by the victim’s kin on the spot where the
nan loll.

Cn this <airn

1

every' passei'-by was expected to

throw a green .Leaf, a blade of grass or a pebble 1 (Hasluck
1954*2pl; which constantly reminded the avengers oi their
duty.

kverywhex*e in the i.iediterranean and the middle ^ast

it was common also to aemand as a supplement to the stipulated
sum oi blood money the horse x'iuden and the nagger or the
gun used i£ the killing (e.g. nurham

1 5

hb:9 b; haahiia

1 9 5 7

:7 0 ).

kemiett sa^s that this

was frequent incases Ox abduction

and elopement when the

actual camel or the horse on wineh the

couple escaped was an obligatory part ox the compensation
cue (1

9 2 5

;1 > 0 -

this ensurea that tne slur on the family’s

honour would not be forgotten and wo^lu be avenge a at a later
date.

Another custom shared by all

preservation of a pai't
steeped in xmLs blooa.

these societieswas tne

or the whole of the victim's shirt
ihis was shown periodically by the

women to his male heirs to keep the idea oi vengeance fresh
in their minds (Busuuet 1920:101, 339; Durham x92b:104>
nalluck 1954:251; hei'imee 1040a; 208).
Dozens of similar customs could be enumerated,
let there is no point to such repetition, for, v/hatergx' the
superficial variations, their fundamental significance is
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always the same:

tbey constitute a sort of mnemonic intended

to perpetuate feud after the death of the principals and
beycnd the acceptance cf compensation.

They ensure that

if the sins of the fathers cannot he visited upon the fathers
themselves, the s5ns will surely suffer.

4) Debt
The mnemonic devices described above dc in a
general fashion record feud in order to resuscitate it from
generation to generation.

Tut each piece of hicod-soaked

cloth, each cairn of stones, each gun received in compensation
car: only commemorate a single event.

At firs i; sight, it

would seem that each killing is little more than an isolated
act perpetrated in revenge for the one that immediately
preceded it.

Yet, by Peters * and my. own definition, feuds

are i n t e r m i n a b l e % because each homicide inexorably leads to
a £ecu cnee of hostilities dov.n the course cf time.
This apparent contradiction is resolved if it is
recalled (cf. p.
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) tbit among the Bedouin - and ir, all

other feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the riddle
Past - an original homicide is spoken of as a •debt* and
vengeance as a ’redemption of the debt’: the mnemonics of
vengeance may.provide a record of individual acts, but are
better seen as statements of account, or, if it is preferred,
of the score at a given stage in the game.

The debtor or
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killer is fwinring’, that is, he is in a politically stronger
position than the creditors, once his group has managed to
I
obtain frc^ the victim’s kin recognition and acceptance of
.

the principle that bicod wealth may be substituted for the
3ife taken.

For, as Keynes pointed out, the big man who, by

dirt of powerful influence, has succeeded in floating a
loan cf £ 5 *0 0 0 , 0 0 0 from the bank is in a much better position
to make the manager and board tremble with apprehension than
vice versa.

The commodity borrowed in the present instance

is time - time before vengeance is brought and the honour
of the victim’s group vindicated.

The extension of credit

to a killer rather than recourse to physical reprisals is
tantamount to acknowledgement of his provisional superiority*
The magnitude of the debt owed is exactly proportional to
the degree of political ascendancy exercized by the debtor
ever the creditor.

The readiness and haste of the creditor

to redeem the debt are likewise a measure of his political
independence from the debtor off-set by considerations of
an oecological nature, which make it expedient in certain
circumstances for the creditor to X’emain on terms of amity
with the debtor without exacting complete payment.

Debt

constitutes the language and vengeance the executive force
of policy.
The idea that ’debt is the lubricant which keeps
relationships moving’ (Peters 1951:338) is not new to social
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anthropology.

Cver thirty years ago Arensberg described the

ties between peasant farmers and shopkeepers in rural Ireland
as a 'crdit system* in which *the debt the farmer owes, like
the fortune he gives in marriage, is a tangible monetary
symbol of alliance and mutual obligation* (Arensberg 1237*172).
Similarly, in xeuding societies, if homicide inaugurates a
relationship, debt is the mechanism whereby it is perpetuated
(cf. Peters 1931iiii>.

Debt created by homicide outside the

vengeance group but within the Jural community provides a
symbolic mirror in which are reflected the finest nuances
of the changing balance of power between the two groups
involved.
Ihis is exemplified by matexial from Peters1 thesis,
one section of which is devoted to an extensive study of
debt relations among the Bedouin of Cyi'enaica.

Starting

from the loan of goods and animals and working upwards via
the debts incurred through marriage to those cx'eated by
homicide, he shows that all social relations are in the
last analysis expressed in texmis of the bond that ties the
debtor to the creditor and vice versa.
the Cyrenaican system defy summary,

i‘he complexities of

ihe basic principle,

howevex', is that the creditox* is, with rare exceptions,^'
always in a position of inferiority vis a vis the debtor,
but hesitates to extract the total sum owed for fear of
terminating, in this manner, the relationship of strained
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amity baaed on mutual interest.

lor outsiue the nexus of

relationships baseu on debt all contact between groups is
characterizea by potential hostility*
is inexistent. 20

fhe status of neutral

I'hus , ooth marriage and homicide compounded

by the promised payment of dlya or compensation are under
takings that make accessible a wide range of different forms
of potential interaction between two parties, and as long as
the initial uebt remains - tnat is, as long as the agreed
sum of brioewealth or blood money is never paiu in toto a situation of latent political inequality endures.
Recalcrtrance in the payment of bridewealth is
normal but is tolerated for two reasons,

firstly, the

continued existence of tne debt maintains the relationship,
which it was the intention of those involved to create,
secondly, affines in other groups are chosen for the role
they play as economic partners (cf. k above) ana to antagonize
them would be equivalent to placing in jeopardy one*s access
to natural resources in time of need.

It may further be

assumed that the economically reciprocal function of affinal
relations helps to equalise the political ascendancy tnat is
otherwise gained by giving a woman in marriage.

In the case

of homicide, however, the position of creditor is not sought
after.

Compensation is only accepted if very urgent motives

militate against the bringing of immediate vengeance.
Slowness in the payment of compensation can only be suffered
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for tne same motives,

ihe realization that to bring vengeance

would create a staoe of hostility between territorially
adjacent groups making normal life impossible or the numerical
weakness

01

one of the groups concerned constitute powerful

incentives for the acceptance of a debt relationship atten
dant upon homicide and the temporary renunciacion of the
right and duty to exact vengeance.
bebts of blood, as I stated above, therefore
provide a mirror in wnich the changing balance of power
between groups is reflected, because groups linked by a
homicide will only show themselves amenable to arbitration
and the payment or acceptance of compensation if it is to
their mutual political and economic advantage:

the killerfs

group, on the one hand, will offer to submit to arbitration
if they feel that they are neither strong enough nor far
enough removed in territorial terms to run the ris& of
reprisals; the victim's group, on the otner hand, will only
forego vengeance for the same reasons. But uhe greater the
21
gravity"
of the homicide for which the victim's group are
willing to accept compensation the greater the political
victory of the killers, for the acceptance of compensation
is only a pis aller in lieu of vengeance,

ihe killers have,
21

by definition, achieved a position of superiority by killing.
If, however, willingness to pay a given sum has
been expressed by the killer, but the victim's group, in
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the meantime, have bettered their political situation by
contracting a powerful alliance, it is lively that the latter
will increase tneir demands ana begin to show impatience at
the slow rate at wnicn the compensation is being paid.

At

this Juncture, either the killer*s group will make a supreme
effort to demonstrate their good will by handing over larger
installments at more regular intervals, or else tney will do
nothing and the victim*s group will in all probability find
some pretext to kill the killer or one of his agnates,
thereby achieving three goals:

reversal of their situation

of inferiority vis a vis the initial millers, precipitation
of segmentation and the declaration of an interminable feud.
I'he example given above is based on an interpre
tation of leters 1 Cyrenaican material and is purely hypothe
tical.

ihe description of a real situation of this kind

among the Bedouin would call for much more detail relative
to levels of segmentation and the refinements of different
types of compensation/

rthat is important here, however,

is that debt is a language that expresses relationships:
it is the knot through which pass the strands of oecological
necessity, political dominance, alliance and descent,

fihen

debt is denied or rapid repayment is demanded, the chances
are that the *debt will be redeemed* and a feud declared.
Or, as ieters puts it, *I»ebt is the means whereby vengeance

Ca single isolated killing] is translated into feud* (1 9 5 1 :5 1 7 }
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Che inheritance oi debt, and its complement feud, by the new
generation from the old endows relationships between descent
groups with an element of continuity through time.

In an

environment and at a level of technology that do not favour
the development of an historical perspective, like that
fostered by the existence of written records in literate
societies, feud and dobt constitute tho history of the
people in question.
Chis conceptual connection between feud and debt
is not restricted to Cyrenaica.

In Leach’s discussion of

the fundamental notion of hi:a or debt in Highland Burma the
author shows how the Lachin use the same word for feud:

for

thorn feud and debt are synonymous and debts in blood left
outstanding are the very stuff of relationships (1954:153)•
In Albania (Turban 1909:55; von Hahn 1867:47) » Egypt (Kennett
1925:52), Eastern Arabia (Lienhardt 1957:128) and in Corsica
(Busquet 1920:90) the murder of a kinsman is everywhere said
to bo a debt that must be redeemed by his agnates.

Lienhardt

reports that in Aastem Arabia tribal loyalty or shaff is
described by the phrase ’their blood and our blood are one,
their debt and our debt are one* (1957:128).

According to

Hanoteau and Letourneux, in Kabylia also ’ Le premier meutre,
le fait qui donne naissance a la dette du sang, s ’appelle
ertal, pr&t1. And they remark:

’C ’est bicn un pr 6 t, en

effet, dont la quittance ne se denno quo sur uncadavre*
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(1393:&3) •

The conceptualization of relationships in berms

of debt is most clearly demonstrated in the context of the
feud by the Corsican dialect phrase fsiamo pace’, that is,
literally, ’we are [in] peace*, but which in reality is
normally used to mean 'we are quits’ (Busquet 192C;193):
the absence or temporary conclusion of conflict in Corsica
is conceptually identical to an equilibiium achieved between
the accounts of debtor and creditor.
The idea that any value that changes hands should
be returned in kind, and usually with increment, is a
commonplace in the ethnography of small-scale societies.
In feuding societies in the mediterranean and the kiddle
Last, where tne accummulation of great material wealth is
cecologically now feasible, the same idea has been translated
onto a moral plane and homicide is regarded as a form of
prestation in the general context of gift exchange.

Trans

action by the exchange of goods and services contributes to
the cohesion of these societies at the level of subsistence
economics.

Transactions in homicide and blood supplement the

paucity of material wealth and provide a means of differen
tiating individuals and groups.
Since transaction, as I explained in tho last
chapter (cf. p.

4.7

), may be thought of as an unending

process whereby the satisfaction of debts simultaneously
creates new ones, feud is an eternal relationship between
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groups who by the manipulation of debt constantly endeavour
to owing the pendulum of political dominance in their favour*
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ClUI'ldS II

footnotes

1. The amount of ethnographic material set out in this
chapter may at first sight arpear excessive* It should,
however, be horn in mine tnat the same material will be
referred back to as evidence to vindicate the argument
in later chapters.
2. I use the verb ‘seem1 because it mat' well be that travellers
and ethnographers in other areas have simply not chosen
to emphasize, in their accounts oi the societies with
which they are acquainted, the same structural factors
as those which constitute such an important element in
Peters* analysis. Similar structural factors raa^ be
operative elsewhere, ihe existent data are, however,
inadequate for it to be possible to sa^ where and to
what extent.
jm I am aware that this stacement lacks precision and uhat

a number of other criteria are normally referred to in
anthropological definitions of uribal societies, These
are conveniently summarized in J.J. Honigmann’s article
on the 'Tribe1 in Gould and Kolb 1564. Because they
are all in ray own estimation singularly vague, T have
ccnfinea myself to what may be termed a minimal definition.
Even this is, however, inaccurate, since certain *tribal*
groups include accretions of an origin different to that
of the majority of their fellow ’tribesmen*. Hence my
use of the adverb ‘generally1.
4. haca ‘tribe’ occuxjiod a geographically distinct river
valley divided by a high mountain ridge from the territory
of the tribe frou which it took wives ana into which it
married its daughters (Durham 1909: passim). I am here
using the tana *tribe 1 as found in the literature on
Albania (e.g. passim in Durham 1909 and 1928 and Hasluck
1554). ihe accessible data make it impossible to say
whether or not the *tribal’ groups referred to by Durham
and Hasluck are in reality better described by the tern
*clan* in the acceptance of this word current among
British social anthropologists today.
5. The imx^ortance of the qualificative ‘roughly1 will become
evident in the next section.
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€. The killer's or victim's other agnatic first cousins,
together with those persons mentioned in categories 1 )
and 5 5 > 'may buy themselves off with a
am el”
ba'ir en-nom and sleep safely in their beds' (Murray
1^55:2C5;.
7* The model referred to Is in essence identical to that
proposed by Svans-Pritchard in chapter IV of The$uer,
except that the Bedouin only recognize three levels of
segmentation, the tribe being sub-divided into primary,
secondary and tertiary sections. It is so well known
that I do not intend to reproduce it here#
8

. The slightly unorthodox spelling employed by Lewis is
in deliberate conformity with British Administration
practice in the Protectorate* Wherever the expression
'dia-paying group 1 is spelt without the conventional 'yf
in this thesis it will always refer to the Somali unit
of this name. The Arabic word for blood money in general
will be spelt, as in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, diya.

9. The Merovingian material might be thought inappropriate
in the present context, because the basic solidary unit
in the Prankish kingdom was the bilateral kindred,
whereas the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern societies
I am dealing with are predominantly patrilineal. But
the literature suggests that whether the system of
reckoning kinship is bilateral or patrilineal would
seem to exercize a negligeable.influence upon the
course of feud.
10. This paper was finally published under the title 'Social
control and vengeance in Plateau Tonga society' in
Colson 1962.
11. Based on Evans-Fritchard's definition of the Jural
community, cf* p. 1 5 .
12* An interesting perspective for future research would be
•to find out whether this holds for bilateral feuding
societies as well.
13* von Hahn is adamant on this point:
'Per Albanese trennt
sich in der Regel nie vom Vaterhause und gehorcht seinem
Vater so lange dieser lebt, und nach dessen Tode seinem
gltesten Bruder...' (1867:538).

14-6
14* x'xic effect Ox this dichotomy between the radically
different sets of oecological variables that characterize
sedentary ana nomadic societies is not only to be
perceived in the structural asrects of feud. Its
importance for che determination oi two distinct basic
tyoes of feud will be the object of further discussion
in chapter IV: the presence or absence cl a surplus
of natural resources and the factor of spatial mobility
combined tend, according to the environment, to alter
the emphasis that is placed on the rble of honour as
a cause of conflict.
15 # Lewis 1561:24-6.
16. Andromedas 18-19*
17* Durham 1909 *4-1, 1928:164*, and HaslucK 1954*: 220.
18. Busquet 1920:98-102 et passim, and Merimee 1840a:197-198.
1040b:16.
1 9

* fhg. anti-social billing or homicide within the minimal
lineage.

20. Marabtin b i 1! baraka or ‘clients of goodness' are a
notaDie| thougK' numerically small exception. Their
rble in arbitration will be discussed in the next
chapter.
21. Cf. chapters IV and V.
22. I shall deal with these in the next chapter.
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25.* 'CChCbUf IQii' OP FSJb

‘And many a direful deed were done
On both sides, yet no v i ctory won.
Till tired at length, the;/ solemn swore
To give this cruel warfare o'er'.
(Anonymous 1814sol)

In the iirst two chapters I have tried to prove
the general validity outside the Cyrenaican context of refers1
contention that feud is an interminable process that knows
no conclusion.

Whilst engaged in this tsac.,

1

also took the

opportunity to demonstrate the manner in which previous
writers had been prevented by an uncritical acceptance of
the postulates of the theory of segmentary opposition from
seeing the full implications of feud over long periods of
time,

ihe majority of these authors have laid considerable

stress on the necessary existence in feuding societies of
‘machinery1 for the ‘conclusion* of individual conflicts,
and Stirling, to take but one example, was so thoroughly a
prisoner of his expectations in this respect that he was
quite perplexed when confronted with the total absence of
conciliatory apparatus in a society which by all other
standards obviously indulged in feuding,
Ihe arguments of Stirling and those who preceded
him are, nontheless, not entirely unfounded, for feuds can
be and are frequently 'concluded* - for the time being.

Tho peace that ensues is, however, never permanent as long
a... the two parties continue to have male progeny and live

within striking distance of each ether, but net close enough
for uninterrupted hostilities to make the conduct of normal
daily life impossible.

In the present chapter I shall ciscuss

the nature of these temporary conclusions to feud and attempt
to explain how they are engineered, who is involved and, what
kind of agreements result from them.

I shall begin and end

the chapter by an investigation of some of the factors which
make it desirable to negociate-an occasiunal truce and act
as a deterrent to the renewal of hostilities*

1) Subdued anarchy
‘The lapuan... would cat everybody, but he fears
arousing endless vendettas'.

(The Spectator 7.farch 1891)

In his own contribution to the growing body of
criticism which has recently been levelled against the theory
of segmentary opx-osition, Professor Gollnor has pointed out
that the mechanical principle of fission and fusion is only
conceivable in social conditions approaching anarchy, for as
fit*

*

t
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one cf the bases of a system conceived to maintain a measure
of order it cannot function unless disorder threatens:
systems can only operate as such if an alternative to syste
matic behaviour is logically possible.

The implication is
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that there would be no need for tribal peoples to concep
tualise their social organization in terms of a fsegmentary
system1 unless this were merely an ideal far removed from
the reality of the situation*

for perfect balance implies

perfect peace, and if perfect peace prevailed, there would
be no necessity for a system conceived to ensure perfect
peace (Gellnex' 1931:51-30).
A system of alliances - for this is fundamontally
what a segmentary system is - can therefore only function
if there is some motive for alliance.

In segmentary societies,

which are by Geilner'e definition egalitarian and acephalous,
since they are found in areas where oecological and techno
logical circumstances prevent the accumulation of wealth and
consequently inhibit the development of social stratification
based on economic differentiation, this motive is supplied
by f^ar.

Fear of aggression promotes egalitarian alliance

to create a balance of forces in the face of potential
anarchy.

If fear of aggression were removed in societies

of this type, oi'ganization into a sei'ies of evenly matched
’unsegmentary* coalitions would no longer be necessary and
the syste

would fall apart.

If, on the other hand,

aggression knev«r no limits and no alliances were formed to
checl the spread of violence, total anarchy oi', better,
Lurkkeimian anomig would reign.
Seen in this light, feud constitutes the main
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organisational px’inciple of all the societies in the heoiterranean and she kiddie mast tilat I have mencioncd. loud or
the threat of feud, mitigated by who possibility ox recourse
to arbitration and, in some societies* the existence of a
number ox fierce collective sanctions which are applies, when
the inaiscriniinuDe use ox violence by a minority is thought
by t^e majority to be getting out of hand, provide a mechanism
whei'eby some semblance of social structure and legal norms is
necessarily maintained,

i’eud bears the same relationship to

social order as blasphemy to the Christian religion;

they

are booh the negation of a specific structural arrangement
which would cease to exist were the possibility of negation
removed,

f.b. ^iiot has remarked that 'Genuine blasphemy*».

is the product of partial belief, ana is as impossible to
the complete atheist as to the perfect Christian' (15>0:y75)»
Similarly, genuine feud is a concomittant of partial order:
it occurs in conditions of anarchy - that is, in acephalous
societies in which rules of conduct exist but are very
frequently not observed - to knit the society into a tissue
of relationships basea on alliance and balanced opposition,
then, on the other hand, there prevails a state of anomie
or 'social atheism', as it might be called in the present
context, that la total, disregard for any form of grouping or
social rulas, vengeance killing, as 1 defined it at the end
of the first chapter (p. 5h)» is liable to be found as a
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xfbsfcioutc fox* feud .uxd as cue only means of obtaining redress
lor wrongs.
feud itself, then, maintains the social e/stem
whilst constituting

at the same time a permanent

threatto

the peace and order

of the socieoy in question. Or, as

Evans-fribchard puts it, ‘Fear of incurring a blood-feua
is.*, the Hiost important legal sanction within a tribe and
the main guarantee of an individual’s life and property'
(19405150)•
The ethnography of feuuing societies shows a
remarkable consistency on the point.
taneously described

Feud is often simul

as a bane and a blessing.

1

already quoted meters1 analysis of the manner in

have
which a

social relationship between two groups may' be created by
a homicide but is then perpetuated through the debt occasioned
by this socially disruptive act.

Leach has reported from

Highland Burma that feuds among the kachin are likewise
’directed to making life so generally unpleasant for the
enemy that he finally agrees tc pay7 compensation1 (1954:92).
Here too the compensation is rarely paid in full and debts
remain outstanding to lend cohesion bo relabionshijjs,

in

mid-nineteenth century Albania a man clearly thought twice
before killing another and inaugurating a feud between the
victim’s lineage and his own, for, as Gopcevic observed, in
a household at feud 'flan kann weder die 1 elder bestellen noch
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das Vich auf die ‘tfeide treiben, ohne pldtzliche Angriffe zu
r is M e r e n ; lauded muss ran r
f3g und Uacht vor TTberfallon auf
die Hut sein' (1881:??).

Fifty years later, Mrs TIasluck

was strfeclr "by the sa.ue clrcur?stances.

Vith a typically/

British regard .for understatement, she describes how the
master of an Albania# household would try to settle a quarrel
between his agnates and numbers of another lineage ’before it
reached the shooting stage, which was always a nuisance to
everybody concerned * (1954:55).

Finally, Eurckhardt is cf

the opinion that among the Arabian Bedouin 'The dreaded
effects cf "blood revenge" prevent many sanguinary conflicts'
(1830:?6).

! crecver, he declares himself 'inclined to

believe that this salutary institution contributed, in a
greater degree than any other circumstance, to prevent the
warlike tribes of Arabia from exterminating one another1
(1830:84) .
The very violent and socially debilitating effects
cf feud themselves thus provide powerful incentives for its
rapid 'conclusion' if the parties involved cannot in some
ray contrive to avoid each other.

2) Unilateral Reconciliation
-Reconciliation between feuding parties, as I
suggested in the last chapter, does occur quite frequently
and is sealed b

the maintenance of a debt relationship until
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ruck time an on? of the parties juices it politically
expedient and oecologically feasible to redeem or deny the
debt.

Head:’no sr. to pay or accept compensation for an out

standing homicide is cr rossed in one of tv/o manners.
the biller's grou

lither

and public opinion are so outraged by the

nature, of the crime that the movement is unilateral, that is,
the killer is forced to bog for pardon and, in this case,
the privilege of paying compensation sc as to escape with
his life; or else the affair is placed in the hands of a
third party who usually belongs to a recognized class of
*ier mho regularly serve as go-betweens in this type cf
circumstance.

The latter manner of achieving reconciliation,

Which covers by far the greater number of cases and is
comparatively complex, I shall discuss in the next section.
;hen the killer himself is obliged by his kinsmen
to‘seek the pardon of the victim's vengeance group, it is
usually because he has killed a man who is structurally that is, genealogically or territorially - very close to him.
Alternatively, it can be that he has killed a non-kinsman
in a group with which the majority of his own vengeance
group are particularly keen to remain on good terns or a
non of superior status.

f
Phe incentives for suing for peace

must be very pressing indeed for a mar to be willing to
submit to the humiliation of this kind of reconciliation,
for the ceremony always comprises details calculated to
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diminish the honour and good repute of the killer*

In parts

of northern Albania, for instance, the killer had to allov/
his hands to be tied behind his back by his kinsmen before
he could present himself to the victim’s kin to ask forgive
ness*

In kurbin, lumb and kr&sniqb the killer’s \7ide cloth

collar was thrown over his face which he dared.not chow for
shame (Hasluck 1254:257 ff)*

According to Jennings Branly

(quoted in hurray 1935:202-210) the 1Aliab Bisharln of the
Egyptian desert required that a murderer seeking x'econciliation be brought stai*k naked by ’his friends* to the tents of
the victim’s group*

Among the Bedouin of Cyrenaica the

murderer similarly showed his humility by appearing before
the victim’s kin bound hand and foot and wearing a shroud
(Peters 1951:242).

In all such cases of reconciliation

unilaterally sollicited by the killer and his group it is
reported that the killer always offers his life to the victim’
agnates.

The Awlad ’Ali Bedouin murdcx’ex', for example, would

say to the ’relations’ of the dead man as he introduced
himself into their tent ’Here I am, kill me, or accept the
ransom* (Burckhardt, in Murray 1935:210)*

Burckhardt claims

that the conciliatory gesture was sometimes refused by the
occasionally
victim’s kin and that the murderer wa^yddlled on the spot.
The copious evidence that exists on unilateral reconciliation
ceremonies would indicate that this is either very exceptional
or false, for, as Mrs Hasluck points out, no man is going to
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be so foolhardy us to offer nis life to the victim’s kin
unless he is absolutely certain that they are going to refuse
it*

If his own kinsmen insisted that he as^ forgiveness and

he felt that his life was in danger, he would most probably
circumvent the issue by choosing to go into voluntary exile
for some years.
Reconciliation unilaterally sought in the manner
described above was strictly equivalent to the murderer and
his kin acknowledging that they were in the wrong*

It was

a procedure resorted to mostly in cases of accidental homicide
and the murder of close kinsmen or associates in hot blood*
It never followed upon an act of deliberate policy or feud
calculated to antagonize a long-standing enemy and thereby
gain the politically advantageous status of debtor*

Ror was

the homiciue, for which uhose seeking unilateral reconciiiatioi
desired to atone, intended, as many' acts of violence, to
precipitate fission within a group, although it mighc be
used as a pretext to achieve such ends at a later date.
A quite different method of restoring good relations
between groups estrangea by a killing was recourse to arbi
tration and the services of a mediator.

p) Arbitration
Recourse to arbitration to put a temporary end to
a state of hostility between two groups also fell mainly to
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the initiative of the debtors or the grqup with *a man on
their backs1 (Peters 1967?276),

But it did not have the

dishonourable connotations of a craven begging for forgiveness,
as aid unilateral reconciliation.

The killer’s group might

well make a show of humility and regret, but this was often
enhanced and enlarged upon by the mediator whose task it
was precisely to emxihasize these aspects in the behaviour
of the debtors.

It was the mediator’s duty to convince the

creditors of the sincerity of the killer’s group in their
overtures for peace whilst at the same time endeavouring to

cover up any visible signs that might betray their satisfaction
at having stolen a political march on their enemies.
Arbitration, as I have already said, never took
place unless it was to the advantage of both praties.

The

desire of neighbours not to live daily in a state of anar
chical violence, the unavailability elsewhere of natural
resources making it possible to place a certain physical
distance between them, the numerical weakness of one cf the
parties were all factors that might make acceptance of
mediation expedient after a homicide or a scries of homicides
and other outrages.

Though the killer’s group might initiate

the proceedings and might thus appear to be begging that
reprisals should not be taken, the dominant rdle was theirs,
for the victim’s group, whose sacred duty it was to avenge
their kinsman’s death at the first opportunity, were, by
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accepting arbitration, d.iminishing somewhat their stature
in tiie eyes of public opinion b y this readiness to procras
tinate for motives of a material nature*
i'he uetaiis of reconciliation ceremonies are
everywhere very similar and include a demonstration of mock
hostility by the victimfs kinsmen when the killer’s group
arrive at their homestead accompanied by the mediator,
eating or drinking - often from one communal vessel - of
the same food and beverages usually supplied by the killer’s
group and prepared by their womenfolk, the communal recitation
of a prayer, the handing over cf the first installment of
the compensation agreed upon and the escuange of solemn
oaths and embraces by the two parties•

In literate societies,

the reconciliation is sometimes recorded in a document drawn
up for this purpose together with the amount of compensation
to be paia and the dates on which individual portions are
due (e*g* mu Lois-Ayme Ib05:586; iurnan l$28:d£~90» ^urray
19552 209; ieters 1951:290-292) ♦
on this general theme.

There ax'e many variations

In Cyrenaica, for example, uhe amount

of compensation to be paid is decided upon through the
mediator a few weeks before the ceremony (xaters 1951:291)*
hlsowhere the deca.sion was taken on the spot and after much
wrangling between hie parties concerned presided over by
the mediator*

Some societies required that the gun of the

killing be handed over as the first installment of the
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compensation (Durham 1928:90-91) » others did not.

In

Christian communities - in parts cf Montenegro, for instance
the reconciliation was sealed by the creation of links of
god-parenthood between infants of the killer’s groups and
agnates of the victim, whereas nearly everywhere else in
the Mediterranean and the Middle hast the return of peace
was sanctioned by a transfer of women fro j the killer’s to
the victim’s lineage.^
But there is no point in reproducing here all the
details that can be found in the voluminous ethnography that
exists on reconciliation ceremonies in the area.

As I hr-ve

already indicated why groups prefer in certain circumstances
to submit to arbitration r;ther than exact vengeance, the
topics cf importance that remain to be treated in this
connection are
a) the identity and qualifications of those who
offer their services as mediators;
b) their motives for doing so;
c) the means by wUch they achieve their ends.

a)

’...he quha should be ane Arbitour, sould be of
gudo brute and fame’.
(Skene 1609:20r)

So mch attention has been devoted by sociologists
to the first of these topics that is now generally accepted
that mediators are always, regardless of the level of
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civilisation or technology, chosen frc^ among those individ
uals who by virtue of their professional, political, kinship
or ideological status stand soicewhab cubeide the system, but
not so far oubsi.'e that they cannot, if necessary, be assi
milated into it in the event of confrontation between the
system and factors fro.n even further abroad.

In the

I editcrranean and the Middle Last mediators tend to belong
to one of two social categories:
or religious leaders.

they are either political

In both cases they stand over and

above their fellows, the political leaders'by dint of prestige
and a reputation for honour and good Judgement, the men of
reli0ion by virtue of their belonging to another social order
at the same time apart from but complementary to the lay
community.
Because of their distinctive way of life and their
supposed proximity tc the sources cf goodness and 1truth1,
the r£le of men cf religion in arbitration is on the whole
easier to isolate and circumscribe than that of their
politically defined counterparts who rarely officially bear
titles and are usually only loosely alluded tc as grey-bcards,
elders, ?important men1 or chiefs.

In the Mediterranean and

the Middle fast, men who offer their cervices as mediators
on the grounds cf the prestige and knowledge that they derive
from religious practice arc either, in parts of the Balkans
and in Corsica, Catholic priests, or else, in the Islamic
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regions| saintly personages who usually belong tc specific
lineage clusters or segments, often reckoning specious
descent fro?, the prophet, in which a reputation for saintliness
is passed down from one generation to another*

Exa.ples of

the latter are the marabtin h i 11 baraka or ’clients of
goodness’ referred to in the last chapter (Peters 1967:263),
who fulfil the r£le of mediators among the Bedouin of
Cyrenaica, the igurrason (sing, agurram) of the Central
High Atlas (Cel Inc-r 1961: passim)?
Gellner, who has made a minute analysis of the
constitution cf saintly lineages among the Berbers, discovered
that whatever the number of potential saints living at any
one time, many of these men remain what he calls ’latent’
igurramen and behave in almost every respect as if they v/ere
laymen.

The reason for this, he thinks, is that the market

for saintliness can become saturated, or, in other words,
net all those intitled to do so by birth can make a living
in conditions of limited demand out of arbitration, the 3ale
of protective amulets and other occupations associated with
the saintly calling.

A large proportion of the igurramen

continue to live in or around the saintly lodges, but lead
the life of perfectly ordinary tribesmen and even sometimes
indulge in feuds - although the practice of physical violence
is in principle incompatible with their status.

Gellner is

cf the opinion that achievement of a position of importance
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aa an ap;urram depends tc a very large degree on the success
that a beginner experiences in negotiating a reconciliation
between two litigants.

If he is successful at first and

continues to be so in subsequent cases, his prestige and
reputation will grow and his services will be increasingly
sought after.

If, on the ether hand, hie first attempts to

capitalise on bis descent fro. the prophet and baraka* cr
mystical efficacity, fail and he dees not succeed in building
a reputation for himself, he will regress to the status of
latent ayurram.

It is not enough to be a 'saint* by birth,

diplomatic skill and prestige must enhance this initial
qualification.

Although Feters has net examined the rdle

of saints in as much detail as Gellner, it is not improbable
that the same kind of selective mechanise is at work among
Cyrenaican saintly lineages.
’/hereas the majority of men of saintly lineage
lead an existence very similar to that of ordinary tribesmen,
effective saints constantly requested to intervene in
disputes stand outside the social system in more than one
sense.

Not only do they normally not tend their land and

flocks like other tribesmen, but they are also physically
marginal.

In Cyrenaica and the Central iigh Atlas - the two

societies for which there exists sufficient information on
this topic - they live in separate communities.

Ihe Perber

igurranen inhabit lodges in the vicinity of shrines which
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are usually s i t u s i n disputed territory between tv:, tribes
(Gellner 1961:205).
tuary.

ihese lougeo serve as places of sanc

ine ^gurru^e^ consequent!,/ experience no difficulty

in attracting a constant stream oi n cn willing tc v/ork their
fields and guard their flocks for the duration of their exile
(Gellner 1561:110)•

In cyrenaica, saints are similarly

distinguished by their spatial distribution* lor they are
not uncommonly the custodians of shrines of whicn IvansPritchard remarked tnat they were cl ton ’near a tribal
boundary or near the boundary between one section and
another1 (1549;67/.

harth has also shown he.. saints in

the ^wat valley become territorially marginal by occupying
strips of land in the middle of a disputed block:

their

presence acts as a buffer between the former contestants,
aau the land itself is regarded as the fee paid for their
services (Barth i>6>:53)»
ike chiefs, eiders and *important men* referred to
by ethnographers aiiu travellers are not physically and
morally marginal in the same sense as holy non.

i'heir

qualifications to serve as arbitrators derive fro:, the
position they occupy as political leaders.

Yet, in a way,

political office uoes not exist in these societies.

In

Albania, for example, the hirditS region was 1rules overf
by an hereditary ‘Prince'.

But it will be remembered that

this office-holder was quite powerless to prevent the
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tribesman in fclie story Coin by Iczor (cf. p.

30

) fror nuking

extortionist denanas on a descendant cf the nan who bad
caused the deals. cf bis forbear*,

'elders1, according bo tlie

literature (e.g. La&iuci 1254* ch. ill), play an important
part in tie 1administration1 of justice, but they are nen who
accede to thee.- functions only by uint of ago, their position
at tire bean of a large and influential family , their wealth,
prestige and wisdom, and not as elected representatives of
the people,

ihey comaand no coercive force and can only

wield as much authority in any given instance as is conceded
the-* by public opinion in that case auu that case alone.
*.lbani a is net atypical in this respect,

.dr

eighteenth century text states that arbitrators in a Corsican
icud were expected to bo
1) ’d o ’ porsoue di probita1,
2

) ’v-e* principali benestanti',

3) fdi parentela nuaorosa* , and
4) 1che avessero none di bravura per id colpo di
mano* (Hossi, quoted in Busquet 1920:246;
- men of probity, wealth and physical bravery backed by a
strong following of kinsmen,

’"ith the possible exception

of the latter, these are, to say the least, nebulous quali
fications that can be variously interpreted.

But in egalit

arian societies, in which there does not exist a class of
hereditary saints, it is men who en.joy a large measure of
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*restigc based on the qox’t of criteri

enumerated by Rossi

\vbo are the political leaders and who do in fact at the same
tine qualify as arbitrators,

These sane men, ar I will show

later, are also normally those who have prosecuted successful
feuds in their youth.

>)

The the n men of God or layman, the motives that
bring men to accept the rdle of mediator are normally twofold*
The first is the thought of remuneration*, the second is
linked with the notion of prestige.

In nearly all feuding

societies the mediator is paid for his pains; and in sove
the amount of effort the mediator is willing to deploy in
favour of the person or persons- whose dispute he has been
called tc settle is directly proportionate to the size of
his fee.

In liband a and among the Atlas Berbers (Hasluck

1934:139, 2f3; Gellner 1961:109) the parties tc a dispute
always paid the elders, priest or saint who offered hio
services as mediator.

The fee paid in Albania was related

tc the gravity of the case:

a murder in IiUjnS was, for

instance, regarded as six times more onerous to ^'uige than
a water dispute and was remunerated in consequence (Hasluck
3954:139)•

The Pyrenaic-an Bedouin, the Beni Sakhr of southern

Jordan and several tribes of the Yosul liwa of Iraq (Kadhim
1 9 5 7

:7 1 ) all recognize the principle cf handing over to the
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mediator a percentage of the compensation money adjudicated.
In Cyrenaica this fee is called a favour, khatr, and cannot
he refused (Peters 1951:28f).

Among the Eeni Sakhr it is

usually an eighth of the di.ya. hut ’if the judge is fond
of money*, it may be as high as a third.

Some mediators

altruistically ignore the fee altogether (Ilardy

1 9

^ 5 :S3 )*

In both Albania and Cyrenaica the judge must be entertained
in fitting style.

Mrs Hasluck believed that the cost of

such a feast for which it was usual to cook at least a whole
sheep ’sometimes acted as a deterrent to the litigiously
minded* (1954-: 14-1) . Peters remarks, moreover, (1951 *
’552)
that the nature of the decision of the mediator tends to be
linked to the quality of the entertainment afforded him by
*
the litigants.
There were, thus, obvioas inducements to accepting
an invitation to arbitrate a dispute, especially if the case
in question involved murder for which both the compensation
and the mediator’s fee were the most substantial.

A man was

also motivated to offer his services by a desire to acquire
a greater quantity of one of the very qualities that h 3 d
made him eligible to adjudicate in the first place.

For

just as prestige was a necessary prerequisite for becoming
an arbitrator, so the fulfilment of such duties and the
maintenance of subsequent peace between the two parties
constituted one of the simplest manners of, simultaneously,
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engendering yet mo^e prestige and making a practical demon
stration of the prestige a man already possessed.

The

readiness of a "nan to preside over the destinies of his
fellow tribesmen and to pla^ a rftle of utmost social impor
tance, whilst nevertheless remaining in his general way of
life upon a footing of complete equality with those over
whom he was requested to Judge, was one of the methods by
which a man could overcome the fiercely egalitarian ideals
of such societies and gain a position from which he could
wield considerable power.

I shall pursue the theme of

stratification through prestige in later chapters.

c)
If arbitrators are regarded as equals by the
parties between whom they are called to adjudicate and
furthermore have at their disrosal no moans of enforcing
their decisions (e.g. Has luck 1?5;+:1 ^ 0 , it might be thought
that in reality they are little more than the figureheads of
a non-existent Justice and that they fulfil nc useful
functions.
This is indeed true of arbitrators without exper
ience and with no talent.

The literature is full of instances

of arbitration which particularly struck western Huropean
observers by the manner in which the arbitrator*s decision
was flouted as soon as it was made known.

Mrs Hasluck, for
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example, cites the case of a man from ^>>eth in northern
Mbania whose house was burgled.

Knowing who the thief was,

he had him brought before the elders who condemned him to
return the enuivalent in money of the property stolen.

But

since the thief had bribed the elders to underevaluate the
sum, the victim of the crime shot the burglar ar a protest
against this unequitable sentence and so began 'a bad blood
feud 1 (Hasluck 1954-:l4-4-) .

The weakness of the arbitrator’s

position as regards the enforcement of his decisions was so
notorious in central Albania that arbitrators were wont ’to
communicate their findings to the disrutartr. and then add,
"Few settle the matter as ^ou like.

Wo have decided that

this one of you is right"' (Hasluck 1954:1440.
Albania is, however, somewhat atypical in this
respect,

Zl

a^d up to a certain point the decisions of arbitra

tors were usually resrected throughout the tribal areas of
the Mediterranean and the fiddle Hast.
reasons for this.

There were two

Firstly, with the possible exception of

unilateral reconciliation described above (1 ) which was a
way of forcing the victim’s group into a position from which
it could hardly do otherwise but conclude a teirmcrary truce
or else lose face and honour, arbitration was never resorted
to unless both rarties agreed to the measure.

Secondly, the

arbitrator, if he was at all experienced, never ottomrtod to
give a decision that would not be palatable to both sides.
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TOo first reason is a direct corollarv of the social organ
ization of these societies:

since no one is explicitly

recognized as politically superior tc anyone else, no one
is in a position tc force his adversary tc accept arbitration
when it is not to his immediate advantage to dc so.

The

second reason touches upon principles that arc fundamental
to the whole concept cf arbitration.
In on early seventeenth century book of The arid
lawcs and constitutions of Scotland faithfullie collected..,•
in which arc tabulated the legal customs cf the tribally
c.

organized Highlands during the mediaeval period,

there is

a series of chapters describing the qualifications that an
arbitrator should possess and his responsibilities.

Certain

passages arc extremely revealing in the present context, for
the word ccnprcmittis is constantly used as a synonym for
artitrie or arbitration (Skene 1609:20r).

.An agreement

reached through arbitration, it says, can moreover only be
terminated by the death cf one cf the litigants f0 r be paction
or mutual! consent cf the parties1 (1

6 0 9

:2 1 v).

\ similarly

explicit emphasis on the importance of compromise - that is,
bilateral concession - is to be found in Corsica, where
arbitrators are referred tc, among other things, as ’giudici
compromessori1 (Busquet

1 9 2 0

:2 4 -8 ).

Arbitrators in the societies I am dealing with
right in fact be described as experts in compromise.

Their
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rdle In not to impose Judgement by reference to objective
cr: torio cf Justice, but to create a balance between the
two parties according to each precisely the amount or value
the other is Trilling to part with, but not more.

The

arbitrator evaluates the situation as the litigants see it
and tries tc make each of them perceive the point of view
of the other and the advantages that each will derive from
a restoration of good relations, even if the party blatantly
at fault has to pay for the privilege of renewed peace.
With admirable insight and clarity Coser has made
explicit this rdle of the arbitrator - or mediator - in his
analysis of Simmel’r essay on Conflict;
•"... the mediator can achieve reconciliation...
only i±* each party believes that the objective
situation Justifies reconciliation and makes
peace advantageous". The mediator shows "each
party the claims and arguments of the other;
they thus lose the tone oi‘ subjective passion".
He helps to strip the conflict of its nonraticnal
and aggressive overtones. Yet this will not in
itself allow the parties to abandon their conflicting behaviour since, even boiled down to
the "facts of the case", the conflicting claims
remain to be dealt with. The mediator*s function
is primarily to eliminate tension which merely
seeks release so that realistic contentions can
be dealt with without interference. In addition
he may suggest various ways to conduct the conflict,
pointing out the relative advantages and costs of
each* (Coser 196!?*59)*
To take Coser*s enumeration of the functions of
the arbitrator a step further, he might be described as a
sort of communications engineer whose r&le is threefold:

he

selects and establishes a suitable channel of communication
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between the hostile parties by acting as a go-between and
finally arranging; for then to meet; he provides a code or
language of compromise and peace through which to communicate
whilst eliminating the previously exist:! nr code of aggressive
invective and physical violence; he introduces a considerable
volume of ritual redundancy - repetitions, stock phrases,
formal behaviour, customary gestures - which fosters a feeling
in the participants that they are acting cut a familiar
situation that they recognize as culturally normal and whichf
by encouraging tlio expectation of a successful outcome to
the negotiations, generally reduces the level of animosity
and stimulates a spirit of mutual cooperation.
The arbitrators shows the way, but cannot impose
his ideas cf what is right or wrong.

He is a neutral in

the true sense of the word, for he not only stands between
two parties but is neither positive nor negative in his
attitude to either of them.

His task is by stressing the

advantages to be gained from particular concessions, to load
both parties onto a no-man*s-lanc between their respective
positions within which agreement is possible.
The arbitrator's rftle does not, however, finish
hero.

For as I said earlier, a liillor is by definition in

a potentially stronger position than the creditors to whom
he owes blood.

If the creditors think it to their advantage

to seek composition rather than revenge, they will attempt
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by e\ery means in their power tc pres ore the mediator into
awarding then the maximum compensation, v:hilst the killer's
group will resist and, "by skilful manipuiution of the
mediator, try tc make minimal concessions in conditions
least; prejudicial to their prestige*

Por a group earns

prestige by killing, but to keep this prestige intact its
members should deny responsibility for the murder on the
grounds that it was no more than an act cf legitimate reposte
to insufferable provocation and defend themselves against all
efforts by the victim's kin to equalize,

fo agree tc submit

to arbitration is for both debtors and creditors slightly
inglorious*

It does nonetheless permit the creditors, if

they are able bargainers and can prevail upon the arbitrator,
to recover some of the honour and standing they have lost by
imposing upon the killers humiliating stipulations concerning
the type of compensation to be paid.^
In such circumstances and onco his r31e of communi
cations engineer has been played, it remains for the ai'bitrator to strike a balance between the opposing forces, for it
would be futile for him to make a settlement involving
stijmlations which one of the parties would find uncongenial,
Q

since arbitrators cannot coerce obedience to their decisions,
fhe result of this situation is that thd arbitrator develops
an acute ear for public opinion and looks for guidance in Iiis
assessment, on the one hand, to fche relative force, prestige
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and status of tho two hostile parties and, cr the other, to
public consensus*

An ability to perceive the unspoken

wishes of the majority constitutes at least half of the
arbitrator's skill. loth Gellner and Barth have observed
an identical mechanism in the cour:e of arbitration in places
as far apart as the Central Eigh Atlas and Swat#

Both have

shown hov the political prestige and authority of arbitrators
is diminished if they make the mistake of trying to fcrco
the acceptance of decisions which arc not ratified by popular
assent (Gellner 19C1:211; Barth 19Cr>:98)*

Among tho Berbers

tl is desire for a settlement that will be compatible with the
aspirations of all concerned is so strong that parties
involved in litigation, if unsatisfied with the verdict cf
the first arbitrator to whom they submit their case, will go
to the expense and trouble cf inviting the decision of a
second and even a third until total concensus has been
achieved (Gellner 1961:181).
The uncertainty in which arbitrators stand as to
the outcome of a particular case and its effects upon their
reputation as saints or elders makes their behaviour admirably
suited to analysis within the framework of entrepreneurial
studies.

This ssnot the place to examine all the implications

of such a perspective.

But I would like to point out that

arbitrators, like entrepreneurs, bridge the gap between two
value systems - those of the hostile parties tc arbitration -
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and sell risk against reruneration.

Their remuneration is

in money, kind and accrued prestige.

(Che risk to which they

expose themselves is that of being disobeyed, followed by the
disintegration of their moral capital and a consequent
lowering of their status were this to occur.

like entre

preneurs, they cannot force acceptance of the values they
propose, but they cun rake visible the unseen advantages
cf a situation the possibilities of which their business
acumen and foresight have caused thorn tc perceive before
their fellows.
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4) Compurgation
Recourse tc arbitr ition i;. rot the only mariner in
which feud may be temporarily ’concluded’.

In ail the

societies mentioned - with the exception of Central Anatolia«
Corsica and Somalilane for which information is not available
on this point - there is another method of settling disputes.
This is compurgation, or collective oath, a legal procedure
which has been known in Europe since at least the times of
Gregory of Tours 'cf. Gal*, 1901:204 if,).
Basically, the procedure is very simple:

if a

body of men - the precise number varies from place to place
and according to tho gravity of the crime - can be mustered
to swear a religious oath attesting the innocence of jho
accused, the latuer is declared blameless and escapes all
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punishment aHu opprobrium whatever

cLlc

crime of «uich lie is

cuspe etcd anu hcv.'cvor blatantly obvious -.is guilt.

In theory,

the legal efficacity of the procedure is a function oi the
currency oi' belief in supernatural sanctions*

In practise,

however, belief in supernatural cancticus in the murginu-ly
Islamic and Christian societies in which the institution of
compurgation is or was part of the legal apparatus has
always been extremely slight and sporadic,

-he r^aLieuwion

that supernatural sanctions ccnccquontuy provide a ne&iigeable
deterrent to perjury led delIn or to examine exactly how the
institution workc^ an^ to elaborate a theory of compurgation
to explain the i-henoncnon auouo the Berbers oi -he Central
high Atlas.
Gciln^r describes iorber compurgation, or tcrnm-Iit.
as ’a method of determining the truth or falsi tj c! an
accusation and thereby terminating (at any rate in tnoory)
the dispute occasioned by the accusation*

( 1 9 6 1

;141) •

..hen-

ever possible, co-uurcrs are chosen from among the close
agn.tic kin of the accused and are 'iuentical with cucso
who must fear vengeance in the case of feud* (1 9 6 1 :1 4 1 ;.
Bat, as Greilner ooserved, perjury is *^uite frequent* (1961:
1 5 7

) und no one worries unduly about supernatural sanctions,

although, for the sale of precaution, compurgation ceremonies
are nevertheless not held until after the harvest for fear
that the ungoaly intentions of a few bring disaster upon a
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Ihe contempt displayed by one nerbers lor super
natural sanetinas combined with tneix4 preierence ior cxoso
agnates as co-y urox^s convince Creiinox' hunt tnere is more to
tax,eilit than a mere legal procedure.

Ho interprets it as

a means oi making a public assertion oi the strength ox the
ag^tic gi'oup anu its politicax superiority over ios adversa
ries.

lor G-exiner taKeiil t is an allirmafciou oi j^o uempox'ary

ascendancy gained through xeuu, ’a contxnuation u* the ieud
by other means' (1561:170).

In his vie*. y this uypotnesis is

coniirmeu by a iurther detail:

ii agnates askeu tu take ohe

oaon roiuse to testily, do not turn up at uhe appointed time
or uaxQ an error in their testxmony taereby *proving! uno
guilo oi their party, it is they who usually bear the brunt
ol the lino imposed as a result oi their railing to honour
&ne oux-xgation ox agnnoxc soxlnaxity •

xar^xcxpauxon xn

jja^jOlxiG wxth one's agnates is uant amount

oi

1*0

a ueciaxn wxun

iiiy clan - righu or wrong 1 (l$61;lp>).

1

leters, who xoune the same institution among the
xeuouiii ol byranaxca, is also oi the opinion that a conpurguuion ceremony in which iilty—Ixve agnates swear n

the

innocence ol a kinsman accused ol turner *is no t so much a
verilicavion

01

the aenial as a oest ux the gxju^'a eoxluarity

(x^bisplk).

siting oi compurgation in the Merovingian

period Gaiy draws similar conciusxons;

'On ne so souciait
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guere uc venir aotesuox* x ’innocence d ’ua nowae, que x'oii
n 1avail; pas ue raison parbiouliex^o de defendre.

xiuss.*. les

conjureurs etaienc-ils ie plus souvunt les parents memos
p x o lx U U U i't j • • •

jl

U SSXSG aU G e

G

1UU

pUXUUo

lila u u x o

etait pour tout parent un devoir imperieur.

CU

jU S U X C O

Cetait une

goo formes do cetwv, soiiuarite xamiiiaie••• qui eso encore
ie fonuement de ceute institution goo conjureurs1 (xS0 jl;2 >4 ) .
rhe idea that compurgation can constitute a
demonstra Lion oi agnatic auu sometimes - in village based
societies - neighbourhood soiiuariuy uoes nob totally
invaliuate its traditional explanation in terms or a belief
in supernatural sanctions and a disinteresteu aesire that
justice be done,

in Albania, ior instance, proviaeu a nan

accused oi nurder could porauaue a dozen men of probity and
experience to step forward in reuuiness to X'aoixy the oath
taken in bis defence by twelve ’murder eiders’ cnosen by the
communi ty at large, tne osteon in wnicdi tlxe none sty a m good
Judgement oi the latter were held was so great that iu was
frequently tnougbt unnecessary to complete the proceedings
after tney nan sworn to une nan’s innocence, and the former
were dismissea before they could cischarge oneir obligation,
(Rasiucn

1 9

y4 sly’
7 )*

xne soiiuarity ox tne accusen's group

was superfluous after tne testimony ox uhe 'murder eiders’
wno were tnought to be equitable and unbiased*

ihe vex^uict

might be wrong, but there was no question of thrs outcome
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oheX'© Were HCilO
UUneX'OUS aDUSOS •
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-*i.USlU.Ga.i. o d x s Xn ^X'Oct.0
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tail olio SoOxp

Ox

ex u X » i i x . u

naxned Asllan Iron hub ino t in central Aluunxa who stole a
ploutjii-cx.
XU U G C enC C

»,u u l u

V.hea accused cl ode there he protested Ala
UUU

SW euX

O il

Compurgatore.

a g re e d

ov^

x lx u

oXie iwUX 1a l i •

f i l l

C O - 0 U X O x *S

x UO p l a l l l o i x x

W X o x l WixO-x

dxoO

de

nam es. L x X

xhe oaths wex-e &lven in &oou oruerf unu owo

days later alter a banquet to celebrate his acquittal, tlie
ox-accused brought down tne on lie hud niudext out ox a lonely
sheep lolw and publicly yoked it.

ike victim o* onis

x.n0UoOxcc unu ohe enr n^ou. eldex*s couxd no noouxng) xox
there xas no lejal machinery ior

a n n u lx ix io

1

••.

the verdict.

In

tne opinion ox tne village % however f Aslian recexved nis
punrshmeno wnen onox’ux^ axterw<xms ixis son was oox-n lame 1
(lsS^aGd-165).
ii^/UX'o iron Xos xxepu.cno xnexxxcacxoy as a mourns
oi esoaexx^xxxn^ one oruuh xn cases ox mux'dox' ox* *uox*exy civil
oliences * there axe tmxee aspects ol comp argali on that
x cmnxn purxxing uno xor wi^xcn no one
saoisiacfcory onplanaoion.

xlus

yob s upJIxou a

o.he xirso ox ohese xs one wxaely

attested custom whereby, in cases uemanaing a number ox
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co-jurors exceding uhe number ol adul* males in the agnatic
group oi the accused, eacn co-juror may toice tne oath more
tnan once until tne correct number oi oaths required is
reacned (iadhim 1961:144; hennett 19*0 ;4i; Peters 1^91 :i4«0 •
kennett believes that this rule was introduced to px'event
the establishment oi a precedent when in inuividuai cases
tliere were not enough men available to make up tne statutary
number oi co-jurors.

rnis is a weaiv axgument.

xt aoes not

take into account tne fact tnat a lew men swearing tne same
oatn several times are liable to be more consistent than,
say, iifty-five - the number required in cases oi homicide
in certain tribes oi the Western Desert - who have a greater
chance oi contradicting each other, particularly ix some oi
them are only distant agnates ana very little concerned with
the iate oi the murderer.
i‘he second enigma in compurgation is way, wnen it
is not specified that all the co-jurors should be agnates,
the community is empowered to elect nalx their number and
the accused the other half.

It might be thought that, were

the choice placed entirely in the hands ol the community,
there might be better chances oi the verdict rexiecting tne
objective truth, though it may be held that this procedure
might in the long run prove anti-democratic by providing
the community at large with an opportunity oi victimizing
slightly non-conformist individuals.

In view ol the strongly
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egalitarian principles that pertain in ail lending, societies
ix* the mediterranean ana the kiddle ^ast, i regaru t n s as a
feasible interpretation,

cut it still does non explain wny

in some area- the co-Jurors axe ideally only agnates ana why
in others they may he both agnates and village nominees.
I'he last problem connected with the institution of
compurgation which has so fax' aoo been investigated is quite
simply *«ny coiupux'ga vxuon sixoulm in cerium cix'cum&uances be
preferred to arbitration.
assumption -

It nay well be thao the obvious

that compurgation is, like arbitration* intended

to restore peaceful relations between groups - is wrong and
that the two institutions, whilst apparently conceived to
achieve similar gcum, in reality serve quite contrary purpose
ihe difference between arbitration and compurgation is funda
mentally the same as thau between acquiescence ana denial,
between conciliation and defiance.
fox' aroitratxon uO

wclxc

A necessary prerequisite

place xs chut bo oil paroxes snouid

recognize the facts of oho case, that is, in the event of
homicide, thaw a member of one group has xiileu a member of
the other,

fki institution of compurgauion can only function,

on the other hunu, if the ma^oi'ity of one party are ready to
deny point blank that they axe responsible for what has
happened.

Compurgation, then, involves a denial of tne aebt,

whereas recourse to arbitration implies an ipso facto
recognition of the debt.

Arbitration is the preiuae to a
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relationship; compurgation constitutes a rupture, an
unspoken declaration of tne intention to continue tne
hostilities inaugurated tnrcugn homicide or wnatever one
initial offence may nave been.

Compurgauion ana arbitration

are not, then, alternative means of acnieving tne same ends,
but contrary metnoas of dealing with the same situation to
arrive at aiametriearly opposite goals,

let even tnis is

not quite true* for, in tne feua, the overt aggression of
groups up in arms against eacn other differs rrttle in quality
from the tacit mutual hostility expresses by parties to a
deut of blooa:

both are relationships•

but if this analysis is correct, there nevertheless
remains one incongruity":

compurgation clearly aoes not always

wox'k to tne advantage oi tne majority of those taking the
oath, for a single defaulter can 'prove' the accusation to
be rounded.

In societies, like the Atlas herders, where the

group of compurgators comprises only agnates ana allies in
whose interest it is to eliminate dissident elements within
their ranks, compurgation admiraoly serves this end.

But in

societies where half the co-jurors are appointed by the
community ana half hy tne accused it is difficult to see how
sucn a procedure could be interpreted either as a declaration
of hostilities or as a test or group solidarity, since ic
is the oaths of tne community elders and not tnose of tne
solidary group that are crucial to the outcome of Che affair.
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Cniy if til© elders sincerefy believe tile accused is innocent,
does ode latter* s group dave an opportunity to px'ove udeir
solidarity*
dven in cases, as among che Berbers, wdere taoso
who tame tde oath are ail henchmen o± tne accused, there is
some douht as to tde late of those v/do refuse lor fear of
supex'nabur&i sanctions ■co swear falsely when tde accusation
is based on irx’efutaoie eviaence.
eyectea from the gx'oup.''

Are they automaticariy

rdxs would seem unlikely in a

society in wnicn the ultimate criterion of inxxuence is the
number of riflemen a gx^oup can command.

nut if tney are not

necessarily expelled anu dave to near the onus of m e fine
imposeu by tde community, it is impx^obaoie rhat one, two or
three defaulters will be weairdy enough to uo so on their ovm*
In this event, either the group as a wnoie wixl nave to
contribute to the xine, tnereoy recognizing an obligation
oi solidarity towax'as the very defaulters it wxsnea to
penalize or else the xine will only oe partially paiu*

idere

are obviously very sGX'ong incentives, whatever oheix* mora-L and
religious qualms, lor individuals to coinorui with the majority
in such a situation*

But it is not clear now strong these

incentives are, nor ax'e tdex^e any avairable uaia on who
defaults in compurgatron and why.

10

Information on the motivation of individuals in
compurgaoion is almost totally lacking for ail the societies
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in which tha institution ip found.

It would, for example,

be very interesting to know why a group allows itself to be
manoeuvred into a position in which it can be challenged to
prove its force and cohesion by submitting to compurgation.
?ut without further fieldwork - and it may already to too
late, since customary law rapidly decays when forced to
compote with the T'ore sorhisticated loyal systems imposed
by the judicial authorities c* modern centralised states it is impossible to provide answers to such questions.

ind

until they are answered it will remain uncertain whether
compurgation does temporarily conclude a feud, or whether
it ir nc way serves to mitigate attitudes of hostility and
is, in Gellner’s phrase a #continuation of the feud bv other
means *.

5) Compensation and deterrents
•Luitur enim etiam homicidium certo nrmentorum ac
pecoruin nuwero recipitque satisi'actioneiu universa
domt°, utiliter in publicum, quia periculosiores
sunc inimicitiae iuxea lioertatem1. (lacitus:
Germania, T^j)

In the first and third sections of the present
chapter I tried to evaluate the importance of the fear of
feud Itself and the cost of arbitration as deterrents to the
prosecution of conflict by physically violent means.

If the

mercenary demands of arbitrators upon the killer's group are
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often thought by ob^erverr; to act an a powerful deterrent
to further outbreaks of feud, the prospect of being obliged
to par compensate on is sometimes seen as an even stronger
argument in favour of a durable peace.

This is* however,

largely erroneous, for, as T took pains to demonstrate in
the first chapter (cf. p. 27 )» compensation is not a sub
stitute for vengeance hut a palliative.

Compensation is

exacte* in lieu of the right tc exact vengeance only if it
is imperative to do so.

Its acceptance by the victim’s

group rand the prospect of themselves being eventually obliged
tc pay back what they have received will in nc way deter
them from carrying out the duty of vengeance when they feel
strong enough and the opportunity presents itself.
sense, then, the payment of compensation buys time,

In one
’’lut in

another sense, compensation, ar long as it remain': inco^pletel;
paid, Itself constitutes one cf the mnemonic devices discussed
earlier which arc designed to perpetuate the memory of feud
beyond the conclusion of a provisional truce.

Debts ir blood

translated by compensation into debts of wealth are as much
a reminder that enmity has not been forgotten as an indication
that peace has been concluded,
t?vidence suggesting the validity of this contention
is to be fcund, firstly, in an analysis of the distribution
of responsibility for ho nicide within the compensation-paying
group and, secondly, in an examination of the nature of

184comp ensati on itself.
Althcugn, in Bennett’s words , *xhe Arab Lav* concer
ning the payment cx bloodmoney is very elastic1 (1325:53) and this applies tc most other feuding societies as well
there is one point upon which there appears to be little
divergence among tribal peoples in the mediterranean and the
kiddie ^ast and in mediaeval nox‘thern Europe.

The immediate

idln of the murdered man always seen to receive a larger
poxvtion of the compensation than other members of the same
group.

But the opposite is by no means always true;

a

murderer and uis closest cognates do not necessarily contribute
a greater amount than do their fellow tribesmen.

Bennett

states that this is she case fin one or two tribes* in *_inal
ano the uestern desert (1925:93)•

Lewis reports that amo^S

the pastoral Bomali ’the bereaved family usually receives the
largest single portion of the blood wealth*, whereas the
amount paid by a muraerer in a large compensation-paying
group may be ’infinitesimal* (1561:174)*

xhe existence of

similar rules was observed by Peters in Cyrenaica (1567:263).
There is also little to indicate that the murderer in AngloBaxon England was normally under any obligation to pay more
in compensation than other members of his kindred, but it is
a well attested fact that the victim’s close relatives were
entitled to the healsfang or special supplementary portion
of the wergild1- (Maitland and Pollock 1895:24-1-242).
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In all these instances not only does the murderer
suffer no more from the consequences of his act than do other
members of the same compensation-paying group, but the larger
his group the less he or any other member will have to pay in
compensation for a given homicide,

i'ho payment of compensa

tion is thus, in a number of societies, more an incentive to
the formation of large solidary groups than an effective
means of discouraging individuals from killing members of
other groups.

this makes it abunucuiulj clear that oho prospect

of paying compensation is frequently not a deterrent at all#
It would, however, be wrong to say that all claims for
compensation are met by an equal contribution levied from
every member of the killer's groups#

I shall return to this

point.
The customs concerning the amounts of compensation
due axiu the apportionment of responsibilities for its payment
are indeed extremely varies.

Precedent seems tc play very

little part in the conclusion of individual agreements, each
case being judged according to the circumstances and the
relative power of the groups involved,

fixed tarifs of

compensation are often reported, but are rarely if ever
strictly adhered to in actual decisions.

As a rule though,

'the closer the structural relationship of the parties
involved, the more likely is the wrong to be x^ectified,
but the smaller is the indemnification required to do so'
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(TIowell 1954:24).
Du Bols-Ayme (1809:534-) , Peters (1951:306-508) and
Lewis 1961:164) all confirm the general truth of this
assertion as regards nomadic societies.

The situation is

not quite the sane in sedentary agricultural communities* as
I shall sbcv later.

If the fear of Doing obli0eu to pay

compensation was in reality a strong deterrent among pastoral
nomads, it might he inferred that homicide in such societies
occurs more frequently at close structural range than at a
distance, since homicide is, so to speak, •cheaper* between
relatives.

But this is in fact not the case, and in spite,

of the reduction in compensation conceded between structurally
proximate groups in nomadic sccierios homicide remains
uncommon at this level and is ideally associated with
relations between traditionally hostile sections living at
some distance from one another.
A number of nomadic feuding societies explain the
concession of reduced compensation at close structural range
on grounds of motivation:

it is obvicus to the:, that a man

and his neighbour derive mutual advantage from an atmosphere
of reciprocal trust and cooperation and that if one kills the
ether it will have been in a moment of uncontrollable anger,
hut not with malice aforethought.

Deliberate murder of

neighbours and relatives is thus only conceived of with
difficulty.

The majority of such cases are treated as
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accidents and the nnoimt of compensation due is reduced
accordingly.

In reality, the notion of accidental death

amone the Bedouin refers not to a lack of intention on the
part of the killer hut to a common desire to avoid all
possible causes for conflict between the groups in question.
Criminal intention is rot objectively but structurally and
oecolcgically defined.

This is born out by Cyrenaican

Bedouin attitudes to the violent death of a woman:

since

women are of little or no structural importance, their death
by violence is unfailingly regarded as ’accidental* and can
always be made good by the payment of compensation whatever
the structural or oecological distance between the dead
worar and her murderer (Peters 1<?67:T70).

If, however,

friction is already present between structurally proximate
groups, even an unmistakably accidental homicide will tend
to be regarded as an excellent pretext for the victim’s group
to affirm its political independence.

The murder is repre

sented as deliberate - whatever the evidence tc the contrary
may be - and the victim’s group sue for an exorbitant amount
12
of compensation.
Refusal by the killer’s group to pay will
provoke fission and eternal feud.
Alternatively, even though it be known that the
murderer acted deliberately, his group may decide that it
is in their interests to remain on good terms with the
victim’s section.

They will agree to the x'ayment of an

*v
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abnormally high clya for this reason, tut they rill caress
their reprobation of the killer's action by obliging him
and his immediate kinsmen to shoulder more than their
ordinary share of the burden, the rest of the group making
only a minimal per capita contribution to the total amount.
In some nomadic groups, which have been in more cr less
constant contact with sedentary communities practising a
form of customary law

based

cn more objective criteria of

penal responsibility or in which penological conditions and
a certain amount of agricultural activit3r make the maintenance
of peace more desirable than in the open desert, the murderer
is always obliged to contribute morr than his fellows.

It is

reported, for exarple, of the Terabin of the Gaza ftrip that
the killer normally pays a full third of the total due
whatever the s:* ne of the group (Hardy l°6g:08}.

fhe 15 tor atuie

abounds with lists detailing the proportions levied from the
killer and other members of his group in varying circumstances
(e*g. Kadhim 1981:89).
The statement that the amount of indemnification
for homicide varies in nomadic societies with the structural
distance between the parties is thus only ideally true.

The

prior state of relations between the two groups, the degree
to v/hich they must compete for the control of inadequate
resources within the same area, their relative influence in
the political sphere and the personal character and status
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ol the killer and the victim are all factors waken into
account,

Ihe decision as to whether it is feasible in given

circumstances to accept compensation in lieu of vengeance
ana, if a mediae ox* is requested to intervene, one fimdL
reckoning of the actual amount to be paid are determined
by a Judicious equilibrium struck between expediency and fear*
Whether or not a group can afford to pay compensahun but
little influences the outcome of this decision.
In sedentary societies like Albania or kabylia
the situation appeal's to have been somewhat different to that
mot with in nomadic societies.

Arbitration and ulood money

wore less readily accepted in cases of deliberate homicide*
in southern Albania, blood money was scorned as dishonouring
and throughout the region 1the foi'mula after a murder was
"either paruon or kill1'1 (Hasluck 19>li2p9}*

Ilanoteau and

netourneux say the same of kab/lia, where only an unintentional
homicide could be pardoned,

but no compensation could be

accepted and the stain cast upon the honour of a family by
the murder of one of its members could only be deleted by
vengeance (ib9;>;bo).

Kanote&u and Letourneun do not specify

what they mean by aeliberate homicide.

But it is reasonable

to suppose that the Kabyles, like the Bedouin, acted upon a
situational rather txian absolute definition of malice
aforethought.

In northern Albania (e.g. Lurha-j 1SG$ and

19-28; passim) compensation was accepted for mui'der as well
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a? for unintentional homicide, but sufficient information
is not available fen it to be possible to say whether tarifs
of compensation were loner within the village than M.thin
the tribe at large.

Outside the tribe it seems doubtful

whether compensation was oven paid.
Mthough compensation was occasionally accented
in sedentary agricultural communities, the general attitude
in feud was on the whole wore uncompromising than »nong
pastoral nomads.

T shall attempt to explain the reasons for

the inflexibility of sedentary communities in this resrect
and tv eir exacerbated sense of honour, with which I believe
it is connected, in the next chapter.

But for the ^resent

moment T shall limit myself tc showing how, whether or not
compensation is raid or thought a feasible alternative to
vengeance, both nomadic and sedentary feuding societies have
similar manners of registering the gravity of a given homicide.
Tf it can be proved that compensation and hilling are ^ r e l y
two different ways of achieving the same results, that is
that they both represent a for™ of reprisal directly pro
portionate to the gravity of the initial homicide, then it
cannot be argued that the obligation to pay compensation
constitutes a deterrent to feud.
Then discussing practices connected with compen
sation among pastoral nomads T stressed that the primary
factor in determining whether vengeance should be brought
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or conrpens cion accepted was structural distance.

I did,

howeve x-) al so allude to other factors such as the relative
strength of groups and the identity of the killer and his
victim•

Structural distance is in reality only one variable

among many,

Another of equal importance is the relative

status of killer and victim,

kho is killed is Just as

significant for the nature of subsequent reprisals as the
identity of the group tc which the man belongs,

ill feuding

societies recognise that it is a more serious offence to
kill a man cf influence and numerous progeny than to kill
a young unmarried man of no political stature.

Although the

two men may stand in the same structural relationship' to a
potential killer fro* outside the community - that is, they
belong tc the same lineage or village - the murder of the
former may suecitato such a sense of outrage that three men
are killed in retaliation, whereas the death of the latter
could well be discounted as an 1accident1 anC lead tc -a
rapid reconciliation between the groups sealed with the
promise of comepencaticn.

Ieters says that this was tradi

tionally the rule in Cyrenaica (1551:29':-).

'\mong the rhammar

of kosul liwa in Iraq the murder of a tribal shaikh by a
to
commoner sometimes lad/the the permanent exile of the murderer
and his whole lineage whereas lers drastic measures were
taken in cases of homicide involving men ox equal status
(Kadhim 1961:101-102).

In both Albania and the Iranian
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province of Bars the murder of a surer ior woe always followed
by retaliation in kind, since the honour of the fadly was
at stake.

But a simple tribesman of low status in ^ars

could not satisfy his desire for revenge and was bound to
accept bloo'* money if one of his kinsmen were killed bv *un
super!eur1 (Monteil 1966*121).

In

Albania, a tribesman

rimht attempt to bring vengeance against a bairaktar or
chief, but he could be content with compensation if this
suited him.

The bajraktar, on the other hand, had no

alternative and was obliged bw his position to seek vengeance
(Hasluck 195A:125).
century Corsica:

Similar conditions obtained in eighteenth

•Si1, writes a contemporary, 1ce sont des

metres ou des chefs qui sont tues, les Corses comrtent Tee
meutrel pour deux* (Pinello, quoted in Busquet 1^20:00).

In

mediaeval Scotland and amonw the Atlas Berbers, the price of
blood was also negotiated according to the status of the
victim (Skene 1609?73v; Cellner 1961:177).
structural distance and the relative status of the
killer and his victim are, however, not the oniW consider
ations to determine the -gravity of the case.

Murray, for

instance, reports that the Sinai Bedouin demand fourfold
compensation for a killing that occurs between two lineages
after diya has already been raid for the initial offence
(1935?209)•

In some tribes revenge taken under cover of

night is thought to be worse than murder during the day.
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Tach feuding society has its own list of aggravating
circumstances•
From the examples given above and what lias gone
before, it is clear that the acceptance of compensation is
at the best optional and that in a nu her of circumstances
it is not even a feasible substitute for vengeance,

loth

compensation and retaliation are sequels to a killing.
latter may occur before compensation is

The

but even if a

feud is provisionally ’concluded1 by arbitration, it, will
in the long run, if it is agreed that feud is eternal,
always be followed by retaliation in kind at a later date.
The prospect of being obliged to peg- large amounts cf com
pensation cannot then act as a deterrent to feud, since feud
once begun is interminable.

It may not even serve to

lengthen the intervals between violent episodes, for, as
Professor thitelock has pointed out, faced with the crippling
expense of Compensation a poor nan may prefer to deny the
debt and expose h.inself and his kin to retaliation rather
than suffer economic ruin and the possibility of death by
starvation (1932:43).
To return now tc the point I made at the beginning
of this section:

though it may bo difficult to prove con

clusively whether the payfcent of compensation does or does
not operate as a deterrent - my own feeling is that there is
enough evidence to sh cw that it does not -, there is no doubt
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that cue object it does secure is, by creating debts in
wealth which are gradually reimbursed from year to year and
finally allowed to lapse before repayment is complete, to
keep the memory of feud alive from one generation to the
next.

In this respect, compensation differs very little

from the mnemonic devices referred to in previous chapters
which, like a horse to ride when ’bringing vengeance’
(Peters 1951:203) and the gun of the killing (Durham 1928:90),
frequently constitute part of the actual payment stipulated
in the agreement to ’conclude’ a feud.

Moreover, compensation

cannot really be said to ’compensate* for very much.

Demands

are exorbitant, yet the amount awarded is normally but a
fraction of the sum originally asked for,

Lea of eminence

present at the reconciliation ceremony employ their credit
in favour of the killer’s group to obtain a reduction in the
amount.

This is recognised practice in most negotiations.

Hardy tells how even today in the G-asa Strip the victim’s
kinsmen ’are prevailed upon for the sake of Allah, Iresident
Passer, Marshal Ameer and others’ (1953:35) to max^e concessions
so that the aiya is pared dovaa to reasonable proportions•
Murray (1935:210) and Burckhardt (1330:88; 1831:318)
describe an identical process earlier in the present century
and at the beginning of the last.

Finally, leters observed

that even though a Bedouin visiting a camp to collect the
annual installment of a blood debt might have seen hundreds

of sheep belonging to the debtor on M s way to the man’s
tents, he would accept the debtor's excuse that he was in
straightened circumstances that y:ar and unable to pay the
full amount due.

After drinking coffee with the debtor and

attempting unsuccessfully to e^xtort another animal or two,
he would leave secure in the knowledge that his debt relation
ship with the killer’s group was progressing satisfactorily
(1967:266-267)*
If compensation ever operates as a deterrent, it is
clear that this is a secondary function.

Fear of feud is its

own deterrent and compensation is better seen as a recurrent
episode or integral part of feud:
but perpetuates it*

it docs not inhibit feud

Feud is nonetheless regulated by the

recognition of certain norms.

But since feud occurs in

conditions of subdued anarchy - that is, the almost total
absence of all binding norms outside the feud itsdlf - the
infraction of these minimal norms is coterminous with the
onset of anomie.

Suck norms as there are are mainly concerned

•with establishing whom it is licit to kill or outrage without
seriously placing in jeopardy the 'feuding relationships' of
the group.

They constitute a deterrent not to feuding, but

to the employment of violence outside the feud.

For reasons

which appear self-evident, but viich are in reality more
complex and will be discussed in detail in the last chapter,
ib is not possible for a man to entertain feuding relations
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with members of his own group.

2he norms referred tc thus
u
always sact.on, among other crimes, intra-group killing •"
and may also, in some societies, as for instance among the
Bedouin of Cyrenaica, forbid the murder of certain affines#
In Albania and Corsica priestswere traditionally protected
in the same manner end, in Albania alone, anyone who molested
or killed the servant of a priest, if the servant was not a
local man, must reckon with the wraoh of the v/holc parish
(liasluck 1554:4-9) •

Crimes like sacrilege in Albania and the

killing elsewhere of a man seeking sanctuaxy usually fell
into the same category.
In all these cases the sanctions invoked were, in
the first instance, exile of the culprit.

In sedentary

communities this implied loss of all rights of access to
land and obligatory recourse, if the man and his family were
tc survive, to the humiliation of taking service in another
village or tribe.

Among nomadic peoples exile was frequently

less severe, since the culprit could take his flocks and
tents with him.

After a number of years or even generations

the killer himself or his descendants could usually return to
the section from which they had originally been expelled (e.g.
Peters 1951:255)•

In sedentary societies iuore rigcurous

sanctions were commonly wielded by the coimunity at large
against men and the families of men who had committed anti
social acts.

In Albania and Kabylia it was, for example,
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customary practice to destroy the houses, food reserves and
fruit trees of the culprit and slaughter his flocks and cattle
(Hasluck 1954: passim; Hanoteau and Letcurneux 189? •105)*
This sort of sanction nay indeed qualify as a
deterrent,

Nevertheless, the deterrent is not intended to

inhibit feuding, but rather to discourage any form of
violence that is outside the feud and therefore does not
foster or contribute to the creation of relationships.
is a closed system unmitigated by anything but feud.

Feud
Fear

of feud is the only possible deterrent to feud, since a
necessary prerequisite for its existence It the absence of
more elaborate types of social control and all those formal
institutions which, under other social conditions, serve to
inhibit the unrestricted use of violence by individuals to
their own ends.

Compensation does not hinder the development

of feud, but, on the contrary, is a source of impetus pro
pelling it from one killing to the next.
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CHAPTER H I

Footnotes

1. The woman, who was normally a nubile girl, was given in
marriage, in part payment of the compensation due, to a
close kinsman of the dead man. It was thought that if
she bore a male child to the victim’s lineage, this
replaced the victim himself and' restored the depleted
manpower of his group. If the child was a girl, the
infant would later be married out to a third lineage.
The bridewealth paid for her would in turn permit the
marriage of a young man of the victim’s group which might
be blessed with male offspring. If and when the original
girl transferred from the killer’ ' to the victim’s group
had produced the required child, she was frequently
allowed to return to her paternal kin. In the event of
her proving barren, she was repudiated by her husband
and another girl was provided by the killer’s group to
take her place. Fur customs pertaining to the transfer
of wcnen in part settlement of debts created by homicide,
elopement or adultery cf. inter alia, for the Islamic
world, Barth 1985:96, EurckhardV 15?C:153, Kadhim 1957:
40-41, Kennett 1925:54-555 and, for Christendom, Busquet
1920:224, Burham 1909:3 0 .
2. Saintliness is, however, not always a lineage attribute.
The Somali wadaads, or men of religion, for instance,
acquire a reputation for piety and rectitude as Individuals
and quite independently of their descent group affiliations
(Lewis 1*9615 passim and 1966:210-211).
3. The Hwala Bedouin of Syria and northern Arabia are tho
only tribal society in the Mediterranean and the Middle
Cast for which I cculd find evidence pointing to contrary
conclusions. Among the Rwala, ’Ifo chief or surety must
ask or accept compensation for aiding those who carry on
the blood feud in defence of the ctfprit, for that would
stain hir honour. His sole reward is public acknowledgement
that he has been instrumental in doing good, msa.I.ler hsane,
and preventing fresh shedding of blood’ (L'usiS l$2o:493> •
4. In the next chapter I shall endeavour to provide an
explanation of the extremely frequent occurrence of
physical violence and lawlessness in Albania.
5* In some circumstances the mass of public opinion may be
so insensed by the disruptive effects of a given act of
violence upon the life of the community, that the community
may take action as a body. But this is relatively rare.
Examples will be given in the last section of the present
chapter.
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6. 'Ihe author of the article on f£Khi.b, bir John* in the
British National Biography suggests that the title of
the hook is misleading ana that this compilation !is
now regarded as not properly belonging to Scotland, but
based on the legal system of bngland1 (1921;22: vol.
TVIII, p. 357)* Whether this is true or not is, however,
of no importance to my argument.
V# lor instance, ix a killing occurs betv/een two structurally
and oecologically distant tertiary sections arsons the
bedouin of Cyrenaica, the victim*s group will attempt
to exact from the killers not only the diya but an
extra amount called sana*. It is thought extremely
shameful to *rree to pay sana*. *To group will agree
to do so.unless it feels what refusal will precipitate
fission and a renewal of hostilities in which they can
ill-afforu to indulge at that moment, in attempt to
exact sana* is equivalent to a declaration on the nart
of the victim’s group of willingness to retaliate in
suite of the transfer of diva if their demands are not
met. Its payment by the killers represents a stay of
execution, but is a prelude to the declaration of a
feud proper when they deciue to discontinue payments
some thirty or forty years later (Peters 1967:276).
8. Murray (1935:201) describes the rftle of the cadi or
arbitrator in binal in the following terms; *Parties,
that is families not individuals, only had recourse to
a &adi, selected by mutual consent from vaxrous px*uctitioners, in order to settle disputes generally of long
standing, whose continuance had become intolerable.
Here was the weakness of the system; for rowerful
families. when discontented with a Judge *s award. were
In the habit o? ignoring it completely*, {kj italics).
9* Cf. Kennett (1925:4-1-4-2) for an account of the intricacies
of compurgatibn among the Bedouin of the Western desert.
10. fhe situation created by a minority of defaulters
obliged to pay a fine they cannot afford for a group
from which they have morned their defection by refusing
to give the oath seems so riddled with internal contra
dictions that thero is cause for serious doubt whether
such circumstances ever occur. Gellner does not appear
himself to have witnessed a compurgation ceremony.
Nor does he give details of a single case in which
the defaulting minority were obliged to pay fox* the-i*
indiscipline. Gellner's informants may have been
describing in terms of real behaviour a legal dis
position which is, and indeed can never be, put into
practice.
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11. Ihe healsfang vas almost identical to the Somali iiffo
or situational core of the diya mentioned in the first
chapter.
12. .-.g. the Somali case of this ty e c^ueted in the firstchapter (pp. 31-32 )•
13» With* to my knowledge* only three exceptions: 1) among
the Berbers of the Central High Atlas it is permissible
and even laudable to kill a male sibling who is a 'bad
lot' (Gellner 1961:42); 2) in Albania * a man who kills
a close agnate in defence of a guest or a man with
whom he has sworn a besa or truce * even though the
man be the enemy of his family* is regarded as justified
in this act (e.g. lurham 1909:171); 3; when two sons
lilled their father for staining the family honour by
marrying a negross, the Kabyle villagers of Afenscu
approved their conduct (Hanoteau and Letourneux 1893*101).
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My efforts in the preceding chapters have been
directed in the main to the achievement of two goals.
•- c

..

My

*

first concern was to define the social phenomenon that I
have been calling feud*

I then turned my attention to

• .

describing the visible externals that mark the course of
a feud.

Jt may be objected that I have failed to succeed

in either of these intentions.

Finding ^

Impracticable to

formulate a cut and dried definition that would make it
possible to.determine whether any given case of conflict
■*

might or might not qualify as feud, I have been able to
do little more than circumscribe the phenomenon within
approximate limits in the wider field of aggressive interaction.

Ely attempt to describe what happens in a feud has

met with hardly greater success.
j.

.

I have summarized from
'frin

the literature and discussed numerous instances in which
parties are opposed in attitudes of hostility or by acts
of physical violence.

In both definition and description

I have produced little substantial evidence to justify my
ascription of all these instances to a single sociological
cateogory, thereby postulating that they share a number of
common characteristics.
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The only cogent argument that I
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have been able to put forward in support of my contention
that all the cases I have cited "can
be subsumed
under the
’ :.*•
' '*'W
r‘
general heading of feud is that they all constitute incidents
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in a chain of .such events which may be regarded as an
unending process or relationship.
But recognition of the fact that the phenomenon
that I have been calling feud necessarily implies some sort
of permanent relationship between the contestants is on its
own insufficient grounds to warrant my placing it in a
separate named sociological category in contradistinction
to other kinds of conflict.

For it is a commonplace among

sociologists that all conflicts may be seen as a form of
communication and, therefore, relationship.^

Feud is, by

this reasoning, merely another more prolonged type of
conflict.

Bub it is also something more specific, as I

shall show In the present chapter, in which I shall pass
from formal description to analysis of the structural and,
ultimately, oecological premises which underly the feud
seen as -a social system per se.
Fart, at least, of the difficulty I encountered
in attempting to describe the course of feud is to be
attributed to the absence in most feuding societies of an
institutional framework within which feud may be found
along with other instruments of social control:

without

any institutional landmarks outside the feud itself it
has been almost impossible to say what is not feud in a
society which practises it.

It is for this reason that I

have, on occasion, been reduced to affirming that feud is

a •self-buttressing' or 'cicseu' system.

Unlike most

institutions - courts of law or parliamentaiy government,
for instance ~ which are said
objective norm but

1

not only to provide an

to control and regulate bhe conductof
/
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nothing but feuding relations themselves and supplies no
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norms for behaviour outside the feud.
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Peters has put it, is 1the pulse of society'
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that is an organ so critical that, were it removed and no
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substitute provided, the society in question would cease
to exist.

In ocher words, in the societies in which it
p

occurs, feud is almost all that does occur. ‘
Feud, then, like other types of conflict, provides
a means of inaugurating and maintaining a network of
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But feud

is unique in that it provides the only channels of communic.ation between groux s in the societies in which it is
practised, whereas conflict elsewhere constitutes one of
a number of such channels.

In other words, as a social

phenomenon feud is very nearly synonymous with the social
system within which it is found.
In a preliminary working definition of 'social

' >*■ -«
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conflict1 Coser has said that the phrase may 'be taken to
mean a struggle over values and claims to scarce status,
power and resources' (1965:8).
to this description.

The feud answers perfectly

The very notion of conflict, as Coser

intimates, is a function of the law of supply and demand:
conflict arises when two or more parties enter upon a
competitive struggle to gain control of a prize or prizes
of which there exists an insufficient supply to satisfy
the demands of all contestants.

The unavailability of a

desideratum in quantities ample enough to cater for all
those who require it, that is the factor of scarcity, is
clearly of the utmost importance for the comparative analysis
of conflict situations.

In my opinion, therefore, the

crucial criterion in a classification of conflicts is not,
as Simmel thought (cf. p.22), their intrinsic accessibility
or inaccessibility to compromise, but the precise nature,
extent and intensity in any given instance of the scarcity
factor.
Now, while most conflicts develop where scarcity
is only partial - that is, confined to the objectives of
the conflict itself - the characteristic which distinguishes
feud from all other forms of conflict is the fact that it
can only materialize in conditions of what I shall call
'total scarcity'•
•Total scarcity* may be summarized as the moral,
institutional and material premise of a certain type of

society in which everything felt^ by the people themselves
to be relevant to human life is regarded by those people
as existing in absolutely inadequate quantities.

‘Total

scarcity* is the result, in the first instance, of a set
of oecological, technological and historical circumstances
which cause an endemic insufficiency of material goods and
resources and prevent the acquisition and long term accumu
lation of wealth by individuals or groups.

This in turn

inhibits the development of social stratification and an
attendant power structure based on economic differentiation.
By minimizing opportunites for the transmission from one
generation to another of inheritable wealth and its
habitual concomitants, status and office, this situation
creates conditions generally unconducive to the evolution
of efficient judicial and political institutions and tends
to give rise to an egalitarian ethos which reflects on the
moral plane the material and institutional poverty of such
societies.

For the notion of scarcity has such deep roots

in the everyday existence of men and women living under
these conditions that it extends from the visible external
world to include the more intangible sphere of cultural
values.

Prestige, honour, manliness, fertility and good

fortune, or success in the economic field, thus also come
to be regarded as commodities which, like land, water or
efficient institutions, are in limited supply.

The desire

of the people at large to ensure that no individual may

enjoy more than his ’fair share* of all that is available
fosters an egalitarian ideal, which is the source of strong
moral sanctions against those who acquire, or may be tempted
to acquire, more than a socially approved maximum.
By •total scarcity* I mean, then, a permanently
felt inadequacy of all existing resources and political
structure to meet the minimal conscious requirements of
the whole population.

The most important concomitant of

1total scarcity* is fear - fear of starvation due to the
individual’s incapacity to defend his resources against
aggression, in the absence of judicial guarantees.

Fear,

as I have demonstrated, is the ultimate motive for alliance,
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first between elementary families, then between groui s of
■
'families. In conditions of ’total scarcity* groups of
people form alliances to strike a balance of power, which
is maintained through the prosecution of feud, thereby
securing an equitable distribution of available resources.
The rabidly egalitarian ethos of feuding societies lends
moral substance to the overall pattern of political equality
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to characterize the relations between
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groups by ideally precluding the possibility of inter
personal relations of dominance.
Yet, despite the ideology of equality which is
such a pervasive feature of all feuding societies, it is
clear that the alliances contracted in response to aggression
cannot be as uncompromisingly egalitarian in structure and

operation as this folk model would suggest.
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self-evident that a coalition formed to achieve a number
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of political and economic goals cannot attain its ends
unless some sort of leadership emerges to orient the group,
win majority support for the implementation of certain key
decisions and coordinate the efforts of all members in
-

pursuit of a common purpose.
This inevitable tendency to wha'

1 :ht be termed

tactical stratification, must be accepted as a fundamental
postulate in any social situation, as a number of recent
experiments by social psychologists on the nature of
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suggested (e.g. several articles in 3mith 1966).
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I define
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a social situation as the interaction of two or more units ■

■

individuals
or groups.
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For analytical
purposes,
interaction
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can be said to take one of two basic forms: cooperation or
conflict.
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These aro, howevever, not mutually exclusive

opposites but the polos
of a continuing social
process.
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Cooperation is a necessary prerequisite for the formation
of groups.

But a group cannot endure unless a leadership

or, in more complex structures, a political hierarchy arises
to direct the common effort to the accomplishment of
preestablished
goals.
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Leadership,
while
making
cooperation
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possible, nonetheless stimulates an atmosphere of competition
which, if it oversteps certain limits, results in conflict
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within the group.
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If this internal conflict is allowed to

go too far, the group will divide and the social situation
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of cooperation necessarily mitigated lycompetion will either
be superseded by that of direct conflict between opposed
fragments or, through dissociation, cease altogether.
Cooperation and Conflict combined thus constitute the
irreducible essence of social existence. The predominance
./
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.of one over the other in any given instance characterizes
that particular social situation.

Leadership, which develops

spontaneously out of cooperation to create conflict, supplies
the dynamic factor which transforms static situation into
on-going social process. I submit, therefore, that coopera
tion, conflict and leadership are the three basic components
to which even the most complex social structures can in the
final analysis be reduced.
If this is so and feud necessarily implies
alliance (i.e. cooperation) in the defence of economic
interests, as I suggested in chapter II, it might be
expected that feud would give rise to some kind of leadership
in spite of the inhibitive effects upon stratification of
•total scarcity* and the presence of a strongly egalitarian
ideology.

Indeed, not only is the existence of some sort

of leadership in feuding societies theoretically expedient,
but the anthropological and travel literature on the
Mediterranean and the Middle East lends ample support to
the theory and abounds in well documented accounts of
powerful ’sheikhs* and •princes* who appear to wield

considerable authority.

The principal,.problem that it is
^
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my intention to discuss in the present chapter is, then,
how to resolve the apparent contradiction which opposes
the egalitarian
folk-*VJKmodel and
the incontrovertible
fact
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of leadership, or, in more abstract terms, how in feuding
societies manipulation of the static premise of equality
by self-seeking individuals can generate process, that is
social continuity or
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through time, without; doing violence to the basic principle
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of ’fair shares for ail*.
k classic anthropological treatment of the problem

based on the discovery of a wide discrepancy between the
folk model and the objectively reported facts would, in
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this instance, prove quite inadequate, for the folk model
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of equality is not only countervened by the anthropologist’s
observations but also by another folk model which extols
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virtues quite" contrary to those described^ as meritorious
in the f i r s t T h e problem in the feuding context is not
to make a choice between the two models, thereby positing
that, one is ’right1 and discounting the other because it
does not correspond to observable reality, but to elucidate
the mechanism whereby the two can exist simultaneously and
be brought into play on different occasions to justify
conceptually distinct types of action, which may on the

The second problem I shall explore in this chapter
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is ono to which I have tacitly alluded throughout the first
half of this thesis.

Anyone who has read reasonably widely

on the feud in the Mediterranean and the Middle hast will
have been struck by an at first somewhat unaccountable
qualitative difference between the practice of feud in
sedentary agricultural societies, on the one hand, and
among nomadic pastoralists, on the other.
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foud seems on the whole to be more intensive, more frequent,
more destructive.and less ’rational1, that is less bent on
the achievement of overtly practical aims.

Sedentary

societies also appear to be much more prone to intra-group
killing, and the penalties incurred by such an act are
considerably more severe than among nomadic pastoralists.
lauding relations among- the latter, however, tend to oppose
groups which, more often than not, have extremely good and
perfectly obvious reasons of an oecological nature to
distrust each others’ territorial ambitions.

Nomadic

pastoralists also accept compensation to bring about a
temporary truce with greater readiness than sedentary
populations, whereas the general impression gained from the
literature on agricultural village-based communities is that
feud is often flippantly regarded as a kind of game which
it is unsporting to interrupt.
This dichotomy between sedentary agricultural
and nomadic pastoral feuding societies closely parallels

the geographical distribution of the structural variants
I have already analyzed in the constitution of the feuding
unit.

In both cases the vengeance group comprises in the

first instance only agnates.

But whereas among nomadic

pastoralists the principle for recruitment to the vengeance
group beyond the immediate circle of agnates remains
agnation but mitigated by contract, sedentary agriculturalists
recognize no binding obligations in the feud outside the
extended agnatic family and* when they do so, are more
liable to ally themselves on the principle of vicinage
than on that of kinship.

I have already explained this

structural disparity betv/een the two main types of feuding
society in the Mediterranean and the Middle East in terms
of the different set of oecological incentives to economic
and military cooperation operative in each (cf. ch. II).
The very largo number of cases attesting the more *daemonic•
or irrational character of feuding in sedentary agricultural
communities would seem therefore, by a process of scientifically legitimate induction, to justify the conjecture that
oecological considerations are possibly paramount in deter
mining how the practice of feud will vary from one society
to another.
I believe that the explanation of the structural
dichotomy between the two types of society, which is reflected
in the intensity and quality of feuding relations, is of
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the same order as the solution of the other problem
relative to the nature of leadership in purportedly
e g a lita r ia n

societies.

The answers to both problems,

that is, are logically germane:

both are ultimately to

be sought in an examination of the notion of •total scarcity*
which I have as yet only briefly elaborated.
I propose in what follows to construct a minimal
model of feud which should be universally valid for any
society in.which feud occurs.
simple.

The model is extremely

T posit only two interdependent constants:

scarcity* and leadership.

5

’total

X postulate that, while the

latter is an essential component of all social situations,
its occurrence in combination with ’total scarcity’ is to
be encountered in feudingtsocieties alone.

I shall treat

all local variations in the practice of feud as evidence
that oecological, or possibly historical,^ variables are
operative to modify the constants.

The threefold interaction

of two constants and. a set of-variables particular to each
individual society and case of feud should thus make it
feasible to use the same analytical framework to account
simultaneously for both the apparent overall unity of the
phenomenon and the great range of variety that may be
observed in the conduct of feud, not only from one society
to another, but even within the limits of a culturally
homogeneous tribal group.
As usual in the social, as opposed to the exact,
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sciences there are. two major objections to the utilityof such a model:

the lack of statistical data on the feud

and the extreme multiplicity of pertinent oecological
variables (even if they were available in statistical form,
which they are not.) , make the formulation of the model $
itself little more than an intuitive approximation and
preclude any rigorous proof of its relevance through its
application on the ground or to the reported facts.

I

therefore entertain no hope of being able, by manipulating
the model, to •prove* anything with regard to the nature
of feud.

Instead, I shall use it only to supply the guide

lines of a discussion in the course of which I shall bring
forward as much evidence as possible to support my view
that feud constitutes a mechanise the main function of
which is to permit a certain degree of stratification in
societies in which conditions would at first sight seem
,i " '

*

effectively to inhibit it.

*

.-fV .' *

As the model relies for what

cogency it possesses on the extent tc which the variables
confirm the flexibility of tho constants without contra
dicting them

the investigation of the dichotomy which

opposes sedentary and nomadic feuding societies will be
closely integrated with the theme of stratification.
I shall prepare the ground for this discussion
with two introductory sections..

In the first I shall review

the ethnography to illustrate the dichotomy in the intensity
and nature of feud between the two types of society} in the
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second, I shall marshall the available evidence to show
that, in spite of a situation that I have referred to as
subdued anarchy, leaders-are everywhere present in feuding
societies.

I shall also evaluate the extent of their

authority.

The third section will be devoted to an elabor

ation of the concej;t of ’total scarcity’ and a critique of
an analogous notion - the ’Image of limited Good’ - developed
by Foster in the general context of peasant societies.

The

fourth section will attempt to show how the concept of ’total
scarcity’ dovetails with the notion of honour in Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern feuding societies and how the aiihigiity
inherent in this notion contributes to an understanding of
an apparent incompatibility between the exercize of power
and the precepts of the egalitarian ideology.

The fifth

section will have little apparent connection with those
which have gone before.

In it I shall present and discuss

a number of purely theoretical ideas put forward by &immel
and Coser on the nature of social conflict.

These will

provide the logical framework for the last section in which
I shall bring together the disparate strands of authority,
equality, scarcity and diversity to explain, on the one hand,
how it is possible to speak of feud as a single phenomenon
despite a very wide degree of divergence from place to place
and how, on the other hand, as a social system in its own
right, feud supplies the matrix in which the fundamental
necessity for social stratification is successfully combined

with the no Iocs fundamental necessity of preventing the
physical disintegration of a society by ensuring that all
members can as.sert their right of access to scarce material
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The dichotomy
•... und von der Mat^'a [region in northern Albania]
meinte der Pfarrer, dass dort die Wochen des
Jahres, in welchen dieser Sitte Cfeud) mehr als
ein Cpfer faille, h&ufiger w&ren, als die blutreinen
(von halm 1867:28) .
1... their [the Bedouin of northern Arabia] wars
are bloodless... The dreaded effects cf "bloodrevenge”... pi'event many sanguinary conflicts*
(Burckhardt 1850:76).
Overall scrutiny of the considerable number of

actual cases of feud to which I have referred in preceding
chapters would suggest that there exist significant differ
ences in the practice of feud between sedentary agricultural
communities and nomadic pastoral societies.

This, at all

events, is the general impression that may be gained from
the ethnographic literature on tribal societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East.
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But as soon as an attempt
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is made to substantiate this impression by identifying
individual features or patterns which may be described as
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characteristic of the feud in one of these two types of
society but not in the other, and vice versa, there suddenly
appear to be few or no factual grounds for the assumption
that any dichotomy exists.

There are two reasons for this.

In the first place, comparison of the feud in
sedentary and nomadic societies reveals the presence in
the former of all those elements that may he regarded as
typical of the latter, but; does n^fc indicate that the
i-
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converse is true.
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In other words, feud among nomadic,

pastoralists would appear to represent a minimal development
of the phenomenon, whereas feud as practised by sedentary
communities could he seen
’
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as an elaboration of this minimal
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form.

It is thus difficult to account for 9differences1

between the practice of feud in sedentary and nomadic
societies, when what isrsought in reality is to explain
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society of additional features which

not occur in the other.

As I have alren

iven a fairly

\iled description cf the feud among nomadic peoples, I
shall therefore concentrate in this section on those features
which are peculiar to the

feud in sedentary communities.

The second factor which makes it difficult to be
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precise' when spealcing of the dichotomy which opposes
sedentary and nomadic feuding societies*is of a less
obviously ethnographic order.. It has to do not with the
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observable facts themselves but with the relationship
between actions and the motives behind them.
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I have mentioned the greater 'intensity* of

C* '%

feuding among sedentary agriculturalists.
5'

But it is not

Tj*5

at all easy to demonstrate the intensity of a social
phenomenon.

The sheer number of cases reported from a

yA

given society may indicate a high incidence of feud, and
I shall presently adduce evidence to demonstrate that the
Albanians, for example, appear to be more often engaged in
hostilities than any other people in the area under consider
ation.

But this kind of ethnographic information should

be treated with the utmost caution, since it is quite:
possible for the conclusions drawn from it to - be heavily
biased merely because more material and of a better quality

has been published on one region than on another.

This is

in fact the case where Albania is concerned; and I shall
consequently be obliged, to illustrate my argument in this
chapter, to refer more often to the Albanian material than
to the rather inadequate evidence from other sedentary
societies.

By the mere accumulation of data I may in fact

convey the impression that feuding is more prevalent in
sedentary societies than among nomadic pastoralists.

But

I submit that it is only by examining motivation in the feud
that it will be possible to establish a satisfactory scale
of 'intensity' which will not be skewed by an erroneous
interpretation of statistical materials.
For to speak of the intensity of reactions in
social situations - and physical violence or homicide in
the feud may be seen, as I have said (cf. p. 56 ), as a
penal reaction to the infringement of recognized rights is in fact to attempt to establish a measure of the

relationship of cause to effect.

In feuding societies

this amounts to assessing the degree of congruence between
acts which cause offence and the severity of the sanctions
to which the injured party has recourse.

If it can be shown

that this relationship is more tenuous in some feuding
societies than in others, that the actions which justify
:
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violent riposts are commonly more trivial in sedentary
societies than among nomadic pastoralists, it may be
concluded that feud is practised with greater intensity
Q
in the former than among the latter.
Before I embark upon a discussion of the manifest
,• **• C* :-;::^f*’ ■
*
- •-K
•
disproportion in the relationship of cause to effect which
characterizes the conduct of feud among sedentary agricul
turalists , I shall state the evidence suggesting that the
feud is unusually frequent in Albania.

The abundance of

individual cases reported from other sedentary societies
points to a similar extension of the phenomenon.

But while

several affirmations of the overall frequency of feud exist
for Albania, I have come across none so explicit in the
■f
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literature on other sedentary societies in the Mediterranean
and the Middle East. ...
-A
*- A.
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Eyewitnesses have never been unduly impressed by

the Albanians* propensity to keep the peace and live in
amity.

I have already cited Gopcevic who travelled in
.

the Balkans in the 1870s.
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It is his opinion that 'in

frtlheren Zeiten' - by which he means the first half of

.
*
•
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the nineteenth century - 'herrschte die Blutrache in
Albanien gleich einer bdsen Epidemic' (1881:75)*

Still

according to Gopcevic, by 1850 'hatte die Blutrache ganz
entsetzliche Dimensionen angenommen'.

One half of the

population stood against the other; for every ten houses
there was a death per year.

Another visitor to Albania

passing through ShkodSr in the middle of the last century
went to pay his respects to 'the British Consul, Mr. Head,
who gave [him] a good deal of information about the state
of the country...

He described the continual vendetta

as being the bane of the whole district.

Though the condition

of things is not as outrageous as formerly, yet with an
average of one murder every week in tho city and its
neighbourhood, arising from this cause, it can be conceived
how little real security there is to bmman life*.

The

author goes on to quote M. Hecquard, former French Consul
in ShkodSr, who ’mentions that in 1857*•• no less than
500 persons belonging to the city of Scodra alone were
wandering about in the neighbouring plain and mountains as
being compromised' (Tozer 1869t281).

This state of affairs

seems to have endured into the present century, for the
Ire-invasion basic handbook on Albania circulated by the
British government in 1945 quotes an unidentified source
which estimates 'the average casualties from vendettas'
in the country shortly before the First World War 'at 19°/o
of adult males, with occasional local averages as high as
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42°/o' (Albania 1943:9).

Even if these figures are not

taken too seriously (as the author of the handbook advises)
and are regarded as suspect on the grounds that they may
only apply to the more accessible areas of the largely
detribalized coastal plain, they cannot be dismissed out
of hand, for they are corroborated by a considerable amount
of more impressionistic information gathered by travellers
in the tribally organized regions of the interior. .Miss
Durham, for instance, who passed through the bariak of
Dushmani in the tribal north of the country in 1908, writes
that it 'consists of a hundred and sixty houses.

Of these

no fewer than forty were, at the time of my visit, in blood
within the tribe.

As for external bloods, they were

countless... one of the tribe bloods has lasted for five^
generations' (1909:165-166).
These quotations suffice to underline the unmis
takable prevalence of feud in Albania. .The literature on
other sedentary societies - Corsica, Kabylia, parts of rural
Iraq and the Berber villages of the Central High Atlas abounds in accounts of individual cases of feud of which
such a large number are reported that it is not unreasonable
to surmise that the feud was traditionally no less frequent
in these societies than it was in Albania.

The most

striking aspect of feud in sedentary societies is, however,
as I suggested, not so much its frequency as its intensity,
which is clearly discernible in the disproportion between
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manifest cause and violent effect.

An apt illustration

of this

feature is provided by the Albanian

earlier

(cf. p. 61)in which the

case I mentioned

refusal of a man to hand
.

over four cartridges to another to whom he owed them
X^recipitated a gun battle and the deaths of twelve men.

For is this unique in the Albanian material.

Mrs Hasluck

cites an almost identical case from Theth:
’About 1890 a man who had lost a lamb promised
to give a cartridge to a shepherd if he found
it. Alien the shepherd succeeded ,the man went
back on his promise saying that he would "give
him five" (sc. fingers on the trigger) instead.
For the moment the shepherd let the matter drop,
but later met the man and asked once more for
his promised reward. Again the man refused it,
not too curteously, and was immediately killed
by the incensed shepherd. Unfortunately, it
was Faster Sunday and the murder took place in
a meadow where all the men of Theth were gathered
for the festival. Immediately the dead man's
vllazni (brotherhood), comprising all the males
descended from the same ancestor, sought vengeance
on the murderer's brotherhood. These were not
backward in replying, and within an hour fourteen
men lay dead for the sake of one cartridge*
(Hasluck 1954:225)♦
In the same book Mrs Hasluck gives a further
;
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example of the manner in which* trifling events, which in
other societies would have suscitated a much less virulent
reaction, are allowed in Albania to develop within minutes
into major sources of conflict resulting in numerous deaths:
in Lum8
f... "long ago"... The sheep belonging to the
Cnuzi sept were sleeping in a mountain fold
near the fold of the Doji sept. The dogs began
to fight among themselves and the Doji shepherd
killed an Onuzi dog. The Onuzi shepherd drew
•

ills revolver and shot the Doj.i man dead. A
general fight then started among the shepherds
and in a few minutes six Cnuzi and twelve Doci
men lay dead for the sake of a dog. The feua
raged on for years, not ceasing until it was
at last composed "by direct order of the reigning
Sultan1 (Hasluck 1 9 5 4 :7 3 ).
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Yet another instance of the same kind of "behaviour is cited
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by Miss Durham who tells of a group of Albanian villagers
who began to argue about the relative size of the first
V>
•
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stars of evening. The argument degenerated into a brawl
and before long there were seventeen dead and eleven
wounded in the same village (Durham 190S:1$1)«
In none of the four cases quoted is any information
■• 1
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provided to indicate the nature of prior relations between
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the groups involved in these murderous affrays.
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Cn the

basis of my analysis of violence in preceding chapters it
would seem legitimate to conjecture that there already
existed substantial causes for friction between the groups
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in each of these affairs.
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IVhatever the ultimate roots of

the possibly long standing conflict of interests which led
to these confrontations, I wish at present to emphasize
only the superficial aspect of events, that is the apparent
.
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levity with which men kill each other for such trifles as
a small debt, a dog or the size of a star.

The Albanian

attitude to such things is epitomized in the remark that
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a young man made to Miss Durham in comment upon the violent
ways of his countrymen:

f"I often think”, he added

cheeffully, "we maltsori [mountaineers! will really find
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it very hard to get to heaven*

When the Last Day comes,

we shall have to have a most awful fight with Christ"

1

(1909:169).
The disproportion between the ostensible causes
and the observable effects in the Albanian feud is not
confined to the type of armed conflict between groups ,
exemplified by the instances quoted above.
individuals conform to the same pattern.

Quarrels between
Miss Durham

relates, with a wealth of circumstantial detail, the events
which led up to the murder, within earshot of the village
in which she was resting, of a defenceless Ghoanni boy by
a man from another tribe.

The case is interesting not only

because it illustrates the extraordinarily violent lengths
to which Albanian tribesmen would go to avenge an affront,
but also for the light it sheds upon the inexorably logical
attitudes adopted by sedentary feuding societies to justify
a form of conduct which they recognize as destructive,
inhumane and not unconnected with the failure of their
efforts to rise above a very precarious level of subsistence.
For the Albanians never tired of repeating to Miss Durham
and Mrs Hasluck that what they really needed in order to
prosper economically was a strong government with an
efficient army to compel them to abandon the feud (e.g.
Durham 1909s183* 204-205)•

let feuds continued to rage

and were painstakingly defended on the irreproachably
logical grounds that, in the absence of government, there

i
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existed no logical alternative to feud but anarchy.
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arguments produced in connection with the murder of the
Ghoanni child provide a particularly good example of this
*t*
type of logic in which any sense of proportion or relativity
is strictly subordinate to a set of rigidly formulated
rules which must be obeyed to the letter.
The facts of the case are as follows:

two men,

one from Shoshi and the other from Ghoanni, were quarrelling
when the latter snatched a firebrand from the hearth and
flung it at his opponent, whereupon the Ghoanni man fled
to avoid immediate reprisals.

The Shoshi man crossed the

border into Ghoanni territory and, finding neither his
enemy nor any of his adult kinsmen as a surrogate, killed
the eight-year old son of the man who had insulted him to
wipe out the slur cast upon his honour by the blow he had
received.
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The reaction to the murder of the child was one
of outrage on both sides.
obvious reasons.

Ghoanni resented the act for

But although the child seems to have

been ritually shaven and therefore a legitimate victim
(e.g. Durham 1909:155)* Shoshi were almost unanimous in
condemning the act of their fellow tribesman, because, as
'v»r *■* 't*

ft
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they readily conceded, 'to kill a child was dishonourable'
(1909:112).

Nevertheless, when ^iss Durham suggested that

the man be punished and that Shoshi take the initiative
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by outlawing the murder of children in vengeance, three
points were made.

Firstly, said a Shoshi man, who admitted

that he did not envy the predicament of a man obliged to
bring vengeance upon a mere child, 'if it is the law to
kill one of the same house, and the murderer has fled and
left no male but a child, then you must.
but it is the law1 (1909:112).

It is a pity,

Secondly, it was not possible

for the Shoshi tribal assembly to punish the man, because
'The blood had been taken outside the tribe, therefore was
not a crime against the tribe, and nob punishable by it’.
Lastly, if the Shoshi tribal assembly had decided to outlaw
the killing of children and other tribes had not followed
suit, Shoshi would have been at a disadvantage (1909:154-) •
The most poignant element in these reactions to
homicide is the tone of contrite resignation in which the
tribesmen communicate their feeling of impotence before the
'law*.
it.

They are aware of its failings but unable to modify

Similar attitudes are typical of all sedentary tribal

societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle East.

Feuding

obligations are felt to be an unwelcome burden which custom
nevertheless makes it imperative to bear.
Another case involving the murder of a child shows
the presence of analagous attitudes in rural Iraq:
recently as

1 9 5 5

as

a two-year old boy was killed by two old

men aged eighty and seventy-five in revenge for the murder
of a brother of the former by some cousins of the child
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(Kadhim 1957:186).
tried.

The two offenders were arrested and

The court could find no evidence to suggest that

the defendants were mentally unbalanced and condemned them
to penal servitude for life, a sentence which they seem to
have born with fortitude, since it is reported that 'Their
conduct inside the prison was good*.
features mark this case:

Again, two salient

firstly, the disproportion between

the cause, murder, and the effect, vengeance upon a mere
child; secondly, the apparently ready and uncomplaining
acceptance of their punishment by the two men.

As in the

Ghoanni case quoted above, it would seem that to bring
vengeance constitutes a morally ambiguous act.

It is 'right1

and necessary insofar as by the dictates of customary law
it is the only possible course of action open to a man in
a given set of circumstances.

But submission to the dictates

of the law does not make the act any less reprehensible on
a purely humanitarian plane; and there is no lack of evidence
to show that avengers are painfully aware of the cruel
consequences of their acts both for themselves and for the
families of their victims.

The author of the thesis in

which the Iraqi infanticide is reported analyzes, for
instance, a large number of cases of vengeance in which
the culprit was committed to a long term of imprisonment.
In none of these cases does the murderer seem to have
regarded the sentence as unjust, for all those convicted
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are stated to have manifested no indignation at their
treatment by the authorities and to have behaved well in
prison.
In sedentary societies the bringing of vengeance
is rarely applauded.

There is a tendency for the avenger

to be pitied as the victim of ineluctable circumstance,
lie is admired for his resoluteness and readiness to fulfil
his obligations.

But he also excites compassion, for he

may himself die and bring destruction upon his own family
as the result of a chain of events that he did nothing to
inaugurate.

He is further condemned as the author of an

act which is socially disruptive.

The situation of the

avenger in sedentary societies is thus fraught with ambi
guities.

The duty to bring vengeance normally prevails

over countermotivations, because it is the ’law*.

But the

law of vengeance is regarded with very mixed feelings.
This attitude to the feud is well, if a little
floridly, summarized by Miss Durham whose own experience
in the Balkans brought home to her the full extent of the
current of pessimistic fatalism which coloured the sentiments
of most tribesmen as regards the feud.

'The unwritten law

ofbLood', she writes, 'is to the Albanian as is the Fury
of Greek tragedy.
(1909:41).

It drives him inexorably to his doom'

One horrendous story in which vengeance,

infanticide and intra-group killing are combined well
illustrates this statement.

At the end of the last century

a woman from the tribal regions of northern Albania married
■
■
& citizen of Shkoddr. Hex' brother was an outlaw with a
price on his head.

When he came clandestinely one night

to visit his sister, the woman's husband secretly betrayed
him to the Turks in exchange for a large reward.

On

learning of this treachery, the bereaved sister killed,
as they slept, not only her husband, but also her two
%
.
*
.
*
%
:
young sons - 'seed of a serpent' in the words of the
informant - who could not be allowed to live to perpetuate
7■

;

.
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'

the name and deeds of a traitor (1928:150).

•

like the others

I have mentioned, this case is marked by a brand of 'insane'
~

-*?-

logic in which human sentiments and a sense of proportion
are totally submerged by a strict observance of rigidly
defined rules.

For it is inconceivable that the woman who

committed this multiple murder did not live through the
most atrocious emotional suffering before and after her
act; yet, on a purely logical plane, there was no alternative
open to her.

In a society as strongly patrilineal as her

own, her husband's betrayal of her brother automatically
brought about the confrontation of two agnatic groups:
her brother and herself on the one hand, and her husband
and his agnates, her children, on the other.

The logic of

the situation demanded that she wreak vengeance in the other
camp however closely related she might be to the adversary.^
The same type of ineluctable logic is character
istic of the whole corpus of Albanian customary law which,

for example, enjoins men to walk at a minimum, distance
of the length of one rifle's barrel from each other lest
one should inadvertently jostle his neighbour and thereby
cause a feud.

For women the distance is measured at
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the length of a distaff, as they were accustomed to spin
as they walked (Durham 1928:25).
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This kind of rule is
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typical not only of the Laws of Lek (cf. p. 29 ), but also
of the customary 1

ost other sedentary tribal

communities in the Mediterranean and the
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feature shared by all these societies is what might be
called the premise of violence:

all legislation is

calculated in •
fuction
of a recognised
innate tendency to.•
..
•
*
.«•V
violent interaction.

The most remarkable aspect of such

legislation is, however, not so much the efforts deployed
by these societies to restrict recourse to violence, as
the fact that the legal sanctions provided for in the code
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are themselves not only inordinately violent but also
conceived in such a manner that their very application can
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give rise to feud.
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A notable example is to be seen in the
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Albanian Law of the Dog (Hasluck 1954:

ch. VII).

?*,

If a

dog attacked and killed a man at night, 'the law was
entirely on the side of the house dog and its master1,
and if the man killed the dog in self-defence, *he must
pay blood money or have a feud with its master, exactly
as if it was the latter he had killed1, for the law states
clearly 1"at night a dog is equivalent to a man"1 (Hasluck

1954:75)

This sort of ruling is
" not all that strange if
■
V .
‘
••
it is remembered that an efficient guard against theft
.

r

might, in conditions of very low and irregular agricultural
1
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or pastoral yield, mean the difference between starvation
and survival.

Indeed, a very similar set of customs is

reported by Burckhardt from among the Bedouin of northern
Arabia where the killing of a watch dog was punished by a
:.vV-
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very heavy fine in bags of wheat (1850:71).
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The only

difference between the Bedouin and the Albanians in this
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respect is one of degree: it is not at all easy at first
*
^
sight to understand why the Albanians regard the life of
■

a dog killed at hight as on a par with that of its master,
■

although it may be thought that recourse to feud by the
master, if blood money is not paid for the dog, constitutes
.

a perfectly logical act of self-help in the absence of
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judicial authority and government.
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TTor is it that the

nocturnal killing of a dog is merely 'likened' to the
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killing of its master or a member” of his household, as is
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shown by the converse c a s e . F o r if a dog attacked and
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killed a man in daylight, it was usually fas if its master
had killed him and a blood feud sprang up between the two
families'.

There is here little or no possibility of *
V'.
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substituting an indemnity for the life of the victim.
It is therefore no distortion of the facts to say that the
life of a dog and a man were strictly equivalent.
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if it is accepted that the form of most legal sanctions is
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everywhere but tenously related to the type of crime they
are conceived to punish, this equation of the life of a
dog with that of a man is not strictly speaking illogical*
But there is an evident lack- of proportion between the
offence and the sanction which is not to be found in the
Bedouin version of the same custom.

Moreover, the sanction

itself is ultimately the declaration of a feud - an even
tuality which a large number of other legal dispositions
in the society are intended to prevent,

ihe law itself

incites to the very violence it is conceived to quell.
Violence, instead of acting as a deterrent to violence,
actually gives rise to more violence.
This vicious circle is particularly noticeable
in the laws relating to asylum and the conclusion of
temporary truces between feuding groups.

In all Mediterranean

and Middle Eastern tribal societies there exists a highly
developed code stipulating the conditions under which asylum
may be sought, protection guaranteed and ceasefire agreements
made.

The extreme elaboration of such codes reflects the

general state of insecurity which reigns as soon as a man
travels beyond his home territory.

But whereas breaches

of the code of asylum and protection are everywhere compar
atively rare, the Albanians appear to derive a perverse
pleasure from testing the rules to tho limit and creating
situations which are quite ludicrously tragic.
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Hiss Durham relates how she one day hired a
young Kastrati man to guide her on a visit to Hoti, another
tribe.

They crossed the frontier together and were invited

to sup in the house of a tribesman:
.’The Kastrati man was specially pressed to drink;
his presence caused great mirth. The "Joke" was
a particularly Albanian one. Not only was
Kastrati at blood with Hoti, but Kastrati had
blackened the honour of the very house, in which
they were sitting, so bitterly, that the whole
of both tribes was involved. Except with safeconduct of a Hoti man - or under the protection
of a stranger,!^ as was the case - my gay young
Kastrati could not have crossed the border-line
save at the peril of his life* But he had
chosen to come right into the lion’s jaws, and
the "cheek” of him pleased everyone immensely.
All drank healths with him, he was the honoured
guest, and they,.discussed :pldasantly how many
bloods would be required before peace was made

...» (1909:61).

For Kiss Durham such episodes are proof that the
Albanians regard the feud as a noble ’sport* (1909:170).
Absolutely literal observance of the rules of asylum and
hospitality can, however, veer rapidly from sport to dead
earnest and result in intra-group killing.

’Children in

ShalS’, for instance, ’were taught with great pride that
once

a tribesman killed his brother for killing a guest,

for an Albanian’s duty to his guest transcends the claims
of blood relationship' (Hasluck 1954:211).

A similar

story is reported from another region:
'A certain family was at blood with a man, but
one member of the family made it up with the
enemy - temporarily, at any rate - and swore
besa Ca truce] with him. This included a vow
to protect each other*. His own brother then

shot the family foe dead; by the terms of his
besa, ho who had sworn it was bound to avenge
the slain, or be for ever dishonoured. He
shot his own brother and cleaned his honour,
and came to confess wild with grief, weeping
bitterly and lamenting the deed which a cruel
fate had forced upon him...' (Durham 1909:171)*
•nor is this an isolated case1, adds Miss Durham.

In both

instances, as also in the case of the ShkodSr woman who
killed her husband and sons, the inexorable logic of the
law prevails over sentiment.

Now the law of asylum as

such differs very little throughout the Mediterranean and
the Middle Fast.

But while an Albanian, a Corsican or a

Kabyle will allow himself to become involved in a situation
in which he is forced to kill against his own better
judgement, a Bedouin anticipating similar circumstances
will normally flee or give his adversary a chance to take
flight, making it impossible for the traditional sanction
to be applied.

Sedentary agriculturalists seem to practise

a blind obedience to the letter of a highly dysfunctional
law and revel in the 'grudging respect' (Campbell 1964:200)
which is accorded to them by the community for the accom
plishment of acts which most nomads would look upon with
unmitigated horror.

Sedentary agriculturalists might be

described as the prisoners of their own legal conventions,
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v/hile nomadic pastoralists possess a less elaborate body
of customary law which they apply literally, modify or
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circumvent entirely according to the necessities of the
case in hand.
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..kxl&t deliberately avoiding for the present
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moment any precise comparison of the legal norms operative
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in sedentary and nomadic tribal societies, I should like
to suggest that the peculiar brand of ’logical1 thinking
combined with an almost total disregard for personal
sant linent and a lack of any sense of proportion, which
characterizes the numerous instances of violence I have
reported from sedentary communities, has little connection
vVr 'L

with the stated objectives of the contestants in a feud or
even with an exaggerated respect for the law, but proceeds
rather out of a desire to acquire and safeguard a reputation
for honour.
Some of the cases I have quoted are quite
unambiguously concerned with honour, notably that in which
-

a man kills his brother for breaking the besa he had sv/orn.
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In others, such as the killing of the Ghoanni child and
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the multiple murder committed b;y the ShkodSr woman, the
reason invoked is the 'law* of blood.

In yet others, it

is a small debt, an unfortunate moment of-anger or a mere
argument over the size of a star which precipitates an
armed confrontaticn and the beginning of a feud.

It is

■

my opinion that this variety of motivations is only apparent
. «;<
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and that, in the final analysis, all conflicts in sedentary
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societies which reach a stage marked by the outbreak of
• ■■
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physical violence are conflicts in which the most important
. * •i-■ *.
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prize is honour, all other considerations having lost by

2^5
this time much of their initial significance.
If this is true, it would explain why the
Albanians and the Kabyles, for instance, can be described
as *really peaceful and law-abiding' (Albania 194-3:52)
peoples who live 'under the tyranny of laws' (Durham 1909:
.1

i *

4-1), and yet be observed simultaneously to practise one
of the most developed and destructive forms of feud known.
For I submit that sedentary tribal societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East possess not one but two
codes of law which complement each other.

One is the

customary 'canon* to which most ethnographers refer when
discussing tribal law in the area.

The second is a quite

separate law of honour which parallels the 'canon', must
constantly be taken into consideration when efforts are
made to interpret the 'canon' and* finally, supersedes it
in certain situations when the 'canon' proves inadequate
to resolve conflicts.

Recourse to the law of honour when

the 'canon' fails to function efficiently translates the
conflict into different terms and permits an escalation of
hostilities far above the level beyond which the 'canon'
becomes impotent to ensure that a certain measure of justice
is done.
In all sedentary tribal communities in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East litigants are expected
to resort to arbitration or compurgation to settle their
differences.

Killing is nowhere in these societies a

prescribed manner of obtaining redress for .mat-

wrongs.

The ideal primacy Gf customary law is made explicit in the
(lamely translated) Albanian adage 'Killing for a fault is
not permissible' (Hasluck 1954:139)*

The only legitimate

motive for murder is slighted honour.^

Nonetheless*

despite this ideal and as I have already had frequent
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occasion to show* by no means all litigants in disputes
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over rights and property agree to submit to the vagaries
and expense of arbitration* preferring to entrust the
outcome to a more conclusive^tost of strength. On the one
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hand, the law forbids killing except where honour is at
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other hand* such that force of arms and killing are the
only sure means of getting the better of an opionent.

If*

then* one or both the parties to a dispute concerning
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to natural
resources
believe
that
they . •
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will not obtain satisfaction from the 'canon'* the whole
■
tenor of the conflict is changed by introducing the motive
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of honour:
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if a man can envisage the claims of his adversary

vis a vis himself as incompatible with his status as a man
of honour* he may with impunity overstep the limits imposed
*Ai.
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by the 'canon' and resort to murder in order to regain 'face'
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The process whereby conflict over a material prize
is converted into conflict on an ideological plane to justify
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'illegal' recourse to arms is nicely illustrated by a case
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from ShalS which occurred in about 1932 even after the
establishment of a relatively strong central government
backed by an efficient police force:
•While two families were quarrelling about a
piece of; land* the wife of GrimSs one day
voiced her opinions so volubly in Gjelosh’s
house that he lost his temper and pushed her
out* She fell down some steps by the door
and bruised her hip. She showed the bruise
to the gendarmerie, who were sympathetic enough
to arrest Gjelosh and to imprison him for three
months. The woman, who cared more for the
violation of her honour by the push than for
the bruise, was not satisfied and instigated
her son, a boy of twelve or thirteen, to vindicate
her honour by killing Gjelosh*s son, who was
of the same age. Since the boys habitually
herded their goats together, her son found the
opportunity of pushing the other boy over a
rock and as he lay there helpless he stoned
him till he died. Then Gjelosh, still in
prison, paid a man to kill the little murderer.
GrimSs retorted by killing Gjelosh's remaining
son and dooming Gjelosh's family to extinction1
(Hasluck 1954:236-237)The gendarmerie and a national legal code have here taken
the place of the elders and the •canon*.

But the process

remains the same: honour serves to raise the conflict
from the domain of civil law onto another plane on which
there are less inhibiting rules.

The fact that the concept

of honour is ill-defined and consequently liable to any
number of interpretations by the contestants themselves
and the society at large makes it possible for the conflict
to continue indefinitely, since as long as one of the
parties is 'losing* they can always make out that their
honour has not yet been satisfied and claim another life
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to 'equalize', whereupon their opponents will seek to do
likewise and there will develop a self-perpetuating eternal
feud*
The intensity and prevalence of violence in
sedentary societies is thus not unconnected with the manner
in which individuals manipulate to their own ends che
ambiguities and lack of precision inherent in the concept
of honour;

as the notion of honour itself is unbounded

by definitional limits, conflicts purportedly over points
of honour are equally unrestricted in scope and virulence.
In nomadic societies in the Mediterranean and
the Middle East, the concept of honour, though far' from
absent, plays a very different r51e. Nomadic pastoralists
would on the whole appear to be more sober and less foolhardy
in picking quarrels than sedentary agriculturalists.

The

Bedouin of Cyrenaica, for example, seem to feud for more
practical reasons than their sedentary counterparts.

'The

origin of the feud is wealth', say the Bedouin (Peters
1951:393)* by which they mean that competition between
sons of co-wives to gain control of a larger part of the
paternal heritage is frequently the cause of fission leading
to the inauguration of feuding relations between the
descendants of half-siblings.

Elsewhere, Feters defines

the feud in Cyrenaica as 'a violent form of hostility
between corporations which has its source in the competition
for proprietary rights in land and water1 (1967:279)*

A
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similar viev/ emerges from Lewis1 study of the pastoral
Somali among whom a typical cause of armed conflict is a
dispute over access to a well (1961:4-6).

Indeed* the

Somali pastoralists even ’equate war and drought1 (1961:4-5)*
In other words - and this applies not only to the Somali
but to all pastoral societies in the Mediterranean and the
Middle East - conflict is in the main directly associated
v/ith the struggle for survival and is explicitly recognized
as such.
It is true that an occasional reference can be
found in tho literature on nomadic pastoralists to acts
of revenge that bear the same stamp of inexorable logic
and disproportion as those which occur with such frequency
in sedentary communities.

Burckhardt* for instance* tells

of ’a skirmish between Ma&zy CMa’aza3 Arabs and those of
Sinai* in 18131* in which the former accidentally wounded
a woman of the latter.

VThen the Sinai Arabs retaliated

in the following year, they had killed eight or ten men*
when one of them remembered the previous year’s injury to
one of their women and therefore inflicted a sabre wound
upon one of the helpless M a ’aza women.
hardt comments:

Cf this act Burck

’His companions* although they applauded

what he had done, acknowledged that they should not like
to imitate his example’ (1830:173)*

fhis sentiment very

closely resembles that of ’grudging respect* (cf. p233

)

which is so characteristic of the manner in which sedentary

communities regard similar atrocities performed in the name
of honour.
But the instance cited by Burckhardt is somewhat
exceptional.

For although* according to the same author*

’The Arab regards this blood-revenge as one of his most
sacred rights, as well as duties* [which] no earthly
consideration would induce him to relinquish*, Burckhardt
is careful to add that vengeance is only brought ’whenever
the security of the whole is not affected’ (1831:313)*
The bringing of vengeance;among nomadic pastoralists is
thus subordinate to considerations of an economic and
political nature*

An offence or killing will not be

avenged unless it is expedient to do so.

This is in sharp

contrast with the practice of sedentary agriculturalists
who appear to feel themselves obliged to bring vengeance
whatever the cost to themselves or the group as a whole.
Nomadic pastoralists engage in violent.conflict to accomplish
specific material objectives* such as seasonal access to
land and water* \7hich are clearly defined in time and space.
i Because the objectives are limited* the intensity and scope

of the conflict are also limited.
The notion of honour may be invoked among nomadic
pastoralists to justify a given conflict* but* like criminal
responsibility (cf. p. 18&* it tends to operate as a function
of oecological and structural distance.

The motive of

2^1
wounded honour "becomes increasingly effective as a pretext
for violence the greater the physical and genealogical
distance which separates the parties concerned.

Honour

does not always , as in sedentary societies, supply an
unimpeachable justification for recourse to violence, but
is regarded as a useful adjunct to support certain types
of claim the very assertion of which implies prior physical
alienation between the parties.

Sedentary agriculturalists,

on the other hand, ignore the oecological or structural
distance which separates them from the adversary and
deliberately exploit the ambiguities inherent in the notion
of honour to circumvent the dictates of a narrowly conceived
and ineffectual code of customary law which provides
inadequate guarantees for the preservation of rights and
property.
I shall attempt later in the present chapter to
relate these two forms of conflict to oecological variables
in conformity with the model of feud which I postulated
in the introductory section.

But before I do this, I shall

examine in the light of the ethnographic evidence the
validity, in the context of feuding societies, of my
hypothesis that leadership is a basic component of any
social situation and that leaders must therefore emerge
even where their presence is in theory precluded by a
fiercely egalitarian ideology.

2^2
2)

The extent of leadership
•Where there is no proper Government, the bad
rule1 (an Albanian Muslim, in Durham 1909*140).
John Locke was of the opinion that ’civil govern

ment is the proper remedy for the inconveniences of the
state of nature*, which he depicts as a social situation
in which ’self-love will make men partial to themselves
and their friends, and... ill-nature, passion and revenge
will carry them too far in punishing others, and hence
nothing but confusion and disorder will follow’ (1690:11, 13)
Now, while it is perhaps questionable, as I have shown,
whether feuding societies can be described as ’nothing but
confusion and disorder’, it is certain that, with rare
exceptions to which I shall return later, the practice of
feud - or, in Locke’s terms, the punishment of the offender
by the offended party - is confined to societies in which
there is little or no instituted ’civil government’. I
shall not quibble about the precise definition of this
phrase.

For my present purpose it is sufficient to state

that the main characteristic of government is the possibility
of employing physical force to coerce conformity to any
decisions that may emanate from those who ultimately control
’

*

*

the destinies of the majority.
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In this sense government

is absent from most feuding societies.
This fact is so generally acknowledged that it
might be said to constitute a commonplace of the literature

on feud.

Thurnwald, for instance, writes that 'In many

small politically independent communities where there is
no fixed authority, bloody reprisals follow the infliction
or the supposed infliction of an injury1 (1950:598).

So

insistent is he upon this point that he repeats it twice
more, asserting that 'Blood vengeance cannot be eliminated
by composition but only by strong political authority1
and that it is 'through a lack of political authority1
that it has persisted in 'parts of Europe such as Corsica
and the Balkans1, where it 'has undergone the most bizarre
exaggerations1 (1930:599)•
Mddleton and fait who, it will be remembered
(cf. p. 13), indiscriminately label all forms of violent
interaction as 'self-help' and consequently include feud
under tnis heading, add precision to Thurnwald's original
statement by postulating that 'lb occurs in those societies
which lack centralized political authority that can provide
sanctions to regulate relations between constituent units,
and where commonly accepted values which prohibit the use
of armed force are not recognized* (1958:19)*

Similarly

for Robiquet, 'La vengeance esb la justice des temps
barbares', in which society has not yet come into being
or, having ceased to exist, has been superseded by anarchy
(1855?:394).

In bhe same vein, Busquet affirms of Corsica

that
'Les hostilites en effet sont continuelles avec
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les groupes etrangers. Un pareil etat de choses
est realise quand la nature et 1 ’organisation
d ’Etat sont enccre. absentee. II se prolonge
apres leur apparition tout en reculant et
retrecissant de plus en plus ses limites, au
fur et a mesure que I'Etat accroit sa force
et son prestige e£ remplit davantage ses fonctions
essentielles de defense et de justice. Jusque
la ces fonctions primordiales, c'est la famille
qui doit s ’efforcer d ’y pourvoir1 (1920:24).
The absence of centralized government in feuding
societies may be associated with two main factors.

From a

comparison of those societies throughout the world in which
the feud is practised it would seem that its principal
concomitants are, firstly, as I have already suggested,
material poverty which inhibits the spontaneous development
of an internal power hierarchy based on the control of
economic resources, and, secondly, lack of an adequate
system of communications:

where rapid means of conveying

men and materials, coercive force and wealth, from one place
to another are lacking, a centralized government cannot
impose itself from without, because the administrative
centre can neither militarily control, nor economically
exploit the periphery to make the expenditure incurred
12
by this control worthwhile*
It is obviously impossible to specify with any
precision an economic threshold below which - given
topographical and technological conditions unconducive
to easy communications - centralized government cannot
develop and feud will invariably be found.

However, as

a-rough indication it may be said that feuding societies
live so close tc a minimum subsistence level that a bad
year can be fatal to part of the population.

But precarious

conditions such as these dc not make it impossible for some
•; .* \«T * '

V
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degree of economic differentiation to arise within the
existing oecological limits.

Some families or groups of

families are always a little more fortunate than others
and there develops a minimal form of stratification.
• :
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Although this tendency is largely neutralized at an inter
group level by the fcrmation of strategic alliances
grouping families of disparate means in mutual defence,

-

in circumstances in which alliance is not feasible feud
is an obvious
.
•
> surrogate for government
YV ‘•by-':*• - or
■f bad government
-• “ it"...•'n
by a slightly privileged minority, as was the case in
^

v.

y

Corsica when, under Genoese rule, fla vengeance fut autrefois
une necessite... [parce que] le pauvre ne pouvait obtenir
justice des torts qu’on lui faisait1 (Tierimee 1840a:41-42) .
Feud is thus not confined, as the majority of
authors seem to think, to totally unstratified societies
(if such a phenomenon can ever in reality be held to exist)
and is not infrequently found in conjunction with come
uegree of ’civil government’.

It can, as Merimee intimates,

provide a means of equalizing opportunity and surmounting
.

’

^ f :Y'vr . .y.

the barriers created by economic differentiation even when
• -

»

•
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these barriers are theoretically sanctioned and reinforced
by an inefficient totalitarian government which has sought

to overcome the communications problem by instituting, as
in Corsica, a system of indirect rule in which authority
is wielded locally by those who are economically more
favoured than others.

Where local office-holders acting

on behalf of a central government are -unsupported by
effective coercive force, feud will function as an instrument
of ’democratization* to maintain a tradition of political
equality in the face of.efforts from above to impose a
pyramid of executive authority.

The situation in Albania

since the Turkish conquest is comparable to that of Corsica
in this respect.

Commenting on the relations between

tribesmen and the Turkish government in the last quarter
J•

'

toK

of the nineteenth century, Gopcevic notes, for instance%
that
'Pie ttlrkische Kegierung ist ohnmSchtig, denn
in den Bergen der Maljsoren und Mirediten war
sie niemals Herrin. Piese GebirgsvOlker, eben
jene, bei welchen die Blutrache am moisten in
Schwuiig ist, sind Leute vollst&ndig unabhlngig
-V# nJH
von der Pforte und der Pascha von Scutari wttrde
ausgelacht werden, wenn er ihnen befehlen wollte,
der Blutrache bei Todesstrafe zu entsagen1
(1381:71).
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The Corsican.and Albanian examples show that the
v;., •

•

practice of feud is not Restricted to societies totally
unendowed with an instituted power hierarchy.

They are

typical of societies in which the feud persists as a means
\

•

,4’
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of 'punishing others' where a colonial government is unable to employ coercive force to implement its policy in the.*
conquered territory.

Yet; there exists another type of society possessing
instituted centralized government in which the feud occurs,
not merely as a legal sub-system which comes into operation
V•
'
*'
•• 1
V
.
• ••'f
:
V- .
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where the official system is impotent to ensure the admini-

4

stration of justice, but in effect With tho assent of the
state as a prescribed sanction to certain categories of
injurious behaviour.

Liddleton and fait recognize this

possibility in the discussion of self-help I have already
quoted, where they concede that self-help does riot necessarily
:V;Y§

t

run counter to the principle of authority:
many centralized states.
*:

*
v

'it is found in

But it is there under the control
* .% '
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of the chief, who makes use of it as a means to enforce
his judgement1 (1953:19)•

This is the case in Buganda,

where a feud can be declared to redeem a debt of blood
only if the chief first gives his explicit permission and
it is understood that he will benefit from a fixed proportion
of any sum of compensation wiich may be agreed upon to close
Hostilities (Beattie: 1966:174— 175)•

ITor does this indicate

that the authority of the state is so weak that it prefers
-
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a compromise solution to the eventuality of being placed
in a situation in which its authority can be put to the
test.

For Gregory of Tours reports an episode from

Yerovingian France which dispels any idea that feud i3
only ever countenanced by the state if it cannot prevent
it.

Two families 'of high birth and among the first of

the court of Chilperic' linked by marriage entered into
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conflict ever the alleged infidelity of the daughter of
one of the families to her husband, who belonged to the *
other.

Hostilities
were discontinued and
composition was
* - ..
. A *.*
•' r.tf «-v';‘/

finally achieved with the help of the bishop of Paris,
but only after some delay, because the king himself, when
sollicited, had already refused to act as mediator (192?:

203).
This and the Buganda examples make it clear that,
in spite of my initial strictures, feud car occur in
comparatively efficient centralized states provided that
the authorities decline all responsibility for the conse
quences.

In the Merovingian episode the parties involved

are of equal status.

I would conjecture that the same is

true of all similar occurrences of feud in centralized
states:

as long as feuding is restricted to conflicts

between fairly small groups of equal status and does not
upset the traditionally defined relations between the
different strata of the society by mobilizing support on
vertical lines of interdependence, the feud is perfectly
consonant with the existence of centralized government.
Though even in these conditions the basic postulate of
equality in feuding societies remains.

For if the simple

transactional model of feud I put forward in the first
chapter (cf. p. ^

) is accepted as valid, feud can only

function as a means of obtaining redress and prosecuting
a relationship if the belligerents subscribe to the same
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alitririan ethos- positin,. that, wh itover bhe 'state of
play' at any given moment, neither of the two parties can
ever gain a position of Intrinsic superiority over the
other.
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Whatever the observed state of internal political
relations in feuding societies-at any particular moment in
t.

time, there is a convincing amount of evidence pointing to
the long term prevalence of this egalitarian ethos.

From

his own experience in the Wear East one hundred and fifty
years ago Burckhardt writes, for instance, that 'the
Bedouin truly says, thst he acknowledges no master but
the lord of the Universe' (1830:67).

And despite a fairly

marked degree of economic differentiation, !£erimee was
able to declare of Corsica some twenty-five years later that
'le riche n'est point separe du pauvre par une
haute barriere comme en France.

Nulle part#

peut~5tre on ne rencontrera moins de preguges
aristocratiques, et nulle part les differentes

classes de la societe ne se trouvent en relation
plus fequente et je dirai plus intime... Souvent
on voit le maitre assis a table avec ses ouvriers
qui l'appellent par son nom de baptfcme et. se

considerent#comme^membres de la famille.

Cet

amour de l'egalite... produit c e #resultat que
riche et pauvre ont les m£mes idees, parce
qu'ils les echangent sans cesse* (1840a:41-42).
Robiquet corroborates this view when describing the island,
which he visited a few years before Merimee, as 'un pays
ou personne ne veut servir et ou les hommes veulent vivre
noblement' (1855? s598).
The same theme emphasizing the intrinsic equality
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of servant and master recurs frequently in much of the
literature on Albania•

For although a man would normally

resort to taking service only if he were in the direst
straights, he was, according to von Hahn, treated exactly
like any other son of the house (1867:34-0), fate out of
the same dish as his master and slept in the sitting-room
or elsewhere in the same conditions as the young unmarried
men of the family1 (Hasluck 1954:43)*

Indeed, so closely

was he identified as a member of the family in which he
served that any insult to him must be- avenged by his master;
and in the region of Martanesh, if he seduced a woman of
his masterfs house, he was sentenced to death by the community
for committing incest, since as a son of the house he was
considered to have lain with his sister (Hasluck 1954:43)*
This acceptance of every man by every other as
his equal is best expressed in the Albanian dictum that
all men are equal before the law (Hasluck 1954:159)•

This

is a principle upheld by all feuding societies and amounts
to giving each man the opportunity to have his say in the
tribal or clan assemblies summoned to decide upon matters
of importance such as external political relations, the
annual division of pasturage and water supplies and the
administration of justice in cases of crime both against
the community and other individuals.

Miss Durham says of

the assembly called in Shoshi to deal with the murder of
the Ghoanni child that 'The proceedings... were very orderly.

save for the great noise; usually a man was heard out v/ith
few interruptions* (1909:154).
,

LIrs Hasluck takes pains on several occasions to ;

emphasize that *Tribal government was entirely democratic of the people, by the people and for the people* (e.g.
1954*11* 163).

A similar insistence upon the participation

of all adult male members of any constituted group in the
decision-making process marks Lewis* book on the Oomali.
Although for some purposes only the elders may confer
together, it is not unusual for a Somali shir» or lineage
council, to unite in one place at the same time several
thousand members who stand in a rough circle sending
representatives into -the centre to thrash out the matters
on hand, while the majority stand by to listen and soe that
fair play is observed (Lewis 1961:198).

Though less precise

information is available, the Kabyle d.1ea&a» or village
assembly, seems to have operated before the French conquest
in much the same manner, working on the principle of total
consensus among adult males of the community (cf. Hanoteau
and Letourneux 1893:

passim; I.aroucse 1873:

vol. 9»

p . 1142).
Like the d.iemha, the Albanian and Somali village
and lineage councils also adminster justice.

One of the

main objects of mass consultation of all adult male members
of the community in these societies is to reach decisions
concerning the collective punishment ..by the community of

ivldual
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by his actions has jeopardised the good
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reputation or the social cohesion of the community as a
ole*

I have already mentioned the Albanian custom of
"Vi

collectively sentencing to death and killing persons
y.
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•
■■
accused of\___
incest.
Albanian
tribesmen
sometimes
go so
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far as to collectively exterminate whole families.
turham re:
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t she calls ’an ama sing case of wholesale
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justice’ (1928:75) which occurred in 191?* when ’a gathering
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of the whole tribe’ condemned to death and ambushed all the
male members of a family which had made its-elf notorious in
the district for robbery, shooting and general misconduct.
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The Kabyle d.jemAa acting with the support of all members
of the community would, similarly cause a woman to bo stoned
:
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to death for killing her husband (H&noteau and letourneux
1893:71)
or
exhort Aa husband
whose wife had been
unfaithful
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of the village as well (1893:75).
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Although tribal assemblies among nomadic pastoralists are on the whole more often called with a view to '
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the formulation of a policy to be approved by all, collective
justice is not unknown a.:d the Somali have an institution
,
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known as yaka.ys whereby ’A recalcitrant member of the group
is bound to a tree and several of his best sheep or a
c veted camel slaughtered before him until he agrees to
.
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the judgement of the elders’ (Lewis 1961:232-235).

This

method seems to be used to enforce compliance to group
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policy and not to punish individual acts of 'illegal
behaviour1.

Yakays is employed when the culprit is thought

worth saving for the sake of group unity.

It implies that

the victim of such coercion has not yet committed an
irreparable act of a gravity sufficient -to alienate his
birthright, which may be summarized as the prerogative to
be regarded as an equal and thereby to enjoy an equal
portion of the natural resources to which he and his fellow
lineage members have access.

A man who has gone beyond

the limit of what can be rectified by judicious application
of .yakay8. is irredeemable and is subject to the only
remaining sanction short of execution, that of expulsion
from the group (Lewis 1961:168).

Indeed, it would appear

that it is only among sedentary agriculturalists, like the
Albanians and Kabyles, that the group ever takes collective
justice to the point of killing the offender.

The levying

of fines and the punitive destruction of property - fruit
trees, grain reserves, houses animals (e.g. Durham 1909:
33-34; Hasluck 1954:36, 135; Hanoteau and Letourneux 1893:
103) - by the community appear to be far less frequent among
nomadic pastoralists for whom the most common collective
sanction is the sending into exile of the offender and
his family.
Whatever the matter on hand in both sedentary
and nomadic societies, whether it be the misdeeds of a
fellow tribesman, the conclusion of am alliance or the

formulation of more general policies, io is noteworthy
that in eacn case the participation of all adult males
......
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measures affecting the whole group.
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household to represent the opinions of his kinsmen.

The

representative is nevertheless well briefed and it is
probably not inaccurate to say that, whatever the system
of representation adopted, the view of all
to air them are ultimately heard and
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with the principles inherent in the egalit

arian echos every male adult has the right to a voice in
the 1government1 of the tribe.
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Yet no assembly can operate efficiently unless
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one or a number of individuals take upon themselves to
organize the proceedings, count the votes and orient the
discussion by mooting tentative solutions bo problems of
which most of those present have possibly very little
experience, either because they are too young or because
a particular type of issue has not occurred for many years
and the solution previously implemented has been forgotten
by the majority.

It is in response to this need for

leadership by persons of preeminent ability possessing
long standing memory of precedent that there emerges in
feuding societies a category of individuals whose activities

'»
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are in apparently blatant contradiction with the folk
model of equality.

TheSomali, for instance, in no way

hide their allegiance to fclan heads1 (Lewis 1961:205);
the Albanian mountaineers not only allow their opinions
to be swayed, as do the kabyles, by a variety of 'elders’
each passing judgement in his own specialized field of
arbitration, but also recognize a class of tribal headmen
or ba.iraktars (Turkish:
1954:

standard bearer) (e.g. Hasluck

ch. XI); the Bedouin tribes of no rth e m Arabia and
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the Syrian desert are endowed with both chiefs or sheikhs
(Burckhardt 1830:168; Musil'1928:493) and judges (Hurray
1935:228); finally, the Berbers of the Central High Atlas
*

(Gellner 1961:101) and the Kabyles (Larousse 1873:

vol.

9, p* 1142) acknowledge the offices of an elective tribal
chief and other administrators, but, in common with all the
other societies mentioned, do not allow the presence of
authority to stand in their way when prosecuting feuds
with one another.
The existence of leaders is an incontrovertible
fact.

Their function is to coordinate collective qction

and to act as a focus for group loyalties.

But before I

attempt to explain who attains a position of leadership
and the means employed to achieve this end without doing
violence to the premise of equality, I shall try to demon
strate the exact nature and extent of the power entrusted

to such men by their fellow tribesmen.
lor Lewis the clan head is no more than 1primus
inter pares* (1961:205).

Murray asserts of the Sinai

sheikhs. with whom as a colonial adminstrator he was well
acquainted, that their power is often ^ezaggerattd••« to
strangers1 (1955:41), though he does little to enlarge
upon this statement.

Nevertheless, he is obviously not

referring to a local anomaly in the position of the sheikh,
for the same pattern is repeated in Islamic tribal societies
throughout the Mediterranean and the Middle Last. In
Cyrenaica, for instance, Lvans-Pritciiard was able to
observe at first hand that the sheikh1s 'social position
is unformalized... he must in no sense be regarded as a
ruler or administrator.

Bedouin respect their shaikhs

hut do not regard them as superiors' (1949:59)*
In these nomadic societies living in an extremely
inhospitable environment there is no means at the disposal
of the chief whereby he may acquire and store substantial
amounts of wealth permitting him to lead a life of leisure
and luxury and to build up a body of armed retainers whose
services he can recompense in money and kind.

Du Bois-Ayme,

an early anthropologist who accompanied Napoleon's oriental
venture in the years 1?S9 to 1&01, has left a remarkable
description of tribal life among the Xerabin of Sinai in
which he depicts with exceptional subtlety the exact
position of the sheikh vis a vis his subjects in these
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unfavoured regions:
’^uand la#famille n'est pas assez nombreuse
pour se defendre seule, elle se joint a d*autres
families: le plus puissant des cheyldbts donne
son nom a la tribu que forment ces families
reunios, et il exerce sur tcutes le pouvoir
qu’il n'avait d'abord yie sur ses parens. Son
autorite est fort bornee quant aux individus;
mais il a une assez grande influence sur les
affaires d finter£t general: #il-ordonne les
deplacemens de la horde et designe les campemens;
il fait m£n:e la guerre ou^l | ix; droit-dangereux,
si son propre interftt, lie intimement a celui
de la tribu, ne 1 1empfechoit d'cn abuser..,.
Son pouvoir se regie sur I 1usage; il n*y,a
point de lois qui le determinant de maniere
fixe; et si ses richesses, si le nombre de ses
amis, de ses domestiques, le portoicnt a en
abuser et pouvoient le garantir de la vengeance
que la vie du desert rend facile aux opprimes,
on verroit bientbt une foule de families se
detacher de lui et s^ncorporer dans d 1autres
tribus. C'est ainsi que des tribus nombreuses
ont fini queiquefdis jar disparoitre totaleraent,
tandis que d*autres, a peine connues, s’accroissoient aVec rapiditc.
Plus on y reflechit, moins on voit de moyens
d*oppression dans le gouvernement des cheykhs....
le cheykh Arabe, sans gardes, sans cortege, passe
sa vie on jlein air; see actions, ses discours,
ont pour temoins tous les hommes de la tribu;
il ne peut rien derober a la censure de 1*opinion,
il ne peut pas couvrir un abus du pouvoir du
masque de l'inter&t public, et ses sujets ne
sont pas assez nombreux pour qu*il puisse, en
les divisant d'inter&ts, les subjuguer les uns
par les autres'....
•La vie privee du cheykh ne differe de
celle des autres Arabes que par une nourriture
un peu plus abondante, des vfetemens mcilleurs,
des armes plus choisies' (Du Bois-Ayme 1809:
581-532).
The Terabin inhabit an area which is more inimicable
to human life than most in the Middle East.

It is thus not

surprising that the Bedouin tribes, which occupy the vast
tract of land in northern Arabia between Palestine and

Mesopotamia in which the prevailing oecological conditions
are less severe than in Sinai 9 are endowed with a more
highly developed power structure than that of the Ter ah in.
For in addition to a sheikh many of these tribes bodst an
agyd or hereditary military chief, whose duty it is 'in .
time of war1 to supersede the authority of the sheikh and
to direct all operations against the enemy.
status of sheikh is largely achieved,
ascribed by birth*
•■'It*
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Whereas the
of ag./d is

The former is a political officer,
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the latter a charismatic figure, *a kind of heaven inspired
leader*, says Burckhardt (18508171)« who may be craven and
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lacking in judgement, only acting upon the counsel of
dreams and of those more experienced in the art of war*,
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but nonetheless remains in sole command for the duration
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of a warlike expedition.
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Burckhardt speaks of the arc/d

as an •institution* conceived
\ -J.‘v.--..
; .
•to check any increase of power in the person
of the chief of the tribe. By preventing him
Cthe sheikhJ from commanding his Arabs in time
of r/:ir, he rendered it difficult for him to
engage in feuds merely from private motives,
and effectually hindered him from exercising
any undue influence in the division of the
plunder, which would most probably have been
the case, had he, as military chief, the oppor
tunity of augmenting his own wealth in a degree
disproportionate to that of his Arabs; and
this wealth might, in process of time, induce
and enable him to assume arbitrary power...
CThc agyd is] a salutary balance to the sheikh's
power* 1830*171) •
•••\
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There is a quite striking degree of congruence
between this analysis of a mechanism deliberately designed
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to restrict the effective political influence of individual
leader's and I)u Bois-Ayme's description of the extent of
shelkhly power among the Terabin.

Guch mechanisms are,>

however, not only founu in nomadic pastoral feuding societies,
iinalogous checks upon authority have developed in sedentary
communities.

The Berbers studied by Gellner have, for

example, a system whereby a 'chief*, or administrative
official, is elected annually by the adult male members
i of all clans but one.~^

The clan which is not eligible

to vote in a given year provides the candidates for office,
and each year* eligibility for office falls to another clan
in strict rotation.

Election to office can only be achieved

on the basis of a unanimous vote (1961:101-108).

This

system ensures that the chief is impartially elected for
his qualities as an administrator, and not for his ability
to mobilize ties of kinship or amity; the brevity of his
period of office prevents him from accumulating a following
from outside his own clan by the distributioncf favours;
and, finally, he commands no constituted military force to
further his own political ends, since it is the tribal
assembly, and not the chief, which is responsible for all
decisions relative to military and 'external' affairs and
the election in time of danger from without of a 'chief-ofwar* (1961:118) who entirely supersedes the administrative
chief for the duration of hostilities.
A similar pattern may be observed in Albania,

where each tribe was headed by" a family which traditionally
.
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provided incumbents for the hereditary poet of ba.iraktar.
But although the member's of this family generally enjoyed
a large measure of dynastic prestige, it v/as recognized
that the eldest son of a ruling ba.iraktar was not necessarily
fit person to succeed his father.

'Succession from

father to son', writes ih?s Hasluck, 'depended on merit’
(1954:117)• Descent had to bo confirmed by the unanimous
r
■
.V '
;■.
.v
■%.
acclaim of the tribe, for if the tribe was of the opinion
=
J*
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that the reigning ba.iraktar*s -first born son was unsuitable
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to succeed to the post, he 'wae passed over in favour of his
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-I -younger brother. Both, if unfit, might bd superseded by
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their paternal uncle or cousin in the male line1 (1954:117)*
Descent was thus mitigated by considerations of a more
practical-nature which no doubt, ^hinged upon the character
£
and experience of the candidates. The bajr^ftar 7/as not
■
only carefully selected by those-he was to rule over, but,
■

•

*

once installed, had almost no liberty-of political or
judicial action ak all:
'In all areas the jurisdiction of the bajraktar
was subject to certain limitations. If the
commoners did not like one of his decisions,
even if made in concert with the headmen and
elders, they were not bound- to abide by it ana
could compel him to re-examine the case*
Neither he nor a headman,could, singly or in
combination, fine a tribesman without first
securing authority from the tribe’ (1954:122).
He was, in time of peace, less an independent
ruler than
■ ij

v
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the mere spokesman or chairman of the elder., who themselves,

with prior consent of the General Assembly, were only able
to ’impose, but... not collect fines...

They could not

pass heavy sentences like banishment or death unless a
General Assembly demanded them, and if it; did, they could
not resist its will1 (1954:10).
The activities of both the ba.iraktar and other
adminstrative officers, like headmen and elders, were thus
narrowly controlled by the tribe at largo.

As is also the

case among the Berbers, they were furthermore subjected to
yet another checu at the highest level:

in many tribes

there existed one or more ’good families’ who by nobility
of descent were regarded as superior to the lineage of the
ba.lraktars and whose veto, particularly in time of war,
could effectively prevent the ba.iraktar from undertaking
almost any action in the name of the tribe (Hasluck 1954:

125-126).
The material I have quoted proves without any
possible doubt that, despite a fiercely egalitarian ideology
common to all feuding societies in the Mediterranean and
the Middle East, the phenomenon of leadership is widespread,
tfollov/ing my own postulate that a social situation, to
persist through time, must necessarily be based on cooperation
and that cooperation cannot occur without the emergence of
leaders to coordinate the efforts of those who have agreed
to cooperate, I have tried to show from the ethnography
how the notion of equality is not incompatible with that

of leadership and how the two concepts can, and indeed
must, operate in feuding societies to complement each
other.
I have in this section deliberately refrained
from analyzing leadership in feuding societies.

I have

sought only to extract' from the literature a static picture
of what in other societies might be termed the ’institution'
of leadership.

Institutions, to qualify for identification

as such, are however usually regarded as enjoying a certain
measure of both permanence and public recognition of their
utility

14

to the societies in which they are found.

But in

feuding societies neither of these conditions are met by
what I have provisionally called the ’institution1 of
leadership.

For, firstly, there is little or no continuity

or permanence in leadership, the status of leader being,
as Du Bois-Aymee pointed out, extremely precarious and
dependent, if the incumbent is to maintain his position
for any length of time, more often upon a sense of tact
and diplomacy than on hereditary or elective office; and,
secondly, where the ’office’ of chief, sheikh or ba.iraktar
does occur in feuding societies, the executive power
p f. *7

• r*

wielded by the office-holder is so tenuous and so frequently
both disregarded by individuals and overruled by the
majority, that it is difficult to argue that the members
of these societies recognize much intrinsic utility in the
office.

So, though it would perhaps be a questionable and

-foolhardy statement to say that leadership in feuding
”H
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societies definitely does not constitute ah institution,
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it is nonetheless evident that, if it is thought to qualify
as an institution, it is at the mosu a very weak and spoi'adic
one.
x<ow I suggested earlier that the presence of feud
in a society was in some way connected with a phenomenon to
which I have given the name of ’total scarcity* and that one
of the characteristic features of ’total scarcity* was the
■
absence or minimal development of any institutions outside
the feud itself,

ihe weakness of instiuUtea leadership in

feuding societies would seem to support this view.
..
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In the
*

next section I shall, by elaborating the concept of 'total
scarcity’, expand the argument that material and institutional
poverty are closely related.

Then, passing from description

to analysis of social process, X shall show, in the remainder
of the chapter, how feud arises in response to conditions of
’total scarcity1 and produces, or is, a surrogate social
system of its own conceived to make good a variety of
institutional deficiencies which are determined by a
constellation of oecological and historical variables.
Employing violence or the threat of violence as a catalyst,
feud survives as a social system, despite a strong in-built
tendency to self-destruction, by fostering the dynamic*
interplay of the three basic social components - cooperation,
conflict and leadership (cf. p.206) - which, taken individ

ually, neutralise each, other's potentially deleterious
*
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effects and, together, constitute the unique premise cf
ongoing social process.
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'Total scarcity’

3)

I have said (cf. p. 20$ that 'total scarcity1 ,may
.
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be summarized as the moral, institutional and material
.J * .

m
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premise of a certain type of society in which everything
felt by the people themselves to be relevant tc human lifo
’it''"''^‘'
is regarded by those people as existing in absolutely
inadequate quantities'.
'•Total scarcity* constitutes a 'folk' or conscious
_

model.
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Analytically speaking it may be broken down into two

distinct spheres of scarcity.

The first of these comprises

all thos ruanifestatiens of scarcity which ultimately create
-• _

..-i

-

observable insufficiency of material goods to meet
demands.

The second cannot be empirically observed and
***
. J?— *.ry'
"1
••
;
comprises a series of commodities the scarcity of .hich
_

y ;•

•

cannot be 'proven' by scientific means.

The first is

objective and is perceived by both the outside observer
**

and the people under observation.

It.

The second is subjective

and cf palpable significance only to these people, although
-r'
:*
■
' (.
-'g .V '•
■
tho observer may also apprehend it through the behaviour
and statements of those who believe in its existence.

The

first I shall call material or ©ecological scarcity; the
second, moral scarcity.

Material scarcity may further be
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said to be 'realistic1, 'while moral scarcity is 'non15
realistic'.
The first can occur in any society at any
time in connection with any human activity touching upon
the production or exploitation of material goods and
1.

resources.

..L ' Hi**- V . '

^>

•'

Xhe second, moral scarcity, is only found in

oecological conditions in which material scarcity has
reached such a high pitch of intensity that it affects
nearly every aspect of a precarious subsistence economy
and has a decisive influence upon patterns of social
organization designed to facilitate group survival.
Material or oecological scarcity is, t h d i r e c t l y

*
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observable, objective and realistic; moral scarcity is only
indirectly perceptible, subjective and nonrealistic.
the former is extreme, the latter also occurs.

There

There this

happens, they together constitute a situation characterized
here as 'total scarcity', in which oecological and moral
scarcity are paralleled by a paucity of autonomous institut
ions and a minimally developed form of social structure.
'Total scarcity* is a folk model in which an objective and
a subjective apprehension of the same basic reality oecological scarcity - are mingled and confused.
I will not pretend that the model is, on the basis
of existing data, demonstrably present in the collective
consciousness of those tribal societies in the Mediterranean
and the Middle East which practise the feud.

Since no

fieldwork has been done on these lines, it is extremely

difficult to know precisely now the members of feuding
societies envisage scarcity.

The small amount of tangible

evidence available to indicate that the model is not a
pure figment of the writer's imagination will be produced
as the occasion presents itself in the course of this and
following sections.

The notion of 'total scarcity' is,

as it stands, an heuristic device designed to explain
certain aspects of the feud.

Its heuristic purpose and

hypothetical character in the present context do not,
however, preclude the possibility of its corroboration by
future field studies.
In this section I shall be using the notion of
'total scarcity' to achieve two aims.

The first of these

((b)
below) is to demonstrate
in theoretical
terms what I
';
a?
...
-

mean when I speak of feud as 'a social system in i.s own
right' (cf. p. 214•

second ((c) below) is to prepare

the ground for the next section, entitled 'Honour', in
which I bring forward evidence in support of my contention
that, in conditions of 'total scarcity', material (or
realistic) scarcity has a number of important concomitants
*

i‘

.

on a moral (nonrealistic) plane, which are of crucial
significance for an unuerstanding of what feuding is all
about.

I shall try to show that, to a greater or lesser

degree, these 'moral' concomitants all impinge upon the
struggle to acquire and retain power, wealth and status.
But before I fulfil either of these intentions, I shall
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examine the realistic bases of material, or oecological,
scarcity in feuding societies in the Mediterranean and
the Middle Dast ((a) below).

a)

Qecoloftical scarcity
In self-subsistence societies in which scarcity

of material goods is endemic it could be said that the most
important single factor in determining this scarcity is
historical coincidence.

For it is only by an examination

of history and the operation of political pressures on a
very wide scale in both space and time that it is possible
to appreciate why a given population came to inhabit a
given tract of land, what were the technological limitations
that it brought with it and what elements of other cultures
it was able or unable to borrow and employ to exploit its
environment with maximal efficiency.

Were it known in

detail, the history of feuding societies would doubtless
go far towards providing the answers to many questions
concerning their level of technological development and
the provenance of agricultural and herding techniques which
by their inefficiency give rise to shortages of a kind
which do not occur in more sophisticated societies,

an

almost total lack of relevant data makes the explanation
in historical terms of material scarcity in feuding societies
unfortunately quite impracticable.

It is thus necessary

to fall back on the only other field in which adequate
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information existl , that of oecology.
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As I have frequently pointed out, the most obvious
maimer of beginning a classification of tribal societies
which practise feud in the Mediterranean and the Middle
hast is to separate those which are predominantly agricul
tural from those in which herding is the principal means
m

■

’p. '

of subsistence.

Material scarcity in both types of society

is a function of the inceraction of three factors:
\-f
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to land, availability of water and the density of population
in relation to the first two factors.

Given a roughly

comparable level of technological development, the reactions
in both types of society to the same set of oecological
factors are remarkably similar:

they all practise the

feud, they- all suffer from a lack of strong instituted
leadership and all share the same egalitarian ideology.
But the two types of society differ radically in one
essential:

the nature of the end product of the economic

cycle in each case.

This difference•is obvious, but its

••r
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'

importance cannot be overstressed,
as it is crucial to an
i~T * j£* » .
:
explanation of how the same combination of the basic
f"V;
’M.\ ••
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'
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factors of land, water and population density can, given
a different productive cycle, create two very distinct
types of oecological scarcity.
• fd
'
As it is a less complex phenomenon, I shall first
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enumerate the elements which in agricultural societies make
for a situation in which there are never enough material
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goods to satisfy the minimal x^equirements of all tribesmen
simultaneously.
A shortage of fertile land is a common feature
of all the sedentary tribal societies I have mentioned,
The habitat of most of these societies is mountainous and
rocky.

The only goou land is to be found on the narrow

valley bottoms and in the occasional depressions left by
dried up lakes where rich alluvial deposits ensure a
plentiful crop.

In some regions a certain amount of hill

farming is also carried on by those who find themselves
v;ith insufficient valley lands to feed a large family.

But,

unless copiously irrigated, hill land in the Mediterranean
usually produces a very unreliable yield which fluctuates
greatly from year to year.

Valley land is thus incomparably

easier and moi'e fruitful to work and is consequently the
most sought after commodity in these societies.
Secure possession of sufficient fertile land does
not necessarily guarantee, however, that the owner will
enjoy a harvest plentiful enough to meet his needs and
those of his family.

As valley land is normally irrigated,

it is planted with a crop which requires constant watering
if it is not to wither and die before the harvest which
coincides with the height of the prolonged acute summer
drought.

But if there is insuffient good land to go round,

there is usually even less water, and even those who are

27©
fortunate enough, to possess land in the more favoured
spots must constantly guard against any infringement upon
their water rights.
Thus at the best of times there is no surplus
of land and water in sedentary tribal societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East.

The situation is

further aggravated by a generally elevated birth rate which
is by no means entirely compensated for by a high rate of
mortality (e.g. Albania 194-3*9)*
To cite but one example, Kabylia, in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, was notoriously overpopulated
with an average overall density of 25C inhabibants to the
square mile and up to 530 to the square mile in the Djurdjura
region.

Cf this last figure the author of the article on

Kabylia in the Encyclopaedia of Islam pertinently remarks
that it indicates a population density comparable with
that of Holland which was at the time and still is the most
heavily populated country in Europe (Encyclopaedia of Islam
■
’-.v*■ •
-T
y ■ i-.■
1527: vol. II, p. 597)* In spite of the safety valve
provided by a tradition of seasonal and permanent labour
migration to other parts of Algeria and advanced techniques
for fig and olive farming on mountainous terraces at
relatively high altitudes, the available agricultural
resources in Kabylia proved chronically insufficient for
the number of people forced to compete for access to them.
Oecological scarcity in these sedentary societies

is, then, in the final analysis, clearly associated with
the ratio, of resources to population density.

Land and

water are in fact in short supply; hut this shortage itself
r
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is a function of heavy poxmlation pressures which combined
with the technological requirements of an agricultural
existence inhibit spatial mobility and induce a rigid and
relatively stable pattern of settlement.
The nature of oecological scarcity among nomadic
*

*”/V

*
*
•

pastoralists is cetermined, as in sedentary societies, by
the same basic factors of land, water and population density*
But whereas agriculturalists are usually confined by spatial
imperatives to exploiting the resources of a single locality,
the mobility of pastoral productive capital in thc.fbrm of
flocks and herds
$ adds a dimension to the concept of oecological scarcity which is lacking in sedentary societies.
V;hile the water factor remains of paramount importance to
nomadic herdsmen, the factors of land and population density
tend to take on a fundamentally different significance in
the pastoral environment.r
In both types of society the presence of water
supplies, whether for irrigation purposes or to water flocks,
constitutes the sine ftua non of existence.

But while in

sedentary societies land is normally in acutely short
this is quite untrue of the majority of pastoral
societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle East.
Evans-Fritchard asserts, for example, that there is no

land shortage among the Cyrenaican Bedouin (1949*4-5) and
Lewis states that Somali pastoralists onjcy total liberty
of movement (1961: ch. 5).

With regal'd to pasturage it

would seem-^that the Bomali are inclined, with certain
.
.
-"fXr**
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reservations, to recognize the.principle of *first come
•
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first served 1.
However, although in most pastoral societies
there is more land available than can be used, not all land
always provides grazing of equal quality.
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Some areas may
.

V

have a rich coverage of fodder at certain periods of the
year but not at others, and some may offer grazing only
after a freak and unforeseeable downfall of rain.

Bat

most important of all, not all relatively good pastures
are provided with adequate facilities for watering the herds.
'

This fact rules cut vast tracts of
land which,W without
.veils,
, S.*-.,-j
."

fc;

r.emain useless.

The more wealthy Comali have in modern

times solved this problem by bringing water by motor
transport to otherwise barren but potentially rich pastures
(Lewis 1961:55)*

But where it has not been possible to
’■

•

.. ■

■

introduce such technological innovations, the availability,
of pasture-land has been linked to the spatial distribution
of watering points.
- Nevertheless, although water is. an undeniably
scarce commodity in the semi-desert environment of pastoral
societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle East, it is
not the only or even the most vital factor determining

\*

land use patterns among nomadic herdsmen,

ITor is population
17
pressure an element of cardinal importance,
as it is
among sedentary agriculturalists, for:it would seem that
the desert fringes of North Africa, tho Sinai peninsula
and northern Arabia support a population which is far from
maximal for the potential overall carrying capacity of the
land.
On the contrary, it can he argued that the scarcity
which prevails in many nomadic pastoral societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle Mast is due, in part at least,
to a lack of manpower.

For flocks and herds have to he

shepherded, watered, milked and generally attended to.
Yhere sheep and goats are concerned and individual herds
are numerically larger than those comprising only camels
the labour invulved is considerable.

I submit that the

ratio of animal to human population is thus to a large
extent conditioned by the birth and mortality rates of the
18
latter and not vice versa.
There neither pasturage nor
water are in permanent and absolutely short supply, the
animal population should increase to a level at which it
is in equilibrium with the natural environment.

As this

does not appear to happen, the only possible explanation
of the phenomenon is that the human factor intervenes to
check this increase.
As in sedentary agricultural societies, so for
nomadic pastoralists too the availability of usable land
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-cr is of considerable- significance for the creation

of a situation of oecological scarcity.

Bub these two

factors are less compelling in herding societiesf because
the mobility of pastoral groups enables them to exploit a
wide range of oecologically distinct areas and thereby
escape the consequences of lochl drought or overgrazing,
ihe only commodity in actual .permanent and absolutely
scarce supply among nomadic pastoralists is animals, the
"2H:
number of which can never be increased beyond
a certain
v
-•

maximal figux*e which is related to the level of humanpopulation.
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The nature of oecological scarcity in sedentary
■

agricultural and nomadic pastoral societies thus differs
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considerably as re.„..r<. s the extent and force of individual
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Nonetheless! the result of oecclogical

scarcity in bcth types of society may be summarized as an -

endemic insufficiency of food products to meet the conscious ...
g. ‘
f
'v ivr
{
requiremenbs of all members of these societies. Ky
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'
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hypothesis is that whereas in sedentary societies this
insufficiency i:; largely due to tlio presence of an excessive
number of competitors striving for the control of limited
:'r'
•
-.
resources, quite the reverse is true in nomadic pastoral ;
societies where the amount of food available may bo seen
as a constant and invariable funcbicn of the number of
, >■
■ h. •
...
' •;
*v* si
producers. In*'other words, while it is obvious that a -,• ’
fall in population density in a.Sedentary agricultural
______________________

2?5
society, if it were not too drastic, would alleviate
conditions of oecological scarcity, I suggest that a
similar reduction in numbers among nomadic pastoralists
would bring about little or no change in the ratio of men
to animals, or, therefore, of population to food resources.
I will show later that this has a direct bearing upon the
nature of hostile relations in many nomadic pastoral
societies.
hven on the rare occasions, in both types of
society, when there is a glut, yet another kind of scarcity
- a lack of advanced techniques for preserving food stuffs
and converting them by marketing facilities into a durable
form of wealth - intervenes to inhibit the accumulation of
inordinate riches by individuals and groups and the opening
up of a wide gap between rich and poor,

this is the point

at which oecological scarcity shades off into the sphere
of institutional scarcity to which I have already referred,
for the absence of striking economic differentiation and
the impossibility of maintaining a stable control of wealth
over a number of generations in the same gi'oup hinder the
development of a pronounced class structure simultaneously
shored up by and giving rise to a proliferation of institu
tional guarantees conceived to protect the exercize of
privilege.
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In the preceding treatment of oecological scarcity
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as it affects feuding societies in the Mediterranean and
the Middle hast, I have investigated the nature of the
variables which impinge upon the two constants inherent
in the model of feud I postulated in the introduction to
K
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the present chapter (cf. p.212).
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fhese constants, I said,

are ’total scarcity1 and leadership.. I shall now make a
shift of emphasis from the examination od oecological
•
variables to an analysis, in purely theoretical terms, of
* •
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the structural implications of ’total scarcity* and leaaer* -■
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ship in feuding societies.
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If it is conceded in the abstract that cooperation,
conflict and leadership are the irreducible components of
.

'

.

all forms of prolonged social contact, it is necessary to
..

.

posit the existence of a set of variables, which, in com
bination with these constants, generate empirically obeer.
vable social situations, i'he three constants combined with
historical and oecological variables constitute a model of
society.
At the outset (cf. p. 208) p isolated the factor
of leadership as the component which mediates the dyad
cooperation-conflict and transforms situation into process.
Advancing from the general to the particular in an attempt
c* ■**.!• ." % *
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to differentiate feuding societies from other types of
society,
I constructed
a’ "- universal
model
of the
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which I proposed leadership and the existence of a situation
to which I save the name 1total scarcity* as the constants ,
and oecology and history as the variables.

It v/ill be

immediately apparent that my model of feud differs very
little from my model of society as a whole.

I intend to

show that the reason for this is not that one or both of
the models is defective, bub that they are in fact coextensive!
for feud, as I suggested at the end of the last section
(IV, 2), is a social system per se.
Liy model of feud differs from my model of society
in one detail:

I have replaced the basic components of
✓

cooperation and conflict by a single constant, *total
scarcity*.

This is, however, not.so much a substitution

of one element for another, as an elaboration and refinement
of the model of society to lend it greater analytical potency
in the context of feud, for the concept of *total scarcity*
may be taken to subsume under a single heading a unique
form of intex'action between the two components, cooperation
and conflict, which is only found in societies which practise
* -^

the feud.

' 'y,-

If, therefore, I can demonstrate that *total

scarcity* necessarily implies both cooperation and conflict,
I will have established - providing my initial model of
society is valid - that feud is in fact a complete social
*

system in its own right, because I will have shown that my
model of feud is no more than an extension of that which I
have constructed for society.

2?8

I have quo«ted Ccser to the effect that conflict
may he taken to mean a struggle over a prize or prizes
which are in scarce supply (cf. p.204-) and put forward
VV\
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the view that different types of scarcity give rise to
different types cf conflict.

Now* for heuristic reasons*

I have j'ostulated a concept of ’total scarcity’.

But if

scarcity can be ’total’, there must also exist a type of
scarcity which is less than total.

This is partial scarcity.

I submit that a comparison of the patterns generated v/hen
my model of society is applied in hypothetical conditions
of partial scarcity* on the one hand* and ’total scarcity'*
on the other* might suggest some interesting conclusions
as to the nature of conflict and its structural significance
for societies subsisting at different levels of scarcity.
For clarity I shall again repeat my summary
definition of ’total scarcity’:

’the moral, institutional

and material premise of a certain type of society in which
everythint felt by the people themselves to be relevant to
human life is regarded by those people as existing in
absolutely inadequate quantities' (cf. p. 20&) .

In contrast

to this* partial scarcity obviously connotes an insufficiency
of certain,desiderata in some spheres but not in others.
I shall first analyze the relationship between
social structure and scarcity in conditions where the latter
is only partial.

According to my model of society the

three components - cooperation* conflict and leadership -

must be present simultaneously for the situation to be
entified as social.

Cooperation occurs to exploit those

resources which are in scarce supply.

Leadership arises

to coordinate cooperation; and loader.Lip itsel , .Lich
.

-

•

-
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is by definition a scarce commodity, excites conflict.
Conflict \ ill, 1

, be confined tc these spheres in

7/hich scarcity is seen tjo prevail, that is those areas
in which" cooperation and leadership are essential.

But

since scarcity is only partial, there are a number of
s; here e in which there exist surpluscr. .

If* therefore,

some individuals or groups, who are less ambitious or
‘ . i ‘- v
" Vt*
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aggressive than others, are willing tc opt out of the.
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competition for maximal gains in some spheres and to rest
1 q
content in the main ' with what they can procure in those
coheres in which scarcity and, consequently* conflict arc
absent, conflict will remain focused on a limited number
of issues involving part only of the totaldmembership of
the society at anjr given moment.
ihe model of society I have proposed yields very
"

. .n

different structural results when applied in conditions of
* «.
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what I am calling ’total scarcity*.
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For if scarcity

characterizes every sphere"of human life, it is clear that
cooperation and leadership which arise in response to
scarcity, and conflict consequent upon the appearance of
leadership, will be as pervasive as scarcity itself.

In

conditions of ’total scarcity’ no one can opt out of the
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system at any level or any time* because cooperation to
exploit insufficient resources is the sine qua non of
existence in all spheres.

As leadership and conflict

are the ineluctable concomitants of cooperation, they
both constitute a^ strong and ubiquitous an obligation as
cooperation itself*

’fotal scarcity* makes it imperative

for every individual and group of individuals to do their
utmost to cooperate* lead and conflict if they are to
survive*

there there is only partial scarcity this is not

so, because surpluses provide a means of subsistence for
those who wish to reduce their cooperative obligations to
the minimum consonant with continued membership of the
society and refuse to engage upon the struggle for leadership.
Ihis comparison of the structural consequences
that derive from an application of

y model of society in

conditions of both partial and *total* scarcity shows that,
whereas the component of leadership stands unaltered in
both situations, the nature and structural scope of the
remaining components - cooperation and conflict - fluctuate
according to the type of scarcity involved.

Partial

scarcity promotes the fragmentation of society into a
number of interlocking sub-groups whose interests may
overla± at certain points but not at others:

the interests

of all members of the society will not be identical,
because the presence of felt surpluses provides the option

c ” retreat into 'spin
•and the necese.-
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activity in which conflict

:cr cooperation are absent," Where
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1total scarcity*^ prevails, however, no such retreat is
possible and'cooperation and conflict permeate all spheres
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of human action.
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Since ’total scarcity* leads to an ubiquitous
extension
cf cooperation,
conflict
and leadership throughout
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the social fabric and since feud always, and indeed only,
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albeit trimmed and improved for the analysis of a specific
conjuncture
of oecological
and historical
circumstances.
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As my model of feud coincides with my model of society,
feud can be regarded as a social system per se.
I tried to show in previous chapters that feud is
a means of establishing relationships between hostile groups,
of binding together a number/of loosely connected parts
-

into a coherent v

*

1 .

f' *

A ^

bis is achieved, in the absence

of conditions conducive to the development of a power
hierarchy and centralized authority, by the use cr threatened
use of violence which serves to create a balance of power
and an attendant state cf subdued anarchy.
sysbi

in i

As a social

right feud can thus operate successfully

to control the relations between groups and coerce confomity
to social norms.

Violence, wielded by both groups and

individuals, constitutes an integral part of the system*
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It is at one and the same time an Instrument of social
control, a means of communication and a language for the
expression of temporary relations of dominance and submission.
There scarcity is 1total1, feud and violence become
synonymous with society and institutions.
The cbsence or weak development of institutions in
feuding'societies can therefore, in part at least, be
attributed to the nature of feud itself.

The very occurrence

of feud is linked to a dearth of institutions.

Feud may

be said to act as a substitute for political and juri&icial
institutions where these are wanting in feuding societies
for the oecological and structural reasons outlined above.

c)
Hy1-• .

^oral scarcity
The institutional poverty of feuding societies
*

f

y

0' •

*

is a result of the combination of inherent structural
features and oecological constraints.

Both the lack of

strongly developed institutions and the precarious nature
of an existence on the margins of subsistence find expression
in the egalitarian

ideology.

The implications of this

ideology are, however, nob confined to the field of inter
personal or inter-group relations.

They extend, as I have

intimated , to nearly every aspect of human life to inhibit
any acquisition of any commodity which•places the acquirer
in a situation of superiority vis a vis other members of
the community.

For instance, the 8omali believe that a
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lineage which expands rapidly owing to an accelerated birth
rate is doing so at the expense of other lineages (Lewis
1961:144).

A sudden increase of male "births in one lineage

is seen as adversely affecting the fertility of others.
Similarly, it is widely held in Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern societies that 'the success and prosperity of other
families is necessarily a threat to the very existence of
onefs own* (Campbell 1964:204).

Such attitudes are typical

of oecologicaily unfavoured societies in which there obtains
a belief in the existence of what I have called nonrealistic
or moral scarcity.

Belief in moral scarcity and the

sanctions which sustain this belief help to ensure that
the principle of 'fair shares for all1 is respected despite
the absence of institutions conceived to enforce adherence
to this norm.
This mentality whereby any achievement or betterment
of his lot on the part of another is automatically interpreted by the individual as potentially deleterious to his
own interests is the subject of an interesting chapter in
Foster's book on the Mexican peasant village of Tsintzuntzan.
Foster has coined the phrase 'The Image of Limited Good* to
describe the. complex of social and psychological attitudes
which express the notion that success attendant upon the
actions of individuals necessarily diminishes the total
fund of 'success' at the disposition of all other members
of the community.

Foster claims that the Image of Limited

Good, which in a pioce cf unecessury jargon he calls a
’model of cognitive orientation’, applies to every sphere
of Tzintzuntzcno culture in which he stresses for particular
attention the fields of politics, law, religion, economics,
medicine and folklore.

’By the Image of limited Good', he

writes,
’I mean that behavior in these and other broad
areas is patterned in su$h a fashion as to
suggest that Tzintzuntzenos see their social,
economic, and natural universes - their total
environment - as one in which almost all desired
things in life such as land, other forms of
wealth, health, friendship, love, manliness,
honor, respect, power, influence, security,
and safety exist in absolute quantities insuf
ficient to fill even minimal needs of villagers.
Hot only do "good” things exist in strictly
limited quantities, but in addition thgre is
no way directly within the Tzintzuntzeno1s
power to increase the available supplies...
"Good", like land, is seen as something inherent
in nature, there to be divided and redivided
If necessary, to be passed around, but not to
be augmented* (1967:125-124).
In Foster's opinion the logical consequence of such a #viewf
is 'That someone's advantage implies someone else's disadvantage'.

This he says is 'the key to understanding

the Image of Limited Good', which to him appears to 'to
characterize peasants in general, and is found in other
societies as well' (1967:124).
For Foster 'Two theoretical avenues of action are
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open to people who see themselves in the threatened circum,.
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’follow the opposite road of unbi'idled individualism1
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(1967:155)*
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‘

Foster believes that societies in a Limited

Good situation always prefer individualism to cooperation,
ft
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‘

because, In the first jjlace, toleration of the leadership
required to make cooperation viable is tantamount to the
admission that some individuals have a right to a larger
portion of the Limited Good than others, and, in the second
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place, cooperation is regarded as pointless, since it is
believed that no human efforts can possibly increase the
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Foster is obviously describing a phenomenon which
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is very closely related to that to which I have given the
name of ’total scarcity*. Although the two concepts are
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not identical, I shall, in furtherance of my own argument,
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The principal criticism that can be levelled at
xoster's Image of Limited Good is that, although he claims
that the model is valid for 'peasants in general’ and a
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number of other types of society, as an analytical tool it
is of scant use outside the immediate social context of
Xzintzuntzan village.

Fester devotes thirty pages to

developing his Image of Limited Good and illustrates its
existence in the mine of the villagers with examples such
*•*
J"!“. •
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as the Tzintzuntzeno peasant*s desire to he as unostentatious
as possible and to hide his wealth from his co-villagers
in order that they will not he motivated to take reprisals
against his inequitable appropriation of inordinate
quantities of ’Good*.

Having shown that the limited Good

mentality exists and used it to interpret a number of such
traits, Foster passes blithly on to the next chapter without
attempting to apply

his concept at a deex>er, more signifi

cant level of analysis.

Apart from his statement to the

effect that Tzintzuntzeno villagers fsee* a large number
of desiderata as available in inadequate quantities, he
appears to be at a loss to explain why this is so and,
consequently, why other societies should share this convic
tion.
It is true that he puts forward the hypothesis
that the absence of a cooperative spirit from vhat he calls
•peasant* societies may be imputed to a process of reasoning
upon which the Limited Good mentality has a powerful
influence.

But the absence of a will to cooperate in

Tzintzuntzan may Just as easily be ascribed to a feeling
that cooperation and leadership arc.no longer necessary now
that the modern national state has theoretically replaced
traditional patterns of mutual aid and collective action
and has made it possible for individuals to proceed legally
against their adversaries, whereas formerly recourse to
alliance and the menace of collective physical violence

.

were perhaps very nearly the only means of obtaining
redress.

But even then, whatever the explanation of this

particular case, V“ythe -absence
of a' will to participate
in
:
•
; ••
.cooperative action is not, as Foster suggests
of all peasant or other societies in whi
limited Good may be encountered.

characteristic

he Image of

The Image of limited

Good is in fact powerless to offer an adequate explanation
of anything as it stands.
Whatever Foster's methodological failings (and
£■'1;
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there are others I have not mentioned), they do not neces** «►•
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sarily invalidate his general insight, for his development
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of a concept of Limited Good is clearly not totally unfounded.
But they have caused him to approximate in matters where
more precision would have been helpful.

He affirms, for

instance, that Tzintzuntzenos regard ’their total environment'
as subject to the principle of limited Good.

Tct later in

the same sentence he exhibits more caution and states that
the limited Good is seen as affecting *almost all desired
*

-

things in life*.
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He then gives a list of *desired things',

v/hich includes ’land, other forms of wealth, health,
friendship, love, manliness, honor, respect, power,
influence, security and safety'.

Froa the context it would

appear that Foster sees in these items no common denominator
and that he has chosen them at random from among a large
number of similar " ■desiderata.
■■IIWI■! ■■■IXIIIMI—WW.
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How, it is my contention that the 'desired things

in life* quoted by Foster were not selected as random
examples, as he seems to imply, but are all related as
factors which impinge to a greater or lesser exuent upon
the struggle for one of them:

power.

With the possible

exception of love - and I doubt whether Foster is correct
in his supposition that love, whatever that may be, is a
Limited Good - Foster's *desired things1 may be divided
into three categories.

Firstly, in small scale agricultural

societies land and wealth are at one and the same time a
necessary prerequisite for the exercize of power, an
sips
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^
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indication of status achieved in the power hierarchy and
the material reward which accrues from the continued
skilful manipulation of dais hierarchy once the individual
has managed to climb the first rungs of the ladder.

Secondly,

friendship, influence, security and safety constitute both
the minimal preconditions without which no man can begin
to acquire power, and also, like land and wealth, the
objects of the power struggle itself.

Finally, manliness,

honour and respect (together possibly with good health,
upon which these are to a large extent dependent) are like
wise, but on the less tangible plane of moral values, the
initial qualifications which enable a man to offer himself
as a candidate in the competition for power; like land,
wealth anc the other factors mentioned they are also
diacritical marks of success in this competition.
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while I deny, therefore, that in largely self
subsistence societies the total environment i3 necessarily
seen as subject to the principle of Limited Good, I none
theless agree v/ith foster that a subs tanial part of this
environment is conceptualized as ’limited* or inadequate
to meet the conscious needs of the population.

And I

would broadly circumscribe this part of the total environment
as comprising all those aspects of social existence - both
realistic and nonrealistic, material and moral - which
relate to the acquisition and retention of power by competing
21
individuals and groups. But since political
power in
small scale societies ultimately relates to the control of
material resources, and to exercize power is consequently
strictly equivalent to ’having more’ of those material goods
which are in short supply than those who wield less power,
it is possible to hold that the limited Good is not only an
image but a reality^

in as far as those moral commodities

which are seen as limited are the concomitants of power and
a thirst for material gain they are in i»ealiuy in scarce
supply.
Interpreted in this manner, the Image of Limited
Good is clearly germane to my remarks on the nature of the
egalitarian ideology which
; i. •;

c h a r a c t e r i z e s feuding
*> ,
.£• ‘

societies
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and co£ld be said to constitute a feature of all societies
in which ’total scarcity1 prevails.

However, my criticism

s -I

of Foster’s Image of Limited Good was not intended to be
exclusively destructive.

For do I wish to imply that

Foster’s ideas are entirely eclipsed by my own analysis.
For I do believe that he has something interesting to say
when . Vhe
includes in hj
’

1st of co

odities which
arc
_-

:r ' •' *’

limited such moral concepts as manliness, respect and
honour.
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ho himself supplies*
I think that. Foster’s juxtaposition within the
Image of limited Good of notions belonging to the same
'

-

■
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conceptual gamut as honour a

at other concepts

like land .and wealth, which are‘apparently of a quite
different order, is of fundamental importance for an understanding of the political mechanisms of feuding societies,
and indeed of feu. itself.

”or if honour and similar

•lionrealistic’ attributes are regarded both'as prerequisites
for x-olitical achiever cnt and aS the insignia of success,
then the struggle tc acquire and retain them will bo
identical with the struggle for the acquisition and retention
of material advanf

On the assumption that this equation

is Valid, honour and cognate value# are ncnrealistic com
modities the scarcity of which is cosraensu*
scarcity of material goods and resources.

with tl
■

Bearing in mind Coser’s dictuw that the initial
causes of conflict, are to be sought in an insufficiency
of supply to meet demand, it is thus not surprising that

-2J

feuds are frequently declared to vindicate a 'point of
honour'.

As the scarce concomitant of an extremely scarce

commodity, power - that is, the ability to acquire and
control wealth or the means of subsistence -, honour may
$vi -v
*? r
be seen as the cause of feud par excellence. As an allegory
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of power it permits the escalation of conflict outside
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and above the sphere of oecological friction, in a domain
in which there are no material limits to restrict the
’
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magnitude of the prize.
Feud operates on two levels at once.

Like all

social systems it is primarily concei’ned with regulating
relations of subordination and superoxxlination between
individuals and groups.

But in conditions of 'total scarcity*

where the control by one individual or group of more than a
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certain proportion of all available resources would place in
v

.

*
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jeopardy the continued existence of the society as a whole,
the inevitable conflict for power and leadership cannot be
allowed to get out of hand and mustJtherefore be prosecuted
on another loss inhibiting plane.

Honour, I have said, may

serve as a pretext for conflict in the competition for
control of natural resources.

In Albania it is sometimes

used in this manner to circumvent the dictates of an
inadequate legislation and judiciary (cf. pp2J5-238

)•

But it is more frequently invoked as a cause of hostilities
in order to provide a symbolic representation of the struggle
for political dominance in those situations in which people

recognize that conflicts for a material prize would imperil
the very fabric of society.

A high evaluation of honour

and its acceptance as a permissible excuse for armed
confrontation create a symbolic arena for political strife
in which prestige accruing from the successful outcome of

a series of individual encounters can be accumulated to '
-ajx'v
.
*
supply the bases of moral stratification despite a relatively
-x.
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close adherence in the economic field to the principle of
'fair shares for all’.
In feuding societies honour and power are synonymous
The one implies the other.

A group's defence of its honour

is thus in a very real sense the defence of its right to
live in a ^Ivon area and to exploit 1j~ birthright of natural
resources.

Through the exercize or threatened exercize of

physical violence, which causes fear and leads to the
'■

construction of a network of alliances, each group ensures
respect of its rights to an equal place for itself in the
social system Which is feud,

i'or the individual, on the

other hand, defence of his own honour and that of his group
provides an opportunity for self-aggrandizement and the
•ft

acquisition of prestige.
-

In an economically very homogeneous

society a man's prestige ultimately summarizes all those
qualities which differentiate him fi'om other members of the
same society and together constitute his qualifications for
success in the competition for leadership,

feud is then,

simultaneously, a violent affirmation of the rights of all
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to treatment on a footing of equality and a moans of
selecting those most qualified to orient the cooperative
efforts of the. majority.
In conditions of 'total scarcity* the translation
of cunflicts over materially limited goods into conflicts
in which the prize at stake is said to be honour smooths
away the potential incompatibility between equality and
leadership and prevents extreme material scarcity from
resulting in wide scale destruction and survival of only
the fittest.

4)

Honour
It may be objected to this analysis that it is

all very well to speak of honour in the feud, but that the
word 'honour' is liable to a very large number of inter
pretations and that this fact makes it quite impossible to
generalize.

I counter this objection with two quite

opposite arguments.

In the first place, I believe that,

whatever the outward appearences in any given case, ail
conflicts over honour or acts of violence are designed to
show that the protagonists react 'honourably* in all
circumstances.

Such conflicts may in the long run all be

attributed to the same desire to acquire and demonstrate
the possession of prestige, thereby reaffirming political
status and reinforning claims to leadership.

In the second

place, the very versatility of the notion of honour is
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intrinsic to its function, which is to provide a zone of
.

ambiguity creating room for political manoeuvre.

.

.

In feuding

societies tliere are few hard and fast rules as to which
actions are honourable and which are not.

Individuals

interpret the notion very much as they please and as cir
cumstances permit, manipulating it in furtherance of their
own political ends.
Like so many aspects of the feud, hcnour is
therefore at once an extremely simple and an extremely
complex phenomenon.

Acts of violence carried out in the

name of honour may always ultimately be seen as moves in
the struggle for power and dominance.

Bub the almost total

lack of uniformity which characterizes reactions in numerous
cases, in which an apparently similar point of honour is at
r- •" r

K

V

■ *''
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.

stake, bears v/ibness to the flexibility of a notion which
defies summary in terms of a limited number of well attested
ethnographic facts.
There is no lack of documentary evidence to support
the first of these contentions.

In his essay on 'Honour and

social status' in Mediterranean society Iitt-Rivers is quite
explicit in stating that honour belongs to those who can
bobh morally and physically command it (1965:24).

Successful

defence of honour by force of arms safeguards the prestige
of the defender.

22

Honour has little to do with intrinsic

virtue and everything to do with force of anas and a
readiness to employ them, although a man known for his
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wisdom and equity gained, for example, by offering to
arbitrate disputes can, by selfless conduct at the service
of the community, add substance to a reputation for honour
acquired in other fields.
But this 'selflessness* is only relative, for the
arbitrator, it will be remembered, is paid for his efforts
(cf.

) and even the act of arbitration itself can be

regarded as a.test of the arbitrator’s strength and ability
to constrain the litigants to abide by his judgement, for
he will refuse to intervene in a dispute if he is not
confident that he has reputation and force enough behind
him to coerce conformity to his decisions (cf. p. 11&). The
prestige associated with the office of arbitrator is thus
but little derived from the exercize of this function.
Rather, it is a prerequisite without which a man will not
be asked to become an arbitrator and it is not unconnected,
as I have already mentioned, with the reputation that older
men acquire from the successful pursuit of honour in feuds
in which they participated in their youth (cf. p.

.

In

such feuds they would normally play the minor rdle to which
their junior status in a large kin group assigned them.
Though they might perform unusual acts of individual valour,
the prestige, which remained with them throughout their
lives and which formed the basis of any personal reputation
which they might subsequently make for themselves, was
closely connected with the physical force of the vengeance
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referred tc earlier that arbitrators must be fdi parentela
numerosa' (cf. p". 163).

.

That the notion of honour is narrowly associated
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♦
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with force and shea* numbers is v/ell illustrated by the
statement, reported by Campbell from a Greek tranchumant
pastoral society, to the effect that 'dobody takes account
a man without
r - kinsmen* (1963:78).
n TS' »H x*

Cther
soci
-

s are

.
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similarly insistent upon the importance for the honour cf
the group of large numbers of male kinsmen.

.email pastor

alis ts , for instance, speak of lineages not only as deer
♦ ,‘
/'r v
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(long) and gaab (short) (cf. p. 100 )» but also as gob and
gun.

*Long branches' are described as gob, that is strong,

prolific and honourable in upholding the values of pastoral
socle by.

'Short branches' are gun, a word in which dishonour

and non-adherence to these values are associated with
military vulnerability and numerical weakness.
is weak in numbers',

the

*1

li, 'is the son of lowliness*

(Lewis 1961:192).
Honour is thus to a large extent a function of
force, and if it is frequently held that bastards arc
without honour (e.g. Campbell 1964:137), it is primarily
because a bastard has no kinsmen upon whom he can rely to
defend him and help him to attain a position of political
importance, and not merely because of the stigma-■ of sexual
shame attendant upon the mother's fornication, though the

.7
latter is not entirely without significance.

Julian Amery,

who, as leader of a wartime military mission to Albania,
was probably one of the last western Europeans to observe
feuding in conditions where political constraint and
centralized government were totally lacking, likewise
stresses that honour is almost identical with the ability
to defend it:

'The same considerations of prestige which

lay at the roots of the blood feuds', he writes, 'were the
cause of their persistence.

The rights and wrongs of a

particular vendetta might arouse little interest, but-the
manner of its prosecution was the public test of the power
of the clans concerned' (1948:c).
Observations from ouher areas confirm this analysis
(e.g. Barth 1965: 82).

Personal honour and collective force

are the principal ingredients of prestige; prestige is the
summary or outward manifestation of those qualities required
of pretenders to leadership.
Honour, is, then, in one sense a simple phenomenon,
because it may be seen as a synonym for effective political
power.

But it becomes infinitely complex when the ethnography

is examined to ascertain what constitutes behaviour normally
regarded as honourable in a given society.

The task is in

fact impossible, because, with a few notable exceptions
such as the invariably violent reactions to offences
involving fche sexual honour of women, a prescribed norm
rarely exists and each case must be taken on its merits.

In Albania, for example, it was usual for the
family of a man killed in daylight by a watch dog to take
vengeance, presumably in order to show that they possessed
strength and honour enough to defend themselves against the
assault of a mere dog.

But if they felt themselves to be

in a position of considerable political and military
inferiority vis a vis the owners of the dog and did not
think it to their immediate advantage to embark upon a
feud, it was just possible for them to accept compensation
(cf. p. ^50).

Similarly, it was considered dishonouring

when meeting a traveller on a narrow road to allow him
priority and let him pass (Hasluck 1954:85)*

let this rule

can rarely have been observed to the letter or the population
would have been decimated daily.
Just as the amount of compensation paid for a
homicide or the number of victims- required to avenge the
death of a particular individual varied with the relative
status of killer and initial victim (cf. p.191 ), so the
concept of what constituted honourable or dishonourable
conduct fluctuated considerably according to the circumstances;
and a slight of minor importance, sucli as a word of irritation
or some unintentional jostling at a crov/ded gathering, might
furnish the pretext for murder, if the offended party were
of great numerical strength and political power, just as
the theft of an animal might go unpunished if the owners
were too weak to run the risk of a feud.

Hiposte in the
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first case might cost the death of a man or two, but the
gain in prestige would more than outbalance the loss,
Iliposte in the second case would merely reduce an already
feeble group to totally unviable proportions.
It is this kind of calculation which determines
whe manner in which inaividualc or groups will envisage
uheii' obligation to act honourably.

By manipulating the

notion of honour and by offsetting the risk of numerical
depletion against that of political gain, groups and
individuals within groups can acquire prestige and rise to
a position of authority over their fellow tribesmen which
the folk model of equality would seem uo pi'oscribe.
ihe sole desire of individuals to attain a
position from which they can exercize authority is, however
insufficient to explain why men are willing to risk death
in the pursuit of honour in order to qualify as. leaders,
inere ax*e obviously more tangible benefits attached to
leadership than the gratification of purely personal pride,
how, I intimated earlier that, in feuding societies,
political and material success were commensurate.

Indeed,

whilst leading a .life in most external details identical
v/ith that of the majority of those over whose destinies
they preside, tribal leaders nonetheless usually appear
wealthier than the average tribesman,

fhey possess larger

houses or tents, more fields or greater flocks, better
horses

and more costly arms than most other members of

the tribe.

These are so much regarded as the prerogative
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of a leader , who

must of necessity be a man oi honour, that
I
poverty is in places seen as quite incompatible with honour
.

(e.g. Campbell 1964:300). health is nearly always clued by
#
‘
observers as the sine qua non of power in Mediterranean
and Liddle Bastern tribal societies (e.g. hvans-Iritchard
1 9 4 9

:^9 ).

Yet, the possession of wealth, like that of

power, is also in absolute contradiction to the- folk model
of equality,
But hei’e again the contradiction is only apparent,
for although the chief, ba.iraktar or sheikh ir undeniably
better off than those enjoying a lesser status, to maintain
his prestige and, consequently, his position he is obliged
to act with the utmost generosity dispersing a large pro
portion of the income from his land or flocks in gifts and
hospitality to ensure the continueu allegiance and respect
of those who tolerate his leadership.

bvans-Iritchard

v/rites, for instance, of the Cyrenaican Bedouin sheikh that
he ’ought to be rich because the demands of hospitality
are considerable* (194-9:60).
In the literature on Mediterranean and kiddle
^astern tribal societies the obligation to offer hospitality,
even in certain circumstances to an enemy (cf. p. 232), is
continually emphasized.

Unfailing hospitaliby and the

presentation of generous gifts are two manners in which

honour and prestige may ho enhanced once a measure of power
•

•

and. wealth has been achieved.

-

It is, however, interesting

to note that generosity and hospitality cause honour to
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accrue at a rate inversely proportionate to that at which
wealth is expended.

'fhuc, although the honour of an

individual is in the first instance a function of his own
prowess and tho military force of the group which helped
him to attain a position of dominance•and wealth, his
maintenance of this position depends to no mean extent upon
his readiness to surrender a large amount of the benefits
to which the status of leader givoshir. access.
Just as leadership is on'
c

\

'.

T, ctive if the
•r

incumbent can obtain concensus, so also v/ralth car only
be enjoyed by the loader If it is in greater part recirculated
among those who support him.
conditional.

Both leadership and wealth are

Neither are inalienable rights.

prerogatives dependent upon popular consent.

Both are
Excess in

either may upset the delicate balance which obtains between
the premise of equality and the necessity of hierarchy.
If a leader loses the respect of the majority by becoming
a despot, by monopolizing resources and discontinuing the
tradition of lavish hospitality expected of hi*?, in short,
by acting in a fashion incompatible with a whole series of.
values going under the general heading of honour, all
confidence will be withdrawn from him and group loyalties
will be transferred to another more 'honourable1 man.

3C2
Honour, then, is a blanket ter;i; which subsumes
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all the qualities required of a leader.
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Ilonour is acquired

in the successful prosecution of feud, that is fa struggle1,
in conditions of 'total scarcity1, 'over values and claims
tc scarce status, power and resources'.

By analyzing the

manners in which different tribal societies in the Mediter
ranean and the Middle East envisage the.acquisition of
honour and by relating the findings to a number of ©ecolo
gical variables which characterize some of these societies
but not others,.it should thus be possible to detect
certain oecologically determined patterns of behaviour in
the feud which will contribute to an understanding of the
mechanisms which underly the dichotomy to which I drew
attention at the beginning of this chapter*

Before I

attempt this undertaking, however, it is necessary to
make a short digression in order to set out a few ideas
of a purely theoretical order taken from Simmel's and
Coser's work on social conflict.

Ishall later elaborate

I

these in support of my own argument concerning conflict
in the specific context of feud.
*

5)

Realistic and nonrealistic conflict
Unlike Coser, his exegete, Simmel takes it for

granted that his readers know what conflict is.

He never

defines the phenomenon as such, but gradually builds up a

I

picture of conflict by analyzing its causes and results and I
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demonstrating how they are related.

He succeeds in further

clarifying the meaning he attaches to the word conflict hy
constfasting it with competition, 'the foremost sociological
characteristic' of which is, .for Simmel, 'the fact that
conflict in it is indirect'; and an illustration of this
remark he adds:

'In so far as one gets rid of an adversary

or damages him directly, one does not compete with him'
(1966:57).
Competition differs from conflict in two important
details:

the nature of the prize and the attitude to one

another of the protagonists.

As regards the first of these

details, in 'the pure form of the competitive struggle* two
parties compete for the acquisition of a prize which neither
of them controls at the outset.

Conflict, on the other hand,

postulates the possession of the prise by one of the contes
tants who tries bo defend it against the rapacity of others.
Simmel distinguishes two types of competition.
The first is
1) a form of interaction in which 'victory over
the competitor is the chronologically first
necessity, it itself means nothing. The goal
of the whole action is attained only with the
availability of a value which does not depend
on that competitive fight at all' (1966:57-58).
As an example of this type of competition in which one of
the parties must worst the other(s) but access to the prize
depends upon circumstances beyond this victory, Simmel
gives that of 'The lover who eliminates or shames his
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rival Cbutl is not a step ahead if the lady’ does not bestow
her favors on him' (1966:58).
Simmei*8 second type of competition is
2) a struggle in which no direct collision of ‘

interests occurs and the goal is achieved by
the ti'iumphont competitor 'without using his
strength on the adversary* (1966:58).
In a competition of this sort each competitor acts more or
less in isolation, and overall victory is gauged independently
by a comparison of the efforts and not the material gains
of the adversaries.

Examples are a running race or the

undercutting of prices in business circles where competitors
cannot truly be said to interact:

'Each party fights its

adversary without turning against him, without touching
him, so to speak' (1966:59)*
.‘

i*-* , -

*

Moreover,

the prize is
*.

-j

identical with successful prosecution of the fight itself.
Each competitor strives to win without directly damaging
his opponent or altering the intrinsic situation of his
opponent prior to the beginning of the competition.

In

Simmel's opinion this second type of competition 'differs
even more greatly from other kinds of conflict' than the
first; and it is upon this second type that he concentrates
his attention.
In this type of competition interaction between
participants is minimal.

In contrast to conflict, in which

the prize is at the outset in the possession of one of the
protagonists and it is the purpose of the adversary to
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wrest the prize from ios possessor, pure competition remains
uniquely concerned with the acquisition of immaterial values
of which a certain amount accrue to the victor*

The loser,

however, is usually not denied a share in the 'winnings'*
For instance, if two men run a race, the victor will gain

acclaim for this feat*

But if the loser runs well, he will

not be entirely ignored and will have increased his reputa
tion*

By vying for the same immaterial goal both competitors

will have gained something, but one will have gained more
than the other*

It is for this reason that Simmel asserts

that the goals of competition are largely subjective:

they

are more in the nature of values relating to the moral
sphere than the goals of conflict, which may be objectively
defined in terms of material gain.

While the goals of

conflict are thus objective, tangible and definite, those
of competition are relativistic, unmeasurable and unlimited.
The goals of conflict cannot be increased beyond their
initial dimensions.

But competition, as Dimmed remarks,

tencs to promote and intensify subjective values; the act
of competing itself effectively modifies the prize and
enhances its desirability*
Simmel must have already had in mind this analysis
of the nature of competition when in an earlier passage of
the same essay he distinguishes between conflict as a means
to the attainment of an objectively definable end and
conflict as an end in itself.

3C6
fT"hcro conflict1, he .rites, #ls merely a means
determined by a superior purpose, there is no
reason not to restrict or even avoid it, provided
it can be replaced by other measures which have
the same premise of success. Where, on the
other hand, it is exclusively determined by
subjective feelings, where there are inner
energies which can be satisfied only through
fight, its substitution by other means is
impossible; it is its own purpose and content....'

(1966:27-28).

Now it is tempting to associate conflict as an
end in itself with the phenomenon which Simmel later calls
competition.

But competition,, even as Simmel defines it

in the second of his two types, does not necessarily arise
out of a need to dispel 'inner energies which can be satisfied
only through fight'.

There obviously exists some relation

ship between Simmel's two notions of competition and conflict
as an end in itself, but it is not quite clear what this
relationship is.
Without explicitly referring to the connection
between this passage anc that on competition, Coser suggests
that Simmel's efforts to descriminate between conflict as a
means and conflict as an end might gain in intelligibility
by the introduction of a new distinction of his own invention between realistic and nonrealistic conflict:^
'Conflicts which arise from frustration of
specific demands within the relationship and
from estimates of gains of the participants,
and which are directed at the presumed frustrating
object, can be called realistic, conflictst
insofar as they are means toward a specific
result. Nonrealistic conflicts, on the other
hand, although still Involving interaction
between two or more persons, are not occasioned

by the rival ends of the antagonists, hut the
need for tension release of at least one of
then. In this case the choice of antagonists
depends on determinants not directly related
to a contentious irsuc and is not oriented
toward the attainment of specific results'

( 1965* 49) *
Coser's reformulation of Simmel'c original
proposition has the advantage of making it possible to
avoid Simmel's rigid and somewhat uneasy distinction
between conflict and competition by subsuming both under
the single heading of conflict and introducing a scale of
•realism' which can be employed to characterise any combine
24
ation of the two. ' For Coser readily concedes that
realistic and nonrealistic elements may be found side by
side and in unequal proportions in one and the same conflict,
keen in this manner, Simmel's perception of two quite
different tyi cs of competition (1 and 2) appears less
incongruous than before.

Whereas, as the passage stands,

Simmel seems to be collating in the same category two
phenomena which have very little in common, viewed as two
forms of predominantly nonrealistic conflict the first (1)
can be said to include a number of realistic factors which
are almost totally absent in the second (2).

Pure competition

can thus be regarded as an extreme type of nonrealistic
conflict.
/■*
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the other hand, would be the assault of a footpad with the
intent to rob and kill his victim*
One of the elements which Simmel leaves ofit of

his description of the second type of competition (2),
v/hich, since he does not again mention the first type (1) ,
he seems to consider the 'purer' of the two, is th enecessity to give vent to 'inner energies which can he
satisfied only through fight'.

Yet he includes it in the

passage on conflict as a means and an end.

If competition

can, as I maintain, be described as a type of conflict in
which nonrealistic elements predominate over realistic
ones and if iu is agreed that the ideas expounded in both
passages are demonstrably related, then competition - or
conflict for what bimmel calls 'subjective* goals - should
be associated with a need to express pent up energies which
can find no other channel for release.
To return for a moment to Simmel's examples of
'pure' competition, it is possible that x'aces are run to
dissipate surplus energies in a harmless fashion, but this
is cei'tainly not true of the undercutting of prices in
business, where the results can spell material ruin for
the unsuccessful competitor and the business community at
large.

The long term effects of athletic competition and

business competition are very different indeed,

bimmel

either glosses over this fact or fails to appreciate it,
while Coser provides a satisfactory solution in the form
of his realistic-nonrealistic scaling of conflicts.

In

Coser's terms, the running race is almost totally non-
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realistic,

25 while the conflict between business competitors

is largely realistic.

Coser's approach to the classification

of different types of conflict is thus far more useful than
Simmel's.

It is not 'pure' competition which enhances

values and intensifies conflict, but the preponderance in
a given conflict of nonrealistic factors over material goals
(Coser 1965:68).
Despite these strictures, Coser’s criticism of
Simmel is in no way destructive.

He constantly relies upon

the insights of his intellectual precursor to lend substance
to his ov/n intuitions.

In this manner he develops Simmel's

idea that the goals of competition are unlimited and incom
mensurable and incorporates these characteristics into his
notion of nonrealistic conflict, which, like Simmel*s 'pure*
competition, is subject to unrestricted spontaneous inten
sification through emulation suscitated by equally unres
tricted goals.

Realistic conflict, however, remains stable

at a constant level of intensity as long as the goal remains
the same.

Coser endorses Simmel's view that some forms of

'pure* competition - or entirely nonrealistic conflict, as
he calls it - act as a safety valve to 'clear the air*
(Coser 1965:39)*

But he is not in agreement with Simmel's

contention that such a clearing of the air necessarily
provides permanent release of tension; and he quotes
Kluckhohn's work on T-Iavaho witchcraft to the effect that
conflict is never without a 'cost' which someone or other
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must finally bear (1965:4-6).
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Conflict may canalize tensions

in a social environment, but by the very nature of the
phenomenon one of the parties inevitably loses in comparison
with the gains of the winner.
On this basis Coser argues that the admixture of
nonrealistic elements in conflict will increase in direct
proportion to the structural proximity of the conflicting
parties.

Fo r -the closer the structural and physical

distance between the contestants and the more materially
destructive a conflict consequently threatens to become
for the community at large, the greater will be the tendency
to translate realistic goals of a finite and material nature
into nonrealistic terms, in order that conflict may not
result in the destruction (or monopolization) by one party
of the material premises of subsistence and, thereby, the
community itself.

The transformation of realistic conflict

into
a struggle in which
the t.values
at stake
are nonrealistic
.
.
••
■t
, '.
docs not cancel out the cost which must still be paid.

But

since nonrealistic goals are, as it were, nonexistent,
conflict for their attainment in no way jeopardizes the*
material security of the community as a whole and is
-; *
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therefore not liable to spread and involve other parties
against their will in a struggle for survival.

ITonrealistic

conflict is optional insofar as it is not suffused with
realistic factors.

Realistic conflict is more compelling

and tends to be contagious once it has begun.
t
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Nonrealistic elements in conflict thus increase
with what Coser rather vaguely calls 'the rigidity of the
social structure* (1965:156).

They are a concomitant of

the need for *safety-valve institutions* in situations
where realistic conflict might annihilate the fabric of
society.

They are a means of ensuring that someone but

not everybody pays the cost.

Not only are they, for the

reasons given, more frequent in conditions of social
confinement, but the inherent tendency of nonrealistic
elements to spontaneous intensification in combination
with this frequency naturally causes conflicts to be more
intense, where the 'social structure* is rigidly defined,
than in societies where the structure is somewhat looser.

6)

Honour % leadership and oecoloro
The first conclusion I wish to draw from the

preceding theoretical discussion of conflict is that honour,
the principal qualification for leadership in feuding
societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle Hast, may be
regarded, in Coser's terms, as the largely nonrealistic
prize of aggressive interaction.

If it is agreed that this

constitutes an acceptable interpretation of the phenomenon,
then an attempt to elucidate other aspects of the feud in
the light of Coser's theory might prove rewarding.
I have cursorily described how honour is acquired
in the feud.

But since my own perception of feud as a
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social system per se has of necessity remained on the level
of generality, I have so fax* had hut little opportunity to
give a detailed account of how the principle of honour
operates 'on the ground'.
On the assumption that honour, in its most

26

unadulterated form/'

may he interpreted as the noxirealistic

prize of a certain type of conflict called feud and hearing
in mind Coser's hypothesis that the intensity of nonrealistic
conflicts 'increases with the rigidity of the social
structure' (Coser 1965:156), I shall try to relate the
frequency and intensity of feuding for honour to the
relative flexibility of different types of 'social structure'.
An analysis on these lines of honour and physical violence,
or the threat of violence, in feuding societies will, it
is intended, provide solutions to the two problems I mentioned
at the beginning of this chapter, namely
1) how leaders arise to fulfil indispensable
functions despite a fiercely egalitarian.
ideology, and
2) why there exists a very marked difference
hetv/een the frequency and intensity of feud
in sedentary agricultural societies, on the
one hand, and nomadic pastoral groups, on
the other.
There is one major difficulty attendant upon such
an approach:

Coser does not adequately explain what he

means by rigidity of the social structure.

He does nonethe

less enlarge somewhat upon his original statement relative
to the inci'ease of nonrealistic elements in proportion to
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the rigidity of the social structure by qualifying the
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latter as 'the degree to which it disallows direct expression
of antagonistic claims' (1965:156)., This rider admittedly
helps to divest the words 'social structure' of any of a
number of more precise meanings current in anthropological
circles.

Coser seems to be using the term in a deliberately

imprecise manner.in order that hi3 hypothesis may enjoy the
widest possible validity.
If this is the case, it is legitimate for those
seeking to apply the theory to concrete facts to interpret
the phrase 'rigidity of the social structure' very much as
it suits them, as long as their interpretation does not
-

L

*

-

*

countervene the rider.
Now, in my model of feud as a social system I
postulated the interaction of two constants - 'total scarcity'
and leadership - and of an infinite number of variables*

I

also demonstrated in my discussion of 'total scarcity' that
the variables, which may in the main be reduced to constraints
of an almost exclusively oecological order, were crucial in
.•

•,

-.

■

determining a state of 'total scarcity'.

%

Moreover, I have

shown that these same oecological variables are not without
considerable influence upon the nature of leadership itself.
Since the oecclogy of feuding societies has such undeniable
relevance for all the major aspects of their social
existence, I believe that in the feuding context it is not
unreasonable to equate Coser's 'rigidity of the social
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structure* with the degree to which

o g c o Io c t

'disallows

direct expression of antagonistic claims'.
If honour is a nonrealistic prize of conflict,
then conflicts in \hich the prize is control of material
resources - i.e. land, uater and flocks - are clearly
• *

primarily realistic in character.

t.'"

5*

To paraphrase Coser,

where scarcity prevails, the less it is possible, for
reasons connected with the survival of the community at
large, to indulge in aggressive interaction for the control
of material resources, the more honour will be invoked as
a pretext for conflict.

I shall endeavour to prove this

hypothesis
of material scarcity *
.,«.■■. by
• relating the premises
*
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in sedentary agricultural and nomadic pastoral feuding
societies to the extent to which the defence and acquisition
of honour are recognized as permissible and even laudable
grounds for physical aggression.
I have already pointed out a number of major
Terences between sedentary agricultural on
.

.*

T r •,«

*

nomadic
* . -

r

'

pastoral feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the
die iSast.

These, I said, were most evident in the

organization of labour in each (cf. II, 1).

Sedentary

agriculturalists
rarely enter
into relations of sustained
'
•.
.

.

.

economic cooperation outside the extended family.

Nomadic

pastoralists, on the other hand, are obliged to in order
that they may form herding units of an optimal size and
that they may, for instance, guard against the eventuality

.v
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of a bad drought in their own territory by being able to
avail themselves of the surplus grazing and water of their
allies elsewhere*

Agriculture and pastoralism as means of

subsistence thus engender different types of basic economic
interest group, which in turn elicit similarly divergent
types of defensive alliance in the feud*

In sedentary

societies alliance tends to be sporadic and is dictated
by vicinage, whereas among nomadic pastoralists it is a
permanent necessity and is more frequently based on a
combination of kinship and contract*
Such differences are, however, the end result of
two major disparities,

ihe first is obvious:

nomadic

societies enjoy an infinitely greater degree of physical
mobility than do their sedentary counterparts,

Ihe second

I have already discussed and concerns the nature of oecolo
gical scarcity in the two types of society.

While sedentary

agricultural feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the
Middle East are all overpopulated in relation to the
availability of resources anu the level of technology on
hand to exploit them, nomadic pastoral societies are subject
to only one constant restriction on their wealth:

that of

the animal:

Material

human population ratio (cf. p. 273)*

scarcity in nomadic pastoral societies is thus truly endemic,
whereas a decrease in population density would do much among
sedentary agriculturalists to alleviate the scarcity of
resources.

But in the nomadic pastoral situation, although

scarcity is ’total’ and therefore conducive to conflict,
the mitigating factor of mobility makes it possible to avoid
a headlong cla3 h of real interests, if one of the parties
involved feels that it is insufficiently strong to have a
reasonable chance of winning the contest.

For land as such

is rarely in scarce supply (e.g. Mvans-Fritchard 194-9:4-5)
and when a nomadic group feels itself outclassed it merely
removes itself, together with its flock3, herds and tents,
to another area.
In sedentaiy societies land is, together with
water, a supremely scarce commodity (cf. p. 270).

Without

it a family has no means of survival unless it accepts the
• - .1
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inferior status of servants.
fhis disparity between the relationship of nomadic
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and sedentary feuding societies to actually scarce resources
goes a long way to explaining why feud is more frequent and
intense in the latter*:

the oecological constraints attendant

upon a dedentary agricultural means of subsistence are
d f.
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antagonistic claims1 over land and water v/hich, if allowed,
would lead to the appropriation of the best and the most
?;•••
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by the strongest, and the complete disintegration of the
if

community as such.
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*
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Oecological scarcity nonetheless causes

antagonisms to arise among sedentary agriculturalists.
But these are controlled and prevented from spreading
throughout the social structure by the existence of the

J

concept of honour which makes it possible to avoid a conflict
over real goals by interpreting it in nonrealistic terns.
A conflict in which the stated goal is the defence or
acquisition of honour may well be and usually is related
to some material cause of friction - such as the disputed
possession of a field - between the parties.

The end result

of such a conflict jbr honour may even be the illegitimate
acquisition of the field, as well as honour, by one of the
rties if they succeed in exterminating the other.

The

Albanian episode I referred to earlier is a case in point
(cf. p. 237).

But in the eyes of the community the material

realistic prize will be a mere concomitant of the nonrealistic
prize and no one will feel obliged to jeopardize the unity
.

of the community by proceeding to collective.. sanctions
against the victors, who,, it will bo said, were after all
r*
only acting in defence of their reputation even if they did
obtain a field at the same time.

Moreover, fcheir material

and immaterial victories taken together, by increasing both
their wealth and their prestige, will-have demonstrated that
they possess cunning, physical strength and political
ability, in short, all those qualities which are demanded
of the leader and. his group.

Finally, the fact that

conflicts over honour are strictly the concern of those
whose honour is at stake.inhibits their spreading to involve
.

•

r‘.

other members of the community.

.

-

: '- .

Unlike conflicts for

realistic goals which may be interpreted by those not
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directly implicated as a menace to .their o.vn future security,
conflicts purportedly over honour make it possible for
hostile groups to expend their aggressive energies upon each
other without drawing in the society as a whole*
Honour in this case, where legislation and public
opinion forbid territorial encroachment, serves four differ
ent purposes simultaneously.

It is

1) a licit means of achieving an ’illegal1
material end;
an affirmation of aptitude for leadership;
3; a medium for the escalation of conflict for
material ends beyond a level at which hostili
ties of this type are no longer normally
tolerated by the society at large and would
in principle (were the pretext of honour
not invoked) be liable to legal sanctions;
4) a means of ensuring the non-proliferation
of such conflicts throughout the social
structure.
I believe that this kind of analysis can be used in Mediter
ranean and Middle Eastern sedentary tribal societies to
explain most if not all instances of physical aggression
in which the original cause of hostilities is said to be
a disputed point of honour*

Conflicts over honour are the

enactment on another plane of aggression stimulated by a
combination of scarce resources and an insufficiently
developed agricultural technology.

The frequency of feuding

for honour is a function of oecological scarcity unalleviated
by mobility.
In contrast with sedentary agricultural societies
nomadic pastoralists can move from place to place and are
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indeed obliged by the search for grazing and water to do so*
In all but exceptional circumstances - a particularly: severe
drought, for example - enemy groups can avoid each other if
they feel that it is expedient to do so.
inevitable on occasion

Although it is

that conflict should occur over

access to watei*, and this may happen at any time of the
year, pastoralists seem to prefer to concentrate hostilities
with enemy groups in a particular period of the pastoral
cycle.

The period chosen is without exception always the

spring, at which time the flocks and herds are in milk,
there is an abundance of food, pastures are greener and
water is usually more readily available than in other seasons.
Peters, for instance, states that this is true of the
Bedouin of Cyrenaica (1951:241)*

According to Musil, the

Bedouin of northern Arabia are also inclined to regard the
spring as the most favourable time for warlike enterprises
(1928:10); and Lewis reports that the Somali pastoralists
recognize a season they call gu, in which food is plentiful
and ’Old injuries remembered and feuds revived' (1961:44).
None of these authors deny the fact that hostilities continue
throughout the year.

But the general impression is that

whereas conflict in the dry season results from dire
necessity (cf. p. 239) and is averted whenever possible,
hostilities occurring in the season of plenty are in a way
looked forward to and are vested with a gratuitousness
which is totally lacking at other times of the year.
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It may be concluded from this evidence that the
pattern of hostilities common among nomadic pastoralists
is in a way quite the opposite to that found among sedentary
agriculturalists.

Whereas sedentary agriculturalists

constantly engage in hostilities for the control of peren
nially scarce resources without regard for a particular
season of the year, nomadic pastoralists appear to fight
mainly at moments when there is no immediate scarcity of
food and resources such as grazing and water.

The explanation

of this contrast is to be sought, as are most other diver
gences between sedentary and nomadic feuding societies in
the Mediterranean and the Middle East, in the significance
of oecological scarcity which affects the pastoral cycle
in a quite different manner from that in which it impinges
upon the existence of agriculturalists.
Oecological scarcity in the form of thin grazing
and lack of water forces pastoral groups to split up into
smaller herding camps at periods of the year when the
carrying capacity of the land is considerably less than
just after the rains.

This dispersion of groups, which

tend to congregate in the breeding season in larger camps
spread over a relatively restricted area, reduces opportun
ities ibr contact at the most difficult times of the year.
Go when scarcity is most intense, contact is least.

Although

fighting may break out when two groups accidentally or by
force ma.ieure find themselves competing for the same
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resources, such conflicts are on the whole deliberately
avoided, because at the height of the dry season both men
and beasts are weaii and the mere effort of staying alive
is sufficiently engrossing for there to be little surplus
energy and time to devote to hostilities whicn are not vital
for survival.
Aihen surpluses are at hand, however, fighting is
rife, raius are organized (Musil 1928:10) and old debts of
blood are redeemed.

Whereas fighting at other times of the

year arises in direct response to oecological scarcity and
is undertaken with strictly realistic goals in view, the
objectives of the hostilities which mark the season of
plenty are less overtly material in character.

Lewis writes

of gu fighting that it 1tends to result from the desire,
often long matured, to revenge previous wrongs and to
satisfy honour and "name"1 (19‘61:45)«

fhese are obviously

more in the way of pretexts than actual causes of conflict
and they resemble similarly nonrealistic features, such as
'face', which I have described as characteristic of the feud
in sedentary societies.

let this intensification of

hostilities and these nonrealistic elements occur in
conditions of material abundance in which, according to my
own and Coser's analysis, aggressive interaction should
diminish 4hd conflicting claims should grow more realistic.
I propose that the only manner in which it is
possible to solve this apparent contradiction of the theory
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by the facts is to add a further dimension to the notion
of oecological scarcity in the pastoral context.

I have

already said that the most important limitation on the
wealth of pastoralists is perhaps not so much the absolute
amount of land and water available as the constant maximal
ratio of men to animals which "engenders an endemic scarcity
of food over long periods of the year.

There is, however,

another factor present in the pastoral cycle which aggravates
this fundamental scarcity:

the factor of herding luck.

For, like nearly everything else in societies
living on the margins of subsistence in conditions of ’total
scarcity1, luck is, to use Foster’s term, an aspect of the
Limited Good.

It is thought to exist in finite quantities

insufficient to satisfy the needs of all.

It is thus not

surprising if in the season of £u Somali herdsmen ’hesitate
to say too much of their good fortune’.

They feel that 'It

is beyond speaking -of: to express too much delight is
inadvisable lest God replace good fortune by disaster'
(Lewis 1961:4-3) • Such sentiments, like all others ultimately
associated with power and wealth in conditions of 'total
scarcity', are, however, not entirely subjective.

They do

reflect, albeit somewhat distantly, elements of empirical
reality.

The pastoral way of life in a se.:i-desert environ

ment is extremely precarious.

A chance rainstorm at an

opportune moment over a very small area in a period of wide
spread hard drought may enable the animals belonging to the

groups occupying that area to survive the season, when the ,
flocks of groups not ten kilometres away may suffer a
mortality of up to 80°/c.

Epidemics can likewise decimate

several adjacent flocks overnight, while a nearby camp,
remaining in isolation, may escape unscathed.

This kind

of hazard striking indiscriminately gives substance to the
•'

"

j
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pastoralists' belief that herding luck is, like water and
manpower, a scarce commodity.
I suggest, therefore, that while fighting among
pastoralists is on the whole less intensive in the dry
seasons of the year, because they are fully occupied by
the struggle for subsistence, nonrealistic goals of conflict
come to the fore in the season of plenty to provide an
opportunity of spreading the burden of misfortune.

Non-

rcaiistic conflicts for 'name' and revenge permit the
appropriation of animals to make good losses incurred in
the past.

The successful prosecution of such conflicts

further enables the victorious group to build up a reputation
*■
*
'
for superior forccv which will help them in the coining year
to remain unmolested in their pursuit of good pasturago
and water.

Individuals, moreover, use such confrontations

to demonstrate their personal valour and cunning.

In this

manner they attract public attention, inspire respect and
ultimately reinforce their claims to leadership within the
group and prominence in the context of wider alliances.
Conflicts of this kind among nomadic pastoralists are
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nonrealistic in character, that is predominantly concerned
with honour and other subjective values, because the scarcity
to which they constitute a reaction, the scarcity of good
herding luck, though believed in, is not real and present,
but intangible and always either past or potential.
Although pastoralists do tend to indulge at
certain times of the year in intensive hostilities at
fairly short range for largely nonrealistic prizes, conflict
in nomadic societies generally has the outward appearence
of a highly realistic struggle for gains of a purely material
order.

It is true that some writers occasionally have

doubts as to the authenticity of Bedouin claims that they
are fighting for access to resources.

Peters, for example,

is convinced that disputes over land and water are, in
Cyrenaica at least, more in the nature of pretexts than
causes (1951:354).

This, of course, nicely confirms his

notion of feud as a structural relationship between groups
living within particular territorial limits:

groups

entertain feuding relations ’because they happen to live
at a certain distance* (1951:371)*

But then Peters seems

to believe that the Cyrenaican Bedouin constitute ’one of
the few societies in which [feud] occurs’ (1967:265).
N ot/, although I am largely in agreement with
Icters with regard to his interpretation of feud as a
relationship, I cannot, as I have said before (cf. p. 118),
endorse his strictures concerning the distribution of the

phenomenon.

Nearly all nomadle .pastoral societies maintain

traditional inter-group relations of hostility which vary
in intensity and character with the oncological distance
and the nature of the terrain which separates the groups
;
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between them.
Such hostilities may occur between adjacent groups.
Their goals may ill

be largely nonrealistic.

But this type

of hostile relationship does not preclude the.existence of
others of a more realistic nature.
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Peters does not mention
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whether the Cyrenaican Bedouin are addicted to raiding for
flocks and herds.* But among the pastoral nomads of northern
*

*

-;

Arabia and the Syrian desert raiding is a serious business
carried out with great regularity and on a very large scale.
It continues throughout the year.
4
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In winter only small
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parties band together for this activity; but in spring,
27
when there is no lack of food, the noble
tribes launch
an annual raid characterized by a great amount of ceremonial
and led by the paramount chief (cf. Mutsll 1928:1 0 ; and for
a full description of such a raid, 507-512)•
•* ..

‘
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These raids
*

'* y*'-

are always against traditional enemies and are reciprocal.
ir object is quite unambiguously to obtain a maximum of
•’ '
-■
.
■
booty, mainly in the form of camels., and to return safely
to base (Falgrave lr68:23).

They are called ghazw and as

such are distinguished from harb, war, in which the goals
are territorial gains and the political subjection of other

r»ir'

groups (Sweet 1965:1159)*
In a recent article, the American anthropologist
Louise Sweet has minutely analyzed the numerous descriptions
which exist of these raids and has come to the conclusion,
similar to my

o ^tl,

that they constitute a mechanism for

the equalizing of opportunities in hazardous conditions of
breeding and pasturage (1965:1159) •

la* her opinion, they

result from an endemic scarcity of canals in the area and
a need to ensure the circulation of wealth.

Unfortunately,

she does not press her analysis any further.
£!y own hypothesis that pastoral wealth can never
grow beyond a certain ceiling imposed by the ratio of
labour force to the number of animals supplements Sweet's,
argument and suggests an oecological reason for the scarcity
which she postulates but does not seek to explain.
The fact that raiding among the Bedouin tribes
of northern Arabia and the Syrian desert is for mainly
realistic goals is born out by a mass of detail, which may
be summarized in the Shammar saying ’Raids-are our agriculture*
(Musil 1928:10).

Unlike feuds of the Cyrenaican type

(v/hich are not absent among the tribes further east, but
are of minor significance in comparison with raiding),
these collective forays for booty are hedged around with
innumerable rules to regulate the manner in which they are
carried out, the aim of which is to minimize the destruction
of life and property.

Dickson (194$:541), lalgrave and
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Burckhardt (1830:76, 84) concur in their opinion that 'the
Bedouin, though-a terrible braggart, has at heart little
inclination for killing or being killed...1 (lalgrave 1868:
23).

Firearms are rarely used.

Women in the attacked camp

who remain when their menfolk have been routed can obtain
concessions in animals and property from the victors if
they have the courage to run after them and shout the
appropriate precisely stipulated formula (husil 1928).
The object of this rule is that innocent women and children
shall not be left to perish without means of sustenance.
Sweet gives a long list of points of raiding
etiquette all designed to reduce the risk of permanent
loss to the society at large through aimless destruction
(1965:1143)-

And although men are occasionally killed in

these encounters, this only occurs when the victims put up
a particularly stubborn resisbence to the attackers.
Burckhardt, for instance, stresses the Bedouin preference
for submission rather than a fight to the death (1830:76).
It is even possible for a man pursued until his mare is no
longer able to hear him to throw himself to the ground and
cry bowel. In return for the loss of his clothes and his
horse his life will be spared.

But the 'disgrace1 incurred

is so great that this would seem to have been a rare
oo
occurrence (1830:81).
The Bedouin obviously do everything in their
power to m a e raiding for realistic goals as little

destructive as possible.

But though Bedouin raiding may

in tho main be interpreted as a mechanism for the maintenance
of oecological balance between groups in conditions in
which there must always subsist an endemic scarcity of
flocks and herds, it is not entirely devoid of nonrealistic
elements.

Indeed so conscious are the Bedouin of the

possible danger to human life which they associate with
the spontaneous intensification which Coser has identified
as characteristic of nonrealistic conflict, that they have
formulated certain rules the main purpose of which may be
seen analytically as the prevention of realistic goals of
raiding being diverted into nonrealistic channels.

An

example is provided by the 'Anaaa code of raiding conduct:
they regard night attack as treachery, for, as Burckhardt
writes, 'during the confusion of a nocturnal assault, the
women's appartments might be entered and violence offered,
which would infallibly occasion much resistance from the
men of the attacked camp, and probably end in a general
massacre' (1850:80) (cf. also Fusil 1928:523).

In other

words, the Bedouin recognize that the subjective value with
which they vest the sexual shame of women is (as I shall7
show in the next chapter) an eminently nonrealistic goal
of conflict.

They therefore do their best to prevent the

admixture of this nonrealistic element in the pursuit of
raiding for primarily realistic goals, in order that the
conflict shall not become unnecessarily intensive and
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Insofar as nonrea-Listic factors remain of minor
importance in bhis type of conflict they are nonetheless
allowed to enter into the practice of raiding,

for where

raiding as a form of hostile relationship is more frequent
than feud of the Cyrenaican type, it serves both as an
economic leveller and as a means of acquiring honour and
presbige.

The booby brought back from a successful raid

is mostly in the form of camels, she-beasts in milk being
the most treasured prize.

Bub if it is at ail possible,

young men trying bo prove their worth and gain prestige will
also attempt to seize a horse, bhe supreme symbol of wealth
and status among the desert-dwelling nomads.

Now a large

part of the value attached to horses is due to their
intrinsic uselessness;

they are extremely difficult and

expensive to keep in the desert anu serve almost no practical
purpose.

They are occasionally taken on raiding expeditions

and led by the halter until they are mounted only in the
final attack, when their 3peed and manoeuvrability in battle
are thought to be greater than that of riding camels.

But

they are generally regarded as an adornment and are little
used other than for visiting in nearby camps.

I suggest

that the very uselessness of the horso as a prize and the
extra difficulty involved in bringing it bacx to case
constitute highly nonrealistic factors in an otherwise
realistic conflict for resources.
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Ctiler nonrealistic elements in raiding are
discernible in the competition which is engaged upon, once
the successful expedition has returned to camp, to show who
is the most generous of the victors;

raiaex^s vye with one

another to. demonstrate their largess by giving away portions
of their booty (Sweet 1965:1146).

irestige goes to the most

generous who is also canny enough not to divest himself
entirely of his shaxe of the spoils, so that by raiding he
acquires wealth in kind and reputation.

Lastly, resourceful

command of the raiding party itself can increase the stock
of a young man, making him eligible for the hand of a chief’s
daughter and future leadership of the group (Sweet 1965:1146;
Kusil 1928:507).
Raiding in northern Arabia and the Syxian desert
is a mechanism ensuring equality of economic opportunity in
conditions of oecological scarcity and is thus undertaken
for primarily realistic goals.

But these goals have their

nonrealistic concomitants which supply the criteria for
differentiation in an egalitarian society and, in the form
of prestige, represent the qualifications demanded of those
aspiring to leadership.

Thus, if Bedouin raiding can be

said to have a political content, this is not, as Lialinowski
thought (cf. p.

17

), because conflict for economic goals

necessarily implies an effective j>olitical relationship
between the contestants.

For the political aspects of

Bedouin raiding are almost exclusively confined to internal
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relations within the raiding party itself,

fhe absence of

an effective political X’elationship between the x'aiders and
the victims is indeed almost a prex'equisi te for the raid
to take place at all:

Bedouin only launch Khasw raids

against other noble tribes living at a considerable distance several hundred kilometres by Luxra^ s reckoning - in order
that reprisals should not be immediate and that the ensuing
state of enmity between the two groups shoulu not make their
daily life impossible,

the economic objectives in fact

almost rule out any potential political ambitions of one
gx'oup to dominate anotherf since the plunder acquired on
such an expedition can only be enjoyed in the absence of
those to whom it originally belonged.

Moreover, the

terminology employed by the bedouin themselves (cf. p . 3 2 5 )
lends undeniable support to the contention that the raiders
in no way confuse theix' expeditions for economic goals with
others in wUch the objectives are the establishment of
political dominance or territorial gains.
fhe nonrealistic concomitants of I'aiding fox*
realistic goals, that is those factors which permit the
acquisition of prestige, find expression among the Bedouin
of northern Arabia and the Syrian desert in another form of
conflict which closely parallels camel raiding, but is
carried on by individuals or, at the most, by two men in
association,

fkis is a type of private raiding to despoil

traditionally enemy camps living at

3

ome distance, which

observers* like Burckhardt and kusii* have rather inappro
priately called 'theft*,

fhis kind of theft is highly-

stylized and hedged around* like large scale raiding* by.,
a corpus of rules indicating what can and what cannot be
done on these private expeditions,

however* unlike raiding*

the objectives of theft are almost entirely nonrealistic:
a nan will prepare himself for weeks and undergo great
hardships to obtain* not merely an economic asset such as
a few milch camels* but a particular beast famed for its
beauty and pedigree or a particular hox*se belonging to an
outstandingly preeminent sheikh, ken embark upon thieving
expeditions almost exclusively to obtain prestige from the
successful outcome of an exceptionally hazardous undertaking*
for if they are caught they are held prisoner until a heavy
ransom is paid over by their kinsmen.

It may take months

or even year's for a group to collect together the necessary
number of camels for the ransom* the payment of which may
so impoverish them that they lose as a group any predige
that the thief may have personally gained for his courage.
It is interesting to note that although the harramy (thief)
enjoys great prestige and is admired above all men in the
open desert plains of north-eastern Arabia and those tracts
of the Syrian desert which lie towards the Euphrates* he has
no status at all and is regarded as dishonourable scum by
the tribes of the Ilid.iaz, final and parts of Egypt which
inhabit a mountainous terrain in which survival is relatively
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i^iore precarious than elsewhere (Burckhardt 1851:326).
ihe oecological "distribution of Bedouin theft and
raiding* which boeh seem to occur in their most developed
ana institutionalized forms in conditions in which material
scarcity ana spatial constraints are minimal in comparison
with those prevailing among other nomadic pastoralists in
the

Mediterranean and the kiddie East* would seem to

confirm Coser's hypothesis concerning the incidence of
nonrealistic conflict and its relation to 'rigidity*.
Among the Bedouin realistic conflict (i.e. raiding) is
most frequent where 'rigidity'* in the form of m&tex'ial
scarcity* is least prevalent.

Ronreal^.st&e conflict on a

very minor scale - i»e. theft as a means of acquiring status
ana prestige - is also rife in the same conditions to
supplement the nonrealistic aspects of raiding* which cater
for
the creation
ox a system.' of
leadership which parallels
•
-»*
’ .**
.**' '• ‘=7,. ‘
and contradicts the egalitarian ideology,

fheft remains

nonrealistic* and therefox^e feasible, as long as space and
resources do not change its character froia that of a
harmless pastime to that of a socially

uptive act.

Raiding itself is also counfceianced as long as it does not
threaten to destroy the material premises of subsistence.
But as soon as the purau.it of either looks as if it might
place in jeopardy the continued existence of the society
as a whole* the relationships of violence predicated by
the nature of feuding
societies in conditions of 'total
'“

..... ' -X

scarcity' take on a somewhat different complexion,

This

might explain* for instance* why feuding relations among
the Bedouin of southern Cyrenaica are apparently mox*e
intensive and less realistic (cf. 1 eters 1931:354) than
the hostilities described among the Beoouin of northern
Arabia.

A comparison of hostilities in the two areas

would seem to suggest that Cyrenaica is oecologically the
poorer of the two.

This* however* remains to be pi'oved.

If the Bedouin of northern Arabia and the Syrian
desert can be said to constitute the nomadic society gin
which nonrealistic elements in conflict ax*e the least
pi'onouncea and the least conducive to the spontaneous
intensification of hostilities* the tribesmen of nox^thern
Albania certainly repx'esent the opposite pole as far as
sedentary feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the
Kiddle East are concerned.

Nonetheless they were cex'tainly

not avez*se to raining and theft of a kind very similax* to
that indulged in by the Bedouin.

As the

1

re-invasion basic

handbook puts it* 'Rains, brigandage ana vendetta murder
(carefully regulated by custom) are regarded as honourable;
ordinary theft and other* crimes are x*are' (Albania 1945:72)
Krs. Hasluck adds that* 'Though poverty is* and always has
been* extreme in this mountainous land* hunger rarely made
a man steal*.

Raiding for sheep 'often took place on a

grand scale between family and family, village ana village
ox' tribe and tribe.

There are many popular tales of forays

for fun or glory...

There was a picnic atmosphere about

’
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such expeditions1 (1954:203)-

They constituted a reciprocal

relationship very like those described by Husll in Arabia,
and ’The man who stole because he had been stolen from
evoked universal ad-’i^ution’ (Haslifck 1954:203).
The nonrealistic centent of such forms of conflict
• '" ' T ■
' w.'A •
is plainly very high indeed. But where£s the Bedouin very
consciously try to limit the extent of material carnage to
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both man and beast in the course ofvthese expeditions, the
•*
’: Albanians always carried riflwh 1 raiding.
..

hesitate to use the’-’ if resisted and .frequently killed an
animal on the spot and gorged themselves with its flesh if
too much risk rere involved in carrying it back to base
(Haeluck 1954:20 70 •

The econoric, -realistic advantage to

be gained from, raiding was constantly minimised, while the
nonrealistic factor of pres tiro derived fro;, worsting an
; *Af
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enemy was regarded as the principal objective:of hostile
-*
.•
interaction of this and any other type.
Unlike the Bedouin, the Albanians never gave nor
ever expected quarter except in very specific circumstances
stipulated by the rules of besa (cf. pp. ?31- 23$-

Theft

itself, and in particular housebreaking which falways
implied that the men in it were weak or the womenfolk
light’ (TTasluck 1954:1 9 8 ) , was dishonouring to the victims
(1954:207)-

It was one of a lar

number of maimers whereby

an individual could acquire prestige at the expense of
•
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others, which were all liable to provoke violent reprisals
and a subsequent feud, despite the existence cf legislation
theoretically conceived to punish offenders and bring about
the restitution of property or its replacement by a substitute
in kind.
I shall not repeat here the copious evidence,
which I set out in the first section of this chapter, of
the predominantly nonrealistic formas taken by conflict in
sedentary societies.

Conflict among sedentary agriculturalists

is, I have said (cf. pp. 316 -318), invariably translated,
whatever the original causes, into the language of honour,
while nomadic pastoralists remain more concerned with
the prosecution of hostilities for more directly realistic
goals,

following dimmel, therefore, I suggest, that it is

partially for this reason that feuding relations among
nomadic pastoralists are more frequently punctttitad by
braces sanctioned by the promised transfer of compensation,
for as Simmel has pointed out (1964:114), where the prize
of conflict is material in nature it can usually be divided,
so that compromise is a feasible outcome.

Compromise is

also possible where the prize can be represented by a
substitute value.

But when the prize itself is regarded

as unique and intrinsically superior to any other prize or
substitute value, no such compromise solution is possible*
Applying this theoretical analysis to the facts,
it becomes evident that where the prize of conflict between
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pastoralists is predominantly realistic - in the form of
water, land or animals - deaths or injuries incurred
during the struggle can be represented by a substitute value
in kind.

Hence the frequency and relative facility among

nomadic pastoralists of *composition1 achieved by the actual
or promised transfer principally of goods.

But when the

prize cannot be represented by a substitute value - as is
the case in feuds fought for honour, in which the prize
at stake is already a ’representation* of a series of more
realistic objectives and, therefore, the most desired value
of all - compromise is considerably more difficult to achieve
(cf. p. 189).

Hence the repeated assertions of sedentary

agriculturalists to the effect that they are not prepared
to ’sell* their honour (cf. p. 26 ) .

It is true that

nomadic pastoralists do also make similar claims.

But the

frequent; recurrence in the literature of references to
compromise solutions to feud in nomadic societies would
seem to suggest that the ideal of bringing vengeance is
far less fiercely adhered to there than among sedentary
agriculturalists. Fonrealistic elements in conflicts among
nomads are clearly not absent, but they are partially
catered for by the stipulation in reconciliation agreements
• 'it
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of payments specifically set aside to compensate for non
realistic factors such as loss of ’face’ (e.g. Kadhim
2 q
1957*62; Murray 1955:210). y Such supplementary stipulations
are rarely mentioned in the occasional cases of reconciliation
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reported from sedentary societies, for the feeling that
reconciliation is a mere palliaLive before the final
bringing of vengeance is directly propoi'tionate in its
intensity to the number and relative predominance' of
nonrealistic elements in a given conflict.
Another reason for the infrequency of compromise
solutions among sedentary agriculturalists is the fact, as
$immel intimates, that since primarily nonrealistic conflict
is largely ’determined by subjective feelings, where there
are energies which can be satisfied only through fight, its Y
substitution by other means is impossible... * (1964:28).
In other words, nonrealistic conflict, once engaged upon,
is self-perpetuating until the energies which caused it are
dissipated or are so diminished by the hostilities themselves
that one of the parties can no longer continue to fight.
A compromise cannot intei'vene where the conflict (for honour
and prestige) 'is its own purpose anu content* (1

9 6 4

:2 8 ).

Coser’s analytical device of distinguishing between
two basic ingredients of conflict which are always present
is varying proportions in any relationship of mutual
*

hostility has enabled me to establish tentatively why some
feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle Hast
practise a more 'intensive* and, to all external appearances,
less 'rational' form of feud than others.

It has also made

it possible for me to show how the combination within the
same society of an egalitarian ideology and a minimal form

of social stratification is not as self-contradictory as
it might at first seem.
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which necessarily imply the; simultaneous involvement at a
number .of different levels of all members of a society in
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relations of coop
and conflict, the nonrealistic
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concomitants of the latter provide the bases of leadership*
Leadership is both the dynamic factor which regulates the
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interaction of cooperatin-; and conflicting individuals and *
at tho same time, the prize or incentive for such cooperation
and conflict.

The Struggle for leadership between individuals

and groups is the pivot around, which cooperation and conflict
involve.

Changing patterns of domination and subordination

developing out of this struggle constitute social process*
Because in feuding societies no one can opt out of this
struggle if he is to survive, feud, that is the struggle
itself, is identical with the social- system*

It is therefore

not 'an institution', but a summary of all those institutions
P" •ijpV ■Y
'.f
which in other circumrtanccs go to make What is known as
.

'a society'.
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1* Coser cites George A. Lundberg as exceptional in this
respect for his view that conflict is characterized
by 'a suspension of communication between the opposing
parties' (Coser 1965:23)*

'

a.

2. I am indebted for this formulation to a remark made by
Professor Gellner in the course of his critical analysis
of the theory of segmentary opposition. Gellner states
of segmentary opposition and the dynamic equilibrium
which supposedly results from it that 'What defines a
segmentary society is not that this docs occur, but
that it is nearly all that occurs* (1961:39)* I think,
however, that Gellnerfs emphasis here on the importance
of segmentary opposition as such and its rblc in main
taining a political balance in certain small scale
egalitarian self-subsistence societies somewhat distorts
a wider reality. For as he himself says, it is not so
much segmentary opposition itself as the notion of fear
benind segmentary opposition that supplies the ultimate
motive for coalition in such conditions. It is also
fear, as I pointed out at the beginning of chapter III
in my discussion of Gellner's contribution, which is
the political motive par excellence not only in segmentary
lineage societies but in all societies in which the feud
is found. Fear, then, is the prime mover in feuding
societies; and segmentary opposition may be regarded
as merely one among many alternative social forms
generated by fear.
3. A number of commodities like air at low altitude or
sunshine in subtropical countries are, of course, never
‘CT. *'h;%
scarce and must therefore of necessity escape this
»’ "I •Sf
•fdefinition of 'total1 scarcity.
if

4* A situation reminiscent of the gumlao-Ghan dichotomy
around which Leach builds the argument central to his
book Political systems of Highland Burma (e.g. pp. 8-9)*
5

r-

. Ihere is a third constant of minor importance which,
for the sake of clarity, I shall eliminate from the
models * a minimal level of population density below
which feud cannot develop as a relationship due to
the instability of groups and the rarity of occasions
on which they can meet. Although technically possible,
it would be extremely difficult to establish an exact
figure for this constant and to relate it to the degree
■5/• **
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5

* ccntd.
of 1 total scarcity* in a given case, ihe available
evidence would seem to indicate, however, that low
population density and the absence of feud among
hunters and gatherers are not unconnected phenomena.
Vengeance killing, on the other hand, does occur in
such societies. But even this is discouraged, because
physical violence can lead to a disastrous reduction
in the economic potential of the group. Hence the
frequent presence in hunting and gathering societies
of institutions, like the Eskimo abusive song contest
or the Australian judicial duel, which permit the
dispersion of antagonisms in a manner less wasteful
of vital manpower.

6

. I shall devote very little attention to historical
variables, since they are, in feuding societies possessing
few or no written records, quite inconclusive, fhey
cannot consequently be used as a soun. basis for
argument. This does not mean that they are not
potentially of considerable importance. Lack of
accurate historical information merely makes the use
of historical variables scientifically dubiohs in an
argument which is already perilously near to pure
hypothesis.

7. Feud among nomadic pastoralists may thus be regarded
as a kind of heuristic archetype of the phenomenon.
S3y stipulation that feud occurs only in conditions
of 'total scarcity* places a relatively precise limit
on what can and what cannot be considered as feud in
my sense of the word. But just as feud among sedentary
agriculturalists may be viewed as a more complex version
of the feud practised by nomadic pastoralists, so other
types of conflict in other societies unafflicted by
*total scarcity* may exhibit a number of characteristics
which cause them to resemble 'feud*. I must emphasize,
therefore, that while feud is a form of conflict and
consequently bears a real resemblance to many other
forms of conflict, the converse is not true: the fact
that many forms of conflict have much in common with
the 'feud* does not make them qualify as 'feud* unless
their occurrence is associated with conditions o7
'total scarcity*. For this reason, many societies
practise 'feud-like' hostilities; but they are not
necessarily feuding societies.

6

. I am aware that this procedure implies an evaluation
of what does or does not constitute triviality and
that a given action, which to western European eyes
appears trivial, may have far greater significance
for an Albanian or Iraqi tribesman fortwhoin ie in a
incitement to murder. I shall be using the term
hcuristieally in this section from a purely western
European viewpoint to emphasize the character of feud
in sedentary societies. I shall show later, however*
that the seeming triviality of the causes of feud in
ucli societies is in reality not at all trivial but
rooted in considerations of a perfectly rational order*
which nonetheless differ in quality, if not in kind,
from those which give rise to feud among nomadic
pastoralists.

S. Although it is said by Albanians that, in the normal
course of events, •Women don't have blood feuds'
(Kasluck- 1954:217),. they may bo forced to countervene
the rule if they no longer have any agnates to vindicate
the honour c the patrilineal- . hilling by women in
these circumstances seems to have been fairly common
in the Balkans (cf. passim in Durham and Hasluck). .
10. The fact that Miss Durham was a woman also doubtlessly
helped, since the laws of asylum forbid the taking of
vengeance when women are present £1 9 0 9 ;3 2 )* The same
custom occurs in Kabylia (Hanobeau and Letourneux
1893:65).
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11* Or, of course, riposte for a death inflicted by the
other party.
12. Amery, for instance* writing of attempts made by the
authorities to eradicate feud in Albania* remarks that
•Bad communications made coercion difficult' (1948*9).
t*i\"**
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15* A similar system appears to have operated among the
Eabyles (cf. Earousse 1 8 7 3 *- vol. 9 , p. 1142).
14. I define social utility as congruence with the long
term interests of the majority.
15* The importance of this distinction will become apparent
in sections 5 and 6 of this chapter.
'

•

’

16. For my present purposes I intend the term to include
those aspects of technology which are directly related
to the sphere of subsistence economics and permit a
more or less efficient utilization by man of his
environment.
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17* .Though Lewis seems to think that a recent increase in
population among the pastoral Somali is in the process
of significantly altering their oecology. He is,
however, unable to produce conclusive evidence in
support 0 1 * this hypothesis' (Lewis 1961:88)*
16. This is an hypothesis which I do not attempt to prove
here. Only intensive fieldwork could ever substantiate
it.
1 9

* If such individuals and groups were to content themselves
exclusively with what they can glean in spheres where no
scarcity prevails, they would, of course, cease to form
a part of the society.

20. - with the exception of borderline cases such as the
Buganda ’feud* (cf. p. 247), which may legitimately
be seen as the survival from an era before the intro
duction of a centralized monarchy of a type of violent
interaction between groups very similar to those met
with in the acephalous societies I have described.
21. Nowhere in this discussion of the relationship between
power and the feud shall I be referring to either
charismatic or religious power not based on or con
ditioned by the acquisition and possession of material
wealth.
2 2

. Pitt-Rivers also nicely confirms my own- view that
honour is a Limited Good by pointing out that it is
the object of bitter competition:
’the victor in a
competition for honour finds his reputation enhanced
by the humiliation of the vanquished* (1965x24). It"
is as if he who gains honour from victory actually
depletes the store of honour possessed by his opponent.
This seems to have always been an attitude wide spread
in Mediterranean society, for Pitt-Rivers quotes a
study of The point of honour in sixteenth-century Italy
in which the author asserts, ?or instance, that ifche
common people believed that *one who gave an insult
thereby took to himself the good reputation of which
he deprived the other party* (Bryson 1935:84).

2 3 • - the word ’conflict* being here understood to include
under a single heading the two categories which Simme1
elsewhere distinguishes as Tconflict * and 'competition*.
24. At this point, my reasons for qualifying moral (or
subjective) scarcity as 'nonrealistic' should begin
to emerge (cf. p. 2 6 5 ).
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• - unless, of course, the competitors axe striving for
a material or money prize such as is often the case
in 'professional* sports today.

26. i.e. in which it is associated as & goal of conflict
with few or no realistic factors.
27. There are also a number of client tribes regarded as
of humbler origin who are raided by their more powerful
neighbours, but who do not themselves indulge in organ
ized pill
< . Similarly, Teters reports that in Cyi'enaica 'a man
who voluntarily abandons his means of defence cannot
be killed 1 (1951:277)* And in Somaliland, 'While
livestock are seized as booty and many raids made
solely to loot camels, captives are rarely taken in
battle since Somali have little use for them and do
not seek to humiliate their adversaries in this
fashion' (Lewis 1961:242).
29* Murray gives the details of one such indemnity over
and above the customary diya of forty camels, which
was traditionally levied on a murderer to 'whiten
the face' of a man in whose tent the victim had been
killed when in the act of seeking asylum:
'a negro
[slave] riding on a white male camel, a negress riding
on a white she-camel, and the building of a white
cairn...*
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CHATTTK 7:

FEUD AFP RITUAL

fYery lame and imperfect theories are sufficient
to suggest useful experiments which serve to
correct these theories,' and give birth to others
more perfect. These, then, occasion further
experiments, which bring us still nearer to the
truth; and in this method of approximation, we
must be content to proceed, and we ouglxt to
think ourselves happy, if, in this slow method,
we make any real progress1 (Priestley 1772:131).

I have constantly emphasized in my argument up to
this point that feud may be regarded first and foremost as
a relationship, that is, as a form of communicative
behaviour uniting parts of society in alliance and locking
opposed groups in hostile competition over shared values
which are exchanged and intensified by such interaction.
Feud, I have said, constitutes an all-embracing network of
communication the ramifications of which are ultimately
coterminous with those of the society in which it is found.
As a reciprocal relationship which may, at different times
and in different social contexts, be expressed in terms of
either conflict or cooperation it both separates and
unites, differentiates in the particular and engenders
cohesion within a wider framework of value consensus.
This is one way of looking at feud.

I may be

wrong in my interpretation of a number of details, but I
doubt, in view cf the ethnographic data, whether it could
be successfully argued that feud is not primarily a form of
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communicative behaviour.

The approach I have adopted has,

nonetheless, proved inadequate to bring o u t ‘the full
significance of several aspects of the feud that I have
touched upon.

I have, moreover, been obliged to ignore

totally one ethnographically very important feature of the
feud which cannot be treated satisfactorily unless another
dimension is added to my possibly rather simplistic equation
of feud with communication.
The feature I am referring to is the rdle that
women play in the prosecution of feud.

The further dimension

that I think it is necessary to investigate is that of
ritual.

I intend to show in this last chapter that an

analysis of feud as a form of communication frequently
suffused with a strong admixture of ritual concomitants
will contribute to a better understanding of attitudes to
women in feuding societies in the Mediterranean and the
middle East and provide a tentative interpretation of a
variety of ’bizarre exaggerations* (cf.'p. 243) associated
with the practice of feud which would at first sight appear
to possess little or no intrinsic significance.
But before I begin, I must stress that, whereas
most of what I have said in preceding chapters could be
conclusively proved or disproved by empirical observation
in the field, none of the ideas I put forward from now on
have anything but the most tenuous: connection with the
existing factual evidence.

I shall be making some largely
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intuitive suggestions as to the manner In

hich future

investigators might approach a number of problems related
to the feud*

Only experience and further research can

definitively show v/hether these suggestions are at all valid#

1

) A ritual of social relations
A major stumbling block in any anthropological

discussion of ritual is the definitional problem*

I shall

not review the opinions of all those who have written on
this subject.

Instead, I shall limit myself to a brief

appraisal of those descriptive criteria proposed in recent
years which I personally feel to be germane to the study
of ritual.

It has been variously held that ritual behaviour

is characterized by
5

1

) repetition,

2

) standardization,

) lack of a demonstrable relationship of the means employed

to desii'ed ends, and

4

) reference to ’mystical notions’.

In his discussion of rites at the beginning of
his book Les rites et la condition humaine d ’apres les
documents ethnographicues (1958) Cazeneuve, for instance,
emphasizes the first and third of these criteria, but still
insists upon the flexible character of ritual actions,
which can, in his opinion, be either individual or collective
and should be able to accommodate a certain amount of
improvisation.

He does not see them as belonging to a

rigidly circumscribed cateogry of human behaviour; and
while, for him, an iraportant aspect of ritual is repetition,
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this criterion alone is insufficient to distinguish ritual
from other kinds of action unless it is also expressed
within the framework of a ceremony which ’a 1 eat pas indis
pensable' and 'n'a pas une utilite observable'.

He sums

up his definition in three sentences:
'un rite semble &tre
%
%
1
une action qui se repete selon des regies invariables et
dont on ne voit pas que son accomplissement produise des
effets utiles',

it is 'un acte dont l'efficacite (reele

ou pretendue) ne s'epuise pas dans

1

'enchalnement empirique

des causes et des effets'; 'qui se repete et dont l'effica
cite eut, au moins en partie, d'ordre extra-empirique1
(1958:2-4).
Expressed in somewhat different terms, Jack Goody's
definition of ritual subscribes to the same emphasis as
does Cazeneuve:

'a category of standardized behaviour in

which the relationship between the means and the end is not
"intrinsic'*, i.e. is either irrational or non-rational1
(Goody 1961, quoted in Gluckman 1962:21).

Although Goody

insists, like Cazeneuvc, that ritual action is invariably
marked by the absence of an explicitly teleological
relationship of cause to effect, his use of the word
standardized adds precision where this quality was
otherwise lacking in Cazeneuve's definition.

For repetitive

and standardized behaviour are not quite the same thing,
ihe repeated performance of the same act by an individual

canriGu be describe

standari^eb unless other individuals

can be observed to do likewise.
4
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Standardised behaviour is
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4
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shared either contemporaneously or subsequently by two or
more individuals, that is, it is essentially social in
' ''
4V 'H i '
.4
character and is subject to the overt or tacit recognition
od a shared body of rules.

It is thuo

1

normative* or

induces adherence to a norm, as opposed to repetition which
merely demonstrates the statistical ’normality* of a situatio:
in which social factors are absent or fortuitous.
Gluckman incoivo ates the same factors of standardization and non-rationality into his own definition of
ritual, which he further qualifies (’following here hvansIriuchard*s vie?/ of magic*} as ’referred to "mystical
notions'* *, which are ’patterns of thought that attribute to
phenomena supra-sensible qualities which, or part of which,
are not derived from observation or cannot be logically
inferred from it, and which they do not possess* (LvansPritchard 1937:12, quoted in Gluckman 1962:22).

In counter-

distinction to ritual thus•defined, Gluckman posits a
category, to which he gives the inelegant name of ’ceremon
ious*, which he sees us identical to ritual in all details
except that it is not ’referred to ’’mystical notions'*.
Gluckman*s classification is unsatisfactory for
-V*

.
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a number of reasons which it would serve no purpose to stat
here.

It is, however, interesting to note that he allows

for a certain overlap and admits that the categories of
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1ceremonious1 and ’ritual1 ’shade into one another*

(1962;22).
Although Gluckman's essay on *Les x\Ltes de passage*,
in vwhich he formulates this definition, constitutes a
laudable attempt to refine and lend a greater degree of
flexibility to an already existing classification of ritual
and ancillary phenomena, it is difficult to understand why
he stops where he does,

lor ten years earlier Leach had

already followed Gluckman’s postulate of ’shades’ of ritual
and ceremonial behaviour to a much more logical and signi
ficant conclusion.

In doing so he had furthermore managed

to avoid the stipulation of such deceptively precise anu
superfluous categories as the ’ceremonious*.

Recognizing,

like Gluckman, that it is impossible to distinguish with
any real accuracy between different types of action, Leach
entirely rejects the Lurkheimian dichotomy between the
sacred and the profane and proposes that we regard all
human actions as falling
’into place on a continuous scale. At one
extreme we have actions which are entirely profane,
entirely functional, technique pure and simple;
at the other v/e have actions which are entirely
sacred, strictly aesthetic, technically non
functional. Between these two extremes we have
the great majority of social actions which
partake partly of the one sphere and partly
of the other.
Prom this point of view technique and
ritual, profane and sacred, do not denote types
of action but aspects of almost any kind or
action. Technique Las economic material con
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sequences which are measurable and predictable;
ritual on the other hand is a symbolic statement
which "says” something about the individuals
involved in the action1 (1954:10-11)•
I myself am very much in sympathy with this
approach to ritual, for, like Coser’s realistic-nonrealistic
analysis of conflict, it provides for an infinitely greater
and more subtle range of interpretation than can be achieved
by the establishment of any cut and dried typology relying
for the precise classification of individual phenomena upon
the pertinence of a whole list of necessarily arbitrary
criteria.

Nor, in my opinion, is the resemblance between

Leach’s treatment of ritual phenomena and Coser’s realisticnonrealistic scaling of conflicts purely co-incidental.
There clearly exists a real congruence between Leachfs
notion of ritual action and Coser’s characterization of
nonrealistic conflict:

both are narked by the absence of a

pronounced teleological relationship between means and ends.
Kitual actions are, moreover, in Leach’s words, ’technically
non-functional’; the intensity and form of nonrealistic
conflict tend, says Coser, to bear little direct relationship
to the covert goals of the contestants.

I shall attempt to

show later that nonrealistic elements in a particular sort
of conflict - that is feud - are in fact identical with
what in Leach’s terms may be called the ritual ’aspects’
of certain types of human action.
Though I agree with Goody and Cazeneuve that

ritual action is inclined to be at least repetitive, if
not standardized, I do not consider it necessary to include
Gluckmanfs reference to ’mystical, notions* as intrinsic to
all forms of ritual behaviour:

some rituals may make

explicit reference to the supernatural, but this is by no
means true of all types of ritual action.

It is a general

failure to appreciate this point which has bedevilled much
of the work which has been done on the nature of ritual.
’Ritual* is a ’loaded’ word.
confusion

I think that a good deal of

would be avoided if ritual were cencertually

dissociated from the supernatural or mystical and were
instead merely regarded as a type of behaviour in which
symbolic representation precedes and predominates over the
desire to accomplish material ends.
This is the stance taken by Lienhardt in his book
on Dinka religion (1961, cf. ch. VII).

It has the advantage

of isolating and stressing the only factor which is common
to all the definitions of ritual I have quoted above:

for,

if ritual.may be characterized in a largo number of different
manners according to the circumstances, one thing that it
can always be said to do is to provide a symbolic (or
indirect) representation of something else, which is outside
and extrinsic to the jarticular situation in which a given
ritual action is observed.
In the discussion of the ritual aspects of feud
which follows I shall not be able to substitute the word

’symbolic’ for ’ritual’, because I shall be referring
frequently to what Gluckman and leach have written on the
subject, and tc change the word altogether would merely
obscure their arguments and do little to advance my own.
It should, however, be born in mind that whatever else
ritual may be taken to be on occasion, it is my opinion
that it invariably serves to symbolize an act or an
intention which is not necessarily explicit in the ritual
itself*
The apparent diversity7 of opinion among the
different authors I have quoted as tc the definition of •
ritual is no less pronounced in their views as to the'

functions which they believe ritual fulfils.

But here

again disagreement is largely superficial, and their
r

’

.

*

V
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arguments can ultimately be reduced to consensus over a
single common denominator*
For Gluckman, the most important function of
ritual is to clarify:

by drawing or .emphasizing lines of

demarcation between different social categories it facilitatos comprehension of a social system by the people who
live within it.

Ritual highlights differences between male

and female, young and old, past, present and future*

It

acts, says Gluckman, in extemely homogeneous self-subsistence
societies, in which ’each social relation... tends to serve
manifold purposes' (1 9 6 2 :2 6 ), to underline the division of
/
/labour and to separate out rbles which the presence of
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multiplex, frequently self-duplicating ties of simultaneous
affiliation might otherwise confuse.
In somewhat more sophisticated terms Lienhardt
makes a similar point:, symbolic actions ’re-create, and
even dramatize, situations which they aim to control, and
the experience which they effectively modulate’ (1

9 6 1

:2 9 1 );

that is, they represent or reproduce in symbolic form the
inescapable and frequently unwelcome facts of social
existence so that, by repetition, standardization and the
confirmation of familiar patterns of behaviour, they act
as a filter to slow down the individual’s rate of perception,
in order that only the right elements trickle through, at
the right time and speed, ;to reinforce intentions without
creating unbalance and confusion due to the simultaneous
intrusion of an excess of factors.

By canalizing the

experience of empirical reality, symbolic - or ritual action helps individuals and groups to come to terms with
their natural and social environments, makes palatable
the distasteful and acceptable that which is initially
regarded as incompatible.
Both Gluckman and Lienhardt agree, then, that
ritual or symobolic actions are performed in order to clarify
and define situations and social relationships.

Although

he approaches the problem from another angle and therefore
appears to be saying something quite different, Leach does
not substantially depart from this view.

But he is more
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interested in what Gluckman has called 'rituals of social
relations * than in ritual practices in general.

Since feud

may be regarded as a social system (i.e. a network of
social relations) in its own right (cf. pp. 2 7 6 - 2 8 2 ), it
is principally on the 'relational* aspects of ritual that
I shall be concentrating in the remainder of this chapter,
and I shall consequently disregard rituals which do not
refer to inter-personal and inter-group relations.
In common with Gluckman (and, ultimately, Lienhardt)
•
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Leach holh. tli_d whose asi e<•t. of htt&an behaviour which are
to be found towards the 'technically non-functional' end
of his continuum tend to demarcate, to separate out and
make clear lines of cleavage between individuals and groups.
He thus endorses the view that ritual constitutes a symbolic
language the principal function of which is to clarify and
make easily intelligible assertions about social situations
and processes.

But while ritual may serve 'to express the
.df1 4
individual's [or group's] status as a social person in the
structural system in which he finds himself for the time
being' (1954-:1C-11) , it can also be used to emphasize the
unity of the wider society.

Thus, in a society like that

of the Kachin, of whom Leach was writing, where any form of
centralized governmental control is entirely lacking and the
'chief works in his field sice by side with his meanest
serf' (1954-:15) - that is, in a social system presenting
the two major characteristics of feuding societies - 'if

tr/
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anarchy is to be avoided, the individuals who make up [the]
society must from time to time be reminded, at least in
symbol= , of the underlying order which is supposed to guide
their social activities.

Ritual performances have this

function for the participating group as a whole; they
momentarily make explicit what is otherwise fiction1 (1954:16).
Leach considers ritual as an essentially ambiguous
form of action:

at. the level of

individuals or indivi

dual groups it may egress uniqueness and difference vis a
vis the society at large; but at another level, by providing
an opportunity for the participation of large numbers of
people in a single highly standardized activity, it can
underscore the unity of the whole, which is not always
self-evident, and enable the different parts of a society
to communicate with one another.

It is, however, nob always

clear to all those involved on which level they are partici
pating at a given moment.

Some members of a society may

even deliberabely use rituals of collective solidarity to
further their own private ends which ai'e opposed to the
interests of the majority.
It i3 precisely to this kind of ambiguiby that I
tried to draw attention in my discussion of honour in the
preceding chapter:

the differential interpretation of the

exact meaning of ‘honour* in a given context makes it
possible for hostile groups to envisage the same situation

35?
in a manner which is simultaneously compatible with
their opposed aspirations,

2

) the

1

1

)

officially* non-violent

ideology (e.g. fcanon*) of the society in which they live
and

3

) the folk model which acknowledges that violence is

the only effective answer to violence. - Honour, it will be
remembered, constitutes a predominantly nonrealistic prize
of conflict.

But conflicts for honour are rarely, if ever,

engaged upon for the attainment of exclusively nonrealistic
goals.
Now I suggested earlier (cf. p. 3,51) that there
was some congruence between Coser*s notion of conflict for
predominantly nonrealistic goals and Leach's use of'the
term ritual.

In both types of action there is a lack of

directly perceptible functional orientation.

This absence

of a i*elationship between means and ends causes the purposes
*

'

of both nonrealistic conflict and ritual action to be
blurred or ambiguous; and it is this ambiguity which allows
self-seeking individuals room for manoeuvre so that they
•

-■

'

can manipulate the social system to achieve their own
largely realistic objectives.

On one plane both ritual

and honour separate individuals and groups insofar as they
serve as media for the expression of personal status and
social ambitions leading to material betterment.
words, as 'a symbolic statement* ritual

* 11

In Leach*s

says" something

about the individuals involved in the action* (cf. p.

3 5 1

)•
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Bub, on another plane, ritual (as a standardized form of
behaviour) and honour (as a summary of all that is socially
valued) are shared by all members of the society in which
they occur and servo as a focus for group identity and
unity.
Like honour regarded as a nonrealistic goal of
conflict in Mediterranean and Middle Eastern feuding
societies, ritual functions both to create and to dispel
ambiguity.

Leach believes - and in this I concur - that

most social situations are ’full of inconsistencies’ (1

9 5 4

:8 ).

It is through manipulation of the ambiguities inherent in
ritual, he claims, that these inconsistencies are surmounted
and used by individuals and groups in the unceasing struggle
for dominance, which Leach equates with the ’processes of
social change’ (1954:8).

But he pushes his analysis even

further and does not hesitate to state quite explicitly that
he sees little if any difference between this ’process of
social change’ and what other social anthropologists have
preferred to call social structure.

For Leach holds that

’social structure in practical situations (as contrasted
with the sociologist’s abstract model) consists cf a set
of ideas about the distribution of power between persons
and groups of persons’ (1954:4).
Again, with certain reservations, I agree v/ith
Leach:

throughout the preceding chapter I have tried to
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demonstrate how feud as a social system is identical with
an incessant modification of the power structure in feuding
societies*

let

1

am not unsympathetic with the strictures

pronounced by Firth in his ’Foreword1 to the first edition
of Leach’s iolitlcal systems

01

Highland Burma. Firth
;

taxes Leach with having oversimplified the relationship
between power structure and social structure•

fhe attention

Leach pays to ’the concentration of power and status on the
quest for esteem as leading to office’, Firth writes,
’suggests either an undue restriction of the field of
motivation or a re-interpretation of the pbwer notion in

~* . . iyt.
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terms sc wide as to induce any social action* (firth, in
^.cach 1954ivii-viii).

mho latter alternative is, I think,

correct if Leacn’s analysis of power and social structure
is taken to be applicable without modification in all "
societies.

It is indeed Leach's own contention that his

analysis is universally valid*

However, I*submit that this

is not so and that Lachin society, in the context of which
he developed these concepts, Ls subject to what Firth calls
'an undue restriction of the field of motivation’; that is,
(if interpreted into the vocabulary I have been using in
this thesis), the Kacliin constitute a feuding society in
my sense of the phrase and consequently exhibit a peculiar
fora of social structure in which the only motivation in
social interaction is violence, or the threatened exercize

of violence, inspiring fear out cf which arises a surrogate
social system to compensate for the absence of more sophis
ticated institutions.
If the general terns of loach's analysis of ritual
?
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and its concomitants in the sphere of political action are
regarded as valid and if it is further remembered that
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those theoretical considerations were originally developed
to elucidate mechanisms observed in a feuding society, it
is legitimate to surmise that the wider implications of
Leach's argument hold also for other feuding societies.
This is the reasoning I shall adp

1

ich of what follows.

Tc recapitulate for a moment, Leach believes, then,
that ritual is essentially ambiguous:

it both can and does

operate on two or more levels at once to clarify intentions
and make statements concerning the relative position of
individuals and groups.

It serves on one level to ensure

that the parts of a society communicate with one another to
maintain an ideal of unity and solidarity, which in practice
not infrequently proves" to be almost inexistent; on another
level, it functions to delineate social groups and express rival ambitions for the acquisition and retention of power
ana status.
I have shown that feud functions in precisely the
same manner, and insofar as certain types of feud are
strongly suffused -with nonrealistic elements - that is,
are not oriented toward the attainment of manifestly material

goals - they may he said to constitute a ritual 'performance'
TTonrealistic feuding is furthermore characterized by the
presence of a considerable amount of invariable and repeti
tive (or standardized) detail, which for most authors is an
important indication of the ritual content of certain forms
of human behaviour,

Such details are particularly in *,

evidence in acts of violence ostensibly carried out in
defence of the sexual ’shame’ of women or to wipe away the
slur cast upon a family's reputation by the 'shameless'
behaviour of one of its female members.
I affirmed earlier that honour, an exclusively
masculine attribute, is the cause of feud par excellence.
v
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This is on the vtole true.
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But I have up to this point been

treating feuding societies almost as if they comprised only
men.

Another preeminent 'cause' of feud is women.;
»

.

"omen

" ‘ ' tT *

are involved in feuds, though mainly, in a passive capacity.
Yet, however minimal their active participation, they play
an extremely important rble by providing an unimpeachable
pretext for violence whenever it can be’held that a woman's I
reputation has been compromised.

My treatment of the feud I

as an all-male pursuit is nevertheless justified by numerous
statements reported from feuding societies to the effect
1

omen don't have blood feuds' (cf, p, 228 note

>r a man 'to be called weak woman’ (cf. p.

31

9

).

; e.g. also I

Barth 1965:82) implies, moreover, that his behaviour is the!
Very antithesis of that expected of a man of honour, who,

by definition, must be actively involved in the network of
feuding relations.
Women have no honour.

But they do have

1

shame 1 or

sexual modesty, the feminine counterpart of and complement
t- honour, ; ich both the/ and their eunfolk must do their
utmost to defend.

The failure of a woman or her family to

maintain her shame inviolate exposes her to death at the
hands of her agnates.

A woman's shame summarizes her public

reputation and social position in much the same manner as
honour does for men.

But whereas honour is positive and

cumulative, shame is negative, absolute (a woman either has
it or does not - there are no degrees of shame), cannot be
increased and can be demonstrated, as it were, only in the
breach.

A woman is not said to 'possess' shame in the same

way as a member of the opposite sex nay boast of his honour
or praise that of a man of importance and power.

All women

(unless bastards) are born with shame, whereas honour must
in general be earned through action.

Shame is a latent

virtue which only becomes manifest if assaulted.

Shame is

to a large extent coterminous with the sexual vulnerability
of women.

It is the means whereby they combat their innate

sensuality or propensity to evil, which stand as a constant
threat to the purity of the masculine ideal of honour.
Women are therefore frequently - in sedentary societies,
at least - regarded as 'devils' (Durham 1909:198) and 'very
wicked' (1909:184).

Consequently, it is not surprising if,
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in Ylbania, 'blood feuds' were said to be 'alraost all the
*

fault of women* (Durham 1905:184).

Stirling confirms that

much the same opinion prevails in certain village communities
of Central Anatolia (1965)•* An early twentieth century
source quoted by Andromedas (p. 14) states that 95°/o of
\t
.

'•

'

\

*

•

the crimes of violence recorded in the Maui area of southern
Greece were committed at the instigation of women.

Thus,

although women stand, as it were, outside the system of
reciprocal prestations in violence which is feud (cf. p. 142),
they are nonetheless thought of as one of the main factors
contributing to the continuation of
groups.

hostilities between

According to the Albanian *canon*, *7omen do not

have rifles* (Hasluck 1954:223).

Only in exceptional cir2
cumstances are they known to kill.
Furthermore, in no

feuding society in the Mediterranean and the Middle fast
are they regarded as legitimate targets for vengeance.

Yet -

they are feared by men lest they bring dishonour upon the
family, may in this one- circumstance be killed and are sAid
bo be a major cause of feud.
An understandting of this paradoxical attitude
towards women in fending societies may be reached through
an analysis of the feud in which the two themes of communi
cation and ritual are combined.
If women are viewed, following Levi-Strauss*
suggestion, as messages circulated through a network of
reciprocal communication channels between permanently

364const ituted fall-male1 groups (Levi-Strauss

1 9 5 6

:6 8 -6 9 ) it

is evident that the position of women in any society is
highly ambiguous:

as sisters and daughters on the one hand

and wives and mothers on the other they are in most societies
subject to a fundamental conflict of loyalties.

Now, the

authors quoted above agree that one of the foremost functions
of ritual is to clarify and affirm intentions in situations
where ambiguity occurs or, in other terms, to make clear the
significance of different messages in circumstances in which
confusion is likely.

But whereas marriage rites and various

other rites de passage or d 1 aggregation» supplemented by a
relatively strong framework of apposite political and legal
institutions, are in the majority of societies sufficiently
compelling to make a reasonably unequivocal statement
dispelling any ambiguity which may arise out of the transfer
of rights over women from one group to another, this is
rarely if ever the case in feuding societies in the Mediter
ranean and the Middle East, where the allegiances of women
remain more than usually divided between the agnatic and
affinal groups after marriage and the wife is most often
regarded as a member of her own lineage on conditional loan
to the affinal group.

Thus the position of women in

Mediterranean and Middle Eastern feuding societies is more
than usually hnught with ambiguities,

I suggest that their

importance as the object of focus or violent interaction is
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best understood if feud is seen as a ritual performance
designed to bring about a selective minimization of the
ambiguities inherent in messages (women) transmitted from
one group to another.

For$ like all words or signals of

any sort, women are the bearers of a number of simultaneously
conflicting meanings, and feud is employed to extract or
select the meaning which is politically expedient at a
given moment to a given group.

In other words, women, and

marital alliance in general, constitute one of the spheres
of social existence which leach refers to as ’full of
inconsistencies*,

fhese inconsistencies are manipulated

in the feud to provide one of the bases of effective political
power.
Before I attempt to show the workings of this
mechanism I shall review some of the ethnographic data
pointing to the ambiguous position of women in feuding
societies.
The most succinct statement on the position of
married women I have encountered in the literature on
Mediterranean and Middle Las tern tribal societies is given
by von Hahn, who says that the Albanian wife
*wird auch whhrend der Dauer der Lhe stets als
Mitglied des Stammes betrachtet, in dem sie
geboren worden. Daher steht nicht ihren angeheiratheten, sondern ihren leiblichen Verwandten
die Blutrache zu, wenn sie getbdtet oder verletzt
wird, und muss sich sogar ihr eigener Mann hUten,
sie, wenn er sie prtlgelt, blutig zu schlagen,
oder schwerer zu verletzen, weil er sonst roit
ihren Verwandten in Blutfeindschaft gerath1
(1854:180).
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fhis pattern is x*epeateu with sligha variations tJhroughout
the iUeaiterranean and the Middle hast.

In general, it is

the woman’s agnates who remain responsible for the welfare
of their kinswoman even though she be married at some
distance from her natal camp of village.

They invariably

maintain close contacts with women who have married out to
ensure that they are well treated by their husbands* groups.
In some areas, like Albania, there even.exist stipulations
in the customary *canon* which uphold the bride's inalienable
right to return home to visit her agnates at leass once a
year (von Hahn 1667:340; Hasluck 1954:31-32).

i'his residual

attachment of women to the agnatic family after marriage is
so strong in other parts of the Balkans - in Montenegro, for
instance - that women quite openly confess to loving their
bi'others with far greater affection and intensity than their
husbands, for, they say, a husband can be replaced, whereas
a brother cannot (Durham 1928:148).
On the x'ax'e occasions when a woman commits murder,
it is her agnates who are held responsible and upon whom
vengeance will be visited, not her husband (Hanoteau and
Letourneux 1893:64).

It is also normally her agnates who

x'eceive compensation fox' the killing of their married
kinswoman (ieters 1967:270), although Musil asserts that in
similar circumstances among the Bedouin of the Syrian
desert an agnate - usually a bx'other - will bring vengeance
against the killer, but will compensate the woman's husband

for relinquishing this privilege in favour* of those having
prior rights*(1928:494).
The maintenance of agnatic ties with women who
have married out is, however, most frequently and forcefully
expressed, not in matters concerned with the murder of or
by a married kinswoman, but in the assumption of respon
sibility for her bad conduct,

lor when married women are

unfaithful to their husbands:or commit any other act which
*•
••*
;
may be interpreted as 'shameless', it is in the first
-•."t

*

/ ■

instance the woman's own agnates, and not her husband's
group, who consider themselves to have been dishonoured.^
It is consequently nearly always thought that she should be
killed by her own agnates in order that they may 'regain
face'.

In societies which practise preferential father's

brother's daughter marriage the executioner designate is
often the father's brother's son (whether or not he is also
the husband of the woman in question) (e.g. Abou Zeid
1 9 6 5

:2 5 7 )-

Elsewhere it may.be any close agnate of the

woman or even, as in some regions of Albania, the husband
himself providing he has formally requested the permission
of his wife's father or brothers (e.g. Durham 1909:34
Hasluch 1954:213)It is thus clear that married women in Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern feuding societies occupy a social
position betweexi two groupswhich is considerably moi*e
ambivalent than is usual in small scale societies, ahd

which is likely to make them subject to an exceptional
degree of emotional strain,

-'hey live with*work and bear

children for one group* but remain heavily dependent upon
their group of origin whose authority over the woman
constantly rivals that of her husband.

In Lewis* words,

Somali women, for instance, are *only lightly attached to
their husbands* group* (1961:136).

This phrase aptly

describes the condition of married women throughout the
area under consideration.
In such circumstances it is not surprising if
mari'iages are apparently unstable and there is, among
nomadic pastoraiists at least, a fairly high incidence of
divorce.

Unfortunately, few accurate figures are available

for comparison.

But statements atbesting the prevalence

of divorce among nomadic pastoraiists are not lacking.
Eurckhardt, for example, notes that *... divoi'ces are very
frequent among all Bedouin* (1830:154), but *Instances of
conjugal infidelity*,: he thinks, 'are very rare* (1831:187)
Eurckhardt was referring to the camel herding nomads of
final and northern Arabia.

A century later kurray was able

to confirm Burckhardt*s observations and described divorce
among the same people as ’very common* (1935:225)*

A

similar trend was noticed by Lewis during his work on the
pastoral Somaii among whom *Divorce is frequent* (1961:138)
Among Somali cultivators Lewis found, on the other hand,
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that marriage was considered a much more binding contract
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than among pastoraiists, and that the community would go to
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some lengths to heal a rift between man and wile (1

^

9 6 1
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256-237).
Although there is no statistical material whatso
ever by which to judge the stability of marriage among
sedentary agriculturalists such as the Albanians or the
Ilabyles, it would appear from the literature that, while
divorce seems to have been a possibility (e.g. Hasluck
1954:213)* it was rarely resoi'ted to by husbands,

Mastery

of a recalcitrant vd.fe with threats ana blows was preferred
to repudiation of a woman of whom it might be said that her
husband had not been man enough to make hex' do his bidding.
It is doubtless for this reason that the flight of married
women back to their own families, adultery and the murder
of husbands by their wives are commonplaces of the ethno
graphy on Albania and Kabylia, whereas none of these appear
to be at all common among nomadic pastoraiists, who attach
little or no stigma to divorce.4
V.hat ever the outward manifestation - whether
frequent divorce or marital disharmony resulting in homicide
- it would seem, however, that in both nomadic pastoral and
sedentary agricultural feuding societies in the Mediterranean
and the
unstable.

iddle hast marriage is on the whole extremely
I submit that the instability of marriage in

these feuding societies may be imputed to the highly
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ambivalent position that women occupy between, two social
groups.

I shall investigate the reasons for this ambivalence

later.
It is, however, not only married women who occupy
this interstitial position and are consequently regarded
with apprehension by their menfolk who, as agnates, fear
that their daughters and sisters will be ill treated by their
affines and, as husbands, are anxious lest their wives
commit adultery or abscond back to their family of origin.
Ihe same attitude of general apprehension is extended by
the male members of feuding societies to the whole of the
female sex, with the possible exception of very young infants
and very old women (who are regarded as sexless)•
The intensity of the fear evinced by men as
regards women, which is expressed in the ferocity with
which adulterous or immodest behaviour on the part of women
is sanctioned, is clearly to be associated with folk ideas
about

1

shame1.

£hame, I have said (cf. p. 262 )* 'is to a

large extent coterminous with the sexual vulnerability of
women1. Like women themselves, shame is ambivalent, for
uhe elements of behaviour which constitute shamelessness
and qualify the woman who so behaves for death at the hands
of her agnates, are, in another context, entirely consonant
with the rOle played by women in the society:

shamelessness

is sexual behaviour ouuside marriage; but a woman who
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exhibits this same behaviour towards her husband is acting
in accordance with social expectations.

The difference

between shamelessness and socially accepted behaviour on
the part of women is only in the context in which sexual
behaviour occurs•
In this respect the notion of shame is almost
identical with the notion of taboo as analyzed by Franz
Cteiner (1956) and developed by Mary louglas in her recent
book Purity and danger (1 9 6 6 ).

ghame, like taboof is

simultaneously an ambivalent concept and a way of demarcating
or separating out zones of behaviour by the application of
concomitant sanctions which act as diacritical marks to
point up different meanings in different contexts.

Ideas

about shame in feuding societies symbolize the discreteness
of women vis a vis the male members of society and, by
placing a strong emphasis upon the conjugal fidelity of
women and premarital virginity, serve to reduce the degree
of ambiguity inherent in their position as wives or potential
wives•
Taboo beliefs are invariably found in conjunction
with rituals which, it has been suggested, function to
underscore the social or generic distinctions which are
implicit in the taboo:

ritual clarifies in social situations

in which ambiguity is liable to obscure the nature and
quality of communications between individuals and groups.

Working on much the same lines, but employing different
terms of reference, Glucliman has proposes that the incidence

of ritual actions is directly proportionate to the profusion
of

1

undifferentiated and overlapping roles1 which ritual is

intended to distinguish from one another (1962:34-)*
If this hypothesis is applied in feuding societies
to the position of women whose rbles are blurred owing to
the unusual degree of ambivalence-inherent in their marital
-1*1
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status, it becomes immediately obvious that feuds ostensibly
begun to punish the behaviour of a woman or, alternatively,
V .**.:

to vindicate an innocent woman’s shame, constitute ritual
?V -X

actions,

For such hostilities conform to all the criteria

I have so far advanced for the recognition of ritual

V
*
'
actions:
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1) They are standardized, that is they are a
repetitive and socially accepted form of
behaviour.
2) They are 'technically non-functional', i.e*
they are mainly nonrealistic in content and
are not predominantly oriented to the attainment!
of objective material goals.
3) They serve to clarify the r&le of the woman
who wag the original cause of the conflict
and to establish the exact nature of the
I
relationship (affinity, dominance, submission) I
which links the opposed parties.
As a ritual performance or 'symbolic statement' concerning
-* V
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'
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the shame of women the outcome of feud determines their rdlel
as wives or daughters:

if a woman flees from a brutal

husband to return to her own family, the husband will
attempt to reclaim his wife by force, and the wife's agnateej

v'ill seek to defend her (unless they consider her defection
an unwarranted and therefore shameful act reflecting un
favourably upon their own honour).

A feud will be declared

the latent purpose of which will be to make it c^uite clw.ar
whether the woman's rble is to bo henceforward that of a
Lfe or a daughter.
Although it. is not absent from nomadic pastoral
societies in the Mediterranean and the Middle East, feuding
for the shame of women appears tc" be more frequent in
sedentary agricultural communities,

This type of feud

constitutes a form of conflict in which nonrealistic factors
edominate over realistic oner.
f
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The greater prevalence and
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feuding for shame in sedentary societies

conforms to a pattern which might be expected on the grounds
of my analysis in the preceding chapter of the 'dichotomy1.
Divorce is possible in both types of society, but sedentary
agriculturalists seem to prefer to engage in feud rather t
accept the more peaceful solution to an unsatisfactory
marriage which is provided by divorce.
•.

I suggest that the
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explanation of this particular aspect of the 'dichotomy'
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and the greater emphasis on shame in sedentary societies
is once again to be sought in the interpretation of
oecological differences.
For if I am correct in my hypothesis that the
birth rate among nomadic pastoraiists remains a relatively
invariable function of a fairly stable animal population,
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the increase in numbers among pastoralists can never exceed
the increase in flocks, which is in turn regulated by
climatic conditions; and people will tend to regard the
number of offspring born to ther with a certain amount of
fatalism or resignation.

Nomadic pastoralists, moreover,

are always obliged to engage in military and economic
alliance outside the extended family if they are to survive
in a harsh environment.

These two factors of oecology and

alliance make the question of actual numbers in a given
extended family less important than among sedentary agricul
turalists, since pastoralists can always seek the protection
of numbers in alliance, whereas agriculturalists cannarely
count on military or economic aid from beyond the vengeance
group which is identical with the extended family.

Nomadic

pastoralists sometimes actually fear a rapid increase in
numbers within the vengeance group, because they are
painfully aware that oecological pressures will eventuallycause the group to segment and that segmentation is not
infrequently accompanied by bloodshed (cf. ieters 1967)*
The foremost ambition of sedentary agriculturalists, on the
other hand, is to see their vengeance group blessed with
an ever increasing number of sons who, as they grow older,
will prove themselves able riflemen and supporters of the
group’s claims to power and wealth.
•-

-
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I am not suggesting
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that nomadic pastoralists are unconcerned with the number
of male offspring they produce, but merely that oecological

conditions make this a less compelling preoccupation for
them than for sedentary agriculturalists, for whom a small
vengeance group is almost synonymous with political
impotence*
I propose, then, that it is this-strategic
-r

;

importance attached to the birth

■

l

'

of (male) offspring which

*

lies behind the emphasis which is laid upon the shame of
women in sedentary feuding societies.
**- ^
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The sexual integrity
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of women is vested with extreme value, since the misuse of
the reproductive powers of women results in the ’waste* of
4

an affinal tie and, if pregnancy ensues, a potential mis
appropriation of manpower.

In the first case, loss of

virginity or adultery imply the forfeiture of a brideprice
which would normally have been used to acquire a woman to
boar sons (i.e. riflemen) to the vengeance group.

In the

second case, the woman who bears a bastard son is of no
use to anyone:

she can no longer be used to obtain a bride

to replace her in her own agnatic group; and her son belongs
to no group, ana is therefore by definition without honour,
that is, he is barely a human being.

Bastards are, however,

but rarely born in sedentary feuding societies in the
Mediterranean and the Middle East, since their mothers are
invariably killed before they can give birth.
To sum up]the argument so far:

the ambivalence

of women in feuding societies is symbolized by their shame.
Feuds declared in defence of or to punish a transgression
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of female shame may be said to have the function of clari
fying the r$le of the woman concerned.

As ritual perfor

mances, feuding activities centring upon women determine
their position and their significance as messages at
different points in the network of affinal alliance.

This

function of feud is made necessary by the absence, owing
to conditions of ’total scarcity', of adequate institutions
to fulfil the same purpose.

Shame, like honour, is a

nonrealistic or subjective goal of conflict; and like honour,
its very subjectivity makes possible a number of inconsistent
and mutually contradictory interpretations.

Thus what

constitutes and what does not constitute 'shameless'
behaviour on the part of a woman depends to a very large
extent upon the political status of her agnatic group, the
influence and military strength of her husband and his group,
and the current of public opinion at a given moment.

The

shame of women is manipulated in feuding relations, in very
*-
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much the same manner as 'face* and honour are also used as
nonrbalistic pretexts for conflict and for the demonstration
in realistic terms of effective political power.
I have interpreted the intensity of feuding for
shame - particularly in sedentary societies - as a function
of the strategic desirability of women as the ultimate
source of manpower.

Campbell has ingeniously pointed out

that at least one of the reasons for the intensity of
feuding for shame is that women are regarded by their
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menfolk as the 'weakest links in the chain' (1964:199) *
•
the violation of shame, seen as a sort of mirror image of
masculine honour, constitutes a public assertion of the
weakness of a woman's agnates who, by allowing such a thing
to happen, have shown their ineptitude and lack of manly
virtues. The sexual integrity of women is a symbolic
representation of the political integrity of the group.
As a symbol of honour, which is alredy itself a nonrcalistic
or symbolic prize of conflict, shame is doubly nonrealistic.
It is for this reason also that the violation of shame
provides such an infallible cause of conflict and women
are commonly cited as the harbingers of feud (cf. note

2

),

for it will be recalled that the le;;s predominantly non
realistic conflict is mitigated by the presence of realistic
elements the more liable it is to spontaneous intensification.
Cf all conflicts which occur in feuding societies those
which arise over women and shame are among the least
adulterated by realistic factors.

They are consequently

those in which hostilities are the most intense.
If feuding for shame is more 'technically non
functional' than feuding for honour, it can be said that,
regarded as a ritual performance, it is even nearer to the
'sacred* end of Leach's 'continuous scale' of human actions.
However, like feuds undertaken for the acquisition or
retention of honour, conflicts for shame also '"say"
something about those involved in the action*. They

constitute a symbolic statement of inter-group relations
in conditions characterized by what Firth has called 'an
undue restriction of the field of motivation' (cf. p.

3 5

^

and a weak development of institutions designed to ensure
non-violent communications between the parts of a society.
Insofar as feuds can be said to express the tenor of
relationships by nonrealistic means, they may be described
as rituals of social relations.

2

) Intra-p;roup killing
If this be accepted, then it can be seen that

marriage and feud are two different forms of communicative
behaviour which achieve very similar results:

both are

ritualizaticns of extra-group ties expressed, respectively,
in terms of alliance and defiance.
precisely the same process.

They are two aspects of

The ambiguities inherent in

marital alliance often cause feuds, just as feuds are also
„frequently the 'cause' of marriages contracted to 'conclude'
hostilities.
Now, I would argue that this similarity between
the nature of feud and affinal relations has most important
consequences for the explanation of one feature of feuding
societies which I have previously only touched upon.

The

feature I refer to is the attitude adopted by all feuding
societies to intra-group killing.
Murder within the vengeance group is never treated

in the same manner as murder without - that is, feud.

The

killings of near agnates, and in some cases of other near
associates living in the same household or camp, always
arouses sentiments of profound public indignation and is
spoken of as a 'sin1 (e.g. deters

1 9 5 1

:2

6 3

;

1 9 6 7

:264\ which,

unlike a crime, cannot be punished by human agency,
this reason the only

6

lor

sanction visited upon intra-group

killers is exile from-the community (cf. p. 196 ) ^

But

they are sometimes allowed to remain (e.g. Durham 1909:216-237)
and, if exiled, they are even then, as I have already
• *'

mentioned (cf. p.

1 9 6

•

' ’

), frequently permitted to return

after a suitable period of time has elapsed.

deters has

reported a single case in which a Cyrenaican Bedouin intra
group killer was banished for ever from his vengeance group
'

V

(1951:256-257)*
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But the general feeling is that homicide

within the tertiary section •is a great pity, but it is a *
double pity to lose two members1 (1 9 5 1 :2
264).

5 5

; cf. also

1 9 6 7

:

The banished intra-group killer ±'s therefore eventually

reintegrated into his group of origin, if this is his wish.
The apparent reluctance of the group to apply
to one of its members the very sanction of violence which
it does not hesitate to use in its relations with other
groups calls for some explanation.

Schapera merely eschews

the problem when, quoting as evidence the biblical story of
Cain, he asserts that the exile of the offender in a hostile
desert environment is tantamount to eliminating him
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permanently Iron the gi'oup (1 5 5 5 *5 8 ).

'this is almost never

true, lor, us I have said, there is ample evidence to show
that the intra-group kiilex' is usually accepted hack into
his vengeance group alter a lapse of months or years.
Peters is nearer a constructive solution when he suggests
that temporary exile is the only possible way of dealing
with an intra-group homicide, because for him to remain
within the group he would have to pay dlya; but this would
be impossible, as the payment of compensation is a criterion
of political discreteness which characterizes inter-group
x'elations only, and would necessarily imply fission if paid
by an intra-group killer (1 9 6 7 *2 6 3 ).

In support of this

view he quotes the Bedouin themselves who say that an intra
group killei* ’destroys the lineage* and 'corrupts the family
(1967*264).

If these dire consequences are to be avoided,

he must be exiled.

In this manner he is eliminated until

such time as passions have cooled and he may return with
impunity,

qo

that there arises neithei* the question of his

paying compensation for his crime nor the perplexing
problem of the community being obliged to collect and hand
over to his near agnates the diya outstanding were he to be
collectively condemned to death.
Peters has examined the question from a practical
angle; and his conclusions are no doubt, at a practical
level, cori'ect.

I would, however, suggest that there is a I

more fundamental reason for the consistent refusal of

feuding societies tc sanction'intra-group killing 7/ith the
violence which is customarily employed in inter-group
relations.

For if Levi-3trauss1 vicv. of society as a

network of communications based on the principles of
reciprocity and exchange is accepted (levi-Strauss 1949:
passim;

1 9 5 3 : 6 8

ff.) and it is further conceded that feud

and affinity both constitute a ritualization of extra-group
ties, intra-group killing may be regarded as strictly
0

equivalent to incest:

incest and intra-group killing

both constitute a duplication of ties where these already
exist, a 'waste* of a potential extra-group relationship
normally created and maintained .through an exchange of,
•pectively, women and homicides; they aro consequently
both subject to the same prohibition and are therefore
treated alike, when they occur.

This would explain why

intra-group killing, like incest, is frequently regarded as
a *sinf (e.g. ITadel 1947:305), that is a crime so enormous
that it strikes at and negates the fundamental premises of
social existence, which is inconceivable without some form
of communication
between biological families and larger
S. ?
groups.

To kill a close agnate of the same sex is equivalent,

in a purely masculine sphere, to seducing an agnate of the
opposite sex:

both actions, unless strongly proscribed,

v;ould result, firstly, in the isolation of the agnatic
group from other groups and, subsequently, in its structural
disintegration owing to the progressive confusion of rbles
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snd lore of social identity*
Inter-group feuding, I have said, clarifies the
status of groups vis a vis each other.

By providing an

opportunity for the acquisition of honour by individuals
it also serves to establish a hierarchy of dominance within
the group,

Without this hierarchy the group would be deprived

of a focus for the orientation of cooperative action in the
economic and political spheres.
1

In other words, where

total scarcity’ inhibits the development of efficient

secular institutions, feud supplies a ritual framework for
social relations without which feuding societies would
lapse into a state of unallcviated confusion or anonie.
This analysis of the situation is interestingly confirmed
by a few ethnographic details.
In the first place, one of the verbalizations that
the Bedouin of Cyrenaica make about intra-group killing is
that it 'brings confusion* (khabas) (Peters 1951:262;
1967:264-) . Now these areprecisely the same terns as those
used by the Chinese to refer to incest.^

The idea of con

fusion is also inherent in the biblical :Hebrew notion of
tebhel, which describes any complex of related categories
or concepts, including incest, in which confusion might
obtain (Douglas 1966:55)-

Peters does not mention what

word the Cyrenaican Bedouin use to refer to incest (which
may well be so rare and, consequently, inconceivable in
Bedouin society that there is no particular expression set
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aside for it); but it is tempting to conjecture that the
word, if there is one, is also khabas , the same as that
employed to describe the effects of intra-group killing.
This vast cross-cultural approximation constitutes
little-more than a guess as it stands.

It is, however,

corroborated by two further ethnographic details.

The

Cyrenaican Bedouin not only say that the intra-group killer
•destroys the lineage* and ’corrupts the family* by bringing
confusion, but they also liken him to a *dog* which
•defecates in the tent* (1967:264-).

more than one

society this simile is used to characterize the behaviour
of incestuous couples too.
Brenda Seligman reports, for instance, that *An
Ababdah (a nomad Arab tribe living in Egypt) hearing a
Shilluk say that it was customary among them for a man to
marry his father’s widows (other than his own mother), spat
upon the ground and said:

,f*You marry your mothers*."

The

Ehilluk retorted, "*You v/orse than dogs - marry your sisters!*"
(ortho-cousins)*^ (1950:509)*

'Ehe same equation of incest

with dog-like behaviour is current in northern Thailand
(hi jeyewardene 1968:86).

If my tentative analysis of feud as a ritual of
social relations is correct, the parallel I have drawn
between incest and intra-group killing is logically
consequent upon it, and it is not difficult to understand
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why intra-group killing should he said to 'bring confusion*.
The lea*, to talk of dogs does, however, requires some
explanation.
levi-Btrauss has postulated that observation of
the incest taboo and the circulation of women outside the
nuclear family, which results from it, stand on the line
of demarcation between nature and culture.
discuss the merits of this argument. 1 1

I will not here

But if Levi-Strauss

is right, then to behave 'like a dog' is to deny the
existence of society and to identify oneself with nature.
Both incest.and intra-group killing may thus be said to
constitute 'unnatural' behaviour in the fullest sense of
the word.

They are a negation of the communicative premise
12
of social existence.
7/hile intra-group killing is the complete antithesis
of social behaviour and brings confusion, inter-group
killing, or feud proper, demarcates, separates and confers
order upon social relations, that is, the channels of
communication which link one group to another and provide
the moral and material bases which make it possible for a
given number of individuals to think of themselves consti
tuting a 'society'.

3

) I&YtholoCT and history
If feud hs a ..ritual performance clarifies

relationships as a whole and generally fosters social

cohesion by acting as a standardized symbolic representation
or 'reminder* of shared, values (cf. p . 3 5 6 ), it nonetheless
serves, as I have already frequently had occasion to show,
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at a more specific level, to express individual values and
aspirations, and as a means to the attainment of goals which
run counter to the immediate*interests of other members
of the society.

Feud both unites and separates, conveys

consensus and divergence.

It is thus to be expected that

the statements which members of feuding.societies make about
current and past feuds, whilst evincing an overall adherence
to the same generally accepted scale of values, will never
theless differ radically in their presentation of the facts
according to the degree of involvement of the speaker and
his structural relationship to the principals:

a man whose

brother has been killed will naturally try to justify his
desire to bring vengeance, whereas the killer's group will
in all probability either claim that the homicide was an
accident or else that the victim acted in a manner so
provocative that to kill him was the only 'honourable*
solution.

Similarly, an impartial observer unrelated to

either of the principals will produce a less biased version
of the facts which will be at variance with the stories of
•• *"
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both the conflicting parties.
Since feud is an eaentially diachronic x^henomenon,
it is usually impossible bo observe a whole feud at first
hand.

Much of the material on feud presented by anthro-
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pologists has consequently been gleaned from conversations
with tribesmen ox' from stories tola about great feuds of
the past.

Such material is naturally fraught with contra

dictions stemming from the desire of opposed individuals
and groups to exonerate themselves and justify their own
position in a feuding relationship.

But in the absence of

written records this is the only possible method of investi
gating feud.

Obliged therefore to adopt itf Peters found

that Bedouin tribesmen, whilst being eager to talk with
relish about their own hostilities with distant secondary
sections and other people’s feuds, were much more reticent
as regards acts of violence against collateral tertiary
sections and remained of an invincible discretion in all
that touched upon intra-group killing within their own
section.

If feters had not been a good fieldworker, he

might well have come away with the idea that intra-group
homicide never took place.

It might thus be said that the

Bedouin of Cyrenaica cultivate a mythology of feud fby
omission*:

their deliberate silence on a number of issues

is intended to enhance in the eyes of an outsider the
reputation that they, at least, (i.e. the informants*
vengeance group) do not commit intra-group homicide.

In

fact, this is rarely the c^se and, as Peters discovered,
the history of numerous tertiary sections i£ Cyrenaica is
marked by the murder of close kinsmen, which the descendants
go to considerable lengths, to dissimulate.

Successful feuds
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with distant sections were* on the other hand* frequently
quoted as evidence of the honourable conduct and military
strength of the speaker*s group.
Such behaviour is nothing remarkable per se. A
tendency for self-justification is a trait common to all
human beings,

however* in view of my general agreement

with Leach’s ideas on the nature of ritual and my own
analysis of feud as a ritual of social relations, it might
be interesting to interpret the inconsistencies which
characterize different structural ’anglings* of the facts
of any given feud in the light shed by the rider which
Leach develops from his initial postulate of a sacred-profane
continuum*

Implicitly building upon Malinowski *s theory of
13
myth as a ’charter* for political and structural reality, ^
Leach has come to the conclusion that *••• myth and ritual
are essentially one and the same.

Both are modes of making

statements about structural relationships* (1954:264).
*... myth regarded as a statement in words "says” the same
tning as ritual regarded as a statement in action* (1954:1514).

Seen in this manner, the stories told about feud in,

for instance, Bedouin camps and Albanian villages can - in
Leach's terms, at least - be said, quite literally, to
constitute the mythology of feuding societies.
Like ritual, myths shared by a whole society
function to stress the unity of the whole and its discrete
ness vis a vis other social groups which do not have the
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same mythology.

But like ritual again and taken at a less

general level, myths tend to be employed by smaller groups
and individuals for the furtherance of their own ends
against those of their rivals.

Myths translate into words

the political and structural processes expressed in ritual
actions.

As symbolic narratives they describe social

structure and the changing patterns of dominance and
alliance.

I therefore agree with Leach that, in certain

circumstances, myth 'is not so much a justification of ritual
as a description of it* (1

9 5 4

:1 7 2 ) and believe that it is

not unreasonable to argue that all the histories of feud
given to anthropologists by members of feuding societies
may be seen as 'myths1 (in Leach's sense of the word)
deriving from the necessity in which the informant finds
himself to vindicate his structural position in a society
in which feud itself is the very stuff of relationships
and provides the only idiom for internal communication
between parts, the only record of the passage of time.^
As a mythology in its own right, the history cf
feud is thus *a language of argument, not a chorus of
harmony1 (Leach 1954:278).

In as much as at least some

of the tales of famous feuds told during leisure hours in
nomadic camps and tribal villages are related by individuals
so far removed in time and structural distance from the
original participants that a fair measure of impartiality
may be expected, they may be said to describe actual events.

But if the events, or a good proportion of them, are of
ritual significance and serve symbolically to determine the
precise nature of relationships of inequality, the history
of feud describes ritual.

4) Conspicuous consumption and Menial of the debt*
In the context of feud myth and ritual are both
public statements about social process.

They both make

explicit to the society at large the changing state of
inter-group ties and individual aspirations.

Insofar as

actions must be subject to a certain degree of standardization
to qualify as ritual, feud postulates the existence of a
framework of shared expectations which make it possible
for the members of feuding societies to apprehend the social
significance and even forsee the occurrence of acts of
violence in a given set of circumstances.

But feud, like

all other systems of communication, enjoys a certain amount
of. built-in flexibility:

as long as it is not done too

frequently and the framework of shared expectations is not
irreparably damaged, messages can occasionally be transmitted
by a reversal of the normal communicative process - silence,
when articulate portest is expected, can sometimes serve to
transmit a more telling message than positive reaction.
Or, as Mauss has jut it, fNe pas faire est encore une action,
un acte d*inhibition est encore un acte' (1 9
in Gazeneuve 1958:4).

3 9

:1

9 2

, quoted

Negation can at times be as, if not

more, effective than affirmation when it is desired to
establish the exact tenor of relationships*
In the light of these comments I should like to
suggest briefly that feud may, in more than one respect, be
usefully compared with the potlatch (or similar institutions
like the south-east Asian feast of merit and the Latin
American fiesta) and that such a comparison makes it possible
to interpret a number of details in feuding behaviour which
are otherwise not readily intelligible*
In his Essai sur le don Mauss describes the
potlatch as a 'prestation totale de type agonistique*
(1950:153)*

Now it would, I think, be difficult to find a

more succinct phrase to characterize the feud as I have
analyzed it*

But parallels between feud and the potlatch

do not cease here, for in one of the earliest serious attempts
to apprehend the underlying significance of the potlatch
Boas pointed out that the Kwakiutl rotlatch ceremonial was
the culmination, and public avowal of a whole network of
debt relationships which ultimately constituted the very
fabric of Kwakiutl society.

In Boas* opinion it was

necessary for the ceremonial to take place in order that
debts might be publicly placed on record in the memories
of those present.

This procedure conveniently compensated

for the absence in Kwakiutl society of other more sophisti
cated methods of drawing up and keeping accounts of loans
(Boas 1898:54-55* quoted in Mausa 1950:198).
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The debts contracted in the potlatch proved that
the debtor was worthy of the creditor’s confidence, or,
alternatively, that the debtor possessed sufficient political
ascendancy over the creditor to force the latter to lend
him capital which would aid him in his struggle for status
and power.

Although the situation in the feud is not quite

the same, (for no one in a feuding society willingly parts
with capital in the form of blood), feud nevertheless
exhibits a very similar mechanism:

the greater the loan

an individual or ‘grouj) can float, (i.e. the larger the
number of homicides it can commit without incurring retri
bution) , the greater their political ascendancy.

But like

the i otlatch again - and in this the feud resembles Foster’s
and Wolf 1 s analysis of the fiesta in Latin American peasant
societies too (rolf 1959:216, quoted in Foster 1967:141) the more a man acquires in feud the more he is obliged to
redistribute both in the form of wealth (cf. pp.
and risk to himself and his agnates.

301

, 330)

For the more debts

a vengeance group accumulates the greater the risk that
vengeance will be brought by the creditors.
The potlatch and feud both provide, in the first
instance, a means cf acquiring wealth and the status
attached to material possession.

But they both also ensure

that inequality in terms of w?ealth and status cannot reach
excessive proportions.

For the obligation, in feuding

societies, to redistribute wealth through gifts and
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hospitality and, in societies having potlatch-like practices,
to expend wealth by conspicuous consumption, sets a limit
on what can be acquired id material terms.

The same

obligation, if not manipulated with extreme circumspection,
also exposes the incautious individual to a less of status,
as does too - but only in the feud - the numerical depletion
of the group whatever its material gains.
There are obviously a number of points at which
a comparison between the potlatch and feud becomes arduous,
if not impossible.

One of these is the fact that potlatch-

type societies are normally (but not always) endowed with
a fairly pronounced form of social stratification, while
feuding societies are not.

I would nevertheless argue that

the comparison i_s valid as far as it goes and that some
interesting further results might be obtained were Bohannan’s
development of Firth’s theory of spheres of exchange (e.g.
Bohannan 1963:243-259) applied to the feud with a view to
discovering whether honour can be regarded as a medium for
’conversion1 between distinct spheres of value culminating
in the sphere of prestige out of which no further conversion
can be made.
fTiatever the points of divergence between the
potlatch and feud, it is clear that both function, as
social systems based on a ’prestation totale de type
agonistique*, to provide a framework for the public
’registration’ of changing structural relations expressed
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in terras of debt.

I have already quoted Feters to the

effect that the denial of a debt of blood (1 9 5 1 :iv) is
regarded by the Cyrenaican Bedouin as the most ineluctable
cause of protracted hostilities between groups.

Feters

suggests that the reason for this is that, if the debt is
not recognized, there is no possibility of ’concluding1
hostilities by the promised payment of diya, for it is not
possible to pay compensation for a debt the existence of
which the debtor is unwilling to admit.
logical.

This is perfectly

But it does not adequately explain why in many

feuding societies - not only among the Bedouin of Cyrenaica throughout the world the covert killing of an enemy always
gives rise to sentiments of public outrage and converts
what might have been a normal feuding relationship into a
ferocious conflict in which the ’rules’ cease to be observed
and multiple vengeance is frequently brought for a single
initial homicide.
In general, feuding societies explicitly distin
guish between what the Scots lawyer Skene termed ’two kindes
of slauchter; ane quhilk is called murther, quhilk is
committed quyetlie, na other man seing or knawing the
samine, except onely the man-slayer and his complices...’
and the other, ’sirapill man-slauchter’ (1609:67v).

Until

the end of the twelth century English and Norman law
maintained the same distinction between ordinary homicide
and mortk» or homicide with concealment of the corpse
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The covert murderer in the tribal districts of

Iraq who attempts to hide the body of the victim is regarded,
if identified, as the author of a more heinous deed than he
who kills and declares publicly what he has done (kadhim
1957:72).

The same emphasis on the necessity for the killer

to declare his guilt and bear the consequences is found
among the Nuer (Howell 1954:52), in the Norse saga (Njal
1955:332) and in Albania, where it is ’"held dishonourable"
to kill and not to tell 1 (Hasluck 1954:228).
Wallace-Hadrill, the Lex ^alica

According to

and Lex xtibvaria of the

j.ierovingian period also make it quite clear that the body
of a man killed in feud must on no account be hidden or
buried by the killer (.^aiiace-Hadrill 1932:141).
I would suggest that this widespread prohibition
in feuding societies upon concealment of the corpse and the
concomitant stress upon a public affirmation by the killer
of his guilt are not merely to be ascribed, as ieters
intimates, to the impossibility of paying compensation and
’concluding* a feud, if the debt is denied,
certainly partly the answer.

fhis is

But I think that the ethno

graphic facts are better explained if covert homicide is
seen as a deliberate break in communications, as a negation
of existing relationships which, by the introduction of an
element of ’surprise*, is designed to galvanize the
adversary inco frenzied reprisals.

In this manner the

two opposed groups are forced to adopt, or to resume,
hostile attitudes towards each oth

hich express,

respectively, either a hitherto laten!; necessity for
fission, or a renewal of contact aftsr a prolonged period
of mutual indifference in the course of which the two have
•t... * *
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This is,also the rble of the *fouls* I referred to
in the first chapter (cf. p. 48 ), the character of which
varies from the killing of a minor or of a fugitive who has
sought asylu: in the tent of a third party (Peters

1 9 6 7

:2 6 9 )

to mutilation of the corpse (Feters 1967:268; Musil 1928:495)
1C
or removal of the victim’s rifle
(Durham 1909:198). By
occasionally demonstrating the accrued intensity of hostilis
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a glimpse of what a permanent departure from the feuding norm
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could portend, ’fouls* serve finally as a ritual ’reminder*,
net of the underlying unity of feuding societies, hut of
the dire consequences that would ensue were all constituent
groups to abandon the self-buttressing system of violence
which is their only defence against the onset of anomie»
fhren when it flouts its own rules the ritual *language* of
feud succeeds in conveying the messages of cohesion and
superordination without which social existence in conditions
of 'total scarcity' can have no meaning.
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CHAfThix V:

footnotes

1. It might be said en passant that he thus inadvertently
contradicts his own view, put forward earlier, that
ritual practices must allow for *une marge d*improvis
ation* (1 9 5 8 :2 ).
2. Even if a woman did occasionally bring vengeance in
Albania, it might be held, as in one case reported by
Mrs Hasluck, that ’a kill by a woman did not count*
(1954:256). The only activity connected with feud
in which women could legitimately indulge was incitement
to vengeance: it was the womenfolk of the victim whose
duty it was to keep his memory alive by singing funerary
dirges, lacerating their faces until they bled (Busquet
1920:100; Hasluck 1954:157; Andromedas 19) and keeping
relics, such as a blood soaked shirt, to show provocatively
to the heirs of the victim when they were grown old
enough to bear a rifle (cf. pp. 132-1335 P* 29 )•
Kabyle and Rwala Bedouin women also play the rfcle
of cheer-leaders when their menfolk meet in pitched
battle (Bourdieu 1965:201-202; Musil 1928:540). These
- aspects of the behaviour of women in the feud are, in
Coser’s terms, obviously highly nonrealistic. The
reason for this will become apparent later in the
present chapter (p. 3 7 7 ).
3* E.g. Burckhardt 1831:110; von Hahn 1867:339; Murray

1935:222.

4. The relative facility of divorce which is found in many
islamic communities and its proscription in principle
by the catholic church do not account for this disparity
between attitudes to divorce in sedentary and nomadic
societies. Eor a large proportion of the Albanian
mountain tribes are nominally catholic, while the
kabyles are equally nominal muslims. Yet both societies
shun divorce.
5. E.g. the Albanian case of GrimSs and Gjelosh (cf. p. 237 )•
krs Hasluckfs reference to the *honour* of GrimSs*
wife should, in my terminology, read *shame*.
6

. In Albania, if in exceptional circumstances a man killed
his brother’s son or father’s brother’s son with malice
aforethought in order to inherit his land, he might be
condemned bo death and executed by the community. But
this was very rare (Hasluck 1954:211).
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7. H.g. Palestinian Bedouin: Hardy 1963:92; Bedouin of
the Syrian desert: Uusil 1928:4-95; Pastoral Somali:
Lewis 1961:257; Anglo-Saxon 'tribal law': Seebohm
1902:30•
8

. I am aware that a certain amount of criticism (e.g.
Pox 1967:57) has been directly and indirectly levelled
against Levi-Strauss' proposal that the incest taboo
and the rule of exogamy bo regarded as 'the same thing,
merely negative and positive statements of the same
rule' (Hart 1950:392). The reasoning involved in this
criticism is sound but, in my opinion, beside the
point: it does not show that Ievi-Strauss' basic
postulate is 'wrong'; but merely that some caution
and subtlety should be observed in the application
of Levi-Strauss' theory to the ethnographic facts.

9* Beattie states that the Chinese characters which stand
for the concept of incest can be translated as 'confusion
of relationships' (Beattie 1966:127).
10. The 'Ababda, like most Arabs, maintain a tradition of
preferential father's brother's daughter marriage.
11. Lorenz's work on the mating habits of a particular
species of geese would seem to invite the formulation
of certain strictures as regards Ievi-Strauss’ postulate:
according to Lorenz, the geese in question observe a
rigid incest taboo 1
12. To abuse a man, to call him a dog, or any other 'inhuman'
name, is, as Leach has pointed out (1964: passim:
1 9 6 7 :1 3 0 ), to diminish his social potency by reducing
him to sub-human proportions. Similarly, in most
societies, it is insulting - i.e. it reduces his status
or social potency - to tell a person that he is a
•real bastard'. It is thus not surprising that slayers
of kinsmen among the Cyrenaican Bedouin are branded as
walad haram or illegitimate sons. The same terminology
is used" in Albania for parricides (Hasluck 1954:211)..
This appellation not only disculpates the agnatic
minimal lineage for having* spawned such an unnatural
scion by placing the onus of responsibility on the
immoral conduct of the mother, who frequently belongs
(even in societies practising preferential father's
brother's daughter marriage) to another group altogether,
but it also serves to emphasize the anti- or sub-social
character of the intra-group killer's act.
A.s witches throughout the world are not uncommonly
said to be bastards too and since witchcraft, like
feud, is regarded as a means of diminishing the potency

c o n td .

of enemies, it might bo interesting to make a comparative
study of witchcraft and feud to find out whether there
is any real sociological congruence between the two.
A rich terrain upon which to begin such a study is
provided by Leach's and Svans-Pritchard's books on
the Kachin ana the Az&nde, where even a cursory glance
is sufficient to suggest a variety of correspondences.
Unfortunately, there are very few witchcraft beliefs
in the Middle East. But this in itself night prove
revealing in view of the intensity and prevalence of
feud in the area.
'■K-;.
«•.-v . . ._ * .
'•
"r v
•
^
'“V
'
r
I am indebted to Professor Freedman of the London
School of Economics for this insight into the epislemology
of Leach's ideas on ritual.
■*
.a
The idea that the history of feud is synonymous with
the history of feuding societies is a commonplace of
the literature on feud in the Mediterranean and the
Middle East. Peters states, for instance, that, in
Bedouin eyes, a 'history of the tribe ± r a history
of what they consider to be the feuds that have occurred
between groups in the past' (1951:575)* E.g. also
MUller 1931:158 (quoted in Sweet 1965:1132)5 Durham
1909:218; von Hahn 1867:'4-7.
Y* *- ■
» .
• •i
This analysis is implicit in Peters' statements relative
to covert homicide. I have sought merely to lay a
-mater stress than he has done upon the communicative
aspects of the problem.
The theft of the victim's rifle is probably thought
to be synonymous with an act of symbolic castration,
i.e. the removal of the outward sign of a man's
virility and force, the diacritical mark which
differentiates him from womankind. If this diagnosis
is correct, the act o f 'stealing a rifle from a dead
man is very similar to the more obviously significant
mutilation of the corpse.
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